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PREFACE

Babcock & Wilcox (B&W) is participating in the AEC's 1000-MWe
Fast Breeder Reactor Follow-On Study Program under Argonne National

Laboratory (ANL) Contract No. 31-109-38-1998. As stated by ANL,

"The over-all objective of the current 1000-MWe
LMFBR Follow-On Study Program is to provide
the AEC with information needed to establish re-
search and development programs which will lead
to the achievement of economic and safe LMFBR
power plants by a viable nuclear industry.  This
information is to be developed through studies of
1000-MWe LMFBR power plant reference concep-
tual designs favored by the nuclear industry for
further development and eventual sale to the elec -
tric utilities in the period of 1975 to 1985."

To achieve this objective, B&W's work under the Follow-On Study
was divided into four major tasks.  Task I, which involved the develop-
ment of four basic plant concepts and the selection of a preliminary ref-
erence design, was completed in 1967; the results are documented in

BAW-1316.  The work under Tasks II and III, which included parametric
and trade-off studies conducted in parallel with the conceptual design of
a 1000-MWe LMFBR reference design, has also been completed and the
results are described in BAW-1328.  Task IV involved the preparation
of research and development programs which would, when executed,

enable the detailed' design, construction, and successful operation of the
contractor's optimized reference design.

This report describes the work performed under Task IV. Section

1 outlines the overall schedule and the basic approach that has been es-
tablished to develop the reference design to the point where it achieves
general commercial acceptance. Sections 2 through 10 contain individu-

al R&D programs categorized in accordance with the nine major elements

of the national LMFBR program plans. Volume I contains sections 1

through 6, and sections 7 through 10 are in Volume II.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In recognizing the need for fast breeders and selecting the LMFBR

to fulfill that need, the LMFBR has been given top priority in the AEC's

power reactor development program. The overall objective of the pro-

gram, in simple terms, is to develop a safe, reliable, and economical

LMFBR power plant for the utility environment. Consistent with the

foregoing priority and objective, the general LMFBR development activ-

ities, which already have clearly established the technical feasibility of
the concept, have recently been accelerated by both government and in-

dustry and oriented specifically toward the stated objective.
To  continue  the favo rable trend toward developing the LMFBR  in  a

planned and disciplined program, the specific technology required for
the LMFBR to compete successfully with existing power plants must be

c·learly defined. Since these requirements could be described better if

they were based on a specific LMFBR design, the AEC implemented a

series of plant design studies by awarding five major plant design con-
tracts under the 1000-MWe LMFBR Follow-On Study to potential fast

breeder reactor vendors in the years 1966 and 1967. Babcock & Wilcox

is participating in the Follow-On Study under Argonne National Labora-

tory (ANL) Contract No. 31-109-38-1998, and the work performed under
Task IV of the Follow-On Study is described in this document.

This report summarizes the research and development programs
that should be completed before the B&W LMFBR reference power plant

could be designed, constructed, and then operated in electric utility sys-

tems in the mid-1980s. In addition, these programs inherently identify

the most important LMFBR technology that needs to be developed and the

problems or areas of uncertainty that must be resolved to meet the mid-

1980 goal.
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These research and development programs were prepared under
Task IV of the Follow-On Study, as noted above, but they reflect R&D
requirements that were identified continually throughout the Follow-On

Study in accordance with the methodology implied in the overall object-
ive given in the Preface.  Some of the broad-based needs were identified

in  Task I during the development and subsequent evaluation of four pre -

liminary concepts, before the reference design was selected. These

were defined better, and additional specific requirements were estab-
lished as the reference concept was developed and optimized by concep-
tual design studies and trade -off and parametric evaluations in Tasks  II

and III.  Thus, the programs in this report reflect realistic require-
ments based on the specific features and design choices used in B&W's

1000-MWe LMFBR reference plant. Naturally, since much of the tech-

nology required stems from needs that are common to all LMFBR sys-

tems, these programs inherently include many items that are applicable
to any conventional LMFBR plant.

Since the R&D programs are based on the requirements established
in preceding tasks, the reports that document the earlier work are perti-

nent to the information presented here.  The five volumes of BAW-1316

describe  the  Task  I work which  led  to  B&W 's reference concept,   an  inte -

gral pool design incosporating a vibratory packed, mixed-oxide pin clus -

ter, vented-to-coolant core, and an under-the-plug refueling system.

Volumes 4 and 5 of BAW-1328 describe the major trade-off and paramet-
ric studies which were instrumental in establishing the final features and

characteristics of the reference design; Volumes 1 through 3 contain a

detailed description of the final reference conceptual design.
In the following parts of this section, the objectives of the Follow-

On Study and the corresponding work scope are summarized briefly to
place the subsequent material in the proper perspective; the basic philos-

ophy, criteria, and assumptions that were used in preparing R&D pro-

gram s are outlined,  and the schedule and funding required to develop
B&W's reference 1000-MWe LMFBR up to the time that a commercial

contract is secured early in 1983 are summarized.

Subsequent chapters present the research and development pro-

grams which were prepared in accordance with the overall scope and cri-

teria outlined in this section. These programs contain many separate
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i)            items or R&D tasks, which have been categorized and grouped to cor-

              respond with the
nine major elements of the LMFBR program plan:

Section R&D Program Element

2 Plant Design
3            Components
4        Instrumentation and Control
5 Sodium Technology
6      Core Design
7       Fuels and Materials
8 Fuel Recycle
9            Physics
10       Safety

Each R&D task includes sufficient information to indicate the basic

objective, current status of technology, scope of work, and cost and

schedule. Cost benefit information and the probability of successful

execution of the task are also indicated whenever possible.

1.1. Program Objectives and Scope

The overall objective of the Follow-On Study as given in the Pref-

ace is to define realistic R&D needs by conceptual design, optimization,

and evaluation of a specific 1000-MWe LMFBR plant, and to produce

corresponding R&D programs that will, when executed, supply the tech-

nology needed to design, build, and operate LMFBR power plants in the

1975-1985 period. The overall objective was clarified in primary and

secondary objectives which further emphasized the R&D-related aspects

of the work:

Primary Objectives

1.  To identify new information needed to permit the successful

design, construction, and operation of the industry-favored reference

conceptual designs.
2.   To establish a program of research and development to obtain

this new information (including redirection of existing programs wherever

necessary).
3.  To estimate the probability of success in all areas of the re-

search and development program described above; and to determine how

the various elements of power cost might be affected if work in these

areas were unsuccessful or only partly successful.
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Figure 1-1. LMFBR Development Schedule
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4.  To compare the value of the tesearch and development speci-

fied in each area with the cost of the work, in terms of savings in power
Cost.

Secondary Objectives

1.  To encourage the development of original approaches to the

design of large-scale LMFBR power plants.

2.  To gain a better understanding of the safety problems involving
the  design and operation  of such plants.

3.  To supply the industry with current estirnates of future LMFBR

system functional requirements, which will dictate the design of com-

ponents and the specification of materials for such plants.

4.  To provide the AEC with information to aid in the continuing
formulation of the National LMFBR Program Plan.

To achieve these objectives, B&W's work under the Follow-On

Study was divided  into four major tasks as follows:

Task I - The development of four basic plant concepts based on

the established ground rules and the estimated state of technology in

1980, and the selection of a preliminary reference design that incorpor-

ates the best features of each concept.

Task II - Detailed engineering work on the preliminary reference

design, and, in parallel, the performance of in-depth engineering trade-

off studies.
€

Task III - Parametric studies to identify and evaluate basic prob-
lem areas and to provide a basis for the selection of an optimized ref-

erence design.

Task IV - Preparation of research and development programs re-
quired for the successful design and construction of the 1000-MWe

LMFBR reference design.

1.2. Summary Schedule

The overall schedule for development of B&W's 1000-MWe LMFBR

reference power plant is shown in Figure  1 -1. This schedule was estab-

lished by evaluating the initial time span for each major R&D item

against the need for introducing the breeder in the early 19805 and then

rescheduling  in an iterative process to reduce the total elapsed  time;
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the schedule indicates that construction of the reference commercial
unit could begin early in 1983.  It also reflects the need for constructing
and operating a predecessor or demonstration plant before constructing
the larger unit in a competitive commercial environment. Construction
of the predecessor plant is scheduled to begin by the first quarter of
1976 in order to achieve two years of operation before the contract date
for the 1000-MWe unit.

To a large extent, this schedule was established by the features
and design choices incorporated in the reference design. In particular,
the choice of vipac fuel in a vented-to-coolant core design influences the
overall schedule. First, this selection requires development of the
vented fuel to the point where a few assemblies can be placed in an early
core of a demonstration plant before construction of the reference com-
mercial unit is begun.  Of even more importance, R&D related to plant

design and performance with high fission product inventories must be
performed successfully in time to incorporate provisions for operation

with vented fuel in the demonstration plant.

Although the example above  is a key factor in setting the schedule
for the reference plant, it is not the only determinant in the timing.  In

developing the R&D programs presented in subsequent chapters, it was
obvious that most of the items in each of the nine major technology areas
are directly related and form vital links in the development, construc-

tion, and operation of the reference plant. Even though these interde-

pendencies were examined in preparing this document to the extent al-

lowed by the work scope, additional evaluation is needed to establish a
schedule reflecting a thorough assessment of these interrelationships.
To be effective, this activity should be performed in parallel with more

concentrated plant design studies in certain crucial areas as outlined in
section 2. In particular, the interdependent effect of design choices on
R&D requirements needs to be assessed further and related in a contin-

uous process to the overall LMFBR development schedule.
The schedule shown in Figure 1 -1 is predicated on the assumption

that the predecessor or demonstration plant would be a scaled-down ver-
sion of the reference plant and, except for the core, would incorporate

all the major features of the reference design. Except for reduced per-
formance, reduced component sizes, and core design, the predecessor
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plant would be designed to the same standards and criteria as would the

reference plant. For instance, the pot features, the number of primary
and intermediate loops, the refueling scheme, and the plant arrangement
are identical. The initial core was assumed to be a conservative, non-

vented pellet design, but the reactor internals and the plant were assum-

ed to be designed to accommodate a vented-to-sodium, vibratory com-

pacted core. This would permit actual in-reactor operation of several

vented-vipac fuel asse,nblies to demonstrate the performance of these

types  of fuel assemblies and to demonstrate other associated plant fea -
tures such as seals and cleanup systems.

Acknowledging the predecessor plant-reference plant relationship,
the schedule and the R&D programs were developed to satisfy both

plants. The philosophy used here was that all items of R&D that are re-

quired for the licensing and construction of the predecessor plant had to

be completed in the 1976-1979 period. Beyond 1979 and through 1986,
R&D that was directly related to the reference plant could be performed.
In the area of components, this might mean that components designed
for the predecessor plant could be used in the reference plant without

change; or it might mean that upgrading and further proof-testing might
be required to increase the size or improve the performance.  In the

fuels area, it means that two fuel development programs must be car-
ried on simultaneously: a vipac-vented program and a pellet-nonvented

program.
Within the restraints imposed by the design decision reflected in

the reference plant, the adoption of this philosophy results in an orderly
R&D program. It makes maximum use of both national and private facil-

ities and should enable the reference 1000-MWe LMFBR to be designed,

constructed, and operated in a safe and economical manner in the 1980s.

1.3. Estimated Costs

The estimated cost for developing the reference 1000-MWe LMFBR

through the start of construction in 1983 is $552 million. The estimate

for each of the nine elements of the LMFBR program plan is shown by

year in Table 1-1. Each element is further divided bytask in subse-

quent sections.
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Table 1-1. Summary Cost Estimate for Developing B&W's Reference
1000 - MWe   LMF BR

Cost by year, $ X 106

Program element 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 Total

Plant design 2.27 2.53 2.73 2.08 2.13 2.50 2.50 1.25 1.25 1.25 1.50 i./5 2.13 2.25 2.25 30.37

». Components 1.70 2.23 2.84 4.04 4.57 4.19 4.93· 5.06 3.46 1.01      --       --       --               _-       34.03

00 Instrumentation 2.35 2.65 2.28 2.15 1.33 0.90 0.65 0.40 0.10      --       --       --               --       --       12.81

Sodium technology 3.00 3.00 4.40 7.35 10.20 15.30 9.30 4.00      --      --       --       --       --       __       --       56.55

Core design 2.20 3.40 3.88 1.95 1.55 0.61 0.26 0.22 0.16 0.13 0.13 0.18 0.17 0.14 -- 14.98

Fuel 5.80 6.50 8.00 8.00 8.00 7.00 7.00 7.00 7.00 6.00 6.00 6.00 5.00 3.00 2.50 92.80

Fuel recycle 0.76 0.90 1.25 1.75 2.00 2.00 2.50 2.50 2.50 3.00 3.00 2.00 2.00 1.50 1.50 29.16

Physics 5.80 8.40 10.30 11.50 12.00 11.50 10. 50 8.60 5.10 3.60 3.40 3.40 3.40 4.30 4.30 106.10

Safety 3.60 6.12 8.17 10.36 20.91 30.13 30.18 15.97 9.26 7.04 6.68 7.24 7.79 6.89 4.69 175.03

Total 27.48 35.73 43.85 49.18 62.69 74.13 67.82 45.00 28.83 22.03 20.71 20.57 20.49 18.08 15.24 551.83·



In developing this estimate, it was assumed that facilities such as

those planned at LMEC and the FFTF would be available as needed, but
credit for the technology generated in the process of building these facil-

ities could not be applied directly in terms of program costs.  Thus,
the estimates are based on complete development of the technology and
capability to build a specific LMFBR plant, independent of information

generated by others.

Unless otherwise noted in the individual programs, the funding
includes an allowance for operating costs of major facilities during the
time they are needed to perform the work outlined herein. However,
cost for the construction of facilities is not included, since those facili-

ties identified in Volume I, Appendix 3, of the LMFBR Program plans,

were assumed to be available. Likewise, the estimate does not include
any post-contract construction cost for either the demonstration plant

or commercial plants, but, as indicated in section 2, it covers the de-

sign and engineering costs for both units to the point of contract for con-

struction with electric utilities.
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2. PLANT DESIGN

2.1.  Introduction

2.1.1.   General

The Plant Design section is concerned with the develop-
ment of the plant concept and related technology. The primary objec-
tives of the plant design R&D plan are as follows:

1.  To describe the approach for developing the
B&W LMFBR plant design technology.

2.  To provide the basis for coordinating the ac-
tivities in this plan with those of the AEC.

3.  To coordinate the various elements of the
B&W R&D program, which deals directly
with the end objective-a total plant.

From a design standpoint, the LMFBR "plant" is consid-

ered to be the entire central station, but the more conventional areas

outside of the nuclear. steam supply system have not been considered as

developmental areas; however, in developing design parameters and
economic, safety, and operating relationships among major systems,
due consideration must be given to conventional areas.

These conventional areas outside the nuclear supply sys-
tem may require improved reliability and availability, since the plant

availability factor is directly affected by downtime for refueling. and
maintenance. In currently scheduled water reactors the postulated re-

fueling outage period is optimized to 2 to 3 weeks scheduled on an an-

nual basis (actual previous refueling periods have greatly exceeded

these outage figures). In contrast, the refueling system for the LMFBR,

specifically the B&W concept, offers rapid refueling so that a normal

annual refueling time is less than the annual maintenance time required
for the turbine, for example.
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The primary objectives of the Task IV activities in the
1000-MWe LMFBR Follow-On Study are (1) to develop the program of
research and development necessary for the detailed design, construc-
tion, and successful op'eration of the reference 1000-MWe LMFBR plant,
and (2) to provide quantitative cost-benefit information on the proposed
R&D program.

The B&W LMFBR schedule for reaching these objectives
is  shown in Table 2- 1.   The plan does not include plant improvements
that might occur after the 1983 date for starting construction.  The plan
does include an evaluation to establish that the concept will be commer-
Cially competitive in the utility environment in sizes greater than 1000
MWe, since plant capacities of 1500 to 2000 MWe in the year 1990 are
not inconceivable, and increased size considerations could influence the
direction of the R&D program. The content and timing of the R&D pro-
gram are also closely related to the growth of LMFBR sales, which is
affected by plutonium prices and comparative-operating cost standards
determined by future light-water reactor (LWR) capacity.  This pro-
gram will require revisions to reflect these considerations as they be-
come established facts. Finally, changes in the industrial development
of new methods and equipment will also neces ditate re-evaluation of the
program.

The course of action for the development of plant design
aspects of B&W's reference concept LMFBR is directly primarily to
the understanding and delineation of plant design engineering considera-
tions.  This will be accomplished by studies based on the concept derived
in the 1000-MWe LMFBR Follow-On contract, followed by studies asso-
ciated with the various target plant designs. This section contains no
research and development requirements, because it deals with only en-
gineering study work. However, as an output from these studies, the

R&D program for other sections will be further identified in depth and
requirement.  This will be a continuing function as the R&D program
needs more specific guidance.

All study areas must proceed in parallel at similar, rea-
sonable rates to obtain a full understanding of all interplays, which will
enable the end objective to be a comprehensive engineering design based
on both safety and economic considerations and to include a large number
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of trade-off studies. The interplay between these studies is important.
An acceptable design can only be achieved in a short time period by par-
allel work efforts with a full interchange of information.  A lack of in-
formation interchange can only result in iterations or extension of the
studies, which would be time-consuming and inefficient.

The program plan states the assumption that at least
three demonstration plants will receive major financial support, with
several others receiving less assistance. The further possible need for
second-generation plants, requiring significant financial support, can-
not be ruled out at this time.   This R&D plan provides the capabilities
necessary for construction of the B&W predecessor plant on the same
schedule as the third demonstration plant in the National Program.  The
predecessor plant could serve as the third demonstrator, or it could be
a second-generation plant. It would be conservatively based on 1975

technology with emphasis on safety, reliability, and economy, and it
would be capable of being scaled to at least a 1000-MWe LMFBR com-

mercial unit.

There is a general feeling in the nuclear community that

safety evaluations and licensing criteria for commercial LMFBRs will

be a direct outgrowth of their predecessor demonstrators. While this
is largely proper, unrealistic restraints or requirements may be placed
orl licensing of the larger, more competitively-oriented plant unless it
is considered independently at this time. Complete safety criteria and

requirements cannot be established with the smaller demonstrator plants,
because they are likely to be designed under highly conservative safety

  criteria for less-stringent operating conditions. Furthermore, the dem-
onstrator plants will probably have inherent safety features, such as

high-leakage cores, which may not be readily achievable or desirable

in the larger commercial cores. The large breeder reactors required
for commercial operation must represent a careful compromise between

inherent safety features and engineered safeguards, on the one hand and
plant economics on the other. The engineered safeguards must compen-
sate for some of the inherent safety characteristics that could drive
LMFBR costs beyond acceptable limits.

There are, of course, many ways to obtain an engineer-
ing understanding of plant design problems.  At one end of the spectrum
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Table 2- 1. Prelimina'ry Manpower Cost Estimate for R&D

Cost, $ X 103

Calendar year
Task 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 Total

Nuclear Steam Supply and Plant
Design Study 750 750 750 --    2,250

Supplennental Studies

1. Refueling system 250 250 500
2. Reactivity control system 150 150 300
3. Intermediate system 225 225 450

t\.1

1 4. Dynamic analysis and control 400 400 400    - 1,200
5. Plant maintainability 125 125 250
6.  Containment and shielding 200 200 400
7.   Effects of vented fuel on plant

design 250 250    -           -                                                      500

Plant Safety Analysis 500 500 500   --    - -    --    --                                                       1,500

Predecessor Plant Design 250 500 1250 1625 2000 2000 7,625

Reference Plant Design 500 500 500 750 1250 1625 2000 2000 9.125

Subtotal 2275 2525 2725 1825 1625 2000 2000 500 500 500 750 1250 1625 2000 2000 24,100

Advanced Development Studies --    --    -- 250 500 500 500 750 750 750 750 500 500 250 250 6.250

Total 2275 2525 2725 2075 2125 2500 2500 1250 1250 1250 1500 1750 2125 2250 2250 30,350



is trial and error consideration, which is usually not prudent and in-
volves an extremely high risk factor (possibly resulting in cancellation
because of inadequate depth of engineering).    At the other end of the

spectrum are continual research, development, and design (these re-
sult in paper studies only, which are also not practicable). An optimum
engineering program is largely a product of judgment, and continual
evaluation will be required throughout the effort. In quite a few cases,
however, engineering studies enable problem items or areas to be de-

signed out of the concept, thus reducing the research and development

program. The plant design section takes this feature into account in
considering that thorough engineering is essential if the R&D program
is to provide the performance, safety, and reliability required for util-

ity operation of the LMFBR.

This section of the program provides the master control-

ling center for most other tasks in the report. Initially, results and
data from other sections must be continually fed into the plant design
studies to enable the maximum use and interplay of information, and
requirements must be fed from this section into other specific R&D
areas to redirect the range of environmental investigation, if necessary.
Continuous assessment and evaluation will direct all phases of R&D work
to meet the goal of developing the plant concept and related technology
in the required time and in the most economic manner.

2.1.2. Summary Budget and Schedule

The summary budget for the Plant Design section is
shown in Table 2- 1, which identifies each of the major tasks and supple-
mental studies. The manpower cost (in thousands of dollars) is esti-
mated for calendar years from 1969 to 1983.

The estimated total R&D cost for the B&W reference
plant design is $24,100,000. Advanced concept studies to improve the
safety, economy, and performance of the design are estimated to cost
an additional $6,250,000, giving an overall R&D cost for plant design of
$30,350,000.  As can be seen from the table, the total R&D budget re-
sults in a relatively even engineering schedule during the first seven
years, to the end of 1975, at which time the sale of the B&W predeces-
sor plant is postulated.
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The schedule is arranged so that certain tasks run in par-

allel and others run in sequence; this arrangement is reflected in the

budget cost estimate. Rearrangement of the sequence of the tasks would

probably result in changing both the funding and scope requirements.

2.2.  Overall R&D Requirements

2.2.1.  General

This section of the program plan is divided into six major

sections, as follows:

1. Nuclear Steam Supply and Plant Design Study (2.2.2).
2. Supplemental Studies (2.2.3).
3. Plant Safety Analysis (2.2.4).
4. Predecessor Plant Design (2.2.5).
5. Reference Plant Design (2.2.6).
6. Advanced Development Studies (2.2.7).

Section 2.2.2 treats design development studies of the in-

terfacial problem areas of the various system requirements and the de-

termination of these trade-off effects, with due regard to safety, econ-

omy, and R&D requirements.  The R&D requirements are continually

delineated to enable early initiation  of  R&D for long-term items.      Thi s

approach provides a compact, comprehensive LMFBR program for

achieving economical and widespread use of fast breeder reactors at an

early date.  This part of the program requires considerable interplay

between sections 2.2.3 and 2.2.4.

Section 2.2.3 consists of studies concentrating on specific

systems that require a greater degree of in-depth engineering design
than is allocated in the section 2.2.2 work scope.  Some of these studies

begin with the first work in section 2.2.2, and others begin towards its

completion.

Section 2.2.4 deals with comprehensive safety analysis

studies to demonstrate that the nuclear plant can be operated safely and
without undue  risk to the public. A document comparable  to a prelimi-

nary safety analysis report (PSAR) will be prepared in this task; it will

be submitted to the AEC for licensing consideration.

Section 2.2.5 describes the design studies required to

integrate and optimize all previous studies into a comprehensive prede-

cessor plant design demonstrating all the major features of the reference
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plant. The plant is considered to be large enough to be readily scaled
to a 1000-MWe plant.

Section 2.2.6 considers the re-evaluation of all previous
work and studies and the incorporation of all knowledge gained into the
reference design concept, resulting in an engineered reference design
for a commercial reactor, which is compatible with contract negotia-
tions and sale  t-dquirements.

These five tasks are considered necessary to meet the
primary objective of the 1000-MWe Follow-On Study; they do not, by
definition, extend into other LMFBR advanced system concept design or
use areas considered necessary for an overall program evaluation.  The
tasks are based on a construction schedule for the B&W reference plant

starting in 1983.
Section 2.2.7 describes the advanced development stud-

ies which, although they are in no way directly connected with the B&W
reference design, are considered necessary and prudent for the contin-

ued development of LMFBR systems; they are included to obtain the re-
duced power generation costs postulated for the LMFBR systems.

This section of the R&D plan departs from the LMFBR
Program Plan'° primarily in the areas of general format, budget require-
ments, and the deletion of some general studies. The studies that have
been deleted are listed below, along with the reasons for their deletion.

1. Plant Design Temperature Study: The near-term de-

sign approach appears to be adequately covered by the parametric stud-
ies associated with the 1000-MWe Follow-On Study. The long-term ap-
proach will be covered by the advanced development studies (see Table
2-1).

2. Plant Siting Study: This study is not considered a re-

quirement for the B&W reference design, since the reactor designer
was not specified as being a part of the implementing organization.

3.    Development and Evaluation of Plant Economic  Fac -
tors:  This is considered to be a continuing task. The LMFBR system

-----

.

LMFBR Program Plan, Volume 2, "Plant Design, " WASH- 1102.
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must compete with the LWR systems in the market in order to become
established, and this task should be an integral part of the work in sec-
tion 2.2.2.

4.  Specifications and Standards:  This task is covered

by the component R&D requirements.

5. User's Assessment of LMFBR Plants:  This task is

covered by the B&W R&D program requirement that utilities participate
during the plant design study program.

6.  Investigation of More Compatible Secondary/Steam
Energy Systems: This study is not considered a requirement for the
B&W reference design; however, it is covered in general terms in Task
2.2.7, Advanced Development Studies.

7.  Elimination of Secondary System: Refer to item 6.

8. On-Line Refueling Study: Refer to item 6.

9.  Investigation of Alternate Uses of the LMFBR:  Re-
fe r  to  item  6.

10. Derrionstration Plant Program:  This task is covered
within the scope of Task 2.2.5, Predecessor Plant Design, since the

predecessor plant is fundamentally a demonstration plant having a ca-
pacity of less than 1000 MWe.

11. Compilation, Assessment, and Dissemination of In-
formation: No separate task has been specifically allocated to the com-
pilation and dissemination of plant design information or to the identifi-
cation of requirements, as these are considered  to be continuing  func -
tions.

12. Ide ntification of Functional Requirements:     This  task
is also considered to be a continuing and interrelated function.

13. Program Assessment:  This task is covered by the

requirements of the predecessor and reference plant design tasks.

This section of the R&D requirements has interfaces with
all other sections in both technical, economic, and safety considerations.
The development activities associated with the interfaces among ail
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sections must be established relatively early in the program to enable

an interchange of information with other sections, which will enable  the
evaluation of the detailed R&D program.

All tasks are planned with a requirement for continuous
evaluation and assessment of all LMFBR R&D needs. Cost benefits can
be continually assessed, so that the R&D program can be redirected as
necessary. In addition to the R&D program requirements, phase com-
pletion reports will be issued where necessary to guide and adjust the
R&D program.

In most of the plant design studies, the services of utili-
ties and the architect-engineer will be required. To avoid repetition,
these services are only identified in specific work areas involving their
heavy commitment.

Some of the areas that require an early assessment, es-
pecially in a "go" or "no-go" capacity, which could have an effect on the
plant design, are listed below:

1. Nuclear Steam Supply System

a.  Engineering and technological considera-
tions of the pot primary system; the effects .
of all system interfaces and trade-off con-
siderations.

b.  Engineering and technological considera-
tion of the intermediate system; the inter-
relationship and effects of layout and oper-
ation.

c. Fuel handling.
d.  Reactor control.

e.  Shielding and containment.

f.  Normal and abnormal operating conditions.
g.  Maintenance and inspection/test require-

ments.

2. Components

a.  The effect of the steam generator.

b.  The effect of the intermediate heat exchanger.
(The IHX and the steam generator require-
ments must be compatible. )

c.  The effects of other component requirements
on plant design, either directly or indirectly,
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byincorporation into other systems, e.g.,
refueling, control,  etc.

3.  Instrumentation and Control

a.  Detector and flow-measuring device re-
quirements.

b.  Hardware and software computer require-
ments and their effects on plant design,
basically in a "no-go" capacity.

4. Sodium Technology

a. Mass transfer characteristics in the pri-
mary circuit.

b.  Cover gas cleanup requirements.

5.  Core Design

a.  Vented plug concept requirements.
b.  Method of core support.

6.  Fuels and Materials

a. Fuel swelling effects.

b. Cladding compatibility.

7.  Fuel Recycle

a.  Method of receiving fuel.
b.  Method of dispatching irradiited fuel.

8.  Physics

a.  Finalization of fissile loading.
b.  Finalization of core geometry.

9.  Safety

a. Coolant superheating and the resulting core
voiding dynamics.

b.  Magnitude of energy generation for design-
basis accident; the partition of energy and
the mechanism involved.-

c.  Analysis of credible accidents.

d.  Environmental and site analysis.
e.  Effects of safety criteria and requirements

on.plant design.
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2.2.2. Nuclear Steam Supply System and Plant Design

2.2.2.1.   Objective

The primary objective of this task is to deter-
mine the full extent to which the integral pot-type LMFBR concept can

be developed for commercial use. The factors of design technology,

safety, economics, materials, fabrication, erection, maintenance, and

operation will be evaluated as they apply to the LMFBR plant. Although
the evaluation and system profile design* will use the 1000-MWe LMFBR

as a reference, the impact of each factor will be analyzed on extrapolated
versions of the LMFBR plant size. The results derived from this work

program will identify the potential of and the problems associated with

the pool concept.  The goal is to assess the general LMFBR pool con-

cept plant from a practical, industry-oriented viewpoint through an ob-

jective engineering analysis, rather than to advance the design of a par-
ticular concept. This study has four specific objectives:

1.  To select a pool primary system that will provide a firm
basis for system and component design, taking into ac-
count all interfacial aspects of systems and components.

2.  To evaluate the technical, safety, and economic factors
that affect the pool concept LMFBR plant during design,
construction, and operation.

3.  To delineate, with engineering documentation for back-
up, the safety and technical limitations and benefits of
the pool concept.

4.  To identify the required research, development, and
component testing programs, including priorities and
cost benefit calculations, for the pool concept LMFBR
plant.

-----

A system profile design is defined as the engineering design required
(a) to establish the advantages, disadvantages, and limitations of a
system concept; (b) to define the best technical approach aimed at op-
timizing the system under consideration, along with analyses of alter-
nate technical approaches; and (c) to determine R&D requirements and
identify those specific technical, economic, and safety factors that
require further engineering resolution. A system profile design will
require in-depth engineering of a specific concept as necessary to de-
lineate the benefits, restrictions, and significant issues associated
with the system being evaluated.
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2.2.2.2.   Summary of Current Technology

Several examples of pool systems exist, and
industrial interest has been demonstrated by the number of studies that
have utilized this concept. Three examples of special interest are EBR-
II, PFR, and Phenix. The feasibility of the pool system has been demon-
strated by EBR-II, which has been designed, built, and operated by ANL.
Since going critical in 1963 it has operated quite successfully; the recent
recurrent shutdowns for investigation appear to be primarily related to

core design. The 250-MWe demonstration reactor PFR is under con-
struction and is essentially on schedule; commissioning is scheduled for

early 1970.  With the satisfactory operation of the PFR, the British

would appear to be committed to the pot concept. The 250-MWe French
Phenix reactor has characteristics similar to those of the PFR; construc-

tion of the Phenix is scheduled to begin early in 1969.  From the infor-
mation available, the testing of components for the Phenix is well ad-
vanced. Recalling that the previous French sodium reactor, Rapsodie,
was a spread-out system, it appears that the French are also committed
to the pot concept.

The EBR-II reactor has demonstrated certain

design and fabrication considerations, including design, fabrication, and
erection of the top cover structure, together with on-site fabrication
and  testing to established standards;  the rmal expansion and alignment
of the cover structure, tank and related internal components; and struc-

tural stability and integrity under normal loading conditions.

2.2.2.3.      Sc ope  of  Wo rk

Commencing with the broad LMFBR plant con-

cept developed in the 1000-MWe LMFBR Follow-On Study, the pool con-
cept will be subjected to a system engineering analysis aimed at exploit-

ing advantages and defining limitations. The assistance  of an architect-

engineer will be obtained, as required, in various portions of this task.
The end results of the program will be a system profile design based on

the best technical approaches. In addition,  the R&D program required
to further advance the general pool concept LMFBR plant will be defined.
At the conclusion of this program, a plant design will be established in

sufficient detail to determine the full extent to which the pool concept
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LMFBR plant can be developed for use in the near-term commercial

environment.

Core Design - Review existing fuel assembly

designs as they relate to near-term application in commercial-size
plants that can immediately follow the demonstration plants, and define

a reference design through more refined analysis and evaluation.  Es-

tablish a reference core design for the "first round" commercial plants,

and define the associated safety criteria and operating conditions.

Review the current core support, coolant ple-

num, and holddown features with regard to performance and safety con-

siderations, and synthesize the core structures concurrently with estab-

lishment of the reference core.

Analyze fuel management schemes to establish

relationships between operating limits, fuel cycle cost, and safety char-

acteristics. Establish a reference fuel management method and gener-

ate detailed operating, safety, and economic performance data.

Design and Construction Technology - Apply

the fabrication and maintenance requirements along with materials and

cost  data to determine the system arrangement  and to establish func -

tional requirements and parameters. The results from this task will

directly benefit the system engineering and analysis, the nuclear steam

design, and the safety analysis of the reference concept.

Review existing methods and computer pro-            -

grams for thermal and stress analysis to deterinine their applicability

to the LMFBR reactor vessel system design. The methods necessary

for the design, analysis, and generation of data for the plant safety anal-

ysis study will be developed.
Collect the existing data on industrial materials

and integrate with the data available from the LMFBR National Program.

The information will be utilized in establishing system material require-

ments and operating limits.

Analyze the construction methods and schedule

for component and plant fabrication and erection, including an evalua-

tion of on-site versus shop fabrication of the major components. Study
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the requirements for quality control methods and procedures needed tomanufacture a quality product.
Delineate the maintenance problems associated

with the reactor vessel and the other major components, and compare
them with available maintenance methods. Review the surveillance and
inspection requirements, identify those required for the reactor vessel
and other major components and systems, and relate these to the avail-able  surveillance and inspection techniques.

Systems Engineering and Analysis - Review
the 1000-MWe reference design concepts developed in the follow-on
studies and the results from the CURVE study at the Liquid Metal Engi-
neering Center (LMEC); then develop a catalog of problem areas requir-
ing specialized and/or detailed attention as part of the plant design.

Establish the site for this study, in conjunctionwith utility participation. Establish site design and engineering criteria
and general ground rules to be used for the evaluation. The establish-
ment of a utility-selected site should produce better understanding of
general problems and a more meaningful appraisal for the PSAR.

Review the heat generation and heat transport
system interfaces; study the effects of relative thermal expansion,  dif-ferential pressures, and changes in pressure, temperature,   and  flow.
Prepare functional design requirements compatible with the safety re-quirements in the "General Design Criteria for a Liquid Metal Cooled
Fast Breeder Reactor. 11

Review the existing codes, standards, and spec-ifications to determine their applicability, and recommend modifications
where essential to the design of the reactor vessel and heat transport
systerns.

Develop preliminary cost trends and cost esti-
mating information and procedures for major components, which are to
be used in the system design task and in the final cost estimation for the
system profile design. Devise methods for extrapolating the LMFBR
plant size, and, where possible, determine break points in material,
fabrication, erection, maintenance, and cost curves. The economics
of scale will play an important part in the commercial introduction and
acceptance of LMFBR plants in the 1980's.
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Nuclear Steam Supply System (NSSS) Design -
Perform an overall system engineering analysis on the reactor vessel
and other portions of the NSSS to ensure that the design meets the re-
quirements established in the safety analysis study. Give special con-
sideration to the thermodynamic and hydraulic effects on components
located within the cavity formed by the reactor cover structure and the
biological shielding.

Evaluate the effect on the core and heat trans-
port systems of displacements caused by the physical weight of the com-
ponents, their thermal distortion, pressure differentials, mechanical
and flow-induced vibrations, seismic ground motions, and sodium bub-
ble  growth and collapse motions.

Review the design to define the best technical
approach consistent with the goal of optimizing the NSSS for minimum
power cost. Some analysis of alternate methods and approaches will be
required to achieve this goal.

Complete the analytical design studies of the
major components of the NSSS, including reactor vessel system compo-
nents, the IHX, and the steam generators. These studies will include
static and dynamic loading requirements and support methods which must
account for thermal expansion and other displacements. Various meth-
ods of attaching the reactor vessel and other major components to the
cover structure will be reviewed, together with the type and location of
the insulation to be used on the cover structure.

Incorporate the results of the overall plant and
systems design into the system design description. Include the design
data that provide the basis for specifications for the reactor vessel,
IHX, steam generators, and associated interfacial equipment. Tabulate
the overall system cost data and analyze to obtain an overall capital in-
vestment and operating cost.

R&D Program - Define the R&D program re-
quired to ensure continuity in the development and advancement of the
pool concept LMFBR plant and to provide component and system data for
inclusion in the system profile design final report. Develop the cost-
benefit ratios for the various elements in the R&D program, and incor-
porate these ratios in the R&D program document.
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2.2.2.4.  Schedule and Budget Estimate

This task is scheduled as a three-year pro-
gram to begin in 1969 and end late in 1971. The following budget esti-
mate covers only engineering services associated with plant design stud-
ies; the facilities and equipment R&D costs are covered in other sections

of this report.

Year 1969 1970 1971

Engineering cost, $ X 103 750 750 750

The total budget estimate for this task is $2,250,000. Figure 2-1 illus-
trates the program schedule in bar-chart form.

Figure 2- 1. Program Schedule for Nuclear Steam Supply
and  Plant  De sign Study

FY 1969 1970 1971 1972
Task

CY 1969 1970 1971 1972

1.  Core Design . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

2. System Engineering and Analysis

3.  Design and Construction Technology .. 1

4. Nuclear Steam Supply System Design ':·:i:.,i.· .·

5.  R&D and Test Program E-  

2.2.3. Supplemental Studies

2.2.3.1.      Ge ne ral

Areas with interfaces of particular importance
to the B&W reference design are covered in this section, in more detail

than is possible in the broader "Nuclear Steam Supply and Plant Design

Study.
" Although other sections of the R&D plan cover the specific sys-

tem-oriented development of some of these areas, the Plant Design
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section must provide the overall evaluations and trade-off studies that

guide the others toward the goal of an optimum LMFBR plant.
These studies are divided into two groups:  the

first group starts with the initiation of the main study and concentrates
on systems directly associated with the primary system; the second

group starts when the main study engineering work is basically complete
and concentrates on the systems that need a maximum feedout of data to
the studies.  It is realized, of course, that in establishing this division,
some of the interfacial requirements between the supplementary studies

are lost (such as the relation between refueling and maintainability re-
quirements). However, it was considered that refueling features have
a predominant effect on plant layout, and hence, they should be estab-
lished early, and maintainability requirements can be better established
late r.

A secondary advantage of this breakdown is a

relatively even annual work level. The supplemental studies are sched-
uled as a four-year program to begin in 1969 and extend to the end of
1972. The budget estimate shown here includes only engineering ser-
vices, since the facilities and equipment R&D costs are covered  in  othe r
sections of the R&D report.

Year 1969 1970 1971 1972

Engineering cost, $ X 103 1025 1025 975 575

The total budget estimate for this task is $3,600,000. The schedule is
shown in Figures 2-2 through 2-8.

2.2.3.2. Refueling System Study

Objective - The general objective is to guide
the development of an optimum refueling system in the components sec-

tion by providing (1) a thorough engineering analysis,  (2) an evaluation
of how the plant design is affected by different approaches and facets of
fuel handling, and (3) the relation of these effects to the safety, opera-

tion, performance, reliability, and plant economy.
The refueling system study has six specific

objectives:
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1.   To review the various fuel handling mecha-
nisms proposed for the LMFBR reference
plant and to evaluate their application to the
B&W primary pool concept.

2.  To establish the design requirements.
3.  To establish the relation of the fuel handling

system to other plant systems.
4.  To assess the influence of the fuel handling

system on plant safety requirements.
5.  To establish the limitations and the estimated

cost of the fuel handling system.

6.  To evaluate the R&D requirements.

Summary of Current Technology - The develop-
ment of a satisfactory fuel handling scheme is essential to a successful

LMFBR, since it provides the major benefit of a shorter refueling time
(hence, higher plant availability factors).

The handling of fuel in sodium-cooled reactors

has been successful in EBR-II, Fermi, Dounreay, BR5, Rapsodie,
Hallam, and SRE. A number of fuel handling concepts have been used
in these plants, but, in general, any mechanism must consider the fol-

lowing:

1. Fuel assemblies must be handled remotely
without visual observation.

2. Precise initial alignment of equipment is
required, as well as repeatability for many
fuel handling cycles.

3. Precision mechanisms are required to oper-
ate in sodium, sodium vapor, or inert gas.
Since they move through the gas space into
the sodium and back, some parts are also
exposed to wetting and drying cycles.

The B&W concept uses gas as subassembly
coolant during fuel transfer. Although little American experience is
available in this area, over half of the world's nuclear power generated
to date has been produced in gas-cooled thermal reactors that use gas-
cooled refueling machinery.

To date, most of the LMFBR fuel handling sys-
tems have emphasized performance and safety without particular con-
cern for economy. Fermi is an exception, since economics was consid-
ered in its fuel handling system.
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Scope of Work - The plant design aspects of
refueling include all of the handling of fuel assemblies from the time
they are received at the plant site through their delivery in shipping
casks for transportation to the processing facility.

1.  Current Fuel Handling Technology: Review

the under-the-plug and through-the-plug refueling methods and catalog
and compare various features. This review will include plants in opera-
tion, under construction, in design, and in study stages, both in this

country and abroad. Evaluate both liquid and gas methods of cooling ir-
radiated fuel elements.

2. Refueling Considerations: Identify the broad

aspects of fuel handling that affect the B&W concept. This identification
will cover the subassembly movement from fabrication to fuel processing.

Consider the effect of reactor refueling
mechanisms on both on-site and off-site fuel reprocessing, and evaluate
the effects and requirements for quick fuel turnaround.

3. Fuel Handling Influences on Plant Design:
Identify the major refueling problems and evaluate their effects on the

plant design while taking into consideration safety, operation, reliabil-

ity, performance, and economics.

4.  Near- and Long-Term Fuel Handling De-
signs: Establish refueling systems for near-term plants; i. e. ,  the B&W
demonstrator and commercial plants. Specify problem areas and rec-
ommend in detail the R&D considered necessary. Consider long range
advanced refueling systems, assess their potentialities, and recommend

R&D program activities to the degree practicable.

5. Preliminary Design of the Under-the-Plug
Fuel Handling System: Establish the system functional requirements.
Define relations with other plant items and delineate interfacial require-
ments. Assess safety aspects and define system limitations. Evaluate

system maintenance and repair requirements as well as the facilities

required for them. Establish the effect of fuel handling on plant avail-

ability. Estimate the cost of the refueling system and identify the major
cost factors.
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6. Preliminary System Design Description:
Incorporate the results of the overall system design into a system de-
sign description, including the design data.

7.  R&D Program: Define the R&D require-
ments to ensure continuity in the development and advancement of fuel

handling systems. Estimate R&D costs required for the program.  De-
velop cost benefit information for the R&D program.  The R&D will be
covered in the "Core Components Handling Equipment" task of the Corn-
ponents section.

Schedule and Budget Estimate - This task is
scheduled as a two-year program to begin in 1969 and be completed by
the end of 1970. The following budget estimate includes only the engi-
neering services associated with plant design studies; the facilities and

equipment R&D costs are covered in other sections of the report.

Year 1969 1970

Engineering cost, $ X 103 250 250

The total budget estimate for this task is $500,000. Figure 2-2 shows
the schedule for the program in bar-chart form.

Figure 2-2. Program Schedule for Refueling System Study

FY 1969 1970 1971
Task

CY 1969 1970 1971

1. Fuel Handling Current Technology

2. Refueling Consideration F--71

3. Fuel Handling Influences on Plant Design

4.  Near- and Long-Term Fuel Handling Designs -1
5. Preliminary Designs of Under-the-Plug 1..:. ':.0                   . 2:1

Fuel Handling System

6. Preliminary System Design Description

7.  R LD Program
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2.2.3.3. Reactivity Control Study

Objective - The primary objectives of this
study is to guide development of the reactivity control system in the

Components section by providing a thorough engineering analysis, by

determining how the plant design is affected by the different approaches
and facets of reactivity control systems, and by relating these effects

to plant safety, operation, performance, reliability, and overall eco-

nomics. The study has five specific objectives, as follows :

1.  To review the overall design of the various
reactivity control systems proposed for
LMFBR target plants and evaluate their ap-
plication to this concept.

2.  To establish the design requirements for the
concept.

3.  To establish the relationship of the reactiv-
ity control system to other portions of the
plant.

4.  To evaluate the ability of the reactivity con-
trol system to fully meet the plant safety re-
quirements.

5.  To estimate the cost of the reactivity control
system.

6.  To delineate the R&D requirements.

Summary of Current Technology - The devel-

opment of a satisfactory reactivity control system is essential to a suc-

cessful LMFBR. The system must "fail safe" and must be designed to
effect reactor shutdown under normal as well as abnormal conditions.

The current status of reactivity control sys-
tems for large, sodium-cooled fast reactors can be summarized by say-
ing that all known cases propose the use of conventional control rod
schemes incorporating solid absorber rods actuated by a mechanism in

the blanket gas environment.  Thus, the control element operates in a

liquid medium, as the LWR elements do, and the actuator operates in a
gas medium similar to that of the actuator for gas-cooled reactors.

Due to the high radioactivity of the cover gas

(due to vented fuel or postulated fuel leakage), removal of the actuators

from the plant requires very special attention, which may not be readily

accommodated by internal seals. The actuators  may have to be removed
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in a manner similar to spent fuel; that is, employing the shielded fuel
transfer machine as  is  done in gas-cooled plants.

Scope of Work - The plant design aspects of
the reactivity control study will be concerned with the engineering evalu-
ation of the system and the method by which the components are removedand replaced, as well as the plant facility requirements for all on-site
operations.

1. Reactivity Control System Current Tech-
nology: Review design information for reactivity control systems, and
catalog and compare the various methods. This review will include
plants in operation, under construction, in design, or under study, bothin this country and abroad.

2. Criteria Investigation: Establish the need
for a backup reactivity control system.  If one is required, establish its
operating criteria and functional requirements.

3.  Evaluation of Design and System Engineer-
ing:  Using the information cataloged above, evaluate the various aspects
of system design. Establish the system design criteria. Perform stud-
ies to enable the identification and compafison of system aspects.  Eval-
uate the differential the rrhal expansion effects of the system and devise
techniques for compensating for them. Evaluate maintenance require-
ments and removal, handling, and maintenance equipment. Identify in-
terfaces with other components, systems, and plant facilities. Estab-
lish the effects of partial load and transient conditions. Determine the
system's operational reliability under casualty conditions. Prepare sys-
tem layout drawings showing all relevant details of the system. Incor-
porate the results of this evaluation into a system design description,
and estimate the cost of the system.

4.  R&D Program: Define the R&D necessary
to ensure continuity in the development of the reactivity control system.
Estimate the cost of the R&D program, and develop cost-benefit infor-
mation for inclusion in the R&D program.   The R&D will be performedin the Reactivity Control System task of the Components section.
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Schedule and Budget Estimate - This task is
scheduled as a two-year program to begin in 1969 and be completed by
the end of 1970. The following budget estimate covers only engineering
services for plant design studies; the facilities and equipment R&D costs
are covered in other sections of this report.

Year 1969 1970

Engineering cost, $ X 103 150 150

The total budget estimate for this task is $300,000. Figure 2-3 shows·
the schedule for this program in bar-chart form.

Figure 2-3. Program Schedule for Reactivity Control
System Study

FY 1969 1970 1971
Task

CY 1969 1970 1971

1. Reactivity Control System Current            El
Technology

2. Criteria Investigation

3.  Evaluation of Design and System Engineering

4.      R &.D  P ro g ram Frm

2.2.3.4. Intermediate System Study

Objective - The main objective of this study
is to evaluate the adequacy of the present design criteria for the inter-
mediate heat transport system.  The task has five specific objectives,
as follows :

1.  To evaluate the effects of changing tempera-
ture differentials and gradients associated
with components in the intermediate system.

2.  To identify the effects of these changes on
components outside the system, with specific
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reference to the core and the energy conver-
sion system.

3.  To identify the factors that influence the safety,
operation, reliability, and economics of the
plant design.

4.   To establish system design parameters.

5.  To identify R&D requirements.

Summary of Current Technology - The inter-

mediate coolant system is an important transfer system between the re-
actor and the turbine-generator; as such, it must function reliably and

economically. However, to date there appears to be a lack of studies

that completely investigate the design considerations of this system.

The full effect of an economic balance between such components as the
IHX and the steam generator has not been achieved.

The largest intermediate system in use today
is in the Fermi plant, where each loop is rated at only 156 MWt at 820
F; the reference design requirement is 817 MWt at a temperature of
1000 F. The current 1000-MWe LMFBR Follow-On Study provides a
base for this task, which will enlarge and expand the Follow-On evalua-

tion.

Scope of Work - For this study the intermedi-

ate coolant system is considered to include the IHXs, the steam genera-

tors, the reheater, the intermediate sodium pumps, the storage tanks,
valves and piping, and the sodium purification equipment, gas system,
and heating system.

1. Intermediate System Current Technology:
Review design information and available data for intermediate sodium

systems, including that on current and decommissioned plants in this

country and abroad. The various design approaches will be assessed,
and their characteristics will be cataloged.

2.  Evaluation of Design and System Engineer-
ing:   Using the information obtained above, evaluate the various aspects

of the design for the intermediate system. Evaluate the functional re-
quirements and design criteria. Evaluate techniques for compensating
for the differential expansion of the system. Establish filling, drain-

ing, and venting requirements for the system. Determine the heating
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requirements, method, and related control. Establish containment pen-
etration and system isolation design features. Identify interfacial rela-
tionships with other components, systems, and plant facilities. Evalu-
ate maintenance requirements. Establish the effects of partial load and
transient conditions. Establish operational reliability under casualty
conditions. Prepare a system layout drawing showing all relevant de-
tails of the system. Estimate the cost of the intermediate system and
incorporate the results of this evaluation in a system design description.

3.  R&D Program: Define the R&D needed for
development of the intermediate system. Estimate the cost of the R&D
program, and develop cost-benefit information for inclusion in the R&D
prograrn.

Schedule and Budget Estimate - This task is
scheduled as a two-year program to begin in 1969 and be completed by
the end of 1970. The following budget estimate covers only engineering
services for the plant design studies. The facilities and equipment R&D
costs are covered in other sections of this report.

Year 1969 1970

Engineering cost, $ X 103 225 225

The total budget estimate for this task.is $450,000. The schedule is
shown in bar-chart form in Figure 2-4.

Figure 2-4. Program Schedule for Intermediate
System Study

FY 1969 1970 1971
Task

CY 1969 1970 1971

1. Intermediate System Current Technology =3

2.  Evaluation of Design and System Engineering  |2:-:;:-'·.  ..:,:.·1.7-:1

3.  R&D Program E<.339
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2.2.3.5. Dynamic Analysis and Control Study

Objectives - The broad objectives of this work
program are to obtain a basic understanding of LMFBR behavior and to
relate this behavior to instrumentation and control needs, system de-

sign, and operational requirements, such as permissible load changes.
To accomplish these objectives a three-phase program has been defined.

1.  Determine the dynamic response of an LMFBR plant to
the transients typically imposed on utility plants.

2.  Establish the functional specifications for the instru-
mentation and control systems, apply these systems to
a plant simulation model, and demonstrate plant con-
trollability.

3.  Define the needed R&D for the instrumentation and con-
trol system.

The results of this work will provide a variety of useful information to

engineers engaged in other areas of the LMFBR development.  The out-

put will include the following:

1.  Information that may be used by the system designer
for modification and/or improvement of plant response
and operating characteristics.

2. Where possible, identification of transient behavior to
the plant safety engineer.

3.  Information to be used by the control designer for ad-
vanced control concept investigations.

Summary of Current Technology - The ability
of the plant to respond to controlled power demands is of major impor-
tance in the successful operation of any nuclear power generation plant.

The designer must know the plant performance during and following load-
changing transients. The various operating parameters must be studied,
so that the reactor, reactor coolant, intermediate coolant, and feed-
water-steam systems are operated within their design limitations.   Re-

actor plant safety must be maintained during all operations.    The de-

signer must also understand the operations of the entire plant during

and following load transients.

In the current LMFBR programs, little work

has been done that encompasses all the various aspects of this subject.

However, an analytical model was developed at B&W during the Follow-
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On Study, and the three major individual heat transport systems were

analyzed first in an open-loop and then in a final closed loop simulation
of the heat generation and intermediate heat transport system.  The
analysis proved the feasibility of the control arrangement used in these

systems. This model used the balanced-system concept (single loops).

Scope of Work - In the development of a dy-
namic model for evaluating a system, it is essential to establish the

bounds of the model. The model of the LMFBR plant to be developed
for this work will consider operation over the normal power range (20
to  100% load) under normal operating conditions.   Information on abnor-
mal process behavior will be obtained by simulating a process abnor-

mality within the bounds of the model and observing the direction and
rates of change of the various process variables. Such transients will

terminate when the model has run to its limit. This will allow the de-

termination of the safety initiating conditions that result from abnormal

process behavior. Such information is useful as input for detailed mod-

els designed for safety studies. The actual safety analysis considers
the nuclear and thermal spatial dependencies of a nuclear reactor and
must be carried out using more specialized codes, which are not re-

quired for the present study.

1. Component Mathematical Modeling: Apply
the dynamic models developed in the instrumentation and control section

to the specific plant components and systems. Analyze the performance
characteristics of these component models over a range of normal and

abnormal operating conditions.

2. System Modeling and Analysis: Perform a

dynamic analysis of the plant, first using a single-loop plant analysis
to determine performance under fully balanced load, then using a multi-
loop model to simulate unbalanced plant conditions. The dynamic analy-
sis will fit the component models developed above into a complete plant
model, using techniques from the instrumentation and control section.

Provide the system designer with the results of the analysis for possi-
ble modifications and/or improvements in design. Analyze abnormal

operating conditions, failure modes, and related effects, and identify
the conditions that affect the LMFBR plant safety analysis work.
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3. Control Concepts and Instrument Specifica-
tions: Review suitable 1000-MWe LMFBR plant control concepts,  and
determine the control philosophy to be used with the system profile
plant design. This review will emphasize the applicability, to this plant,
of general techniques investigated in the instrumentation and control sec-
tion.  Determine the instrumentation and control dynamic requirements
and specifications. Assess the feasibility and the incentives for using
a digital computer to improve the LMFBR plant response and control.
Determine the effects of the selected control concept and philosophy on
the performance characteristics of the system profile plant design.

4.  Research and Development Program:  Re-
view state-of-the-art instrumentation technology, and determine the
suitability of existing instrumentation and control equipment for use in
LMFBR plants. Define the areas of necessary instrumentation and con-
trol research and development, and incorporate these data in the R&D
program document.

Schedule and Budget Estimate - This task is
scheduled as a three-year program to begin in 1969 and be completed
by the end of 1971. The following budget estimate covers only engineer-
ing services for plant design studies; the facilities and equipment R&D
costs are covered in other sections of the report.

Year 1969 1970 1971

Engineering cost, .$ X 103 400 400 400

The total budget estimate for this task is $1,200,000. Figure 2-5 is a
bar chart of the schedule for the program.

Figure  2- 5. Program Schedule for Dynamic Analysis
and Control Study

FY 1969 1970 1971 1972Task
CY 1969 1970 1971 1972

1. Components Mathematical Modeling .1

2. ·System Modeling and Analysis 1-
3. Control Concepts and Instr. Specification 1-· '. ,):)3

4.  RLD Program
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2.2.3.6. Plant Maintainability Study

Objective - The overall objective of this study
is to evaluate and determine plant maintenance requirements for the ref-
erence concept to improve the pool concept LMFBR plant design for bet-

ter-availability and reliability. The specific objectives are as follows :

1.    To identify the maintenance functions, both major and
minor, that will be required for the plant, and to estab-
lish the relationships of frequency of maintenance, re-
pairnlethod , and maintenance time.

2.  To recommend procedural or design changes that will
improve plant availability and reliability while reducing
plant maintenance.

3.  To review and identify R&D requirements in this area.

Summary of Current Technology - To obtain

a high plant availability factor, maintenance and repair considerations

are extremely important.  Not only must the plant have a high opera-
tional integrity, but maintenance must be readily accomplished.  It is
important that the full requirements for maintenance be understood in
the early stages of plant evaluation in order to obtain an optimized eco-
nomic design.

The LMFBR's maintenance operations must
consider the opacity of the sodium, its radioactivity, and its chemical

activity. Special atmospheres, temperature limitations, and special
tools are often required. This consideration is compounded by the use
of the additional intermediate sodium system, with the resulting in-
creased number of components.

The LMFBR commercial-size plant outage cost
can easily amount to $50,000 per day; thus, not only is it important to
minimize plant outages, but economics necessitates consideration of a

substantial investment in maintenance facilities to reduce plant outage.
Water reactor plant maintenance is scheduled

during refueling operations, since the refueling time exceeds the plant
maintenance time. However, the LMFBR offers a short refueling time
that could conceivably be less than the maintenance time.

The EBR-II, Fermi, Hallam, Dounreay, BR-5,
and Rapsodie reactors have provided some information regarding repair
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and maintenance.  Each of these first-of-a-kind units had commission-
ing and operating difficulties that required maintenance; most of this ex-
perience points to the importance of adequate planning for maintenance.

The inspection and surveillance methods for
the reactor pressure vessel must be evaluated to assess their effects
on plant design, even though the pressure vessel inspection and surveil-
lance criteria for LMFBRs have not yet been established. One major
difference between the LWR and the LMFBR in this respect is that the
former has a high-pressure reactor vessel and the latter a low-pressure
ta nk.

Scope of Work - Starting with the LMFBR pre-
liminary concept, the plant maintenance requirements and characteris-
tics necessary for the 1000-MWe design will be evaluated. Utility par-
ticipation will be required for this study.

1. Current Maintenance Technology: Review
both existing plants and studies of maintenance requirements and prac-
tices for LMFBRs,  both in this country and abroad, characte·rizing the
requirements to determine the applicability. to the reference concept.

The cataloging of the characteristics will include environmental condi-
tions and requirements for work·areas, special equipment, and spare
parts. Using operating experience and accident or incident information
from existing LMFBRs, assemble maintenance information.

2. Maintenance Requirements: Determine the
maintenance and inspection requirements for each portion of the plant.
Establish the type and number of major spare part items. Establish the

space requirements for inspection and maintenance, together with spe-
cial tools, parts, and equipment needs. Evaluate the requirements for

personnel shielding and safety features. Establish special maintenance
procedures and assess the accompanying personnel training needs.  Es-
tablish plant availability and the cost effects of plant downtime.  Con-
sider the need for special equipment to improve plant maintenance and
economics, and re-evaluate the requirement for major spare part items.
Determine the relationship between repair and replacement-part inven-

tory for major cost components.
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3.   R&D Requirements: Define the R&D needed

to ensure continuity and advancement of plant maintenance requirements

and to improve plant availability and reliability.

Schedule and Budget Estimate - This task is

scheduled as a two-year program to begin in 1971 and be completed by

the end of 1972. The following budget estimate includes only engineer-

ing services associated with plant design studies; the facilities and

equipment R&D costs are covered in other sections of this report.

Year 1971 1972

Engineering cost, $ X 103 125 125

The total budget estimate for this task is $250,000. The schedule is
shown in bar-chart form in Figure 2-6.

Figure 2-6. Program Schedule for Plane
Maintainability Study

FY 1970 1971 1972 1973

Task                                              4
CY 1970 1971 1972 1973

1. Maintenance Current Technology       ZZI

2. Maintenance Requirements

3.  R&D Requirements  I:. I

2.2.3.7.   Containment and Shielding Study

Objective - The main objective of this study
is to evaluate the adequacy of the current design criteria for reactor

containment and shielding. Containment and shielding are combined

here because of their close relationship for the design basis accident.

The specific objectives  of this study are as follows:
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1.  To review the containment and shielding requirements
of the LMFBR and compare them with the present LWR
technology and practice.

2.  To develop new concepts that simplify the containment
envelope and improve safety, reliability, and econom-
ic S.

Summary of Current Technology - The con-
tainment practice for the LMFBR has yet to be established. One major
difference between the LWR and the LMFBR in this respect is the high
temperatures that the sodium-air reaction could produce in the LMFBR.
As a result of this condition, a better understanding of plant design re-
quirements is needed to determine the applicability of existing criteria
and the necessity for new criteria.  The AEC safety criteria issued in
July 1967 are directed primarily to water reactors and are not neces-
sarily applicable to LMFBRs; a review specifically directed at LMFBRs
is required.

The trend toward larger reactors has created
difficulties in the use of steel as a single construction material, because
of the ASME Code requirement for all reactor containment vessel welds
to be stress-relieved for plate thicknesses greater than 1.5 inches.  The
containment structures for the LMFBR require an in-depth review of
the steel pressure vessel and the pre-stressed and post-stressed con-
crete pressure vessel concepts. Post-stressed concrete vessels (Wylfa
Head) with an internal diameter of 96 feet have been erected to with-
stand an operating pressure of 385 psi. The advantages stated for large
post-stressed concrete vessels over steel vessels  are as follows:

1.  The concrete structure containing steel tension mem-
bers is estimated to be easier and less costly to erect
(the weight of steel consumed is usually greater), and
it offers good potential for increased size.

2.  Since they are buried in the concrete, the stressed
steel members are not exposed to high temperatures.

3. Scale model work has indicated that catastrophic pres-
sure releases are not credible, and after the initial
relief of pressure, the ruptured surfaces will reface.

Most of these advantages also apply to pre-stressed vessels.
The shielding required for an LMFBR may be

thicker and more expensive than that for an LWR, since the induced
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activity of the primary sodium coolant is greater and has a longer half-
life. The shield cooling techniques also need additional evaluation, since
a wide variety of cooling alternatives is available. Problems associated
with post-DBA cooling also require evaluation, as well as the effects on
other systems and the overall plant design.

Scope of Work - Beginning with the broad
LMFBR plant concept developed in the 1000-MWe LMFBR Follow-On

Study, the containment and shielding concept will be subjected to a sys-
tem engineering analysis aimed at developing more explicit design cri-
teria for the B&W primary pool concept.

1. Containment Technology Review: Review

containment and shielding design requirements and practices for exist-

ing, planned, and design study plants that have been utilized for LMFBRs
in this country and abroad. Compare these requirements with each
other and with those used for LWRs. Evaluate the differences between
steel and concrete ,containment vessels, various foundation designs (es-
pecially with regard to seismic effects ),  and the effects of small and
large openings. State the requirements for leak-resistant penetrations.
Review applicable codes, standards, and specifications to determine
their applicability for LMFBR designs.

2. Shielding Technology Review: Review the
available shielding materials, considering thermal expansion, long-term
stability, and compatibility problems; evaluate the cost-benefit factors
associated with the different materials. Review the functional require-
ments of the cooling system and identify their effects on plant design.

3. Design Criteria: Relate the AEC general
design criteria of July 1967, to the LMFBR containment. Identify cri-
teria that can be met by current technology, areas that require addi-
tional work (including cost-benefit factors where possible), and criteria
that are not applicable.  In the latter case a technical basis will be
given for these conclusions.

4. Plant Design: Utilizing the reference plant

design existing at that date, the following general areas will be selected
for review, assessment, and further development:
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a. Location, materials, temperature limi-
tations, size, surveillance, removal,
maintenance, special features, and
cooling of the neutron shield.

b. Radiation streaming and resulting hot
spots leading to equipment exposure and
the need for personnel protection and
local cooling.

c.  Requirements for and effects of the DBA,
including energy absorption and post-
DBA cooling.

d. Containment criteria and means of ac-
complishing them, giving special atten-
tion to the leakage and energy absorp-
tion characteristics of containment pen-
etrations.

5.  Containment and Shielding Improvements:
Identify new concepts in containment and shielding arrangements that
simplify the containment envelope and improve safety, reliability, and

plant economics.

6.  R&D Requirements: Obtain a better under-

standing of economic considerations to provide cost-benefit and R&D

program evaluation.

Schedule and Budget Estimate - This task is

scheduled as a two-year program to begin in 1971 and be completed by
the end of 1972. The following budget estimate includes only engineer-
ing services for plant design studies; the facilities and equipment R&D
costs are covered in other sections of this report.

Year 1971 1972

Engineering cost, $ X 103 200 200

The total budget estimate for this task is $400,000. The program sched-
ule is shown in bar-chart form in Figure 2-7.
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Figure 2-7. Program Schedule for Containment and
Shielding Study

FY 1970 1971 1972 1973
Task

CY 1970 1971 1972 1973

1. Containment Current Technology

2. Shielding Current Technology

3. Design Criteria 0-7

4. Plant Design

5.  Containment and Shielding Improvements                    [3

6.  R&D Requirements

2.2.3.8.   Effects of Vented Fuel on Plant Design

Objective - The primary objective of this study
is to provide a thorough understanding of the engineering considerations
associated with using vented fuel in LMFBR power plants.  The five spe-
cific objectives of this study are as follows:

1.  To establish plant design and siting factors
that may limit or control the use of vented
fuel.

2.  To establish fuel handling, shipping, and re-
processing factors that may limit or control
the use of vented fuel.

3.  To assess the plant safety aspects of using
vented fuel.

4.  To obtain a better understanding of design,
construction, and operation of reactor sys-
terns using vented fuel.

5.  To fully establish the R&D requirements to
accommodate vented fuels, and assess the
cost-benefit factors relative to the LMFBR

1                                                    program.
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Summary of Current Technology - The devel-

opment of a successful LMFBR depends on achieving a low fuel cycle
cost. To minimize fuel fabrication and reprocessing costs, high fuel

burnup levels must be achieved while maintaining good nuclear economy.
These considerations favor the use of vented fuel pins with controlled

release of gaseous fission products. In addition, fuel venting may be

advantageous because it eliminates the potential safety problem of in-
stantaneous fission product release with subsequent fuel pin failures

and gas blanketing of neighboring pins.
However, it should be noted that venting may

not allow much higher burnup or reduced cladding thickness.  At pres-
ent no theory can adequately handle the fuel swelling caused by solid
fission products and restrained gaseous fission products. Vented fuel

also causes increased contamination of the blanket gas.

Most plants are designed to handle failed fuel

elements, and hence, all existing plants have, at least indirectly, con-
tributed to fuel venting experience.

The Dounreay experimental fast reactor is the
only operating reactor that was originally designed with vented fuel.
No unusual safety feature requirements were encountered, and this re-

actor has demonstrated the feasibility of vented fuel satisfactorily.  Al-
though some effort has been expended on the investigation of vented

oxide fuel for LMFBR plants and on trade-off studies for vented versus

non-vented fuel,  it. is considered that the data are not sufficient for

meaningful plant design.

Scope of Work -

1. Current Technology: Review pertinent in-
formation on vented oxide fuel for both the loop and pool primary sys-

tems; catalog, compare, and evaluate all features. This compilation
will include the results of studies as well as in-reactor and out-of-reac-

tor data and experience.

2. Design Evaluation and System Engineering:
Consider different types of venting mechanisms and evaluate  the  type,

rate, and amount of release of fission products. Investigate and evalu-

ate the factors that control the deposition of fission products in the
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system. Identify requirements and techniques of equipment and system

cleaning. Evaluate the effect of entrained fission gasses on plant de-
sign, performance, and safety. Consider the effects of vented fuel on
the refueling system and on fuel shipping and reprocessing requirements.
Define the requirements and methods for detecting failed fuel and the
corrective action necessary.

3.  R&D Program: Assess fuel effects on

plant and power costs and develop cost-benefit information for inclusion
in the R&D program. Define the R&D necessary to permit the use of
vented fuel in the reference plant.

Schedule and Budget Estimate - This task is
scheduled as a two-year program to begin in early 1971 and be com-
pleted by the end of 1972. The following budget estimate includes only
engineering services associated with plant design studies; the facilities

and equipment R&D costs are covered in other sections of this R&D re-

port.

Year 1971 1972

Engineering cost, $ X 103 250 250

The total budget estimate·for this task is $500,000. The schedule for
the program is shown in bar-chart form in Figure 2-8.

Figure 2-8. Program Schedule for Study of Vented Fuel
Effects on Plant Design

FY 1970 1971 1972 1973
Task

CY 1970 1971 1972 1973

,  1. Current Technology                               3

2. Design Evaluation and System Engineering         04         ./:31

3.  R&D Program                                                         &3
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2.2.4. Plant Safety Analysis

2.2.4.1. Objectives

A comprehensive safety analysis will be car-
ried out to achieve the following objectives:

1.  Demonstrate that the nuclear plant can be

operated safely and without undue risk to the public by upgrading the
reference design and adding necessary engineered safety features.

2.  Develop a program for the R&D required
for the engineered safety features and for methods development and veri-
fication. Perform cost benefit studies for the R&D program as it is de-

veloped.

3.  Develop a document comparable to a PSAR

for presentation to the AEC for licensing consideration. The content

will be generally responsive to paragraph 50.34 of Title 10 CFR, Part

50, and to the "General Design Criteria, Liquid-Metal-Cooled Fast

Breeder Reactor Using 1980 Technology" (see BAW- 1328, Volume 3,

section 14).

4.  Develop a clearer definition of the design
basis accident (DBA).

5.  Following the licensing review, update the
"General Design Criteria, Liquid-Metal-Cooled Fast Breeder Reactor. "

2.2.4.2.   Summary of Current Technology

The end product of the AEC's 1000-MWe

LMFBR Follow-On Program is a reference plant design, including the

reactor, heat transport system, steam turbine systems, auxiliary sys-
tems, instrumentation and control system, and engineered safety fea-
tures. The normal operation of the plant and the reactor is assessed
in that program, but the behavior of the reactor and the plant during ab-
normal situations is not studied in detail.

There are at least three levels of interest for

any safety analysis associated with the 1000-MWe liquid-metal-cooled

fast breeder reactor. To satisfy the first level, it must be demonstrated

that the plant can be operated in a stable manner and that the control
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actions themselves do not lead to fuel or core damage. This level has

been partially achieved by the preliminary control analysis study.
The second level is related to equipment fail-

ure or malfunction. The plant design must ensure that these incidents

are highly improbable and that, although limited core damage may be
sustained in some cases, no general core damage should occur.  Suit-

able protection will bs engineered to minimize and localize the damage.
The third level includes cases in which signifi-

cant damage to the core or the core vessel may occur. The plant de-

sign must render such events incredible.  On this interest level, the

most significant objective is the demonstration of the adequacy of pro-
tection of the public and the plant operators.

Many LMFBR characteristics are different

from those of LWRs and are relatively independent of reactor or plant

design. These differences will impose design requirements that have

important effects on commercial acceptability of LMFBR plants.  Some
of the more important characteristics are listed below.

1.  The fuel is not assembled in its most reactive
arrangement.

2.  Criticality can be achieved without any cool-
ant in the core.

3.  The core has a negative coolant densitysoef-
ficient.

4.  The effective fraction of delayed fission neu-
trons is small, about 0.004.

5.  The prompt neutron lifetime is short, about
10-7 seconds.

6.  The concentration of fission products can be
high because of the potentially high fuel
burnup.

7.  The plutonium inventory is high.
8.  The material irradiation levels are high.
9.  The fission products may be vented to the

core coolant.

10. The reactor core coolant and the intermedi-
ate heat transport fluid react vigorously and
exothermically with both air and water.

11. The primary coolant is intensely radioactive
and has a significantly long half-life.
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12. The steam generator contains both sodiumand water.

To date, five LMFBR facilities have been con-
sidered and reviewed by the Division of Reactor Licensing (DRL) and
the Advisory Committee for Reactor Safeguards (ACRS).  The FFTF
most probably will be reviewed next. The review of these facilities has
contributed significantly to our further understanding of reactor safety.
Only one of these facilities, the 250-MWe Enrico Fermi reactor, has
been licensed as a.commercial power plant, reflecting the safety cri-
teria, technology, and attitude of the 1950's.

The recent trend away from high-leakage cores
in commercial-sized LMFBR designs relfects a change from pronounced
caution to a more realistic approach to voiding and other safety-related
questions, plus a stronger reliance on engineered safety features.  The
safety and design philosophy associated with this trend in core design
requires review and debate by all parties. By conducting this review
at an early stage of the National LMFBR Program, it will provide guid-ance for the demonstrator plant program and for future research and
development activities.

The criteria, policies, and procedures associ-
ated with the safety and licensing of commercial LMFBRs must be es-
tablished before. LMFBRs are introduced to the electrical utility indus-
try. Reactor manufacturers, the electrical utilities, and the Federal
regulatory agencies must resolve the problems associated with the safety
of the commercial-sized LMFBR, and they must establish specific re-
quirements for licensing these plants.

There is a general feeling in the nuclear com-
munity that safety evaluations and licensing for commercial LMFBRs
will be a direct outgrowth of their predecessor demonstrators. While
this development will occur to a large extent, unnecessary restraints
or requirements may be placed on the commercial product that is to fol-
low, unless licensing of the larger, more competitively-oriented plant
is considered independently at this time. Complete safety criteria and
requirements cannot be established with the smaller demonstrator plants,
because they are likely to be designed under conservative safety criteria
for less stringent operating conditions. Furthermore, the demonstrator
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plants will probably have inherent safety features,  such as high-leakage
cores, wHich may not be readily achievable or desirable in the larger
commercial cores. The large breeder cores required for commercial

operation must have safety and design characteristics that represent
an acceptable and necessary compromise between inherent and engi-
neered safety features on the one hand, and plant economics on the other.
The engineered safety features must compensate for some of the inher-
ent safety characteristics that would drive LMFBR costs beyond accept-
able lirnits.

2.2.4.3. Scope of Work

1.  Malfunction and Safety Problem Survey:
Catalog the conceivable malfunctions or faults that could involve the
plant, the reactor, the core protection system, and the site and environ-
ment. Construct fault trees for these malfunctions to assess the quali-
tative response  of the reactor  and the protection system  to each malfunc -
tion.

2.  Definition of Initiating Conditions for Reac-
tor Accidents: Analyze quantitatively the plant response to the malfunc-
tions in order to determine the driving functions sensed by the reactor

and protection systems as a consequence of the malfurictions. Perform

a sensitivity analysis to demonstrate the effects of input constants and

assumptions.

3.  Analysis of Credible Reactor Accidents:
Analyze the response of the core and the protection system to credible
reactor accidents. A credible reactor accident is defined as any inci-
dent in which there is a single malfunction of the plant, the reactor,
or the site or environment, plus a single failure of the protection sys-
tem.  Redefine the trip settings of the protection system to achieve the
desired response by imposing the least severe protection system action
required to maintain the basic integrity of the core.

4.  Analysis of Design Basis Accidents:  Ana-

lyze severe accidents that may result from reasonable independent mal-
functions whose coincidence is not deemed credible; determine the con-
sequences that could be injurious to the public and to the operator.
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Develop functional requirements for the engineered safety features as
required to prevent the accident, to mitigate its consequences, or to

provide adequate protection for the public and the operator should such

a design basis accident occur.

5.   Environmental and Site Analysis: Evaluate

the effects on the environment of wastes released from normal opera-

tion and from credible accidents. These evaluations will establish de-

sign requirements to ensure that the protection system is adequate to

prevent the release of quantities of radioactive material great enough
to  be  injurious  to the public. Title 10 , Part 20 ,  of the Code of Federal

Regulations will be used as a guide in this analysis.
Evaluate the effects of accidental release

of wastes to the environment for those accidents which are considered

to be incredible. Title 10, Part 100, of the Code of Federal Regulations
will be used as a guide in this analysis.

Develop the functional requirements for the

engineered safety features as required to prevent the accidental release

of radioactive material, to mitigate its consequences, or to provide
adequate protection for the public and the operators should a release

occur.

6. Criteria Development and Assessment:

Review, modify, and expand the "General Design Criteria for Liquid-

Metal-Cooled Fast Breeder Reactors, " and incorporate the changes re-

sulting from B&W, utility, and AEC reviews. Analyze the general de-

sign criteria for LMFBRs produced by other 1000-MWe subcontractors,

and recommend appropriate changes in the General Design Criteria.

Review, as necessary, the General Design Criteria at appropriate times

during the safety analysis and following reviews by utility, AEC, and

ACRS personnel.

7.  Preparation of the PSAR: Incorporate the
information available on the reactor and plant design and the information

obtained in the safety analysis studies into a Preliminary Safety Analysis

Report (PSAR). Present this document for review to the utility, the

AEC regulatory staff, and the ACRS. Interpret the response from the

review in terms of the design changes that would be required to license
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the reactor, the feedback to the General Design Criteria. the design
requirements for the plant engineered safety features, and the R&D
program.

8. Methods: Provide minor m difications in

existing codes as used in LMFBR safety studies, to keep current.  Ob-
tain computer codes that are released by contractors developing meth-
ods for the AEC and by the national laboratories; from these, develop
operational programs.

9.  R&D and Test Program: Review current
R&D and test efforts appropriate to the LMFBR, starting with the R&D
and Test Program developed during the 1000-MWe LMFBR Follow-On
Study. Delineate areas where there is a lack of confidence in the safety
analysis because of the lack of appropriate data or methods. Identify
areas in which economic gain might be realized by the availability of

nonexistent data or by an improved understanding of the physical mech-
anisms or processes.

Develop appropriate R&D and test programs
to meet the needs of the ACRS and those requirements established by
liaison among the AEC, utilities, and B&W.

Analyze the R&D and test programs on a
cost basis; assess the effect on the economics of the reference design.

2.2.4.4.   Schedule and Budget Estimate

This task is scheduled as a three-year program
I to begin in 1969 and to be completed by the end of 1971. The following

budget estirnate includes only engineering services for plant design stud-
ies; the facilities and equipment R&D costs are covered in other sec-
tions of this report.

Year 1969 1970 1971

Engineering cost, $ X 103 500 500 500

1 The total budget estimate for this task is $1,500,000. The schedule for
this program is shown in bar-chart form in Figure 2-9.
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Figure 2-9. Program Schedule for Plant Safety Analysis

FY 1969 1970 1971 1972
Task

CY 1969 1970 1971 1972

1.  Malfunction and Safety Problem Survey   7 ·

2.  Definition of Initiating Conditions for     ·*                   1
Reactor Accidents

3.  Analysis of Credible Reactor Accidents                     4

4.  Analysis of Design Basis Accidents          I,·              1

5.  Environmental and Site Analysis             |

6. Criteria Development and Assessment

7.  Preparation of the Preliminary Safety       I                ...,·
Analysis Report

8.Methods                                                                                                                                                                               |1 :                                                                    |

9.  R&I) and Test Program 0

2.2.5. Predecessor Plant Design

2.2.5.1. Objectives

The primary objectives of this study are to

further the development of plant design technology, making full use of
the previous engineering study data, and to establish the plant design
requirements for the B&W predecessor reactor to a stage that is com-

patible with contract negotiation and sale requirements. The predeces-

sor is expected to be larger than the currently conceived dernonstrator

plant (200 to 500 MWe ) and smaller than the 1000-MWe reference plant.

Although the previous evaluations and system profile design will use the

1000-MWe LMFBR as a reference, the impact of each factor will be

scaled to the predecessor plant. Consistent with this function, the ob-

jectives of the predecessor plant are as follows:
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1.  To demonstrate that a commercial-size re-
actor can be built within the scope of time
and money restraints.

2.  To show that a commercial-size reactor can
be operated safely, reliably, and econorni-
cally.

3.   To provide meaningful focal points while val-
idating technical and economic results of the
R&D program.

2.2.5.2.   Summary of Current Technology

The commitment to build the predecessor
plant will depend on the engineering'and economic assessment and the

willingness of manufacturers, utilities,  and the AEC to participate and
accept the risks involved. The answer to this commitment cannot be

established at this time, since the willingness of all parties to partici-

pate will depend on several factors:

1.  The degree and success of the earlier plants
in the USA and abroad.

2.  The economic incentive of the fast breeder
reactor, as compared with thermal reactors
or other competitive energy sources existing
at the evaluation date.

3.  The different types of LMFBR systems
planned or in operation.

4.  The capability of the industry.

5.    The  availability of funds.

The demonstration plants, while showing the
potential of LMFBRs to serve as economical power sources for the util-

ity industry, may not in themselves demonstrate the economics or

safety features of a large reactor plant. Safety criteria and require-
ments for the large plants cannot be directly taken from the demonstra-

tors, which are likely to be designed under conservative safety criteria

for less stringent operating conditions. Furthermore, the demonstra-

tion plants have inherent safety features, such as high-leakage cores,

which may not be readily achievable or desirable in the larger commer-

cial reactors.

The larger breeder cores rnust have safety-

and design characteristics that represent an acceptable and necessary
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compromise between inherent and engineered safety features on one
hand, and plant economics on the other. In addition, because of the
early demonstrator commitment date and the generalized lack of tech-
nology, the demonstrator plants are likely to have a "belt-and-suspen-
ders" over-engineered approach. The increase in reactor size will de-
pend on many features, and the change from the demonstrator to the
target commercial plant may take several steps to fulfillment of achieve-
me nt.

2.2.5.3.      Sc ope   of  Wo rk

Commencing with the LMFBR system profile
plant design developed in the previous task for plant design studies,
this study will be aimed at exploiting the advantages obtained, resulting
in a design for a predecessor plant based on the best technical approaches
obtainable at that date.

1. Major Feature Selection: Review all avail-
able data regarding LMFBRs built, under construction, or planned in
this country, and fully assess specific requirements to justify the selec-
tion of the size and major features of the predecessor plant.

2. Core Design: Review existing fuel element
designs as they relate to the near-term application in the predecessor
plant, and define a reference design by more refined analysis .and evalu-
ation. Establish a reference core and define the associated safety and

operating criteria and conditions. Review the current core support,
coolant plenum, and holddown features with regard to performance and

safety considerations, and synthesize the core structures concurrently
with the establishment of the reference core.

Analyze fuel management schemes to re-
late operating limits, fuel cycle cost, and safety characteristics.  Es-

tablish a reference fuel management method and generate detailed oper-

ating safety and economic performance data.

3. Systems Engineering and Analysis: Review

the 1000-MWe reference design concepts, plant design studies, and sup-

plemental studies developed in the LMFBR research and development ID

program; incorporate the best results into the reference plant concept.
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Develop a catalog of problem areas that require specialized and/or de-
tailed attention as part of the scaling down of the plant design.

Review the heat generation and heat trans-

port systems to evaluate the component and subsystem interaction re-

quirements. Study the effects of relative thermal expansion, differen-
tial pressures, and changes in pressure, temperature, and flow to es-
tablish an improved set of functional design requirements. Relate these
functional requirements to a set of principal design criteria by consid-
ering the imposed safety re4uirements.

4.  Design and Construction Technology: Apply
the fabrication and maintenance requirements, along with the materials
and cost data developed in previous studies, to determine the system
arrangement and to establish the functional requirements and param-
eters. Review the existing methods and computer programs for ther-
mal and stress analysis to determine their applicability to the LMFBR

design.

Analyze the construction methods and

scheduling for component and plant fabrication and erection, including
an evaluation of on-site versus shop fabrication of the major components.

Study the requirements for quality control methods and procedures
needed to fabricate a quality product.

Identify and catalog the maintenance prob-
lems associated with the reactor vessel and other major componentA,
and evaluate the ability of available maintenance methods and procedures
to solve the problems.

Review the surveillance and inspection re-
quirements, identify those required for the reactor vessel and other

major components and systems, and relate these to available methods

and techniques.

Review the existing codes, standa-rds, and
specifications to determine their applicability. Obtain assistance from

an architect-engineer, as required, in various portions of this task.

5. Nuclear Steam Supply (NSS) Design: Per-
form an overall system engineering analysis on the reactor vessel and

other portions of the NSS to ensure that the design meets the functional
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design requirements. This analysis will include data from the plant
scale model testing in the Components section.

Give special consideration to the thermo-
dynamic and hydraulic effects on components in the cavity formed by
the reactor cover structure and the biological shielding.

Evaluate the effect on the core and heat
transport systems of displacements caused by the physical weight of the
components, their thermal distortion, pressure differentials, mechani-
cal and flow-induced vibrations, seismic ground motions, and sodium
bubble growth and collapse motions.

Define the best technical approach to the

goal of optimizing the NSS for minimum power cost. Some analysis of
alternate methods and approaches will be required to achieve this goal.

Complete the analytical design studies of
the major components of the NSS, incl.uding reactor vessel system com-

ponents, the IHX, and the steam generators. These studies will con-
sider static and-dynamic loading requirements and various methods of

support, which must allow for thermal expansion and other displace-
ments. Various methods of attaching the reactor vessel and other major
components to the cover structure must be reviewed, as well as the type
and location of insulation used on the cover structure, to determine that
the methods chosen are adequate.

Based on the results of the overall plant
and systerns design, prepare system design descriptions for the reactor

vessel, IHX, steam generators, and the associated interfacial equip-
ment. The overall system cost data will be tabulated and analyzed to
determine the capital investment and operating cost.

6.  R&D and Test Program: Define the R&D

and test program required to ensure continuity in the development of

the predecessor and reference plant designs to provide compocrient and
system data for inclusion in the PSAR. Develop the cost-benefit ratios

for the various elements in the R&D and test program, and incorporate

these ratios in the R&D and test program document.
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2.2.5.4.  Schedule and Budget Estimate

This task is scheduled as a six-year program

to begin in 1970 and be complete by the end of 1975. The following bud-
get estimate includes only engineering services for plant design and

engineering studies; facility and equipment R&D costs are covered in

other sections of this R&D report.

Year 1970 1971 . 1972 1973 1974 1975

Engineering cost, $ X 103 250 500 1250 1625 2000 2000

The total budget estimate for this task is $7,625,000. The schedule for
the program is shown in bar-chart form in Figure 2-10.

Figure 2-10. Program Schedule for Predecessor Plant Design

FY 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975
Task

CY 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975

1. Reactor Plant Selection

2. Core Design

3. System Engineering Analysis

4.  Design and Construction Technology

5. Nuclear Steam Supply System Design                <             · ;·'  ' ·  ·-7

6.  R&.D and Test Program ::

2.2.6. Reference Plant Design

2.2.6.1.   Objective

The objective of this study is to improve the

predecessor plant design developed during the previous task, making

full use of the completed plant design and supplemental studies,  to

bring the design to a stage compatible with contract negotiation and sale

requirements.
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2.2.6.2.   Summary of Current Technology

The comrnitment to build the reference plant
will depend primarily on the success and achievement of the predeces-
sor and other LMFBR plants.  It will also depend on the engineering
and economic assessment existing at the time, together with the require-
ments of the utility to purchase.

The outstanding conceptual difference between
the predecessor and reference plants is that the fuel for the predeces-
sor is non-vented, and the fuel for the reference plant is vented-to-so-

dium. Thus, prior to the use of the vented fuel concept in the reference
plant, its feasibility and reliability must be demonstrated.

'  Since it is considered that the reliability fea-
tures can only be demonstrated in a reactor, it is proposed that the
predecessor plant will be designed to contain a limited number of vented

fuel assemblies. In addition, a two-year period has been allowed be-
tween the operation date of the predecessor plant and the sale of the ref-
erence plant to confirm and demonstrate reliability.

2.2.6.3.      Sc ope  of  Wo rk

The scope of work in this subtask is similar
to that for the predecessor plant; see section 2.2.5.3.

2.2.6.4.  Schedule and Budget Estimate

This task is scheduled as an eight-year pro-
gram to begin in 1976 and be completed by the end of 1983. The follow-
ing budget estimate covers only the engineering services for plant de-

sign studies; the facilities and equipment R&D costs are covered in

other sections of this report.

Year 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983

Engineering cost,
$ X 103 500 500 500 750 1250 1625 2000 2000

The total budget estimate for this task is $9,125,000. The schedule is
shown in bar-chart form in Figure 2-11.
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Figure 2- 11. Program Schedule for Reference Plant Design

FY 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983Task
CY . 1975 1976 1977 -1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983

1.  Reactor Plant Selection

2. Core Design

3. System Engineering Analysis

4.  Design and Constru Ction Technology

5. Nuclear Steam Supply System Design ,/   N

6.  R&D and Test Program 9

2.2.7. Advanced ·Concept Studies

2.2.7.1.   Objective

The primary objective of these studies is to
further improve the reference plant design by development related to
the safety, economics, and performance of the LMFBR system.  An
additional objective is to establish and evaluate the use of LMFBRs for

applications other than central-station power production.

2.2.7.2.   Summary of Current Technology

General experience has shown that, although
first-of-a-kind units have higher capital costs than predecessors, the
predecessor-modified and -improved designs result in a continuing re-
duction of capital cost when related to a constant dollar value equivalent.
There is no apparent reason why the LMFBR system should not also fol-
low a similar trend, which is consistent with a competitive market.

The general lack of sodium technology in industry, and specifically the
electric utilities, will probably lead to conservatively rated plant and
equipment.    Thus, as experience with sodium is obtained throughout in-
dustry, improvements in plant safety, economics, performance, and
erection should be obtainable.

For the irnnnediate future, the principal appli-
cation for the LMFBRs will be for central-station electric power
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tzeneration.  However, with the rapidly expanding economy and the es-
'ablished use of LWRs for process heat, technology rcquirements may
well dictate other uses for the LMFBR system.

The possibility of using LMFBRs for dual-
purpose requirements appears to be more attractive than using other
reactor systems. The projected fuel costs are low, the output temper-
ature is high, the power generation unit is not too complex, and the sys-
tern can produce fuel in excess of its own needs.

It appears unlikely that the LMFBR will be
suitable for small units in the near future.  Both the operating charac-
te:-istics and the use of sodium technology demand a relatively highly
trained and qualified staff. This should not, however, be looked upon
as a permanent feature, and it could be that with further development
and operating experience with sodium circuits, design and operating
procedures could make the system sufficiently simple and standardized
for smaller, isolated reactor sites.

2.2.7.3.  Scope of Work

Commencing with the broad LMFBR engineer-
ing knowledge developed and obtained during the first three years of the
plant R&D studies, these studies will be aimed at improving and exploit-
ing the further advantages that can be achieved by LMFBRs.

1. LMFBR Review: Review all available data
regarding the LMFBR with specific reference to major different features
and novel designs or proposals. Evaluate these data and prepare a pro-
gram of work.

2. Central-Station Plant Design Improvements:
Work in this area will be directly associated with the consideration for
improvements to the central-station plant.  The work task to be consid-
ered will include  but not be limited to the following:

a. On-line refueling.

b.  Investigation of a more compatible in-
termediate coolant.

c.  Elimination of the intermediate coolant
system.

d.  Methods to improve safety.
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e.  Methods to reduce capital and indirect
Costs.

f.  Methods to improve plant economics.

In addition, all major systems will be reviewed to identify areas where

improvements could be considered.

3.  Evaluate the LMFBR for Other Uses:

Work in this area will be concerned with the evaluation of LMFBRs for

uses other than as central-station power plants.   The work tasks to be

considered will include isolated reactor sites, power and water storage
schemes, power and process heat production, power and water purifica-
tion, small- and medium-sized power reactors, and agricultural-indus-
trial complexes for underdeveloped areas.

4. Advanced Concepts:  Work in this area will
be concerned with LMFBRs that do not use sodium as the primary cool-
ant and whose fuel is not necessarily of circular section or assembled

in pins.

5.  R&D Program: Define the R&D require-
ments to ensure continuity in the development and advancement of the
LMFBRs. Estimate the R&D costs required for the program, and de-
velop cost-benefit data for inclusion in the R&D program.

2.2.7.4.  Schedule and Budget Estimate

This task is scheduled as a nine-year program
to begin in 1972 and be complete by the end of 1980. The following bud-
get estimate is for only the engineering services associated with ad-

vanced concept studies.

Year 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 !980 198! 1982 1983

Engineering cost,
$ X to' 250 500 500 500 750 750 750 750 500 500 250 250

The total budget for this estimate is $6,250,000. Figure 2- 12 shows the

program schedule in bar-chart form.
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Figure 2- 12. Program Schedule for Advanced Concept Studies

FY 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980

Task
CY 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980

I\.1
1. LMFBR Review Frm

Ln

2, Central Station Plant Design Improvements

3.  Evaluation of LMFBR - Other Uses
1 1    1    1     1

4.  Advanced Concepts

5.  R&9 Program                                                                        3            1              1'........„-F=7:.



2.3. Cost Benefit

The expansion of America's capacity to generate nuclear energy

(installed and on order) far exceeds the most optimistic projection of

only a few years ago. Attempts to revise projections may continue to

underestimate user demands and the impact af air pollution controls.

Indeed, the recent EEI report on nuclear power growth,1 published in

April 1968, estimates a 1980 capacity of 195,000 MWe, compared with

the earlier AEC projection of 120 to 170 MWe.  The same EEI report

projects a capacity of 1,000,000 MWe in the year 2000. This postulated

rapid expansion of nuclear power, if met only by light water reactors,

will place heavy demands on uranium supplies. Using the EEI projec-

tion for the year 2000 and assuming a light water industry with plutonium

recycle beginning in 1976, the cumulative U308 requirements will be ap-

proximately 2,300,000 short tons. This requirement vastly exceeds the

AEC's 1968 estimate of uranium ore available at less than $15 per

pound.  It is expected that current and projected exploration will locate

substantial additional ore reserves, a portion of which may be within

the $10 to $15 per pound price range. However, the free world nuclear
power industry is expanding at a rate similar to that of the United States,

so that competition for ore is expected to develop on a world-wide basis.
If the annual ore requirement continues to increase rapidly, as

projected, it will necessitate continuous development, investment, and

construction of new mines, mills, and diffusion plants. This investment

by the mining industry to meet the uranium demands through 1980 could

exceed $1 billion.2,3 Fast breeder reactors greatly reduce this require-
ment for continuing to increase uranium ore production.

The most important single incentive to develop fast breeder reac-
tors is their potential for achieving lower power generation costs.

Other incentives for developing the breeder reactor are to protect the

capital investment in light water reactors against the increase in fuel

costs that would result from the continuing rise in uranium ore costs,

and to conserve and make more efficient use of our national resources.

The power generation costs of the fast breeder reactor must be

compared to those of the light water reactors. Light water reactors ap-

pear to be in a reasonably advanced stage of development.  It is expected
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that future improvements will be primarily the result of refinements
that require only nominal research and development costs, compared
with previous investments.

This is not the case with the fast breeder, which will require con-
siderable research and development funding to attain a competitive posi-
tion.  The R&D cost may'well exceed $1 billion, which must be justified

by anticipated savings in power generation costs. To compete effectively,
LMFBR fuel costs must be lower than LWR fuel costs, since capital
costs are expected to be higher for the first-round LMFBRs than for
the equivalent-sized LWRs. However, the postulated total power gen-
eration cost for the LMFBR is expected to equal that of the LWR in 1985
and to be approximately 0.9 mill/kWh lower in the year 2000.1 On the
basis of this projection, the postulated LMFBR power generation cost
will be 0.5 mill/kWh lower than the equivalent LWR power cost in the

year 1993, which corresponds to savings of $3,500,000 per year for a
1000-MWe plant operating at, an 80% capacity factor.

B&W's long-range forecast estimates that sales of LWRs to utili-
ties will begin to decrease in 1987 because of LMFBR competition.  The
added LMFBR capacity is expected to grow rapidly, reaching about

25,000 MWe per year in 1990 and about 100,000 MWe per year by 2000.
Using the EEI cost savings estimates cited above, the annual operating
cost savings of LMFBRs coming on-line in a single year is expected to
pass $100,000,000 by 1995. Cumulative operating cost savings compared
with those of LWRs would reach $1 billion by the year 2000.

These cost benefits are based on the assumption that the R&D nec-           i

essary for optimum-design LMFBR plants is pursued vigorously.  An
operating cost increase of only a few tenths of a mill per kWh, caused
by a reduced or delayed R&D effort, would have significant economic

effects.   Both the savings per LMFBR plant and the number of LMFBRs

sold (instead of LWRs) would decrease, thus doubly reducing the total

savings and increasing power generating costs.
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3. COMPONENTS

3.1.  Introduction

3. 1. 1.   General·

Successful, economical, and safe operation of the large
sodium-cooled fast breeder reactor will depend to a great degree on the
reliable performance  and the availability of all plant systems. These

systems are made up of components, and thus the performance·and avail-

ability of the systerns are directly dependent on the functional adequacy
of the components, their individual reliability, and their requirements

for and ease of performing maintenance. The LMFBR Follow-On Study

clearly showed the reliance of component on component, component on

system, and system on system.   It is very important to emphasize this

interdependence,  so that prescribed programs for the development of

components can be accomplished with full cognizance of this interplay.
Success or failure, and the degree of such results, must be factored

against system requirements and against offsetting results that may oc-
cur in developing other components of other systems.

The objective of each of the projects in the components

R&D plan is to perform the analytical and experimental efforts that are

necessary to permit fabrication, assembly, and operation of the corn-

ponents and their systems. The overall objective is to develop all com-
ponents and all systems to permit the construction and economical and

safe operation of the LMFBR plant. The basis for the prescribed work
is the B&W conceptual design established  in the Follow-On Study.   De-

sign descriptions, design requirements, functional requirernents, prin-

ciples of operation, and safety precautions for the major components in

this design were discussed in the Task II and III report for the study. 1

Component design is affected by the many environmental

and performance differences between the LMFBR and the water reactor.
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In some cases, these differences may be solved analytically, but most
require development of mathematical models and analysis techniques
that are not available now. Experimental confirmation of these results
may be required. In other cases, detailed engineering and design work
will clarify the degree of problems and possibly solve some uncertainties.
In still other cases, fabrication of models and nondestructive and even
destructive testing will be required before the degree of confidence is
raised to a level that will justify safe and economical operation of the
LMFBR plant.

For the component development programs described in
this report, it is assumed that the B&W conceptual design has been ad-
vanced to the preliminary design level; that is, components have been
studied and engineered to establish the design as optimum, subject to
successful completion of the R&D efforts. For example, it is assumed
that the reactivity control rod drive proposed in the conceptual design
has been studied in considerable depth concurrently with a study of al-
ternate design possibilities; that a trade-off study has been performed
to establish that this concept design is the best; that all of the major
parts of the drive have been investigated sufficiently to establish that
they conform to all requirements, subject to final development; and that
all engineering has been completed to a state that will permit detailed

design and fabrication of test components to proceed. The prescribed
programs include the study efforts necessary to establish the detail re-
quirements for research and development; also included are the efforts
required to design models, test specimens, and prototypes.  The pro-
grams provide analytical support for the development of methods,  test-
ing procedures, facilities, and equipment.

Of major importance in this plan are the components that
must function in the sodium coolant or in a sodium vapor environment.
High temperatures, temperature fluctuations, radiation effects, corro-
sion, sodium deposits, and the effects of fission product plateout are all
considered. Also important  are the components  that have special func -
tional requirements; safety is paramount, and therefore, reactivity con-
trol devices head this list. Availability, reliability of performance,
length of life, maintenance, and economics are important,  and the devel-

opment programs consider these factors as well.
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Significant advances have been made in sodium technology

(see section 5 9f this report) and in the development of components that
are  suitable for operation in the environment of the LMFBR, but there
are still areas where research, development, and testing require fur-
ther attention. Additional work is now being performed under AEC spon-

sorship, e. g., work at the Liquid Metal Engineering Center (LMEC) on
the development of large sodium pumps and steam generators, and their

testing work to determine material behavior and wear characteristics in
a sodium environment. The results of these efforts, along with the con-
centrated preliminary design efforts and other related programs, are
important prerequisites for this R&D program.

The components R&D plan is divided into eight sections,
each of which discusses a major component area and describes the R&D
tasks to be performed. Two additional sections are added: one describes
a program to determine surveillance requirements and to establish equip-
ment and techniques for its accomplishment; and a second deals with cost
benefits or the quantitative and qualitative incentives for carrying out the

cornponents R&D plan.

3.1.2. Summary Budget and Schedule

Table 3- 1 and the tabulation below summarize the budget
and schedule needed to develop the new data and information required
for successful design, construction, and operation of the LMFBR refer-

ence plant components. Table 3- 1 gives a total dollar breakdown by
calendar and fiscal year. The tabulation is a summary of required man-

power, facility, and equipment cost estimates. The estimated costs do

not include construction of any major testing facilities, but they do allow

for adaptation and rental of existing facilities, such as those at LMEC.

It is assumed that these facilities can provide all of the testing space

required; no effort was made to compare total demand on the facilities

with available space or schedule.

Summary Budget Estimate

Manpowe r $15,737,000
Facilities 6,235,000
Equipment 12,040,000

Total $34,012,000
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Table 3- 1. Summary of Overall Schedule and Estimated Budget
for R& D Work on LMFBR Plant Components

Estimated cost, $ X 103
FY 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979

Task CY 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 Total

Components
1. Steam generator 1700 1600 1800 1200 600    -- --     --     --     --     --     6,900
2.  Liquid-metal to metal

W heat exchanger --     -- 230 530 420 460 560 100 100    -- -- 2,400

4                3. Sodium valves and piping --     --     -- 350 700 1225 825 600 100 100 -- 3,900
4. Large sodium pump

development                                       --         --         -- 600 800 800 2100 2200 1500    -- -- 8,000
5. Core components handling

equipment --     --     --     -- 445 710 640 847 495 115 -- 3,252
6. Misc handling equipment

and facilities --     --     --     --     --     --      95 395 410 230 -- 1,130
7. Reactivity control system -- 270 27 0 770 840 310 130 490 520 410 -- 4,010
8. Reactor vessel and related

components -- 360 490 540 610 380 380 230 130   -- -- 3,120
9. Component surveillance            --     -- 50 50 150 300 200 200 200 150 -- 1,300

Total 1700 2230 2840 4040 4565 4185 4930 5062 3455 1005 -- 34,012



The budget provides estirnates for the engineering and

design e fforts required to de fine and produce models, test specimens,
and prototypes needed for detail development. It includes the manpower

for engineering, test planning, test operation, and test analysis.  It also
lists the cost of manufacturing the required equipment, test apparatus,
and instrumentation. Testing of components in a sodium environment is

budgeted where necessary, but maximum use of non-sodium research

facilities for assembly and testing is planned wherever possible.

The R&D plan and its schedule are based on making max-
imum use of design, fabrication, testing, and operational data that will

be generated in other LMFBR programs; in addition, the plan considers  -

the required uses of the development results.  Note that the steam gen-

erator project  is a continuation of·current programs.     Most  of  the  othe r

component development projects are more dependent on information

from the FFTF and the first demonstration plant, which is scheduled

for operation in 1976. Generally, these projects terminate in 1977 and

1978, which will permit demonstration of their results in the B&W pre-
decessor plant before they are required for the commercial LMFBR.

In reviewing the latter schedules, it should be noted that they also de-

pend on concentrated preliminary design efforts. The plant design pro-

jects in section 2 of this report should be referred to for cost estimates

and near-term schedules for these efforts.

3.2.  Overall R&D Requirements

3.2. 1. Steam Generator

3.2.1.1.  General

Programs for the development of technology

for liquid-metal-heated steam generators have been pursued actively

for more than 15 years. Steam generators have been built and operated
in power plant systems on the submarine "Seawolf, " EBR-II, Sodium

Reactor Experiment,   LAM PRE, Hallam Nuclear Power Facility,   and

Enrico Fermi Power Plant in the United States, as well as in the Dounreay

Fast Reactor in Great Britain and KNK in Gerrnany.  Some of the steam

generators have operated essentially without trouble,  and some experi-
enced difficulty during initial operation; however, they have operated
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quite well since the troubles were corrected.  A few, e.g., Fermi, have
had recurring problem s that have prevented the plant from demonstrating
reliable operation.

Under contract to the USAEC since 1963, Bab-
cock & Wilcox  (B&W) has been carrying on a program to develop a safe,
reliable, economical sodium-heated steam generator. The program has
included the preliminary design of a full-size steam generator, support-
ing research and development work, preliminary design of a prototype
steam generator, and detailed design and fabrication of the prototype.

Some engineering tests were performed on the
first helical-coil prototype steam generator, but tests with sodium have
not materialized. The prototype program has been re-evaluated, result-
ing in the decision to eliminate the stainless steel in the superheat sec-
tion and replace it with Croloy 2- 1/4. This decision is compatible with
the temperature conditions that occur in the B&W reference design.

The development program described herein is
concerned only with the development of a single-bundle steam generator.
The reheater will not be mentioned, because successful steam generator
development will mean that reheater problems are also solved.

3.2.1.2. Sodium-Water Reaction Studie s

Objective - These studies are to be carried

out to study the effect of a large sodium-water reaction on the B&W he-
lical- c Qil steam generator selected for the reference design 1000-MWe
LMFBR.

Sum.nary of Current Technology - A great con-
cern to the designers of sodium steam generators is the possibility of a
leak in which high-pressure water and/or steam mixes with the sodium.

The results of such a reaction are difficult to predict in detail.

Information gained by APDA in their program
of sodium-water reactions indicates that the effects of mixing are prob-

ably a function  of both the sodium and water temperatures,  the  flow rate
of the water into the sodium,  and the tube ligament.

Small leaks do not generally cause a pressure

transient, but they do result in contamination of the sodium and the ac-

companying evolution of hydrogen gas.
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Large leaks produce severe pressure transients

which are a function of the inlet water  flow rate, the temperature,  and
the time required to actuate the rupture discs. The actual kinetics of
the sodium-water reaction with the steam generators are not well known.
Some theoretical formulations have been applied to experimental obser-
vations, resulting in a number of qualitative conclusions.   Much work
remains to be done in determining the effects of sodium-water reactions

and in translating these effects into useful design information.

Technical Justification - The problems asso-
ciated with the development of heat exchange equipment are many and
varied; they relate toperformance, reliability, maintenance, lifetime,
and economics. However, it is not common to use two fluids that react

as violently as sodium and water in the quantities anticipated in.a 1000-
MWe plant.  With the present state of the art, it has been demonstrated
that large sodium-water reactions can be accomm.odated safely.  The
questions that have not been resolved are those involving minimization
of damage after a reaction, design features that will prevent the propaga-
tion of leaks from tube to tube without excessive cost, and design features

that will minimize the probability of small leaks. Generally speaking,
design features that appear to satisfy the requirements for a steam gen-
erator, relative to the sodiurn-water reaction, tend to make it uneco-

nomical. For example,  APDA has shown that damage will not propagate
if there is a great enough distance between tubes.

The R&D outlined under this task is required
for a better understanding of the effects of a sodium-water reaction in
order to eliminate the costly conservatism of current steam generator

design.

Scope of Work - The study of the effects of a

large sodium-water reaction will be divided into three tasks:  (1) an in-

vestigation of reaction fundamentals, (2) a dynamic stress analysis of
the steam generator,  and  (3) an experimental evaluation of the properties
of candidate materials under transient loading conditions.   In Task  l,a
method for predicting the shock and pressure wave characteristics and

their propagation in a large-scale sodium-water reaction will be devel-
oped.   This will be accomplished by a systematic investigation of the
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mixing process, experiments in small-scale equipment, development of
scale-up theory to analyze the large sodium-water reactions in commer-

cial steam generators, and verification of the theoretical work by a small
number of large-scale experiments.  Task 1 is divided into the following
four phases:

Phase I - Preliminary studies which will

1. Ensure maximum utilization of existing informa-
tion.

2.  Establish the capability for rneasuring shock char-
acteristics in liquid sodium.

Phase II - An investigation of shock and pressure waves in small-
scale sodium-water reactions, which will

1.  Establish a sodium-water reaction vessel configu-
ration that will permit pressure transducers to
function reliably.

2.  Result in preliminary data on the effects of injection
conditions on shock magnitude.

3. Determine whether  or not measurable shock wave s
can be produced by a sodium-water reaction in
small-scale equipment.

Phase III - An analytical and experimental investigation of scaling
laws to

1.  Develop a theory for extrapolating from small to
large leaks.

2. Verify theory by larger-scale tests.

Phase IV - An investigation to

1.  Develop a method of predicting the effect of sodium
temperature and pressure on the sodium-water re-
action.

2.  Develop a method for predicting the effect of water
temperature and pressure on the sodium-water re-
action.

3.  Develop data required for predicting the effects of
size and/or geometry on the sodium-water reaction.

Task 2, the dynamic stress analysis of shell and          
internal parts and verification, includes development of a method for pre-

dicting the motion of the steam generator shell under the transient pres-
sure loadings defined in Task 1.  This will be accomplished by
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1.  Applying the available methods in the literature for elas-

tic and plastic analysis of fast loading of structural parts to a steam gen-
erator undergoing a large sodium-water reaction. Asymmetrical load-

ings at various locations on the shell and on internal parts, such as tubes,
tube supports, shell liners, etc., will be analyzed todetermine the de-

gree of deformation of the respective components.

2.  Confirming the analytical methods developed in part 1

using data obtained from experiments utilizing explosives and solid pro-

pellants to introduce controlled quantities of energy. Pressure-time and

volume-time characteristics will be in the range of those expected for

large sodium-water reactions.

In Task 3, the mechanical properties of interest

for candidate rnaterials under fast loading will be obtained at three tem-

peratures representative of those existing in the steam generator.  The

experimental program will

1. Determine strain-hardening effects.

2. Determine whether materials behave in a
br.ittle  m anne r.

3. Determine Young's modulus for Croloy 2-1/4.
4. Determine ultimate tensile strength and change

in yield point.

3.2.1.3. Post-Accident Component Recovery

Objective - This effort is directed toward the

development and demonstration of a procedure for returning the helical-

coil steam generators or reheaters to their initial condition of integrity
and cleaniness in the shortest possible time after a sodium-water reac-

tion incident.

Summary of Current Technology - The occur-

rence of a leak and its accompanying sodium-water reaction will neces-

sitate the removal of the steam generator system from service. Assum-

ing that the leak was detected and that the steam generator was isolated

and  shut down safely, the plant operator still faces the problems  of  ( 1)
assessing the extent of damage, (2) locating the damaged areas and making

repairs with assurance that all significant damage has been corrected,

(3) cleaning up reaction products  from the whole secondary sodium system,
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and  (4)  returning the system to operation safely in the shorte st possible
time. Neither expedient methods for determining the extent of damage
to a steam generator or reheater nor methods for returning the unit to
service have been formulated to date. However, the recovery technique
will utilize many commercially proven processes and inspection tech-
niques. The remaining processes and techniques will be developed in
this program.

« Technical Justification - There are three major
incentives for developing an efficient recovery technique for the steam-

raising equipment: (1) economic penalties resulting from a loss of gen-
eration capacity ($15,000 to $50,000 per day for the whole 1000-MWe

plant), (2) the high cost of spares, and (3) the necessity for conclusively
proving that a repaired unit is as safe or safer than a new unit of identi-

cal design.

Scope of Work - The program objectives will

be accomplished in four tasks, as follows:

Task 1-A r:nodel sodium system will be designed and built

in this task.

Task 2 - Non-destructive testing methods will be developed
in this task to locate and determine the extent of damage after the tube
bundle has been removed from the system. Testing methods under con-

sideration include such well established methods as ultrasonic and eddy-
current techniques. Development will include applicable scanning and
traversing patterns. The techniques developed in this phase can con-

ceivably be modified to permit future operational scanning.

Task 3 - The effect of intermediate loop shutdown procedures
on the extent of steam generator damage and system cleanup will be in-
vestigated in this task, using the model developed in Task 1.

Task 4 - In this task, solvents or combinations of solvents

for the products of a sodium-water reaction will be tested for rapidity

and completeness of dissolution and for compatibility with materials of

construction.
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3.2.1.4. Vibration Investigation

Objective - The vibrational characteristics of

the B&W helical-coil steam generator will be analytically and experimen-
tally investigated to identify potential problem areas  and to suggest de -
Sign modifications, if needed, to reduce or preclude the possibility of

fatigue failures.

Summary of Current Technology - Mathematical

analysis and application of theory in the field of vibration have been uti-

lized in both fossil-fired and nuclear steam generators for many years.

Computer codes are available to guide preliminary designs of the models

used to check out the vibrational characteristics of the unit. Since vibra-

tional characteristics are a strong function of the configuration, test re-
sults are used to modify the analog and digital codes for a specific appli-
cation.

Technical Justification - Several operational
heat exchangers, including sodium-heated steam generators,  IHXs,  and
some water-to-water heat exchangers, have suffered tube failures caused

by tube vibration and wear or fatigue. One Fermi steam generator suf-
fered such severe wear of the tubes near the sodium inlet nozzles that

holes were worn in the tubes and a large sodium-water reaction occurred.

Some techniques for analyzing heat exchangers for vibration exist, but
they do not give adequate assurance that every location in a steam gener-

ator is free of damaging vibration due to any forcing function. A great
deal of additional work is needed to bring analytical methods to an accept-
able level of accuracy and to realistically evaluate the B&W design.

Scope of Work - An analytical and experimen-
tal vibration investigation will be performed initially on a general-type
structure and then applied to the particular structural design of the so-

dium -heated steam generator to ensure its safety and integrity.  The

study will include the following type s of forcing functions:

1. Repeated simple harmonic vibration transmitted to the

structure from rotating machinery, such as the pumps, motors, tur-

bines, etc., in the system.
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2. Flow-induced vibration caused by the coolant flowing

through the tube banks at certain velocities. Two rnodes of vibration

are induced by flow:  one is the vortex-excited vibration when the flow

is perpendicular to the tube,  and the other is a shear type vibration

when the  flow is parallel  to  the  tube.

3. Mechanical shock loading, which is transient.   The re-

sponse may reach a certain peak and then gradually attenuate with re-

spect to time. However, the peak response may cause the structure to

fail and thus cause rupture  of tube s in the sodium-heated steam genera-

tor.

4. Earthquake loading, which is  of a random nature  and de-

pends on geographic location. The importance of this investigation can

never be overemphasized.

The vibration program will be divided into the following four tasks:

Task 1 - Structural Modeling: A mathematical model of

beam-type construction will be established to represent the structural

components. Either a lumped mass techniquez or the receptance methodi

can be used to determine the natural frequencies and corresponding nor-

mal modes. This frequency inforrnation can be used by the designer to

make the necessary modification to ensure the isolation of the system

frorn the possible harmonic vibration source.

Task 2 - Description of Forcing Functions: For simple har-

monic vibration, the main concern is the resonance of the system.  If a

problem exists,  it will be solved by modifying the design to shift the nat-

ural frequency of the system and thus avoid the resonance. Two sources

of flow-induced vibration will be considered: parallel flow and transverse

flow. Several investigators have considered parallel-flow-induced vibra-

tions. 4-6 Paidoussis also supplemented his analysis with some experi-
mentalwork. 7,8 Methods discussed in the cited reference will be ex-

tended to handle problems in the B&W steam generator. Several methods

are also available for predicting the vibrations induced by transverse

flow. 9-11  Some of these techniques apply to high-velocity flow, but modi-

fication will extend coverage  to the low velocity range  as well.    Of  spe -

cific concern in the shock loading of the steam generator is the shock
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front wave propagation. In order to solve the dynamic response of struc-

tures, it is necessary to specify the forcing function in some mathemati-

cal form. Shock wave propagation is described by the amplitude attenua-

tion and energy dissipation method in reference 12. Some shock loadings
are specified using shock spectrums;13 however, for most mechanical
shock loading,  we can specify the loading as a function of time.    The

analysis of structural response can be obtained simply by the transfor-

mation technique (either Fourier transformation or Laplace transfor-

mation). The description of earthquake loading has been extensively

discussed in reference 14. Since the earthquake loading is of a random

nature, it would be more appropriate to describe  it by a spectrum  form.

The design based on this loading forrn would be conservative, since the

loading description is the envolope of the maximum peak response.

Task 3 - Dynamic Structural. Response and Strength Analysis:

In Tasks 1 and 2, a mathematical model of the structure, as well as a

mathematical description of the loading, will be established, and in Task

3 the dynamic response of the structure to the forcing function will be

established. For loadings of a stochastic (probability variable) nature

or those given in spectra forms, the procedure for coupling the forcing
function and the structural characteristics has been outlined in reference

15. For loadings specified as atime function of a sinusoidal nature, the

transformation technique will be applied to solve a set of differential equa-

tions. The corresponding stress and strain distribution will then be cal-

culated on the basis of the dynamic response of the structure.

Task 4 - Experimental Verification: The details of the ex-

perimental verification program cannot be established until the basic

formulation of the design model is completed. However, tentative plans

are to use the original tube bundle from the B&W 30-MWt prototype so-

dium-heated steam generator for the experimental studies.  In this task,

experimental studies will be conducted to verify the analytical procedures

and techniques developed under the preceding tasks. The experimental

studies will include deflection, stress, strain, and frequency measure-

ments for the various loading conditions discussed previously.
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3.2.1.5. Thermal Shock Study

Objective - The objective of this study is to
develop analytical methods for estimating the maximum  the rmal stresses
that will occur in the structural members of a B&W steam generator un-

dergoing temperature transients in power maneuvers.

Summary of Current Technology - The current

design procedure to determine the maximum thermal stress in a member
involves successively solving  for  the  the rmal stresses at discrete multi-

ple times. The designer uses his own judgment to determine an initial

time during the temperature transient to calculate the thermal stresses.

He then calculates the thermal stresses at times before and after this
initial guess to obtain a stress gradient.  If a continuing decreasing trend
or a continuing increasing trend is evident, this process is repeated at
some other time in the transient until peaking (indicating a maximum
stress) occurs.

Technical Justification - Any equipment in a
liquid metal system exposed to the flowing sodium stream can be exposed
to very rapid temperature changes. Reactor scrams or the loss of so-

dium Pymps can cause changes of several hundred degrees F in the so-
dium temperature in a few seconds. These very rapid changes in so-
dium temperature can cause high thermal gradients and high thermal
stresses in thick metal parts. There are techniques for analyzing the

temperature profiles throughout a solid at any time during a transient,

but establishing the location and time of a "worst case, " on which detail
stress analyses should be made, requires laborious hand calculations
which consume an impractical amount of time.  The need for computer
programs to perform these analyses becomes evident when time,  tech-
nical precision, and economics are considered as important factors in
the design phases of the program.

Scope of Work - Transient thermal stress

analysis work will be divided into three phases, as follows:

Phase I -A preliminary study will concentrate on evaluating
existing analysis techniques to obtain program orien-
tation.
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Phase II - The most promising analytical techniques found in

phase I will be refined and applied to simple geomet-

ric shapes as a validity check.

Phase III - Promising techniques developed in phase II will be
applied to typical complex geometrical shapes from
the B&W steam generator. Conclusions and recom-

mendations will be prepared when this phase is com-

plete.

3.2.1.6. Prototype Program

Objective - The prototype program is being
carried out to prove the performance, reliability, and safety of the B&W

helical-coil steam generator design.

Summary of Current Technology - The sodium

stearn generators now operating  and the  one s  that have operated  in the

past have yielded a,great deal of operational data. However, the general
consensus is that there is much to be gained from actual operation in so-

dium of scaled version of a new concept.
The Alco unit now at LMEC is awaiting com-

pletion of testing.  The B&W prototype will be installed in the SCTI when

it is completed. In addition, the prototype of the modular concept will
then be tested.

Technical Justification - The information gained
from the prototype test program will be used by the designers of the full-
size units. The essential design information relative to stress, evalua-
tion, vibration, and performance cannot be obtained by any other rneans.

Scope of Work - Task 1, the prototype test

prograrn, is divided into the eight phases outlined below.

Phase I - Field Tests: A hydrostatic pressure test using water

will be conducted on the prototype steam generator to

provide strain data to evaluate the computation methods

used to estimate the pressure stress.

Phase II - Prototype Shakedown: Shakedown tests with sodium

will be performed  in this phase to determine whethe r
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the  prototype is operational. Before testing,  all in-
strumentation will be calibrated and methods will be

established to check the calibration at specified times

during the testing at SCTI.

Phase III - Stress Evaluation: Experimental stress data will be

obtained at lower-than-design ternperatures to verify
stress calculations. Lower-than-design temperatures
are specified because of the unreliability of strain gage
data at temperatures approaching 1000 F.

Phase IV - Design Performance:  Data on the prototype steam gen-
erator operating at design conditions will be obtained

in this phase; these data will be used in the following
ways:

1.    To verify component temperatures  at such locations
as the superheater outlet.

2.  To determine the functional steady-state perfor-
mance and the adequacy of design procedures.
The se  data will be valuable in confirming  the  over-
all design procedures, but they cannot be used to               
evaluate design procedures in specific areas, such
as nucleate boiling region, film boiling, etc.

3.  To check for maldistribution of sodium- or steam-
side flow.

4.     To  determine the pressure  and  the rmal stress
levels and the accuracy of temperature profiles
in critical stress areas.

5.  To determine minimum load for the steam genera-
tor.

Phave V - Analog Simulation Transfer Function: The dynamic

response characteristics of the prototype steam gen-

erator, when it is subjected to stepped variations in

operating parameters, will be deterrnined.  The re-

sults will be subsequently used to modify the analog

computer simulation.

Phase VI - Transient Tests: A comprehensive transient testing

program, encornpassing all parameters of engineering

interest, will be conducted in this phase to assemble

data on structural reliability and dynamic performance.
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Phase VII - Maximum Steam Generation Tests: The performance
and stress levels when the prototype is operating at

its maxirnurn capability will be ascertained in these

tests.

Phase VIII - Reduced Steam Pressure Tests: Design data at re-
duced stearn pressures will be obtained in these tests.

Task 2 includes prototype data analysis and test

reporting.  Test data will be transmitted to B&W for reduction and anal-

ysis as they are generated, so that the results can influence the direction

of the program. Since most of the data will be acquired on automatic

equipment, computer programs will be written to reduce and analyze

them efficiently. A detailed report covering all test work will be written.

Topics in this report will include but will not be lirnited to (1) methods of

data reduction, (2) methods of analysis, (3) results of analysis,  and (4)

the relation of the results to the prototype design.
Task 3 covers destructive analysis of the pro-

totype steam generator. After test work at the SCTI has been completed,

the prototype steam generator will furnish valuable information to the

designer via destructive analysis. The prototype will be removed from

the test area after testing, carefully disassembled, and selected parts

cut apart for further detailed analysis. Some preparatory work involving

original material and "as-built" dimensions will be done before the unit

is tested. Tentative steps in the destructive analysis program are as

follows:

1.  All spare rnaterial, shop records, and test
records will be identified and retained in
preparation for the destructive tests.  "As-
built" dimensions will also be verified.

2.    The  prototype  will be  rern oved  from  the  te st
stand and transported to the inspection  site.

3.  The upper head and the tube bundle will be
removed from the shell.

4.  A detailed chemical, metallurgical, and
hydrodynamic analysis will be performed
on selected parts.

5.  A report will be written to describe the re-
sults of the destructive analysis.
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Budget Estimate -

Manpowe r $2,900.,000
Fac ilitie s 2,000,000
Equipment 2,000,000

Total $6,900,000

Table 3-2 is an itemized schedule and cost estimate summary for this
task.

Table 3-2. Summary of Schedule and Estimated Costs
for R&D Work on the Steam Generator

Estimated cost, $ X 103
FY 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974

Task CY 1969 1970 197 1 1972 1973 1974 Total
--- - Ill.-

Steam Generator

1. Sodium-water reaction
studies 500 800 1000 500 -- --     2800

2. Post-accident component
recovery                        -- 100 200 200    -- -- 500

3. Vibration investigation 100 100 100    --     --     --      300

4. Thermal shock study 100 100 -- --     100 -- 300

5. Prototype program 1000 500 500 500 500 -- 3000

Total 1700 1600 1800 1200 600 -- 6900

3.2.2.   Liquid-Metal to Metal Heat Exchanger

3.2.2.1.  Objective

The objective of this program is to develop in-
formation to be used in designing the full-size reference plant sodium-

27to-sodium heat exchanger. The information developed will ensure that
the resultant design can be fabricated and operated successfully with a

minimum of conservatism by reducing the magnitude of the safety factors

normally applied.

3.2.2.2.  Summary of Current Technology

In general, sodium-to-sodium heat exchangers
have now reached a state of development wherein concern for the heat
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transfer fluid has diminished, and the designer has increased his atten-
tion to the problem areas common to all heat exchangers,  i. e.,  flow
distribution, temperature transients, economics,   and  the  like.

The design, construction, and operation of
certain heat exchange units are of specific interest to the B&W plant be-
cause of their similarity to the reference plant unit. These units are
used in the EBR-II, the Enrico Fermi, and the PFR reactors.

The EBR-II heat exchanger is located within
a tank of sodium, and thus it repre sents environmental problems that

are similar to those of the reference plant. The others have forced

circulation similar to the reference plant in that they utilize gravity-
flow on the reactor coolant  side.

The PFR, which is now under construction,  is
very similar to the reference plant in that the heat exchangers are 10-
cated  in the sodium and operate under a gravity head on the primary  side.
The performance characteristics for EBR-II were very close to the pre-
dicted values and otherwise offered satisfactory operation.

The Fermi heat exchangers did not fare as well.
The predicted values of UA for these heat exchangers were almost twice
the measured values. However, the thermal duty for all three heat ex-16

changers was off byonly 12% of the predicted values, because the oper-

ating LMTD was 112 F instead of the predicted 80 F.

It appears that the most probable cause of un-

derperformance is maldistribution of the sodium on the shell side.  An-
other very probable cause is overestimating the effective heat transfer

area. Undoubtedly, other causes that acted in concert to reduce per-
formance were fouling, flow bypassing, non-wetting, and cover gas en-
trainment.

Of equal interest  to  the thermal performance
is the fact that in over 30,000 hours of operation on the primary side,
these, units have proved the adequacy of their structural integrity and
the effectiveness of the tubesheet seals and the leak detection system.

Construction of the PFR units is proceeding,
and a limited amount of design information is available. 17 Heat trans-

fer coeffic ents are given for shell-side parallel flow for triangular and

square pitched tubes as a function of the Peclet number, tube pitch,  and
tube diameter.
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On-line heat transfer coefficients on the shell
sides of tube bundles are also given by 0. E. Dwyer. The se  are  de -18

rived from a semi-empirical relationship. The comparison of the two
methods of calculating the heat transfer coefficients is somewhat dif-

ferent. Dwyer's correlation is supported by others. 19
Pressure drop calculations are more of a prob-

lem than heat transfer, especially inthe areas of cross flow.   The accu-

racy of pressure drop calculations is especially significant in gravity
flow  IHX 's, since the geometric configuration  of the system is fixed,

and an error here could cause a significant drop in plant performance.

Pressure drop analysis is also important in that it is related to flow

distribution in the shell side. Generally, flow distribution devices tend

to consume the available driving head and, consequently, to reduce the

flow. More effort is required to develop better correlations for the low-

pressure-drop systerris.
The greatest concern in the area of fabrication

lies with the tube-to-tube sheet weld. The present method of attaching

heat exchanger tubes  to tube sheets  is to expand the  tube  into the  tube -
sheet hole using an internally applied roller. This results in a residual

compressive stress  in the  tube wall, which holds it against the  tube -

sheet. 20 To minimize relaxation of the residual stress at elevated tem-

peratures and to ensure a no-leakage seal, the junction is welded on the

front side of the tubesheet.  A gas test is used to test the welds for leak-

age.

The disadvantages of this type of weld are (1)
the lack of complete penetration and the resulting high stress concen-

tration at the junction, (2) the inability to perform NDT to check the

depth of penetration and the completeness of the weld, and (3) the poten-

tial problem area caused by a deep crevice behind the weld.

One way to improve the reliability of the  tube -

to-tubesheet junction is to make a full-penetration, totally inspectable

weld  between the  tube  and tube sheet.     This  has  been  done  on  the  B&W

prototype steam generator by machining a weld prepration on the back

side  of the tube sheet  and then welding  the  tube  to  it. 21 A small x-ray
source was designed to be placed axially along the inside  of the  tube;
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film is wrapped around the outer diameter of the tube and a 360-degree
picture of the weld is made.   The main disadvantages of this type of weld *
are as follows:

1.  Cost - welds must be fabricated and inspected
individually.

2.  Shrinkage - weld shrinkage makes its use on
straight-tube bundles difficult.

3.  Maintenance - it is necessary to remove the
outer tubes to reach one at the center.

A new technique which has been quite succe ssful  is to expand  and weld

the juncture and then back-braze the crevice to obtain a strong bond

along the tubesheet thickness. This requires a braze material that is20

compatible with the requirements of a sodium system and a procedure

for applying the braze to many joints simultaneously.

Another approach is to explosive-weld the tube

into the tubesheet. The result is a strong metallurgical bond between

the two. This method also could be used for plugging tubes when de-

sired. However, additional development and testing are required be-

fore this method is advanced to the production stage.

3.2.2.3. Technical Justification

Because of the very complex interrelationship

between the configurations of the IHX and the reactor vessel and the

cover structure, it is necessary to know precisely the characteristics

that influence the design of the heat exchanger. For example,  the di-

ameter of the heat exchangers directly influences the diarneter of the

vessel, the cover structure, and the sodium inventory; the height of the

tube bundle influences the height of the reactor vessel, not only because

of the height itself, but because of the difference in the elevation of the

hot and cold leg required as a driving head. The height of the reactor

vessel thus influences the sodium inventory. Increased height also in-

creases the height of the reactor building required to clear the tube

bundle for installation and removal.

From the paragraph above it can be seen that,

in order to optimize the entire reactor system to promote the most eco-

nomical design, certain information on performance and operation is re-

quired. Of equal concern we must be assured that, after the system has
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1,cert designed and constructed, it meets the design conditions. As statc·d
e  c.irlier, thc, flow through thc' hi: at exchangi: r depends on a fixed geometry,

alid thcrc,fore, it ic'quires a precision muchgreater than a heat exchanger
„hose driviiig head is supplied by a pump.

Research and development is also essential to
ensure the successful design of a unit that is so large that a full-size
prototype cannot be built and tested (as with the. reactor coolant pumps)
before installation in the plant.

3.2.2.4.  Scope of Work

Task 1 - Review of Design Requirements:  B&W's
IHX design (relative to the performance, environrncnt, reliability/avail-
ability, maintenance, operational safety, standards, and interfacial re-

quireinents) will be reviewed to determine compatibility with materials
and state-of-the-art design techniques as well as probable future devel-

opments. In addition, a literature survey will be conducted, and the
therrnal and hydraulic designs of similar heat exchangers will be com-
pared with the proposed reference design.  If more attractive design
features are uncovered in the review, they will be investigated to deter-

mine their effect  on the plant  as a whole.

Task 2 - Analytical Methods Development: The
objective of this task is to develop improved analytical methods that are

applicable to IHX design to supplement present techniques 22,23 for ana-

lyzing l>ressure losses, vibrational characteristics, and thermally in-
duced stresses. Of paramount importance is the·development of im-

proved analytical tools that will iriitially guide the hardware program
toward meaningful progress. In addition to initial guidance, the ana-
lytical tools must provide semi-empirical correlations with a confidence
factor that is adequate for the design of large units. These methods will

also be used in providing error analysis information.

Task 3 - Prototype Design: The objective here
is to design a reduced-scale IHX (1) which accurately simulates the ther-
mal, hydraulic, and structural characteristics of the B&W 1000-MWe
reference design, (2) which is adequately instrumented so that valid en-

gineering data are produced for all pararneters of interest, and (3) which
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is·economically compatible with the national testing facilities located

at the LMEC.
The thermal, hydraulic, and structural prob-

lems of an IHX can be simulated with reasonable accuracy with a scale

model using present engineering techniques.  The key to success in this

area lies in focusing attention on problem simulation rather than in try-

ing to optimize the design of the prototype. .Experience on a number of

IHXs has shown that thermal performance can be predicted reasonably

well, except for the Fermi unit. Because failure to obtain the predicted

IHX performance in a 1000-MWe plant could have serious economic re-

percussions, prototype testing is recommended.  As a byproduct of the

tests, a great deal of information concerning installation, removal, and
decontamination of the selected design will be assembled, and the re-

sults  can be factored into the design of the full- scale  unit.

A reduced-scale IHX will be designed on the
basis of what is thought to be required to ensure the generation of valid

design information. Included in the design will be mocked shielding,

gas seals, insulation as required,   and  the  like.
Since the reference plant contains six IHXs,

and since each one is supplied from a cornmon source,  it can be  seen

that the cold leg can be maintained at a constant temperature as long as

each heat exchanger is operating properly.  In the event of the loss of

intermediate flow, the reactor coolant would continue to flow through
the shell side, causing a rise in temperature in the cold leg. Under

these conditions, the desire to operate the plant at partial load must be

accompanied by shutting off the high-temperature sodium. Therefore,

it will be necessary to incorporate into the prototype a reliable device

for accomplishing this objective. Because this device will be in the

primary flow circuit, it will be necessary to investigate the pressure
losses and flow symmetry. Most likely the model size will be compat-
ible  with the  LCTL at LMEC. The design of the prototypal model will

be based on state-of-the-art engineering data and the design require-
ments enumerated in a previous task.

Task 4 - Prototype Fabrication and Test:  The

scope of work covers the fabrication of the prototypal IHX discussed in

Task 3 and experimental determination of its thermal, hydraulic,
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structural, and operational performance. Facilities are available at

the LMEC to test prototypal IHXs. Test procedures for B&W's IHX will
follow generally accepted methods developed in test programs for other

similar equipment.
A detailed test procedure will be written for

the prototype. Information on all four inlet and outlet sodium temper-

atures and flows will be obtained to determine performance as well as
the  feasibility of obtaining meaningful outlet temperature s  on the shell
side for control purposes. Axial and radial temperature distributions

will be obtained both inside and outside of the tubes to confirm heat

transfer coefficients and to determine whether stagnation exists.

The test program will include measuring AP

and AT across the tubesheets to determine the existing stresses that

will ultimately yield the operational limits as well for the basis for de-

sign correlations.
If the design calls for a gas space below the

upper tubesheet,  then the effects of level changes  and gas entrainment '

will be measured as functions of flow.

The test program will be written so that it ob-

tains information at both transient and steady-state conditions. These

data will then be analyzed.

In general, th€ basic information required to
develop ternperature, flow, pressure, pressure drop, level, and leak
detection instrumentation will be developed under section 4 of the R&D

plan.  Nevertheless, an effort must be expended to design, fabricate,

and test the high-temperature experimental instruments required to ob-

tain information from the prototype. Refinements in test information

will be needed to ensure accurate data. In particular, improvements

will be needed in strain gages and accelerometers for use in a high-tem-

perature sodium environment..  It will be a major effort to customize the

sensing instruments to be compatible with the intents and purposes for
which the prototype was designed. Further, the design of the prototype

must accommodate these sensing instruments, and therefore,  it must

receive input from an instrument test effort.
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The instruments will be designed to respond to
the transients that are expected in the prototype as well as to steady-
state conditions.

Maintenance and handling procedures will be
demonstrated with the prototype and will yield useful design informa-

tion, even though the sodium  is not radioactive. During this phase  of
the program, the handling equipment will be mocked up as if the sodium
was radioactive.

Under this task, inspection techniques will be

developed to determine fabrication integrity, tube leaks,  and the general
conditions of the vital parts after operation. This portion of the program
will also produce methods of data reduction and application of the results

to design and test modifications.

Task 5 - Model Tests: The objective of the
rnodel tests is to validate (1) the shell side hydraulic performance, (2)
the tube side bundle inlet performance,  and  (3) the· hydraulic perfor-
mance of the primary flow-blocking mechanism by simulating the full-
scale IHX with the flowing water of a reduced-scale model.

Water flow modeling will also be used to screen

candidate flow configurations. Water-model simulation of sodium flow

problems is discussed in considerable detail in a recently published LMEC
report. 24

Frorn an assessment of the reference design

heat exchanger, it appears that flow imbalances could exist on both the

primary and· secondary sides. Experimental verification is required to

develop better correlations for the low-pressure-drop systems and to
ensure that there  will be flow balance.

In order to ensure satisfactory tube side sodium
distribution, studies will be performed to develop an optimum design for
the  lower head. In addition, the development  of a primary inlet-flow dis -

tributor arrangement and a shutoff device that results in satisfactory flow

distribution without excessive pressure drop will also be pursued. Three

water models will be required to accomplish these objectives.  One of
these would simulate the secondary side of the IHX. Simulation will be-

gin at the upper end of the center downcomer and will include a removable
lower  head. The lower tube sheet  will be simulated, followed  by a divided
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plenurn designed to separate the tubesheet into approximately 32 equal

area segments on four diameters.  Each of these segments will have an
outlet tube equipped to measure the flow through the individual segments.
In this manner a 32-point, four-diameter map of flow distribution can

readily be obtained.

It is expected that a 1/4-scale model would be
employed to study primary side distribution. This would be a trans-

parent model using plastic rods to simulate the heat exchanger tubes.
Data would comprise visual observations and sufficient measurements

to map flow distribution at selected planes. A 1/4-scale model would

also be used to study shutoff devices. Scaling will include both geo-
metric and kinematic similarity comparisons. The former require that
the dimensional ratios be similar for all portions of the shape involved.
Similarly, kinematic ratios must be equal and the same as the geometric
ratio.  This is accomplished by the use of dimensionless parameters de-
rived  from a comparison  of the force s acting  on the fluid. 25 If equiva-
lence of relationships such as the Euler, Reynolds, and Froude numbers

is attained, then the model is equivalent to the full size component.

Task  6 - Tube-to- Tube sheet Attachment:    The

objective is to develop a superior tube-to-tubesheet bond by exploring
two advanced techniques: explosive welding and back brazing. Tube-to-
tubesheet attachment is the most important design and fabrication prob-
lem encountered in the construction of an IHX for LMFBR service for

these reasons:

1. Thermally induced stress concentrations are
the highest at this junction.

2.  The large number of joints increases the sta-
tistical probability of having defects.

3.  The effects of tube vibration are more pro-
nounced in this area.

4.  The unit must be removed to repair junction
failure s.

5.  Contamination of the intermediate system
cannot be permitted for safety reasons.

6. Gross leakage of intermediate sodium into
the reactor vessel would present a serious
radioactive sodium disposal problem.
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The reliability of the LHX can be improved by
minimizing the crevice behind the tube-to-tubesheet junction. Three

ways to accomplish this have been mentioned previously: back-side

welding, back brazing, and explosive welding. The latter two would

require the following development before they are put to commercial
use:

1. Back Brazing - A braze material must be developed

which is compatible with liquid sodium and is not adversely affected

by mass transfer; fabrication procedures must also be established for

this process.

2. Explosive Welding - A means must be developed to en-
sure weld integrity by distinguishing between a mechanical and a met-

allurgical bond.

All three methods of fabrication will then be

fully tested under operating conditions and compared to determine which

appr oach best satisfies the LMFBR program objectives. Small sodium

loops will be satisfactory for this purpose.

Task 7 - Tube Vibrations: Although the sodium

velocities through the shell side are expected to be quite low because of

gravity flow, and since cross flow is expected to occur only at the en-
trance and exit of the shell, an investigation must be completed to ensure

that (1) the cross- flow Reynolds number is below the transition value, 26

and (2) the natural frequency of the tubes is greater than the maximum

frequency of the vonKarman vortices.  If it is found that problems exist

because of these factors, then a full-scale model of a portion of the tube

bank will be designed and constructed to simulate actual conditions.

Model testing will ensure that previous engineering is correct and that

self-excited vibrations do not occur. 4 If results are unsatisfactory,

corrective action will be taken.

Budget Estimate -

Manpower $1,200,000
Facilities 900,000
Equipment 300,000

Total $2,400,000
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Table 3-3 is a summary of estimated costs and schedule for work in this

area.

Table 3-3. Summary of Schedule and Estimated Costs
for R&D Work on Liquid-Metal to Metal
Heat Exchangers

Estimated cost, $ X 103
FY 1970 1971 1972 1973 i 974 1975 1976

Task CY 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 Total
-

Liquid-Metal to Metal
Heat Exchangers
1.  Review of design

requirements 50    --     --     --     --     --     --     --       50

2. Analytical methods
development   30 30 30 30 30 -- -- -- 150

3. Prototype design -- 200 200 100    --     --     -- -- 500

4 Prototype fabrication
and test --     --    -- 300 500 100 100 -- 1000

5. Model tests 50 200 140    30    30    --     --     --      450

6.  Tube-to-tubesheet
atSachment 50 100 50    --     --     --     --    --      200

7. Tube vibrations 50    --    --     --     --                           50
- - - -

Total 230 530 420 460 560 100 100 -- 2400

3.2.3. Sodium Valves and Piping

3.2.3.1. Sodium Valves

Objectives - To develop reliable 14- and 20-

inch sodium flow control valves capable of varying the flow rate from
20 to  100% and to develop reliable, very-low-leakage, sodium blocking
valves  of  26-,   28-, and 32-inch diameters  for  use  in  the inte rmediate

coolant loops of the B&W 1000-MWe LMFBR power plant.

Summary of Current Technology - Experience
with large sodium valves is virtually nonexistent.    On the other  hand,
most of the experience with small- and medium-sized valves has been

traumatic (see the LMFBR Program Plan for a discussion of sodium

valve experience). The Allis-Chalmers Company, under contract to

the AEC, reviewed LMFBR valve requirements and evaluated state-of-

the-art designs for this service. They concluded that common designs
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would not be acceptable and that advanced designs would be needed.  B&W

is generally in agreement with the conclusions and recommendations of

Allis-Chalmers; however, the choice of a pot reactor concept and the
particular intermediate loop configuration somewhat mitigate s the valve

development problem for the B&W reference design.

Technical Justification - The development of

large, reliable isolation valves is mandatory from a safety standpoint
because of the possibility of compromising reactor building integrity
via the intermediate loop pipework.   This type of valve will also be used
to isolate systems for maintenance and to limit the consequence of inter-

mediate pipework failure.

Because the steam generator and reheater will

be   operated in parallel,   a thr ottling valve  will be needed to proportion
the sodium flow to the reheater for all turbine loads. An additional throt-

tling valve will be located in a bypass line to achieve the desired control

accuracy and stability. This bypass leg would be needed regardless of
whether or not a sodium-heated reheater was included.

Scope of Work - The following valves must be

developed for the B&W 1000-MWe LMFBR power plant:

Diameter, Number required
Type of valve in. in reference plant

Isolation                       26                                  15
28                6
32              3

Throttling 20               3
14                 3

The sizes included in each group are within a range that will not require
the development of a separate valve for each size.

Budget Estimate -

Manpower $ 700,000
Facilities 800,000
Equipment 500,000

Total $2,000,000
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2.  To verify these methods experimentally as

Table 3-4 is a summary of the estimated costs and schedule of work on

sodium valves and piping.

Table 3-4. Summary of Schedule and Estimated Costs
for  R& D Work on Sodium Valve s  and
Piping

Estimated cost, $ X 103
FY 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976

Task CY 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 Total

Sodium Valve s and Piping
1. Sodium valves 100 200 500 500 500 100 100 -- 2000

2. Sodium piping 250 500 725 325 100 -- --     --    1900

Total 350 700 1225 825 600 100 100 -- 3900

3.2.3.2. Sodium Piping

Objectives - The main objectives of this pro-

gram  are as follows:

1.  To develop the analytical methods required
to design sodiurn piping, mixing sections,
and slip joints.

required.
3.  To develop the technology required for fab-

rication of these connponents.

Summary of Current Technology - There has

been relatively little experience with large-diameter thin-walled pipe

operating in a sodium environment. Consequently, much work must be
done before the engineer can accurately predict the behavior of the ref-

erence design piping system.  Only one sodium plant (Fermi) has used

piping comparable to that now shown in the reference design. That plant

used a section of pipe 30 inches in diameter with a wall 3/8-inch thick.

The designers of the Fermi plant prepared their own requirements and

standards, because the limits of operation were beyond the scope of the

present-day codes.
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The mechanism of failure for large-diameter,
thin-walled pipe in the sodium environment needs investigation; present

piping  code s may not be adequate to define  the  mode of failure.    One  of

the more important problems that faces the piping designer is the insta-

bility of large-diameter, thin-walled piping. The piping  in the  B&W  1000-

MWe design ranges from 14 to 36 inches in diameter and has a reference

wall thickness of 3/8 inch.
Many varied piping flexibility programs exist

today, and the means are available to analyze almost any large, complex,

high-pressure, high-temperature, thick-walled piping system. These

programs must be modified for large-diameter, thin-walled sodium piping.

The same analysis regarding flexibility, moments, stresses, reactions,

and the like may still apply. The difference is in the additional consider-

ations that arise from sodium  as a fluid and the high-temperature,  low-

pressure, 36-inch-diameter, 3/8-inch-thick pipe being investigated.

It is clear that R&D is required to develop the

additional analytical tools that are needed to ensure confidence in the de-

sign of sodium piping systems for large power plants like B&W's 1000-
MWe reference plant.

Mixing tees with diameter ratios of 3.0 or more

are quite common in steam and high-temperature pressurized water sys-

tems. The methods for the design and analysis of these mixing chambers

are also well-known. Chambers with diameter ratios of less than 3.0 are

not as common, and the methods of design and analysis are not as refined

as they are for the more conventional mixing tees. Furthermore,  the

temperature differences now being accommodated are considerably less

than those for the B&W reference LMFBR plant, which has some mixing
tees with a diameter ratio of about 1.25 subjected to a temperature dif-

ference of 173 F and others with a diameter ratio of about 2.6 subjected

to a temperature difference of 300 F. The present state of the art for

liquid-metal mixing tees cannot handle these design problems. There

are two reasons for this:

1. Large mixing tees, which promote good tur-
bulent mixing of sodium, have never been
fabricated.

2. Present designs create large thermal stress
problems because of stratification of the high-
temperature sodium caused by improper mix-
ing.
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Further development is required to advance the technology of mixing tee

design for small diameter ratios and large temperature differences.

The design of slip joints is not a new art, but
some problems exist in the B&W plant that affect the design of the slip
joints in the reactor coolant piping and require R&D to prove out the de-

sign. The areas  in que stion  are the required leak-tightness  of the joint
in an elevated-temperature sodium environment and the moment and

shear carrying ability of the slip joint design. In addition, the main-

tenance and inspection requirements need to be determined.

The state of the art for economic fabrication

technology for piping of this  size, as applied to the power plant,  will need

investigation. Many methods of fabrication may be feasible for construe-

tion of the reference design piping system. The merits and practicality
of cold springing, extrusions, welded rolled plates, centrifugal casting,

explosive forming, and ribbed pipe should be evaluated.    The most eco-

nomical or practical way to manufacture this large-diameter, thin-walled

pipe has not been clearly defined within the industry.
Some research is needed to advance the state

of the art in welding technology. Tests should be run on typical sections

of piping to determine methods for controlling weld shrinkage and sub-
sequent distortion. In general, the state of the art in fabrication of piping
of this kind is not well-developed. However, the methods may be avail-

able from a combination of techniques used in various industries.

Scope of Work - The reference plant piping is

predicated on using type 304 stainless steel with slip joints to accommo-

date thermal expansion in the reactor coolant system. The intermediate

coolant system uses Croloy 2- 1/4 piping and expansion loops to account

for the thermal growth of the piping. In addition to thermal expansion,
the intermediate system piping is required to mix sodium streams of

different temperatures without deleterious structural effects. The basis
for the selection of stainless steel piping in the reactor coolant system

was to maintain a preponderance of a single material in contact with so-

dium. The basis for the selection of Croloy 2-1/4 for the intermediate

piping.was to reduce costs. Reduced costs were achieved by selecting

a  material  that  not only costs  less, but which  also  has  a  much  lowe r
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coefficient of thermal expansion, which, in turn, reduced the length of
the expansion loops,  the  size  of the buildings,  and the sodium inventory.

The scope of work required to develop the in-
formation necessary to pursue the reference plant piping design includes

the  following  item s:

Task 1: An economic evaluation will be required to deter-

mine   whe the r Croloy or stainless steel   is   the more satisfactory  mate-
rial for the intermediate piping. This study must compare intermediate

piping designs of Croloy 2-1/4 and type 304 stainless steel, using the

data acquired in this program as outlined in task 3 below.  Only then

can a meaningful economic comparison be made.

Task 2: Known failure theories,  such as maximum principle

stress, maximum shear stress, and strain energy, will be reviewed to

determine their applicability to the unique problems of designing large -

diameter, thin-walled piping. The reviews will consider the effects of

instability (such as elastic buckling, local plastic instabilities, creep

buckling, and creep rupture) when determining the failure theory appli-

cability. The recommended failure theory criteria and its accompany-

ing mode of failure will be verified experimentally.

Experimental investigations will consist of subjecting sec-
tions of large D/t piping to the expected loading conditions to produce
the recommended failure mode. As testing proceeds, strains and de-

flections will be recorded until failure occurs. The results will be cor-

related with the recommended failure theory and modifications will be

made where necessary.

Task 3: Analytical studies aimed at determining the static

and dynamic behavior of LMFBR piping systems will be conducted.

These studies would produce piping flexibility programs that would con-

sider elastic-plastic design, creep, mechanical and thermal fatigue,

instability, strain concentration, dead weight  and  the rmal expansion

loading, vibration and seismic loading, local loads, corrosion, and

erosion.

To provide input for these programs, material properties
tests are required to obtain long- and short-term axial and bending

creep and creep rupture data; cyclic fatigue data; tensile data; and
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strain-hardening information. These tests will be performed under the

Fuels and Materials Program. Corrosion and mass transfer information

will be obtained from the Sodium Technology Program.

Task 4: Studies will be carried out to determine whether

scale-model testing can satisfactorily predict the behavior of full-sized
piping systems.   If the results of the studies are favorable, the dimen-
sionless parameters required to adequately mock up the piping systems

must be determined. Using these scaling techniques, pipes and pipe

fittings will be subjected to various loads and combinations of loads to

determine applicable stress distributions and fatigue limits. In addition,

the flexibility and stress intensification factors for pipe fittings will be
determined in these tests. Of particular interest in this regard is the

primary system piping from the pump to the core inlet plenum.  The

piping run.has very few bends and is connected at one end to a rigid
structure and at the other end to a controlled-leakage slip joint.  The

slip joint must be tested to determine its load and moment carrying

ability. The results of these experiments will provide input to, and

confidence  in, the flexibility programs derived in task 2 above.

Task 5: Develop a mixing tee design capable of withstanding
a temperature difference of 300 F between the mixed fluids. A program

consisting of the following phases is recommended:

1.  An analysis to determine the magnitude of the problem
and possible solutions. This would tie in with the cost benefit studies

(3.3.3) as well as with the results of tasks 1 and 3 above.

2.  A water model simulation phase to develop mixing tee

configurations.

3. Proof tests of a reduced-scale model in a sodium loop.
The objective of, the water model tests would be to develop a configura-

tion that produce s a uniform temperature rapidly through turbulent mix-

ing and protects the walls of the tee from cycling temperatures and high
reversing stresses. Since this approach would essentially ignore the

conduction factor, results should be conservative when applied to sodium.

At the present time it appears that a model for this purpose would prob-

ably be about 1/6 scale. Instrumentation would consist of sensitive
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thermocouples to measure inlet conditions and to measure fluid temper-
ature distribution at one or more downstream planes. The apparatus
would also be equipped with flow meters and controls on each inlet line
as well as means for controlling relative stream temperatures.

Budget Estimate -

Manpower $1,000,000
Facilities 300,000
Equipment 600,000

Total $1,900,000

Table 3-4 is a summary of the estimated costs and schedule of work on
sodium piping and valves.

3.2.4. Large Sodium Pump Development

3.2.4.1.  Objective

The objective of this effort is to develop an
efficient and reliable variable-capacity pump (41 to ·100% of full flow)
capable of delivering up to 37,000 gpm of 800 F sodium against a 121-
foot head, while operating in the radioactive environment of the reactor

coolant system of B&W's 1000-MWe LMFBR.  The pump should reflect

practical and economical engineering solutions to such problems as
maintenance, handling, and radiological safety hazards.

3.2.4.2.  Summary of Current Technology

The successful operation of a number of me-

chanical liquid-metal pumps has proven the validity of generally accepted

hydraulic design techniques, the potential reliability of sodium-lubricated

bearings, and the acceptable performance of dynamic seals for reactors

operating with unvented fuel.  A more complete discussion of sodium

pump experience can be found in section 3 of the LMFBR Program Plan.
The advent of the vented fuel concept has greatly

increased the problem of providing adequate dynamic seals for the pri-
mary pump shafts. Compounding this problem is the fact that seals must
be located so that the highly radioactive blanket gas cannot administer

harmful radiation doses to the occupants of the reactor building. Briefly

speaking, acceptable solutions to the problems of seal location, perfor-
mance, lifetime, and replacement for LMFBRs with vented fuel have not
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been found. However, there is reasonable assurance of success in this

area if the proper research and development effort is applied.

Experience with large hot-charge pumps (4000
to  7000  hp)  in the petroleum industry has shown  that  the rmal  pump  prob-

lems cannot be reliably predicted. Thermal problems are not the same
on identical units; i.e., the cure for thermal expansion troubles on one

pump will not guarantee problem-free operation on a second, apparently

identical, unit. These facts clearly indicate a definite need for proof

testing every large sodium pump destined for reactor use.

3.2.4.3.  Scope of Work

The scope of the LMFBR pump development

program depends a great deal on the basic reactor concept.  B&W has
selected the pool configuration and proposes the following program to

make efficient, reliable, compatible, and economical primary pumps
available on a timely basis.

Task 1: A preliminary parametric pump analysis will be

conducted to define the range of interest for bearing and seal develop-

ment.

Task 2: Seals and bearings will be developed early in the

program, because the degree of success in these areas will greatly in-

fluence the remainder of the development program.

Task 3:  A pump design program with more emphasis on in-

terfacial requirements will be initiated. The program will include con-
sideration of the entire life cycle of the reactor coolant and intermedi-

ate coolant pumps for a pool reactor concept. Attention will be addressed

to, but not limited to, the following areas:

1. On-site versus off-site initial pump cleaning.
2. Pump transportation and installation during

plant erection.

3.  Initial "dry" testing of pump and support
equipment.

4.    The  role  of the pumps in plant preheating.
5.  Wet pump testing prior to nuclear operation.

6. Post-irradiation primary pump removal.
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7. Handling equipment for contaminated reactor
coolant pumps.

8. Inte rmediate pump removal and support equip-
ment.

9. Post-irradiation primary pump decontamina-
tion.

10. Reactor coolant pump decontamination facility.

11.  Post-irradiation pump repair.
12.  Post-irradiation pump installation.

13. Post-irradiation faulty pump disposal.
14. Pump driver type and configuration.
15. The possibility of sharing support equipment

with other components,i.e., maintenance
interface.

Study depth should be sufficient to permit the following:

1.  Selection of a pump design with due regard
for all the factors that influence plant safety
and economics.

2.  Identification of any problem areas requiring
additional development that would affect the
feasibility of a particular reactor design.

3. Realistic development of design criteria,
quality assurance prograrns, and pump
standards.

The findings of the 1000-MWe LMFBR pump design study

will be compared with the design requirements for the FFTF and LMFBR

demonstrator plants.    It may be possible to eliminate any development

testing on pumps for 1000-MWe plants if enough similarity exists between

the systems and if a reasonable degree of success is achieved on the first

units.  This does not mean, however, that the need for proof testing of

pumps for 1000-MWe service can be eliminated.

Task 4: If development testing is required to ensure the

availability of successful pumps for the 1000-MWe plant, then a program

will be initiated on the basis of the data and designs generated by the joint       '

effort of the reactor system designer and the pump designer.
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3.2.4.4. Budget Estimate

Manpower $1,500,000
Facilities 500,000
Equipment 6,000,000

Total $8,000,000

Table 3-5 is a summary of the estimated costs and schedule of work on

large sodium pump development.

Table 3-5. Summary of Schedule and Estimated Costs
for Large Sodium Pump Development

Estimated cost, $ x 103
FY 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975

Task CY 1969 1970 197 1 1972 1973 1974 1975 Total

Large Sodium Pump
Development
1. Preliminary parametric

pump analysis 100 --     --     --     --     --      100

2.  Seals and bearings 200 500 500 300 200 -- --    1700

3. Pump design 300 300 300 300   -_ __ --     1200

4. Pump fabrication and
development testing                        -- 1500 2000 1500 -- 5000

Total 600 800 800 2100 2200 1500 -- 8000

3·. 2.5. Core Components Handling Equipment

3.2.5.1.  General

Objective - The general purpose of this effort

is to provide the analytical and experimental information needed to ac-

complish the design, assembly, operation, and maintenance of the 1000-

MWe LMFBR core components handling equipment. In general, this will
involve design and/or experimental investigations to determine how the

equipment is affected by the following:

1.  The high radiation level and toxicity of the
vented fuel.

2.  The radioactivity and chemical activity of
the  sodium.

3.  The radioactivity of the cover gas.
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4.   The relatively high operating temperatures.

5.  The decay heat rate of the fuel.

6.  The inability to make visual observations.

7.  The close spacing of the fuel assemblies
in the core.

8.  The criticality hazard.

These rn ajor pieces of equipment are involved:

1. Rotating shield plugs, bearings, seals, drives,
and locking devices.                    -

2. Reactor vessel access plugs.
3. Refueling mechanism.

4.  Rotating fuel storage drums.

5.  Refueling port plug.
6. Fuel transfer machine.
7. Transfer tubes.

8.  New fuel cell apparatus.

9.  Spent fuel cell apparatus.

The operations and interrelationships to be developed for this equipment
are shown schematically in Figure 3- 1.

The development program will have to be car-
ried out in a manner that will demonstrate that, in addition to moving new

and spent fuel and radial blanket assemblies to all their required positions

in the reactor complex (see Figure 3- 1),  the core components handling

equipment is adaptable for handling other reactor components,  such as
control rods, radial neutron shields, and similar replaceable components.
The specific purpose of the program is to identify and verify the accuracy

and applicability of design information that can be used with confidence in

designing mechanical equipment to meet the exacting requirements placed

on it by a 1000-MWe LMFBR.

Summary of Current Technology - Considerable

experience with core components handling equipment in sodium-cooled

reactors has been gained in operating the SRE, Hallam, Enrico Fermi,

EBR-II, and several foreign reactors, e. g. , Dounreay and Rapsodie.

The technology and experience compiled will be valuable background for

de signing systems  for the LMFBR plants,  as will the experience  of the
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Figure 3-1. LMFBR Fuel Handling System,
Flow Diagram
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water reactor fuel handling systems and near-term plants such as FFTF.
None of these systems, however, appears to fulfill all of the LMFBR re-

quirements without considerable adaptation and (therefore) development.
In many cases, existing systems have apparently circumvented problem

areas by resorting to complex and sometimes makeshift designs and pro-

cedures. To arrive at the optimum LMFBR system, detailed design must
combine the best features of existing technology into the safe, reliable,

and economical configuration that fulfills all the functional requirements.

The design effort must be cornplemented by a thoroughly planned and ex-
ecuted R&D program.

Some component parts of the B&W reference

handling system fall within existing technology; the design of the new and

spent fuel cells is probably a good example. These are essentially "hot

cells, " and their design is based on the direct use of technology estab-

lished in the numerous hot cell facilities throughout the country.  Much

of the equipment required in these cells may also be provided directly

or with very little tnodification. The internal shipping cask container

top-cutting tools and welding tools probably are in this class.  The use

of these tools will complicate inspection procedures and quality assur-

ance requirements and presents new problems. To prove the safety and
reliability and to ensure economical operation of all the core handling

systems, considerable design, modeling, and testing are mandatory.
The Program Plan covers in adequate detail

the existing technology  for  many  of the sodium-cooled plants.  28    Thi s

plan also recognizes that the LMFBR systems will require new equip-
rment, new combinations of components, and new systems.  The ship-

ment of spent fuel assemblies in a sodium-filled cask is of special im-
portance. 29,30  This puts new requirements on the core components han-

dling systems. Economy and safety are the driving forces behind the

outlined programs.

Scope of Work - Before the major mechanical

components   of  the fuel handling system,    such   as the gas-cooled   fue 1

transfer machine  and the under-the-plug refueling mechanism,  can be

designed with any degree of confidence,  it is considered mandatory to
verify the accuracy and applicability of the analytical design calculations
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to be used with experimental data. The major areas of concern are the

gas cooling capabilities  of the fuel transfer machine, the operating char-
acteristics of the fuel assembly grippers and their actuators, the seals

and bearings  of the rotating plugs,  the fuel transfer machine /reactor
vessel interface, and ingeneral, the operation of mechanisms insodium,

sodium vapor, and dry inert gas.

The design and fabrication work required to at-
tain the objectives of this program consists of designing and building suit-
able models of the following components:

1. Fuel transfer machine (excluding shielding).
2. Refueling mechanism.

3. Reactor access port plugs.

4.  Rotating fuel storage drum (partial model).

5.     Refueling  port  plug.
6. Fuel assembly.
7.  Rotating plug bearings, seals, drives, and

locking devices.

These models must be designed and constructed to exhibit operating char-
acteristics comparable to those of actual operating equipment.

The models can be tested at LMEC facilities or

at B&W's Alliance Research Center (ARC). In addition to the equipment

available at these facilities, the design and fabrication of an environmen-

tal test vessel or the modification of an existing test vessel will be nec-

essary. The vessel must be capable of retaining sodium and a cover gas
at temperatures and pressures equivalent to those expected in the reactor

vessel during normal and abnormal operation.  It must be adequately in-
strumented and large enough to allow meaningful and comprehensive test-

ing of the models using air, water, inert gas, or sodium. The tests will

be performed in the following order:

1.  Air Tests - These tests can take place either in the fab-

rication shop or in the test vessel, whichever is appropriate; they will

serve as an initial check on the operability of the mechanisms and the

validity of their design.

2. Water Tests - These tests can take place in the test ves-

sel;  however, a transparent tank  or  a tank with viewing ports would be
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better, since it would permit direct observation of the operating mech-
anisms and would allow the direction of convective cooling currents

through a mockup fuel assembly to be determined using dye or some
other traceable ingredient without resorting to periscopes and mirrors.

3. Inert-Gas Tests - The inert-gas tests will be carried
out in the test vessel. In addition to determining the operating char-
acteristics of the mechanism in an inert atmosphere at temperatures
equivalent to those expected during actual operation, the leakage rate
across the gas seals associated with these mechanisms can be obtained.

4. Sodium Tests - All sodium tests will be carried out in
the test vessel and will be performed last to minimize sodium cleanup
efforts.

In conjunction with the individual R& D programs
that follow, a study will be condlicted to determine and clearly define all
the required functions and functional environments of the core components

handling equipment. In addition, the overall performance of the assem-
bled models will be monitored while the individual R& D programs  are

being conducted.

3.2.5.2. Gas Cooling

Objective - The objective of this program is
to demonstrate the feasibility of using gas to remove the decay heat from

spent fuel assemblies discharged from the 1000-MWe LMFBR.  The prob-
lems of cooling an assembly during handling cannot be completely evalu-
ated until the design of the fuel assembly and its handling equipment have
been established. The design of the cooling system appears to be a mat-
ter of determining its required capacity and physical configuration, ex-
cept for the question of the effects of sodium deposition on the electrical
and mechanical parts.   This may be a serious problem, since sodium-

rich gas from a fuel assembly may be piped all through the system with
subsequent condensation of the sodium on the cooler parts.

In addition to determining the degree of the

problem,  the  need for,  and the methods of preventing sodium deposition
on critical system parts, this program will provide the information
needed to determine the flow and pressure drop required to (1) adequately
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cool a spent fuel assembly using gas coolant and (2) to determine the

methods of providing the required flow while a fuel assembly is in tran-

sit between holding stations.

Summary of Current Technology - The major

problem areas associated with gas-cooling the fuel assemblies in exist-

ing systems for sodium-cooled reactors are as follows:

1.  Cleaning and maintenance have been extremely
difficult.

2.  Due to inleakage of air and subsequent reactions
with sodium, sodium oxide has accumulated in
critical areas.

3. Sodium vapor and entrained sodium in cooling
gas streams have condensed on handling rna-
chine internals and resulted in clogging and
jamming.

4. Vapor traps and gas purifiers have been inef-
ficient.

5.  Safe fuel assembly temperatures could be ex-
ceeded if the ability to maintain gas circula-
tion should be lost or if a transfer operation
should be interrupted at a sodiurn-gas transi-
tion position.

Solving these problems for the 1000-MWe LMFBR

appears to be a rnatter of design and provision of adequate gas flow; how-

ever, there is a need for experimental data on which to base the design

and prototype testing to verify the adequacy of the system.

Scope of Work - The environmental test vessel

and the models of the fuel transfer machine, the reactor vessel access

port plugs, and the fuel assembly will be used during the tests described

below. In addition a fuel assembly guide tube will be installed in the test

ve ssel to simulate the guide  tube that extends downward  from the reactor

vessel access port to a point just above the rotating fuel storage drums.

Before testing, and with the model port plugs installed, the test vessel

will be purged with inert gas and filled to the desired level with liquid

sodium, which will be held at a temperature of 800 F during testing.

The testing will serve to check the heat transfer, flow, and pressure drop
calculations used to determine the required gas flow through the assembly.

During this same test, we can obtain data concerning the amount of sodium
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carried out of the fuel assembly and deposited inside of the fuel transfer

machine  by the flowing gas. Using  the fuel transfer machine,   the   fue 1

assembly will be lowered into the 800 F sodium in the test vessel.  The

heat transfer and pressure drop data for the fuel assembly will be deter-

mined under heat addition conditions after it is removed from the 800 F

sodium and placed in the fuel assernbly holding and cooling position in
the machine. Preliminary calculations show that, after a 70-day decay
Storage period, the decay heat rate for an LMFBR fuel assembly will
will be approximately 17 kW and that the fuel cladding temperature can

be limited to 500 F with a cooling gas inlet temperature of 100 F and a

flow rate of 1341 lb/hr. Since these values are preliminary, and since31

there are uncertainties regarding their accuracy, the test equipment will

be adapted to give a range of values. During testing,  the heat rate will

be varied in steps, and for each heat rate established, the cooling gas

inlet temperature and flow rate will be adjusted to 6btain the desired
temperatures in the fuel assembly. After several of these tests have

been performed, the internals of the fuel transfer machine,  such as the

vapor traps, gas purifiers, the grapple tool drive system, and the heat

exchanger,  will be inspected to determine how much sodium is deposited
in  or  on them.

Technical Justification - The critical fuel han-

dling operation in B&W's reference design may be the cooling of spent
fuel assemblies during their transfer from the rotating storage drum to

the sodium-filled shipping cask. Withaminimum of 70 days' decay stor-

age and a resulting heat generation rate of about 17 kW from the spent

assembly, the importance of developing the cooling system cannot be

underestimated. Because of the consequences of cooling system failures

(the minimum might be fuel meltdown), the capabilities, reliability,  and

safety aspects must be thoroughly proved in programs specifically de-

signed for this purpose.

Relationship to Current or Planned Programs -

The specific requirements for cooling spent fuel assemblies are a function

of the fuel assembly design, the reactor exposure, the decay storage pe-

riod, and the handling system; the B&W design proposes a particular com-

bination of these cornponents. No programs appear to exist that can provide
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the information required; however, it is recognized that other reactor

designers could propose programs that might solve many or all of the

problems.

Major Facilitie s and/or Equipment Required -
A major facility is required to accommodate the environmental test ves-

sel, the model fuel transfer machine, and other appropriate equipment.

This facility will require a sodium system and could be the large com-
ponent  test  loop  (LCTL)  at LMEC, adapted  for this purpose, or anothe r

comparable facility.

Budget Estimate -

Manpower $210,000

Facilities (rental and
adaptation) 200,000

Equipment 340,000

Total $7·50,000

Table 3-6 is a summary of estimated costs and a schedule of the work

to be done on core components handling equipment.

Table 3-6. Summary of Schedule and Estimated Costs
for R&D Work on Core Components
Handling Equipment

Estimated cost, $ x 103
FY 1970 197 1 1972 1973 1974 1975

Task CY 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 Total
-

Core Components Handling
Equipment
1.  Gas cooling 70 230 225 225 --

--             --              750

2. Mechanisms --     30    60    92 85 --     --     267
3. Fuel transfer machine /

reactor vessel interface 150 105 20    20 80 30 --     405
4.  Transfer tube --         --         --          65         60         55        --          180
5.  Spent fuel cell 145 135 100 155 155 30 --     720

6.  New fuel cell -- 110 105 150 115 -- --     480
7. Rotating shield  plug  bear -

ings, seals, drives, and
locking devices 80 100 130 140 -- --     --     450

- -      -

Total 445 710 640 847 495 115 -- 3252
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3.2.5.3.  Mechanisms

Objective - The objective of this program is
to develop fail-safe mechanisms that can be used to remove fuel and
blanket assemblies and other components, contaminated with radio-

active sodium and fission products, from the reactor vessel environ-

ment.

Summary of Current Technology - The need
for  a development program  in this area exists primarily because infor -

mation concerning the factors that affect long-term reliability cannot be

adequately determined from analyses or prior experimental results.

Some  of the factors are operating temperatures and loads, thermal

transients and shock, loads imposed by mechanical shock and vibration,

corrosion, wear, self-welding, and radiation intensity.

Scope of Work - The general design goals for
the fuel handling system mechanisms program are simplicity, ease of

operation, operational dependability, prevention of damage to reactor

components, and ease of maintenance. Toensure the attainment of these

goals, it will be necessary to test prototype devices at environmental

conditions that simulate operational conditions. This requires operating
the test mechanisms in liquid sodium, sodium vapor/inert gas, and dry
inert gas. Careful attention must be given to materials selection to

achieve high reliability for mechanisms subjected to this environment

(see section 7).

The major mechanisms to be tested during this

program   are   the fuel assembly grippers (grapple tools)   of  both  the   fue 1
transfer machine and the refueling mechanism. Included in these tests

will be the drives, guides, bearings, and seals required for gripper op-
eration.  Some of the necessary details which must be investigated are

as follows:

1. Optimum operating speeds.
2. Accurate, reliable devices for position and

force indication.
3. Wear, especially in areas where sliding mo-

tions occur.
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4.     The binding effects of sodium oxides  or  othe r
insoluble contaminant compounds.

5. Useful service life.

6.  The maximum allowable clearances consistent
with function and reliability.

7.  Methods of replacement or repair that do not
require reactor shutdown.

8.  Configurations that can be effectively drained
and cleaned of liquid sodium, thereby mini-
mizing corrosion and the formation of sodium
oxide.

The information gained from this program should

be applicable to the design of mechanisms located at the other fuel handling
stations within the reactor complex, since those mechanisms will operate

in an environment that is less severe than that considered by this program.

Technical Justification - The problems asso-
ciated with the development of LMFBR mechanisms are many and varied.

They relate to performance, reliability, safety, maintenance, and eco-
nomics. Solving these problems is dependent on detailed design, which
must incorporate current technology and experience  to the highe st pos-
sible degree. Defining all the requirements is another very important
necessity. Proof-testing is of equal importance in producing optimum
systems; therefore, mechanisms must be modeled and tested under con-
ditions simulating actual reactor conditions. The mechanisms considered

in this program are those whose malfunction, inaccuracy, or complete
failure 'could result in either unsafe or uneconomical performance.  Test-

ing in a facility where the sodium environment conditions can be simu-

lated is recommended for the following reasons:

1.  The reliable performance of the mechanisms can be im-

paired by sodium deposits. The severity of the problem must be demon-

strated under test conditions.

2.  The reference concept proposes rnechanisms that can be

inserted into the reactor sodium environment, perform their function

safely and reliably, be removed from the reactor in a gas environment,
and be used again at the next required occasion with oniy a minimum of

cleaning and inspection.  It is also proposed that component parts, such
as grapple tools, be remotely replaced in the equipment storage pit, if

*
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necessary, and then returned to service with only remote inspection and
checkout.  All of these proposed procedures must be confirmed by test-

ing.

3.  Testing of the gas cooling system (section 3.2.5.2) is
considered necessary in a sodium facility. Little additional penalty is
estimated for designing such a test facility and its equipment to permit

testing the mechanisms.

Relationship to Current or Planned Programs -
The B&W reference concept has specified mechanisms whose performance

requirements are probably quite similar  to  what  will be proposed  by  othe r

designers.  Many of these requirements may be solved in planned pro-

grams. However, no programs appear to exist that will solve the specific
combination of performance, handling, and maintenance problems  that
have been proposed. To arrive at the optimum systems, we believe a

combination program is necessary.

Major Facilities and/or Equipment Required -

It is proposed that the facilities of the Alliance Research Center will be

used for initial assembly and checkout of all mechanisms. These facili-

ties will also be adapted and used for all testing that must be performed
in either air or inert gas.

The mechanism tests in sodium will be conducted

using the same environmental test vessel, model fuel transfer machine,
equipment, and facility as are used for testing the gas cooling system

(section 3.2.5.2).

Budget Estimate -

Manpower $147,000

Facilities (see sec-
tion 3.2.5.2 also) 70,000

Equipment 50,000

Total $267,000

Table 3-6isa summary of estimated costs anda schedule of the work to
be done on core components handling equipment.
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3.2.5.4. Fuel Transfer Machine /Reactor
Vessel Interface

Objective - The goal of this program is to de-
velop components that meet the fuel transfer machine/reactor vessel
interface requirements. The major components to be considered here

are the reactor vessel acces.s port plugs with their seals and locking
devices; the fuel transfer machine closure valves; and the fuel transfer

machine extension bellows with their seals, actuators, and locking de-
vices. Since fuel assemblies are transferred into and out of the reactor

vessel while the reactor is operating, and the fuel transfer machine be-

comes an extension of the reactor vessel boundary during transfer op-

erations, these components must function properly when subjected to the

reactor vessel operating environment and must be able to withstand all

conditions to which the reactor vessel boundary will be subjected, in-

cluding all design basis accidents.

Summary of Current Technology - It is ques-
tionable whether sufficient information is available to accurately deter-

mine the severity of the environment and the resultant requirements at

the fuel transfer machine /reactor vessel interface under normal and ab-
normal conditions. The difficulty of predicting the normal operating en-
vironment at the interface arises from the use of vented fuel and high

operating temperatures. The vented fuel will release highly radioactive

gases into the sodium coolant cover gas, th-ereby creating a requirement

for absolutely leak-tight seals between the fuel transfer machine and the

reactor vessel.  The high operating temperature can cause radioactive

sodium vapor to enter the cover gas and be available for deposition on

sealing surfaces and rnechanisms at the interface.  This will increase

maintenance problems and irnpair the ability of the seals to meet the re-

quirements of leak-tightness. The uncertainties concerning what con-
stitutes a credible design basis accident, as well as the lack of accurate

analytical methods to predict the conditions that result from design basis
accidents that have been postulated, lead to uncertainties in determining

the structural requirements at the interface.

Scope of Work - The scope of work for this

program depends on the amount and relevance of environmental and
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operational data made available from operating test reactors related to
the 1000-MWe LMFBR program and from R&D programs within the pro-

gram.    Thus, this effort will consists mainly of collecting and evaluating
the applicable information from these sources and from existing litera-
ture. The information required for proper design of the components at
the fuel transfer machine/reactor vessel interface is listed below:

1. Maximum pressure.
2. Maximum temperature.
3. Radiation level.

4. Allowable leakage  rate.
5.    The  rate of deposition of sodium, sodium

oxides, or other insoluble contaminants  on
components and their effect on component
performance.

6.  The condition of fuel assemblies upon re-
moval from the core.

7.    The magnitude, duration,  and  rate of change
of forces, deflections, and temperature dur-
ing accident conditions.

8.  The adhesion, wear, friction, and corrosion
characteristics of candidate materials.

9.  The adverse effect of items 2 and 3 on mate-
rial properties.

10.  The type, configuration, and material of seals
needed to obtain a leakage rate equal to or less
than that e stablished  in  item  4.

11. The temperature, pressure, velocity,  and
time required to effectively purge interspaces
of dangerous contaminants.

If this evaluation should reveal that there is insufficient information to

determine these characteristics or the reliability of the components at
the fuel trans fer machine/reactor vessel interface,  then an independent
R&D program (based on the evaluation) can be initiated to determine

what information is lacking.
The components for the transfer machine/reac-

tor vessel interface area will be designed on the basis of information ob-

tained during the work phase described above. The objective of this ef-

fort will be- to provide model components to be used with the environmen-

tal test vessel and fuel transfer machine mockups (see sections 3.2.5.2
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and 3.2.5.3). Testing  of the components  unde f simulated normal  con-
ditions will be accomplished in combination with the referenced work.

Abnormal and accident condition testing requirements will be deterrnined

during the investigative phase of this program. After all other testing

is completed, the temperature and pressure within the test apparatus

will be varied to simulate the abnormal and accident conditions as nearly

as possible. The absolute limits will be governed by the safety require-

ments  of the  te st facility. The apparatus  will be instrumented  so that

test results can be correlated with analytical predictions.

Technical Justification - To design and proof

test the proposed fuel assembly transfer concept, a concentrated inves-

tigation effort must be devoted to e stablishing the conditions  that the  fuel

transfer machine and interfacial components will witne ss. The definition

of these conditions will then be used by designers to establish the com-

ponents and test requirements necessary to ensure the safety and reli-

ability of the procedures. Some actual testing must also be accomplished

to prove component design and to check the predicted analytical results.

Relationship to Current or Planned Programs -

Considerable work is planned or is already underway to investigate the ef-

fects of the design basis accident. Also planned is considerable sodium

technology work. The results of these efforts, along with experience
from other sodium reactor systems, will serve as bases for establishing

the information required.

Major Facilities and/or Equipment Required -

Alliance Research Center facilitie s and LMEC facilities will be  used in

this work (see 3.2.5.2 and 3.2.5.3).

Budget Estimate -

M anpowe r $360,000
Fac ilitie s 10,000
Equipment 35,000

Total $405,000

Table 3-6 is a summary of estimated costs and a schedule of the work

to be done on core components handling equipment.
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3.2.5.5.   Transfer Tube

Objective - The objective of this program is
to demonstrate the operability, maintainability, reliability,  and leak-
tightness of the transfer tubes.  In the B&W reference concept, both
vertical and horizontal transfer tubes have been proposed. 32   The ver-
tical tubes for transferring both new and spent fuel are essentially .iden-
tical; they consist of top and bottom valves separated by a straight length

of gas-tight pipe. The valves must provide positive operation and seal-

ing, and these functions must be very reliable. The design must provide

for mating with the fuel transfer machine at the operating floor level and

for positive sealing and locking to the machine. The valve actuators

must be electrically and/or mechanically interlocked with the machine

operation to prevent accidental opening or closing. The horizontal trans-

fer tube is very similar to the vertical tubes, except for its orientation

and length.
Inthis program, itisplanned todesign, model,

and test only the spent fuel transfer tube design.  This tube will witness

the worst conditions of temperature and environment, and a demonstra-
tion of its capabilities should prove the acceptability of all designs.  The

testing will involve both vertical and horizontal operation.

Summary of Current Technology - Fuel trans-

fer tubes are being used extensively in all power reactors with varying

degrees of success. Malfunctions of closure valves have occurred, but
this has usually been traced to improper material selection, to geomet-

rical arrangements with clearances that were inadequate to prevent jam-

ming by contaminants,  to poor alignment,  or to inadequate qualtiy con-
trol.

Scope of Work - The initial task will be to de-
termine as accurately as possible the environmental and functional  re -

quirements for the transfer tube components and to determine what fa-
cilities are available for simulating these requirements.   In the second
task, the environmental data defining the temperature, pressure,  and
corrosiveness of the environment will be used to select the materials

for test models. The third task will be to use the data concerning the

functional requirements, e.g., leak-tightness, loads, alignment, speed
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of operation, maintenance, control, and monitoring, to determine  the

configuration and scale  of the models. The fourth task will involve  de -
termining the necessary tests, performing the tests, interpreting the

results, and presenting the data obtained  in a usable  form.

Technical Justification - The reference con-

cept proposes a vented fuel assembly design and the handling of spent
fuel assemblies after a minimum decay storage period. This imposes
conditions of temperature and environment not previously encountered

in any reactor design. Because of the consequences of malfunction, all

of the spent fuel handling systems, including the transfer tube, require
detailed development programs to ascertain performance, reliability,
and maintenance procedures before incorporation in an actual plant is
considered.

Relationship to Current or Planned Programs -

Although valve development programs have been planned, 28 none of these

appear to include the required scope of work.

Major Facilities and/or Equipment Required -

Preliminary assembly and operation of the transfer tube design can be

accomplished at good research facilities, such as Alliance Research

Center.   If the early phases of this program establish that environmen-

tal conditions, such as sodium vapor, must be simulated, it is proposed
that the environmental test vessel and model fuel transfer machine setup

at LMEC be adapted for this work (see section 3.2.5.2).

Budget Estimate -
.

M anpowe r $125,000
Fac ilitie s 25,000
Equipment 30,000

T otal $180,000

Table 3-6 is a summary of estimated costs and a schedule of the work to

be done on core components handling equipment.

3.2.5.6.       Spent   Fuel   C e l l

Objective - The goal of this effort is to develop

the spent fuel cell equipment to a point of high reliability and confidence
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in its use. The spent fuel cell of the reference design must be equipped
to install spent fuel assemblies into a shipping cask. 33 The equipment     "
must be operated remotely; there fore, viewing apparatus (such as leaded-

glass windows and television cameras) must be provided for monitoring
remote operations. The following major systems and pieces of equip-
ment are to be developed:

1.  A lifting device to handle the inner container
of the shipping cask.

2.  An orbital welder to seal-weld the container.

3.  A metal cutter to open the container.

4. Measuring devices to check the temperature
and level of the sodium in the container.

5.  A cooling and heating system for the container.

6.  A draining and filling system for the container.

7.  A leak detector to ensure that the container is
properly sealed.

8. Transfer tubes (see section 3.2.5.5).

Summary of Current Technology - The spent
fuel cell is essentially an inerted hot cell for handling radioactive com-

ponents that have been removed from the core for shipment off the reac-

tor site. Therefore, experience and knowledge from existing hot cells,

along with information from the mechanisms program (see 3.2.5.3) and
the gas-cooling program (section 3.2.5.2) should provide an adequate

design basis for the equipment of this cell. However, to determine the

operating characteristics,. the interrelationships, the maintenance  pro-

cedures, and the remote control procedures involved will require mockup
and testing of this equipment.

Scope of Work - To accomplish the aim of this

program,    it  will be necessary  to  mock  up the equipment   of thi spent  fue 1

cell, to test the individual components for operability, and to test the as-
sembled components in their desired configurations to ensure that the

operation of placing a fuel assembly in the shipping cask inner container

and sealing the container can be accomplished reliably using remote-

controlled equipment.
Since spent fuel assemblies are to be shipped

in  sodium, the inner container  of the shipping cask will be filled with
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sodium in the spent fuel cell. The equipment for filling the container

with sodium and the methods for determining and maintaining the sodium

level and temperature will have to be developed during this program.

The experimental effort will consist of test,
evaluation, and modification of the basic operating mechanisms and con-

trols, with emphasis on function, reliability,  and the development of

remotely maintainable equipment and techniques for producing consis-

tently good seal welds for the sodium-filled shipping containers.

Technical Justification - As is the case for

other components in the proposed spent fuel handling system, mockup
and testing of the spent fuel cell is considered absolutely necessary.

Although much of the equipment may be considered state of the art, the

proper functioning of the equipment is extremely important, and modeling
and testing must be accompli·shed to demonstrate its operability, reli-

ability, and maintainability.

Relationship to Current or Planned Programs -

None.

Major Facilities and/or Equipment Required -

It is proposed that the preliminary assembly and operation of the equip-
ment for the spent fuel cell be accomplished at research facilities, such

as those at Alliance Research Center. The development of critical equip-
ment and instrumentation can progress rapidly in this kind of atmosphere.

Final proof testing is proposed at a hot cell facility where sodium can be

used and where the actual remote conditions  can be simulated.     It  is  fur -

ther proposed that, for these final tests, the mockup fuel assembly used
in the gas-cooling develop,ment program be used (see section 3.2.5.2).
This assembly is to be designed for simulating the decay heat and will be

valuable in duplicating actual conditions.  The hot cell facility selected

for final testing must be adaptable to provide the essential services, test

apparatus, and instrumentation required.

Budget Estimate -

Manpower $435,000

Facilities (rental and
adaptation) 150,000

Equipment 135,000

Total $720,000
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Table 3-6 is a summary of estimated costs and a schedule of the work
to be done on core components handling equipment.

3.2.5.7.  New Fuel Cell

Objective - The objective of this program is
to develop the new fuel cell equipment and the assembly removal and
inspection procedures. The equipment must be operated remotely to
permit the handling of assemblies containing reprocessed plutonium

fuel; therefore, leaded-glass viewing ports and viewing apparatus must

be provided to monitor the remote operations. The following major

pieces of equipment are to be developed:

1.  A mechanism to extract a fuel assembly and
shipping container unit from the horizontal
transfer tube and raise it to a vertical posi-
tion.

2.  A mechanism to open the shipping container
and permit the removal of a fuel assembly.

3.  Viewing and inspection equipment.
4. Transfer tubes (see section 3.2.5.5).

Summary of Current Technology - The new
fuel cell is a shielded, inert-gas-filled clean room for handling assem-

blies loaded with recycled plutonium fuel. Atthis time, complete fis-

sion-product cleanup does not appear possible; therefore, hot cell op-
erational techniques are required. Technology from existing hot cells
and laboratories, as well as information from programs for the devel-

opment of spent fuel cell equipment (section 3.2.5.6), should provide
most of the information necessary for designing equipment in this cell.

The critical procedure, however,  will be  in-

spection.  It is proposed that new assemblies will be shipped to the re-
actor site sealed in a container. This container is removed from the

bulk shipping transporter, passed through a horizontal transfer tube,
raised to a vertical position, and opened.  The only on-site inspection

proposed is accomplished as the assembly is raised from the container

and lifted upward (vertically) into the fuel transfer machine.  The in-

spectipn techniques and equipment must be demonstrated to ensure that

the new fuel assembly is structurall* sound and clean.  That is, these

procedures must ensure that the assembly meets the specifications
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established for reactor installation. To accomplish these goals, it is

apparent that such techniques as ultrasonics may be required in addition

to visual techniques.    For this application, the available information

does not appear to be sufficient, and therefore, development is neces-

sary.

Scope of Work - The first phase of this pro-
gram is an effort to establish fuel assembly inspection requirements

and methods.  The fuel assembly design must be reviewed to establish

its modes of failure under the proposed conditions.34 State-of-the-art

equipment and technique s must then be reviewed to e stablish candidate

equipment and the requirements for adaptation and new development.
Based onthe results of this work, the necessarymodeling, testing, and

facility requirements will be established, and design of the models and

equipment will be accomplished. After fabrication, individual compo-
nents will be tested for operability, reliability, and ease of maintenance.

All components will then be assembled to simulate their operating posi-

tions. Testing and further development will be carried out to ensure

that the operations of removing a new fuel assembly from its shipping
container and inspecting of the assembly can be performed reliably and

efficiently.

Technical Justification - The inspection and

handling of new fuel assemblies at the reactor site are critical proce-

dures. The consequences of installing damaged or unclean assemblies

in the reactor core could lead to very dangerous conditions or, at least,
very costly downtime. Even though proven equipment and technique s

are  proposed  for most areas, the complete system  must be modeled  and,

with simulated conditions, developed to a high degree of reliability.

Relationship to Current or Planned Programs -

No reactor design appears to have incorporated handling and inspection

procedures comparable to the proposed system.  We have discovered no

current or planned programs that will accomplish the 1roposed objective s.

Major Facilities and/or Equipment Required -

Although the proposed system involve s hot cell technique s and equipment,

only good research-type facilities are considered necessary to accom-

plish this program. Facilities like B&W's Alliance Research Center and
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Nuclear Development Center can mock up testing equipment and the re-
quired new fuel cell equipment to simulate the hot cell isolation and can
perform all of the required testing.

Budget Estimate -

Manpower $375,000
Fac ilitie s
Equipment 105,000

Total $480,000

Table 3-6 is a summary of estimated costs and a schedule of the work
to be done on core components handling equipment.

3.2.5.8. Rotating Shield Plug Bearings, Seals,
Drives, and Locking Devices

Objective - The objective of this R&D program
is to develop the bearings, seals, drives, and locking devices of the 1000-
MWe LMFBR rotating shield plugs to the point where their operability,
reliability, and maintainability have been satisfactorily proven.

Summary of Current Technology - Although the
technology for. rolling element bearings is well-established, the methods

for calculating the bearing loading conditions imposed by the large-diam-
eter rotating plugs of this design are not accurate enough to warrant fab-
rication and operation without testing. Since the bearings are protected
from the reactor environment, allowing conventional lubricants and ma-
terials to be used, their design depends on the establishment of their

loading condition. The specific bearing design (balls or rollers) will
most probably be dictated by manufacturing capability and the possibility
of Brinelling under static loading conditions.

It must be recognized that the many variables
and unknowns in these large-diameter bearing applications make it dif-
ficult to accurately predict the minimum expected bearing life. Inaccu-
racies and deflections in the structure supporting the bearing may pro-
duce localized load conditions which are very difficult to calculate.

Since the plug bearing loads are high and not
central, a computer program which is available to size the bearings may
be used. The program enables the manufacturer to determine the elastic

compliance  of a system  of any number of rolling element bearings  unde r
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all possible loading conditions. The solution not only defines the loading
and attitude of each rolling element, but determines the displacement of

each inner ring with respect to its outer ring.  The code also determines

area dimensions, contact element load, contact angle change and stresses

at each rolling element position, the locations of pressure ellipse ex-

tremities, the non-linear spring rates of the bearing in allmodes, fric-
tion  and spin torque  due to rolling, and fatigue  life.

In general, the rolling-element bearing will
function properly if there is little or no wear or surface degradation of
the rolling element or races. Surface damage of any kind will result in

rough operation, which further accelerates wear and could lead to com-

plete failure.  Ball- or roller-type bearings require a hardened race 'or

an equivalent design, such as non-hardened races with nylon balls. Roller

bearings have higher rated capacities than ball bearings of the same size,

series, and manufacturing method; this is because the cylindrical rolling
elements spread the load over greater areas and produce less stress and

deformation for a given load.

It is possible that the small and intermediate

plug bearings can be manufactured from forged rings; then conventional

balls and separators may be used: Proper preparation of the forgings

for machining may be accomplished by the forging supplier or by the

bearing manufacturer, depending  on the  size  of the piece and other  fac -

tors. The large-diameter plug bearing can possibly be manufactured

using the wire-race-segment approach. The wire-race antifriction bear-

ing is one in which the rolling elements roll on inserted hardened steel

wire raceways. This bearing can be manufactured in single-piece rings

up to 14 feet in diameter and possibly in segmented rings up to 30 feet or

more. The round or profiled wires lie in grooves of the surrounding

rings. The separation of the raceways from the rings has many advan-

tages:

1.  A single bearing is capable of transmitting
any combination of radial thrust and tilting
moment loading.

2.  The bearing can be mounted directly to the
cover structure and rotating  plug with bolts;
no auxiliary mounting clamps or rings are
required.
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3.  The bearing may be renewed by replacing·
wires and balls at much less cost than re-
placing solid-race bearings.

4. Internal clearance may be adjusted to suit
requirements.

5. This bearing type has low, uniform,  fric-
tional torque and high resistance to damage
from shock loading because of resilience in
the wires.

6.  The bearing requires no maintenance except
lubrication.

The wire-race bearing has been proven in applications, including nuclear
reactors, for many years. Since the surrounding rings are not subjected

directly to rolling stresses, they may have virtually any cross section

and may be made of a great variety of materials.

The use of dip-ring seals is a proven method of

sealing rotating plugs to a reactor cover structure; these seals have been

used or designed into several sodium reactor systems. The sodium re-

actor experiment (SRE) and the Hallam reactor are examples where

bismuth-tin-alloy-filled dip-ring seals were used to seal the rotating

plugs required for the installation and replacement of moderator can as-

semblies.  In both instances, only relatively minor problems have been

reported. The major complaint appears to originate from the excessive

time required to melt the seals before rotation could be accomplished.

The degree of underdesign is questionable because the design was based

on very little use; not for refueling procedures, but rather only for con-

ditions requiring change of moderator assemblies. The bismuth-tin-alloy-

filled dip-ring seals are also incorporated in the EBR-II, Dounreay, and

Fermi reactor designs. In these cases, the seals require melting for

refueling the-reactor, although in the last example, the seals have never

been filled. Successful use has been reported in both EBR-II and Dounreay.

The EBR-II design approach has been used in the

conceptual 1000-MWe design-a combination of molten-frozen seals.  In

this approach, the portion of the sealing alloy exposed to the reactor cover

gas is kept in the molten state at all times to maintain the gas seal.  The

portion of the alloy on the outboard side is frozen during reactor operating

periods to prevent seal metal loss in the event of a'large pressure dif-
ferential across the seal. The entire seal is melted to perrnit rotation
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of the plug. Early reports from EBR-II had reported some difficulty
with the seal design: primarily indicated were problems of solid mate -

rial  forming  in the trough which made rotation difficult.     The se  prob-
lems have apparently been solved, and recent reports have not indicated

further trouble. The 1000-MWe dip-ring seal design will utilize the EBR-

II design and established state-of-the-art technology.
The use of mechanical seals to seal cover struc-

ture components and installed equipment in sodium reactor systems has

now been well-established. Fermi is a good example of successful use

eliminating the need for dip-ring seals designed and incorporated into

the cover structure.    The size, number, and operational requirements

of these seals are greater in the 1000-MWe reactor environment.

The rotating plug drive system is an assembly
of state-of-the-art components peculiar to this reactor design.  Many

system designs available from the heavy equipment industry can be

adapted  for  use  as the drive mechanism for these plugs.
Three basic locking methods have been included

in the design of the cover structure for retention of the structure and the

components installed in it:   ( 1) simple mechanical fasteners,  such as
bolted and welded joints; (2) manual or machine-operated bayonet locks;

and (3) a special pin-locking device to be operated in conjunction with the

fuel transfer machine. All three methbds are considered state of the

art.  Only the third requires more than analytical support.  This is a

special assembly of parts associated with the reactor vessel access port

plugs; it is installed so that operation can be initiated sequentially by

machine action. A model will be required to proof test its operation and

to establish its reliability and adequacy.

Scope of Work - Research will be required to

establish candidate bearing designs and material combinations.  The

proposed candidates are ball or roller bearings with either segmented

or one-piece, hardened and ground races; or non-hardened races with

hardened and ground wire races for conventional balls. After the bear-

ing designs and material combinations have been selected, models must

be  designed and constructed  for te sting to confirm the adequacy  of the

design. The models should be tested under conditions simulating the
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loading movements and temperature that the actual bearings will experi-
ence during reactor operation. The possibility of Brinelling must be in-

vestigated by subjecting the models to long-term (6 months) static load-

ing with vibrations which simulate, as closely as possible, the vibrations

and resultant dynamic loads that will be imposed on the operating bear-

ing by running pumps and other plant-forcing functions. Subsequently,
the bearings rnust be tested for operating capability. Cleanliness is a

prime consideration for these bearings; hence, they must be protected
frorn airborne particles, as well as the expected source of contamina-

tion-the reactor vessel environment. Methods of accomplishing this

are incorporated into the design; however, the shields to keep the lub-

ricant  in and the contaminants  out will have  to be modeled and te sted

along with the bearings.

The  dip-ring seal development effort involve s

research into the EBR-II dip-ring seal design and operational data to up-

date present inforrnation with actual performance data. In addition, an

analytical effort will be necessary to size heating and cooling systems

and to design models for testing. The models will be constructed and

tested to obtain sufficient data to define availability, reliability, and

maintainability.

The rotating plug mechanical seal development

effort involves determining the seal rnaterials, perforrnance, and life

expectancy. The choice of seal depends on all the operating conditions

of the application, such as temperature extremes, type of media (air,
inert gas, sodium vapor), whether the seal is dynamic or static, pres-

sure differentials, and lubrication.  The main performance criterion

for these rnechanical seals is leak rate. It can be seen that the allowable

leak rate for the seals is extremely small by observing that there are

approximately 50 major mechanical seal areas in the present design of

the cover structure, and that the total allowable leak rate for the reactor

vessel cover gas is approximately 25 cc per day, assuming vented fuel

is used. To establish the performance and life expectancy of the selected

seals will require prototyping and testing of each seal configuration and

the surfaces to which it must seal under conditions simulating those ex-

pected during actual reactor operation.  For the dynamic seals involved,
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this includes long-term (6 months) static testing at the required tempera-
tures and pressures with subsequent movement and leak tests. Where
appropriate, these tests should be conducted in the presence of sodium
vapor to determine its effect on the ability of the seals to keep the leak
rate within design limits.

Technical Justification - This program is
needed because the large size and the environment of the bearings,
seals, drives, and locking devices  of the rotating shield plugs (which
are critical to the successful operation of the reactor) make it difficult
to predict their minimum expected operating life.

Relationship to Current or Planned Programs -
The basic information required to design the individual components of the
items to be studied in this program will come from other programs; how-
ever, the performance  and life expectancy of the items cannot be deter-
mined without modeling and testing the specific combinations of the de-

sign.

Major Facilities and/or Equipment Required -
Most of the tests required by this program can be carried out at LMEC.

Budget Estimate -

Manpower $220,000
Facilities 150,000
Equipment 80,000

Total $450,000

Table 3-6 is a summary of estimated costs and a schedule of the work
to be done on core components handling equipment.

3.2.6. Miscellaneous Handling Equipment
and Facilities

3.2.6.1.  General

Objective - The overall goal of this program

is to provide the technology required to design, fabricate, and operate
the special equipment and facilitie s needed  at the reactor  site for decon-
tamination and/or remote maintenance of equipment that has been ex-
posed either directly or indirectly to the reactor vessel environment.
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Summary of Current Technology - The removal
of large equipment items from radioactively contaminated sodium has en-
tailed special handling to prevent reaction of the sodium, the release  of
radioactive material, and the exposure of personnel. Maintenance sys-
tems have included gas locks for handling equiprnent that is to be re-
moved from sodium systems. Typical design features for equipment of
this type are as follows:

1.  Provisions for keeping the component in an
inert atmosphere during and after removal.

2. Sealing provisions for the sodium system
during and after component removal.

3. Adequate crane capacity and control.

4.  Provisions for moving the component to a
cleaning or maintenance area.

5.  Provisions for shielding and cooling where
required.

Gas lock handling apparatus have been used to
remove sodiurn pumps in the EBR-II, Fermi, and Hallam reactors.  The

EBR-II and Fermi pumps were removed into a large cylinder connected

to a valve section which was .sealed to the pump nozzle. A piston with
inflatable seals was used to seal the interior of the cylinder from the

atmosphere; it also acted as a lifting adapter for the pump. The valve

section provided a seal for the opening created by removing the pump.
The Hallam pumps were removed using a plastic bag.  In all three cases,

an argon gas atmosphere was maintained about the pumps during the re-
moval operation.

Remote handling equipment and techniques have

been  adapted to handling equipment contaminated with radioactive sodium.

This has been accomplished, for the most part, with only minor changes.
It appears thatmost remote handling facilities, e.g., hot cells, could

have been designed to handle radioactive equipment contaminated with

sodium by a more careful selection of materials and by adding an inert

gas supply with appropriate controls and instrumentation.  This may re-

quire a decrease in facility leakage, since most cells operate at a slight

negative pressure and would require excessive gas if facility leakage
could not be kept relatively low.
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Various methods and procedures have been
developed and are being used to clean equipment contaminated with ra-
dioactive sodium; procedures for disposing of waste sodium and sodium-

contaminated waste have also been developed. The principal cleaning

agents  have been water, steam, liquid  amm onia, methyl alcohol,   and
Oil. No definite rules have been established for the selection of one

rnethod over another,  and a combination of methods has often been used

to  obtain the desired cleanliness.      Ste am cleaning was chosen  for  the

reference design, since it is especially suitable for large, complex

components, and it has the advantages of lower cost, non-flammability,
and a complete reaction is more likely because the sodium is in a liquid
state at steam-cleaning temperatures.

Although  the  de sign  of the remote maintenance

and decontamination equipment and facilities  of the reference  de sign is
considered to be within the scope of existing basic technology, the R&D

programs described in the following subsections are considered to be

necessary because of the physical size of the equipment involved and to

ensure that the specific combination of operations proposed can be car-
ried out safely, reliably, and econornically.

3.2.6.2.      V alve   B o x

Objective - The purpose of this program is to

develop a remotely operable valve box that can be used to remove large

components, contaminated with radioactive sodium and fission products,
from the reactor ve ssel environment. The major items to be handled

will be IHXs and primary pumps. This program must establish the purge

systems, components, materials, and procedures needed to fabricate and

remotely operate a valve box that will remove and install large compo-
nents in an efficient, reliable, and economical manner. The valve box

consists of two tandem-mounted units, as described in section 7.2.3.2

of the CSDD. 1 The lower unit seals to the reactor operating face and is

e ssentially a large, motor- operated valve  with  a thin sheet  gate  that  will

be  wound onto rollers to provide an opening approximately  9.5  feet  in

diameter. The upper unit is similar to the lower one and must mate and

seal to it. The valve box design requires that a flexible bag approximately      -

9.5  feet in diameter be attached and sealed  to  the  top  side  of the upper  unit
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and to a component lifting adapter. The flexible member must be ex-
tendable and collapsible to permit the removal and installation of the

components being handled, yet it must seal the reactor vessel reliably

during the handling operation.  With its flexible member fully extended,
the valve box will be approximately 50 feet tall. This necessitates a

guide cage to keep the flexible bag circular and to prevent its over-ex-

tension as it extends to accept a component being removed from the re-

actor. In addition, the guide cage will act as a stabilizing member dur-

ing transfer operations and as the carrier for the upper unit of the valve

box.

Summary of Current Technology - The state

of technology for this item is summarized in section 3.2.6.1.

Scope of Work - Model design and performance
testing must be carried out. Testing conditions should simulate operating
conditions whenever possible. The environmental conditions to which the

internal surfaces of the valve box will be exposed are radioactive sodium

droplets at 400 F, contact with a pump or IHX covered with a radioactive

sodium film and plated fission products at 400 F, and argon gas contain-

ing sodium vapor and nuclear fission products. The external environment

will be ambient air. This design and test program must be carried out

to establish such things as fabrication techniques, installation, inspection,

and operation.
The following should be considered during the

R&D program to ensure the development of a safe, reliable, and work-

able  unit.

1. Perform research to establish a material that will meet

the operational and environmental requirements of the flexible extension

member.

2.  Since the valve box is not designed to stop gamma radia-

tion,  procedures for remote operations will have to be developed,  i. e.,
methods of attaching and detaching the tandem valve units, and operation
of the lifting adapter which has to engage both the rotary crane hook and

the component being lifted.

3.  Determine seal materials and configuration and conduct

performance tests to establish their reliability. Inflatable seals may
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prove to be the best type for sealing between the tandem valve units and

for sealing the sheet-type closure gate to the valve body.

4.  The ability to effectively seal the 9.5-foot opening of the

valve box using the sheet-type closure gate must be demonstrated.  In

addition, life testing of the closure gate and its associated 'rollers,

seals, and drive system must be performed.

5.  The instrumentation for monitoring the operation and
conditions of the valve box must be determined during the design and

performance testing phase. Measurements of temperature, pressure,

nuclear activity, and the force required to lift a component being han-

dled are essential.

Technical Justification - This program is nec-

essary to establish the feasibility of fabricating and operating an extend-

able and collapsible valve box unit that is large enough to permit the re-

moval and installation of large reactor components (IHX, pumps),  yet

seal the reactor vessel reliably during the handling operation.

Relationship to Current or Planned Programs -

The technology developed for other components under other sections of

this R&D program will be investigated and applied where appropriate.

Material data from the fuels, materials, and sodium technology sections

of the program will be used. The instrumentation and control section

will provide the information required to design controls and monitoring

instrumentation for the valve box. Basic requirements and the space

limitations  for the valve  box will be supplied by the plant de sign section

o f  the   pr og r am.

Major Facilities and/or Equipment Required -

The tests in this program that involve sodium can be performed at LMEC

or at ARC. The remaining operational and leak tests can be performed
at  any te st facility or  shop that has adequate measuring instruments  and

gas supply available.

Budget Estimate -

Manpowe r $ 75,000
Facilities 100,000
Equipment 65,000

Total $240,000
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Table 3-7 is a summary of estimated costs and a schedule of work to be

done on miscellaneous handling equipment and facilities.

Table 3-7. Summary of Schedule and Estimated Costs
for R&D Work on Miscellaneous Handling
Equipment and Facilities

Estimated cost, $ x 103
FY 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977

Task CY 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 Total

Miscellaneous Handling Equip-
nient and Facilities

1.     V alve box -- 45 195    --     --     --     240

2. Decontarnination vessel
and facilities - 150 320 155 -- 625

3. Equipment storage pit --     50     50    90 75 265

Total          --     95 395 410 230 -- 1130

3.2.6.3. Decontamination Vessel and Facilities

Objective - The objective of this effort is to

-  develop the decontamination vessel and the facilities, equipment, and

procedures associated with its operation to the point that plant equip-

ment contaminated with radioactive sodium and requiring maintenance

or disposal can be cleaned safely and efficiently to the degree dictated

by the maintenance or disposal procedures.

Summary of Current Technology - The state

of the art with regard to decontamination methods is discussed in sec-

tion 3.2.6.1. A development program in this area is necessary pri-
marily because of the size and complexity of the reference design com-
ponents that may require cleaning.  In this design, articles contaminated

with radioactive sodium and requiring cleaning are to be placed in an

inert-gas-filled vessel, where steam, followed by a water rinse, will be

applied to effect cleaning. Whether sodium in relatively inaccessible
areas  of the large, complex- shaped reactor components will be reacted

by such a process and whether the reaction rate can be kept within
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acceptable limits cannot be adequately determined by analysis or from
the results of prior experimental efforts.

Scope of Work - Articles contaminated with

radioactive sodium can be cleaned safely and effectively by placing them
in an inert atmosphere and applying saturated steam followed by a water

rinse. Although this method has been selected for use in the reference

design, the literature surveys and analytical studies of this program
will cover other cleaning methods,  such as the hot oil bath and the  use

of commercial solvents with an alcohol base. This additional coverage
will aid in determining whether the proper decontamination method was

chosen; if it was not, the program will provide data for making the pro-

per choice.

To ensure that sodium in relatively inaccessible

areas is reacted by the cleaning process, it is mandatory that the physi-

cal configuration of each piece of equipment be simulated, contaminated

with sodium, and subjected tothe process.  This will be accornplished

by conducting literature surveys and by instituting a combined analytical
and experimental program to design models of decontamination and plant

equipment configurations that can be used to determine the degree of de-
contamination that can be attained for actual plant components. These

models will also be used in analyzing the effects of the decontamination

progress on the structural rnaterials.

The program should generate the. information

and develop the procedures required to design, assemble, and operate

a decontamination vessel that can be used to remove radioactively con-

taminated sodium from complex-shaped reactor components such as

IHXs, pumps, refueling mechanisms, emergency core coolers, control

rod assemblies, purification equipment, instruments, and special equip-
ment. The vessel into which the pieces to be cleaned will be placed must

be capable of containing an inert gas and the cleaning medium and must

be adequately sealed, vented, and drained. Since this vessel will be used

as a transfer container and no shielding is incorporated in its design,
remote methods of handling and sealing will have to be developed.  In
this design, steam cleaning in an inert atmosphere is to be used.  The
techniques are well-established; however, special precautions are re-
quired to prevent the release of radioactive material and exposure of
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personnel. During the actual decontamination process, the vessel will

be placed in a shielded pit, which is essentially a service station for the

decontamination vessel. Provisions for inert gas, steam, and water

supply, and for discharge of the gaseous, liquid, and solid products of
the decontamination proce ss  are to be an integral part of this  pit.

Technical Justification -- A development pro-

gram is necessary in this area to determine whether radioactive sodium
can be removed from relatively inaccessible areas of complex- shaped

reactor components, such as IHXs, pumps, the refueling mechanism,

purification equipment, and reactivity control apparatus.

Relationship to Current or Planned Programs -

The prototype IHX to be designed and built for the "Liquid-Metal to Metal

Heat Exchanger" program (section 3.2.2) may be used during this pro-

gram, ·provided the testing schedule  can be adjusted, and provided the

model is not damaged beyond usefulness during those tests.

Information on the basic mechanisms that govern

sodium-water reactions generated during the steam generator sodium-

water reaction studies will probably provide useful input for this program.

Major Facilities and/or Equipment Required -

Most of these tests can be performed at the LMEC. Structural tests re-

quired to determine the effects of the decontamination process on struc-

tural properties can be performed at any test facility having the neces-

sary equipment.
Some test models may be salvaged from other

programs, e. g., refueling mechanisms from the core c6mponents han-

dling equipment program (section 3. 2. 5), IHXs from the liquid-metal to

metal heat exchanger program (section 3.2.2), and pumps from the large

sodium pump development program.

Budget Estimate -

Manpower $295,000
Facilities 130,000

Equipment 200,000

Total $625,000
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Table 3-7 is a summary of estimated costs and a schedule of the work

to be done on miscellaneous handling equipment and facilities.

3.2.6.4. Equipment Storage Pit

Objectives - This program has two overall

objectives: The first is to determine and clearly define the environ-

mental and operational requirements of the storage pit and its equip-
ment. The second is to define and carry out a test program simulating
these requirements as nearly as is required to develop the equipment
of this facility to the point that recourse to after-the-fact design will
not be necessary. Since the equipment storage pit is essentially a re-
mote maintenance, pre-operational checkout, inspection, and handling
area rather than a place of storage, the specific objective of the pro-

gram is to provide the technology required to design the pit equipment

to remotely handle radioactively contaminated reactor or plant com-
ponents that need routine maintenance or have malfunctioned.

Summary of Current Technology - The equip-

ment storage (and remote maintenance) pit is essentially a hot cell for

handling, inspecting, and maintaining radioactive reactor components.

Experience and knowledge from existing hot cells, in conjunction with
information from the mechanisms program (section 3.2.5.3), the fuel
transfer machine/reactor vessel interface program (section 3.2.5.4),
and the spent fuel cell program (section 3.2.5.6), should provide the
basic design data needed to design the equipment required in this pit.

However, detailed design of appropriate models and testing  of the equip-

ment involved may be necessary to develop the remote operating proce-
dure s and to ensure  that the variety of operations proposed for the pit
can be accomplished without compromising the safety, reliability, main-

tenance, and economic aspects associated with the pit or other inter-

facial systems.

Scope of Work - The scope of work for this

program includes efforts to definitively establish the design, safety,
and performance requirements that must be met by this cell and all its

equipment. These requirements will be established, to the degree pos-

sible, by conducting literature surveys and analytical studies to reduce

time-consuming and costly experimental determination to a minimum.
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The establishment of the remote inspection and

maintenance procedures that will be performed in this pit requires the

definition  of all inspection and maintenance requirements  for  the  item s

to be handled.

The major plant equiprnent items for which in-

spection, checkout, storage, or rnaintenance procedures and apparatus

must be developed are as follows:

1.  The refueling mechanism.

2.  The fuel transfer machine internals.

3.    The  control rod drive unit (including drive,
extension rod, and control rod).

4. Primary pumps.
5.  Intermediate heat exchangers (IHXs).

On the basis of the requirements dictated by these components, the nec-

essary models, tests, and cell requirements will be defined and the re-

quired design work accomplished. After the individual cornponents have

been fabricated and tested, they will be assembled in their simulated

operating positions to ensure that they will function reliably and effi-

ciently as a systern.  It is anticipated that only the assembly and dis-

assembly procedures associated with maintaining the refueling mech-

anisrn and the fuel transfer machine internals will require any testing

other than preoperational proof testing.

Technical Justification - Inspection and main-

tenance of reactor equipment at the reactor site is mandatory for eco-

nomical plant operation; therefore, definitive information on the environ-
mental and operational requirements of the equipment storage pit is es-

sential. The detailed design and fabrication of the special equipment re-

quired for remote inspection, storage, checkout, and maintenance work

would  not be prudent without rnockup and te sting of critical equipment

and instrumentation.

Relationship to Current or Planned Programs -

Some of the information from the spent and new fuel cell programs (sec-

tions 3.2.5.6 and 3.2.5.7), the mechanisms program (section 3.2.5.3),

the gas-cooling program (section 3.2.5.2), and existing hot cells should

be  applicable  to this program. It should help to determine the operational
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procedures, maintenance procedures, interrelationships, and remote
control procedures of the pit.

Major Facilities and/or Equipment - The equip-
ment and procedures proposed in this program can be developed in any
research facility having hot cell techniques and equipment available,  e. g.,
the Alliance Research Center or Nuclear Development Center can simu-
late hot cell isolation and can perform all the required testing and eval-
uation.

Budget Estimate -

Manpower $240,000
Facilitie s                  - -
Equipment 25,000

Total $265,000

Table 3-7 is a summary of estimated costs and a schedule of the work
to be done on miscellaneous handling equipment and facilities.

3.2.7. Reactivity Control System

3.2.7.1. General

Objectives - The objectives of this program
are to develop the design and engineering data necessary for the detailed

design and fabrication of the 1000-MWe LMFBR reactivity control sys-
tem components and to demonstrate their functional adequacy.

The program will consist of three interrelated

major phases: (1) control rod drive development, (2) control rod devel-
opment, and (3) prototype reactivity control system design and demon-
stration. The first two phases will be performed in parallel and will re-
sult in engineering and design data necessary for the detailed design and
fabrication of the prototype reactivity control system. The third phase
is closely related and will require parallel efforts during the late stages
of the first two phases.

This approach emphasizes the availability of
critical design data early in the program to ensure timely input to the

designer during the prelirninary design phases. In addition, the critical

components and subassemblies will have been identified, evaluated,

tested, and optimized prior tothe final design of the system.  Thus, the
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approach emphasizes individual component and subassembly development
in the initial phases of the program to identify and solve critical problem
areas, followed by evaluation and demonstration testing of a prototype

reactivity control system.

Summary of Current Technology - Reactivity
is controlled in most of the existing LMFBR facilities by top-mounted
drive systems.  All of these have used electromechanical drives with

electromagnets to facilitate quick rod release. In general, all compo-

nents above the control rod extension have been protected from the so-
dium and inert cover gas by seals. Control rod position indication has

utilized both direct and indirect means-Dounreay uses direct indications,

and Fermi and EBR-II use indirect position indication. Environmental

conditions have caused problems such as galling, self-welding, and wear

in  be aring s.

Reactivity control drives affect plant and core

designs as well as fuel handling equipment and procedures. The drives

in EBR-II and Fermi are mounted on the rotating refueling plugs, which

necessitates disconnection during refueling operations. Dounreay avoided

having to disconnect drives during refueling by adding a mechanism and

a cantilevered extension between the control members and the drives.

3.2.7.2.   Control Rod Drive Development

Objective - The objective of this phase is to

develop the design and engineering data necessary for the detailed de-

sign of the prototype control rod drive and to demonstrate the functional

adequacy of the drive components and subcomponents.

Summary of Current Technology  - A numbe r

of control methods (reflector control, movable fuel, and movable ab-

sorbers), control materials  (B4C, rare earths, and tantalum),  and re-
activity control drives (mechanical, electromechanical, and hydraulic)
have been proposed for or used in fast reactors. The state of the art,

however,   is  lim ited to mechanical and electromechanical systems  that
depend on magnetic releases as the prime method of releasing rods for
insertion into the core during scrams. The major problem areas for
existing LMFBR reactivity control system drives have originated in the
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lack of sufficient data to determine environmental conditions and the

deleterious effect this has on materials and mechanisms.

Scope of Work - In conjunction with an in-depth

evaluation and analysis of the proposed control rod drive concept, the

existing control rod drive technology will be reviewed to determine its.

applicability to the reference concept. The review of technology will be

an on-going activity to ensure that relevant information generated by

commercial and national LMFBR research programs is available during

the development program. This review will include the determination of

optimum design features and evaluation of design deficiences in existing

LMFBR drive systems and components. The preceding evaluation, anal-

ysis, and review will consider such things as materials, seals, gears,

actuator, position indicators, instrumentation, tolerances, loadings,

fabrication methods, maintenance procedures, and failure and safety

analyses.
The re sults  of the evaluation, analysis,   and

review described above will be used to establish functional, operational,

and design criteria for the prototypal components and mechanisms re-
quired to attain the objectives of this program. These results will also

be used in identifying critical problem areas and selecting specific com-

ponents for further evaluation. After the critical problem areas and

components have been identified, the original concept will be reevaluated

to determine whether the problem areas can be eliminated by modifying

and/or upgrading the design. The problem areas that cannot be elimi-

nated will then be clearly defined, and the various experimental param-

eters and tests required to solve the problems will be established.  Fol-

lowing this, design work on test apparatus will begin.

The testing program for the control rod drive

will consist of subassembly and component tests followed by modular

unit tests. The reference control rod drive comprises the three main

modular units listed below.

1.    The upper actuator housing, which contains the control

rod drive motors, differential gear trains, brake, and flywheel.

2.     The lower actuator housing, which contains the electro-

magnet, drive screw,  ball nut, antirotational guide s, magnetic power

leads, upper and lower drive limit switches, and position indicators.
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3.    The combined snubber /seal housing, which contains the

pneumatic snubber, linear motion seal, static backup seal, extension
rod linear motion guide bearings, control rod extension, limit switches,
and bearing leak detector.

A significant part of the tests for these units

can be accomplished in a non-sodium environment, because they. will be
protected from the sodium by the linear motion seal at the lower end of
the combined snubber/seal housing.

Subassemblies and components of the three

modular units will be evaluated and tested to optimize their design and
establish their reliability.  At the conclusion of the subassembly testing
and evaluation, final design and fabrication of prototype subassemblies

and mechanisms will be accomplished. These subassemblies will be

assembled into the modular units of the control rod drive system, which

will be tested and evaluated in turn.

The upper actuator housing module will undergo
tests to evaluate its electrical system. These tests will evaluate the

holding and lifting operation of the module and ensure its electrical-

mechanical compatibility and adequacy. Items to be investigated include

-(1) module response to insertion, withdrawal, and hold demands (includ-
ing inertia effects); (2) feasibility and compatibility of non-lubricated,
impregnated, and/or prelubricated wear surfaces; (3) simulated abnor-

mal conditions; (4) module response to electrical input demands; (5)
evaluation of electrical system in normal and abnormal modes; and (6)

compatibility of electrical and mechanical characteristics.

Testing and evaluation of the lower actuator

housing module will involve   (1) ball screw-ball nut tests  for  wear,   lub -

rication, and material compatibility; (2) tests of the accuracy and re-

peatability of the position indicator; (3) tests on the magnetic clutch to

investigate such items as electrical operation, failure modes, spurious
electrical feedback effects, etc. ; and (4) antirotation guide tests for

wear, torque characteristics, and material compatibility.
The testing and evaluation required to develop

the combined snubber /seal housing module will include in-depth tech-

nology surveys of existing snubber assemblies, seals, linear motion
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bearings, limit switches, and leak detectors to determine their applica-
bility to this design. Information gained from these surveys will also
be used to define the test procedures and apparatus required to establish

the functional and operational adequacy of the module.
After a detailed test program has been defined

and the test apparatus has been designed and fabricated, the snubber /
seal module will undergo extensive te sting to evaluate its functional,
safety, and operational characteristics. This testing will include such

items as snubbing characteristics in various snubbing mediums (air,
buffer gas, cover gas), the effect of misalignrnent and clearance on
snubbing characteristics, the effect of wear (snubbing characteristics

versus life), the evaluation of material compatibility and the effects of

abnormal operation. The experimental results will be compared with

analytical models developed and design improvements will be made as
required.     Also inc luded  in this phase   will be extensive testing   of  the
linear motion and static seals; this will include evaluation of wear life,
material compatibility, effect of misalignment, clearances and toler-

ances, and leakage investigations.  At the conclusion of these tests,

design modifications will be made, followed by short-term tests of

these improved designs to ensure their satisfactory performance.

Technical Justification - The 1000-MWe LMFBR

will have higher power levels and a larger core than existing LMFBR

plants. Therefore,  R&D is required to identify and clearly define the

various experimental parameters for solving the problems of these more

severe operating conditions.

Relationship to Current or Planned Program -

The reactivity control rod drive development program has a functional

interface with the core design program and depends on the fuels and ma-

terials and sodium technology programs to supply information for the

proper selection of materials. The instrumentation and control section

will provide assistance in developing specific instruments for monitoring
the operation and condition of all the drive components. The safety-re-
lated functional requirements of the drive will be delineated in the safety

program.
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Major Facilities and/or Equipment - None.

Budget Estimate -

Manpower $2,010,000
Facilities
Equipment 500,000

Total $2,510,000

Table 3-8 is a summary of estimated costs and a schedule of the work
to be done on the reactivity control system.

Table 3-8. Summary of Schedule and Estimated Costs
for R&D Work on the Reactivity Control
System

Estimated cost, $ x 103
FY 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978

Task CY 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 Total

Reactivity Control System,
1.  Control rod drive 27 0 270 770 840 310 50 -- --    --    --    2510

2. Prototype reactivity
control system design
and dernonstration --    --    --    --    -- 80 490 520 410 -- 1500

- - - - - - - - - -

Total 270 270 770 840 .310 130 490 520 410 -- 4010

3.2.7.3. Prototype Reactivity Control System
Design and Demonstration

Objective - The objective of this phase is to
demonstrate the performance and reliability of the prototype reactivity
control system for the 1000-MWe LMFBR reference design.  In this

phase, the prototype control system will be designtd, fabricated,  and

subjected to demonstration and proof testing, which will consist of full-
size prototype testing in water and sodium test facilitie s. The final

demonstration of reliability will be accomplished through performance
testing of the system in a test or demonstration reactor.

Summary of Current Technology - Current
technology for reactivity control systems cannot be directly extrapolated
to cover the 1000-MWe LMFBR system design, since the conditions
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imposed by the 1000-MWe design are more severe. The state of the
art has been discussed earlier and summarized adequately in section 3
of the LMFBR Program Plan.

Scope of Work - The results of the engineering
and experimental efforts of the preceding tasks will be used in the de-

tailed design and fabrication of the prototype reactivity control system.
This task also includes the detailed definition of the performance and

proof-test programs. The required test facilities will also be designed
and constructed.

The reactivity control system will be tested in

an  "open  air" test facility to evaluate general performance,  lift and load

performance, scram evaluation, and the like; these tests will permit a

relatively quick evaluation of the performance of the assembled compo-

nents.  The open air tests will be followed by performance testing in a
static-water autoclave facility. The performance tests of the entire

reactivity control system will include  load  and lift tests, scram testing,
etc., under normal and abnormal conditions (e.g., power loss, mis-
alignments). After the static-water autoclave testing, the performance
of the systern  will be evaluated  in a static- sodium autoclave  te st facility
to correlate in-water and in-sodium test results.

To demonstrate operational adequacy under flow
conditions, a dynamic water test facility similar to that being used for
the development of PWR control rod drives and fuel assemblies can be
used.  Included will be stroking and scram testing under both normal

and abnormal conditions such as misalignment, simulated credible inci-

dents, and accidents. Removal, rnaintenance, and handling methods will

be investigated. The results of these tests should provide the engineering
data needed for the design of the final prototype. The necessary engineer-
ing rnodifications will be performed, and the system will be assembled
for proof testing in a dynamic sodium facility.

The reactivity control system will be subjected
to extensive testing  in the dynamic sodium  te st facility. Evaluation  of

the final prototype design in this facility will include life testing, scram

operation,  and the like under normal and abnormal conditions.    With

these tests, the adequacy of the reactivity control system to operate  in

the high-temperature, flowing-sodium environment will have been demon-
strated.
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The final task will be to install the prototype
reactivity control system in a test or demonstration reactor to demon-
strate its reliability and performance under actual in-core and reactor

environmental conditions. The demonstration will verify the adequacy
of the system under conditions like irradiation and thermal gradients,
which cannot be achieved in out-of-core facilities. The previous out-
of-core development and testing should have demonstrated the functional

adequacy of the system. The in-core performance testing is included in

anticipation of the requirements of customers and/or regulatory bodies.

Technical Justification - The reliability of the

reactivity control system cannot be demonstrated without performance
and proof testing in a sodium environment.

Relationship to Current or Planned Programs -

The design and operating relationship between the reactivity controls and

the overall plant  will be defined by the plant design program.    The  spe -

cial measuring devices needed for R&D and operation of the reactivity
control system will be developed by the instrumentation and controls

program. Basic material information, e. g., compatibility data and
structural properties for material applications where radiation and

corrosion damage is anticipated,  will be supplied by the  fuel and mate -

rials and sodium technology sections of the program. Radiation effects

and the degree of component activation will be determined by the physics
R&D program. Safety-related functional requirements of reactivity con-
trol, including shutdown, will be delineated by the safety program.

Major Facilities and/or Equipment - The out-
of-reactor performance and proof-test program can be carried out at the

LMEC or similar facilities using a modified version 6f the environmental

test vessel proposed in the core components handling equipment program

(section 3.2.5). The preliminary "open air" test of the assembled com-

ponents should be performed at the facility where the individual compo-
nent tests are conducted, e. g., Alliance Research Center. The demon-

stration testing under actual in-core and reactor environmental condi-

tions could be accomplished in a test or demonstration reactor system
such as FFTF.
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Budget Estimate -

M anpowe r $  600,,000
Facilities 500,000
Equipment 400,000

Total $1,500,000

Table 3-8 is a summary of estimated costs and a schedule of the work

to be done on this phase of the reactivity control system program.

3.2.8. Reactor Vessel and Related Components

3.2.8.1.  General

Objective - The general objective of this pro-

gram is to optimize the design of the reactor vessel and related compo-
nents, such as the cover structure, the core vessel, the internal sup-

port bridge  with its attendant tension support members,  the  core  sup-

port and holddown grids, the meltdown pan,  and the shield tank.   The

specific objectives are to obtain from existing technology or determine

from experimental tests the following:

1.  Creep data, both axial and bending, from
short-tdrm and long-term testing to deter-
mine creep rates and establish primary
creep laws.

2. True stress-strain information for elastic-
plastic analysis and for fatigue analysis.

3.  Strain hardening coefficients as a function of
strain rate.

4. Cyclic fatigue data to determine curnulative
damage; this includes the cyclic rate, relaxa-
tion, cyclic creep,  hold time, and failure
criteria.

5.   Long-term, high neutron flux irradiation
effects.

6. Loading conditions imposed by design basis
accidents.

7.    Reliable and economical methods for field
fabrication and/or assembly of the reactor
vessel and related components.

8.  A method for nondestructive testing of in-
dividual and assembled components.

9.  A configuration to prevent flow maldistribu-
tion within the reactor vessel, the core vessel,
and the core itself.
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10. Suitable analytical models and methods for
accurate analysis and establishment of ac-
ceptable structure deformations, stresses,
and vibrational frequencies.

11. Candiate materials and configurations for
insulation.

12. The requirements for cooling.
13.  The type and configuration of a machine ca-

pable of field machining large diameters to
close tolerances.

Summary of Current Technology - The size of
the reactor vessel (52 feet in diameter by 49.5 feet in depth) dictates
field fabrication, because a vessel of this size, is too large for trans-

portation as an assembled unit. This generates fabrication and inspec-
tion problems. Although the technology of vessel fabrication with aus-

tenitic stainless steels is well-developed, the field fabrication technology
for vessels of this size needs to be expanded to attain the desired toler-

ances, freedom from distortions, and the required 30-year life in a so-
dium environment with neutron flux irradiations. The state of the art of

nondestructive methods (radiography, ultrasonics, and dye penetrant
tests) for inspection of field-fabricated vessels needs to be supplemented
by developing advanced equipment and techniques.

The feasibility of using flat, built-up reactor
cover structures has been proved in several designs. However, the

specific design of the 1000-MWe LMFBR cover structure will require

an expansion of existing technology with concentrated effort to establish

analytical methods to predict its behavior under conditions of static and
transient loads and temperatures.

Existing design practice may be uneconomical

and/or unc onservative  for the reactor vessel internals. Existing  ana-

lytical methods for predicting the effects of creep and relaxation on de-

formation, creep buckling, and thermal buckling are inadequate.

3.2.8.2. Reactor Vessel

Objectives - The overall objective of the work
described herein is to provide the necessary design information to ensure

that the reactor vessel functional and safety requirements are met.
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A  portion  of the  R& D required  to  de sign the  re -
actor vessel is discussed in the Fuel and Materials and Safety sections
of this report. This information, the basic design data for material

properties and accident criteria (e. g. , DBA), is classified as "go-rio-

go" R& D.  Specifically, the following information is required:

1.  Materials data (sodium environment and 30-
year  life)

a.    Creep data, both axial and bending,
initially from short-term testing and
ultimately from long-term testing.

b. Minimum creep rates and primary creep
laws.

c. True stress-strain information (for
elastic-plastic analysis and preliminary
fatigue analysis).

d. Strain-hardening coefficients as a func-
tion of strain rate.

e. Low-cycle fatigue data, including the
e ffects of cumulative damage, cyclic
rate, relaxation, cyclic creep, effect
of hold time, and failure criteria.

f.   L9ng-term, high neutron flux irradia-
tion effects.

2. Loading conditions .imposed by DBA, including
pressure and shock values.

The specific objectives of this program are as
follows:

1.  To establish a reliable and economical method
for field fabrication of the reactor vessel.

2.  To determine methods for inspection, including
nondestructive testing techniques.

3.  To determine requirements and methods for
testing the complete assembly.

4.  To develop a configuration that will ensure
against flow maldistribution in the reactor
caused by inlet or outlet plenum geometry
effects.

5.  To determine the flow distributions under con-
ditions of single and multiple primary pump
failures.
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Summary of Current Technology - The tech-
nology of vessel fabrication processes for the austenitic stainless steels
is well-developed. However, existing technology for the fabrication of

large structures with relatively thin walls, such as this reactor vessel,
has not been developed to the degree required for a 30-year life in a so-
dium environment. The thin walls of the vessel make it difficult to at-

tain the desired tolerances and freedom from distortion.

At present there are only a few nondestructive

inspection methods for fabrication inspection. Methods such as radio-

graphy and ultrasonic  and dye penetrant tests are limited, which make s

the need for advanced equipment and techniques important.
Considerable experience has been gained in the

empirical approach to determining flow distributions in large reactor

vessels where the fluid is water. No large-scale sodium tests have been

conducted, but it is felt that water tests should give acceptable accuracy
in determining the flow distribution. 24 Complete three-dimensional ve -

locity maps can be determined experimentally by measuring velocities

using noise analysis techniques.

The arrangement of the inlets and outlets of the

IHXs provides conditions that are conducive to unbalanced and unstable
flow in the vessel. These characteristics make it difficult to obtain a

consistent and desirable flow pattern within the vessel.

In the development of the distribution system
for the PWR, considerable experience has been acquired that can be ap-

plied to this design to minimize the problem of obtaining the desired dis-

tribution characteristics.

It is recommended that the reference design be
examined in the light of PWR experience to develop a preliminary design
for the inlet plenum. The adequacy of this design should then be con-

firmed and necessary refinements made through flow model studies.

Scope of Work - The development program for
reactor vessels falls entirely under section 3 of the LMFBR Program

Plan.  Specifically, the following items will be investigated:

1.      Develop a reliable and economical method for field  fab -
brication, which will provide the same degree of confidence and quality
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control now attainable with shop-fabricated vessels. Included in this

program will be an evaluation of both partial and full on-site fabrication,
evaluation and development of welding procedures and the development
of models, if necessary, which can be assembled so that erection cri-
teria and procedures can be established.

2. Develop techniques for inspection of the reactor vessel

based on present nonde structive testing equipment. Included  in this  pro-

gram will be techniques for weld inspection and tolerance verification.

3.  Perform a thorough study to establish analysis methods

and testing requirements for the complete assembly. Develop methods

to accomplish the required testing.

4. Develop advanced equipment and techniques for nonde-

structive inspection, which will replace or supplement present state -

of-the-art methods. The objective is to increase the statistical reli-

ability of inspection methods, thereby decreasing the need for post-
installation testing.

5.  A scale model of the prototype primary flow path will be
tested. The fluid will be water at temperatures from 200 to 250 F.
Smaller model tests in flowing sodium will aid in determining the im-

portance of maintaining the 800 F sodium dynamic or kinematic viscos-

ity in the water tests. Fluid flow rates (scaled) will range from approx-
imately 50 to 125% of rated core flow and from approximately 50 to 200%
of the flow expected under conditions of natural convection core cooling.

Complete fuel assembly mockups will not be required,  i. e.,  only the
fluid re sistance  need be simulated. The thermal shield and leakage  flow

paths will not have to be included, since the two flows combined repre-
sent 1.5% of the total.

The pseudo-steady flow distributions in the vessel with

one  or two primary pumps inoperative  is of interest. Scaled  flow rate s

in the remaining primary loops (for the test condition) will range from
100 to  125% of the design value.

Required test data include the fluid velocities

at the fuel assembly entrance nozzles for each test condition. These

data will serve as the measure of design success. Intermediate data,
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which will serve to pinpoint development problems (the actual cause of
flow maldistribution of the fuel nozzle entrances) will be visual flow ob-
servations and photographs, as well as noise analysis and velocity mea-
surements at selected locations.

It is expected that low-temperature water could

be used for these studies, and that the fuel assemblies could be simulated

by tubes providing the proper flow resistance and having integral flow
meters to determine flow distribution. This model would also incorpo-
rate the radial shield portion of the reactor system and provide the means

for confirming flow calculations in this area.

Technical Justification - Inspection and fabrica-
tion methods need to be advanced to ensure that the reactor vessel is built
to fulfill LMFBR requirements. Critical items are welding, forming,
chemical cleaning, and their effects on material properties. Definitive
criteria are needed to accurately predict performance and for the estab-

lishment, evaluation, or verification of the analytical methods used in the

design.

Relationship to Current or Planned Programs -
The material information essential to the reactor vessel development

program should come  from the fuels and materials and sodium technology
sections of the LMFBR Program. In addition, the Combined United Re-

,actor Vessel (CURV) study being conducted by the LMEC should provide
information regarding the treatment of the DBA, as well as information
about seismic effects, material considerations, containment philosophy,

inspectability, maintainability, and the applicability of the ASME Pres-
sure Vessel Code to the LMFBR concept.  Some of the models developed

to carry out the flow tests described in this program can be used during
the reactor vessel internals program that follows.

The technology and equipment required to field

machine the support flange of the reactor vessel will be developed by re-
actor cover structure program (section 3.2.8.3).

Budget Estimate -

Manpower $1,300,000
Facilities 200,000
Equipment 100,000

Total $1,600,000
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Table 3-9 i s a summary  of e stimated costs and.a schedule  of the  work

required on the reactor vessel and related components.

Table  3- 9. Summary of Schedule and Estimated Costs
for R&D Work on the Reactor Vessel and
Related Components

Estimated cost, $ x 103
FY 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976  1977

Task CY 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 Total
- .-

Reactor Vessel and Related
Components
1. Reactor vessel 150 230 240 350 200 200 150 80 --    1600

2.  Cover structure 100 80 230 190 140 180 80 50 --    1050

3. Reactor vessel internals 110 180 70 70 40 -- --    --    --     470

Total 360 490 540 610 380 380 230 130 -- 3120

3.2.8.3. Reactor Cover Structure

Objective  - The overall objective of the R&D
described herein is to provide the necessary design information to en-

sure that the reactor cover structure functional and safety requirements
are met.    This R&D is planned  on the present reference design; however,

it is recognized that a good deal of engineering is required on the reactor

vessel and cover structure before the concept can be fixed for preliminary

design analysis. This engineering may significantly affect the concept

layout and consequently, different interfaces with other functional parts
of the reactor coolant system may be created.  The work may also un-
cover new R&D requirements needed to complete the development of the

design.
The designer's needs in the area of R&D may

be grouped into two broad categories-basic design data (e. g., materials

data) and performance data from the development and proof-testing of

specific designs. Within  each of these categories two classes of infor -

mation exist: that without which the requirements of the design could not

be met, and that which leads to a more economical design.

A portion of the R&D required to design the re-
actor cover structure is discussed in other parts of this document.  This
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information is basic design data for material properties and accident

criteria (e.g. , DBA) and is classified as go-no-go R&D. Specifically,
the following information is required:

1.  Material Data

a.    Creep data, both axial and in bending, initially from
short-term testing and ultimately from long-term
testing.

b. Minimum creep rates and primary creep laws.
c. Cyclic fatigue  data for 30-year  life.
d. True stress-strain information for elastic-plastic

analysis and preliminary fatigue analysis.
e. Strain-hardening coefficients  as a function 6f strain

rate.

f. Low-cycle fatigue data, including the effects of cumu-
lative damage, cyclic rate, relaxation, cyclic creep
effect of hold time, and failure criteria.

g.  Long-term, high neutron flux irradiation effects.

2. Loading gonditions imposed by DBA, including pressure
and shock values; the specific objectives of this program
are as follows:

a.  Structure

(1)  To develop suitable models and methods to per-
mit accurate analysis of the structure and the
establishment of acceptable structure deforma-
tions.

(2)  To determine the combined thermal and mechan-
ical stresses, including creep effects, so that

' member sizes may be chosen.

(3)  To find member and structure natural frequencies
and  c om pare them with acceptable values.

(4)  To specify displacement boundary conditions and
analyze elastic-plastic problerns.

b. Insulation

To determine the candidate materials and configura-
tions for the reflective and/or bulk insulation re-
quired for the structure,  and to determine the  re-
quirements for cover cooling.

c. Fabrication

(1)  To develop and proof-test a machine capable of field-
rnachining large diameters to close tolerances.

(2)  To develop methods for dimensional control and
fie ld adjustment of interfacing components  of  the
structure.
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Summary of Current Technology -

Structure: Flat, built-up reactor cover struc-
tures have been used and proved in sev eral designs; the reference 1000-
MWe structural design is an expansion of existing technology. The cover
is a massive assembly, 50 feet in diameter by 10 feet thick. It has many
large and small penetrations to permit the installation of major system
components. The cover contains sufficient shielding material (serpentine
aggregate and steel shot) to reduce radiation levels at the operating floor
to the required limits and to protect installed equipment. The cover
structure provides the support needed to maintain the complete assem-

bly in its proper functioning order against all but major accident (DBA)
conditions.

The structure consists of an outer fixed section
and inner rotating plugs. Basically, each section is made up of top and
bottom plates separated by stepped, cylindrical ring beams and internal
structural members. Each access port is formed by a stepped, cylindri-
cal liner welded into its respective structural cover section. The assem-

bly contains shear rings and locking devices to ensure retention of the

plugs and all installed equipment during normal, abnormal, and accident
conditions.

These characterstics are essentially state of
the art. The design details of the specific items require expansion of
this technology with a concentrated effort to establish mathematical
models and analytical methods to accurately predict behavior. The cover

assembly is larger than existing designs and has more, larger rotating
plugs. The conditions of reactor operation, especially those resulting
from accident conditions (DBA), impose structural requirements on the
assembly that increase the emphasis on the accuracy of analytical meth-
ods.

The finite-element method of analysis has re-
cently been applied in analyzing general plane  stre ss and plane strain;
it has more recently been extended to the analysis of general plate,
shell, and frame problems. The analysis involves the derivation of ap-
propriate element stiffness matrices which approximate the state of
strain within the element, the superposition  of the element stiffne sses
to  obtain the stiffne ss  of the assembled continuum,   and the solution  of
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the equations representing force equilibrium at the nodal points to ob-
tain the nodal displacements. The stress distribution may be obtained
from the strain conditions within the elements after the nodal displace-
ments have been found.' The approximate member and structure natural

frequencies can also be obtained.

Insulation: No existing technology is available
to completely cover the requirements for the insulation in the reactor
cover structure. However, these requirements may be fulfilled by the
use of a combination of items of known technology. An alternate solu-
tion may be a cooling system. The insulation requirements of the ref-
erence 1000-MWe LMFBR design are as follows:

1.  An insulation package or cooling system to reduce the
reactor temperature to a maximum of 800 F at the lower face of the

serpentine shielding material.

2.  The insulation must perform its function reliably over the
30-year life of the plant.  It must function in the sodium vapor environ-
ment or be protected from it. Its performance must not be reduced by
the collection of sodium solids or fission product solids on its face.  Its
performance must not be jeopardized by nuclear interactions, nor shall
such interactions result in unsafe reactor conditions or conditions that

might cause failure, decreased reliability, or maloperation of the cover
structure or reactor equipment.

3.  The alternate cooling system may be completely effective
  alone, or it may be used in combination with insulation. The require-

ments for either system are identical to those for insulation material.

Some current technology is available for use
in designing metal reflective insulation which makes use of parallel
plates assembled with intermediate non-conducting spaces.  Each sur-
face of the plates acts as a heat-reflecting surface, and the assembly
is engineered to allow for surface expansion or contraction and still
maintain the enclosure, in order to provide a very effective heat bar-
rier. The reflective plates and supporting structure can all be of high-
strength stainless steel to withstand exposure to high-intensity nuclear

radiation with negligible physical deterioration and, therefore, provide
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a long insulating life expectancy. This reflective insulating structure

is relatively unaffected by thermal shock and vibration.

Because the entire supporting structure and

insulation is .constructed of austenitic stainless steel, this product has

better resistance to earthquake and shock than other types of insulation.

For the present cover structure configuration,

bulk insulation may be a candidate, but since insulation may be needed

on the sodium side or the bottom of the structure (which has a tempera-

ture of 1100 F), R& D will beneeded to findasuitable material for this

environment.

Some bulk materials, such as Kaolin Wool,

which consists mostly of alumina-silica, have been tested at 850 F in

aninert atmosphere, dipped insodium for 10 minutes, and then pre-

heated to 840 F for 16 hours. The results were a complete charring

and deep sodium penetration.  The same tests performed at 500 F and

350 F showed no sodium penetration.
The present configuration, which consists of

a bottom steel plate with the insulation above, could still incorporate

alumina-silica insulations into the design, but methods of accommodating

differential thermal expansion would have to be investigated.

Some new types of insulating material with ther-

mal conductivitie s  le ss  than half that of conventional insulations  will also

be  investigated  for this application. The insulation development was  pre -

dicated Ob the theories of mechanisms of heat transfer which are of prime

importance insofar as high-temperature insulations are concerned.  One

mechanism is molecular gas conduction, in which heat is transferred by

collisions or interactions between air molecules having different energies,

and another mechanism,   the rmal radiation, in which heat energy is trans-

ferred as infrared or visible electromagnetic radiation. By utilizing high-

density insulating materials, it has been possible in some instances to

reduce the radiant-energy component of heat transfer to a low value,

thereby reducing the thermal conductivity to about that of still air.

The technology for a gas cooling system is well

established, but gas distribution methods will require proof testing.

Fabrication: The reactor cover is substantially

larger than existing designs and has many penetrations of various sizes.
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The cover is 59 feet in diameter and 10 feet

thick; the largest rotating plug has a diameter of over 32 feet. Although
methods and machinery exist for fabricating and erecting structures

somewhat similar to the cover, further development work is needed to

satisfy the specific needs of the structure.

The structural members are all type 304 stain-

less steel, which complicates both field welding and machining. Reliable

machinery is not now available to machine the necessary diameters to

the desired tolerances, but the technology for developing such machinery
does exist. Similarly, the basic technology may exist for controlling
roundness and concentricity, but the selected methods must be confirmed

experimentally to ensure the reliable performance of the cover structure.

Scope of Work - The R&D areas which are
peculiar to the reactor cover structure are outlined below. These ef-

forts fall entirely under section 3 of the LMFBR Program Plan.  In
order to attain the overall objective of fulfilling the structure 's  func -
tional and safety requirements, the following efforts are essential:

1. Perform engineering and analytical work to accurately
define the requirements and environment of the reactor cover structure,

and establish a mathematical rnodel and methods for accurately predicting
the behavior of the structure under normal and accident loading conditions.

2.  Since the number of variables and structural complexities
associated with the cover structure would take an unreasonable arnount

of time to solve by hand calculation, the development of a suitable com-

puter program will constitute a major part of the analytical effort.  The

method for structural analysis will probably be a program based on the

finite-element method.

3.  Develop the necessary field fabrication machinery for
successful construction of the reactor cover structure. Proof-test the

equipment, using full-sized sections representative of pieces to be field-

machined, such as the sealing and bearing surfaces for the large rotating

plug.

4. Develop methods for controlling roundness during the

welding of liners to large structural members. Investigate controlled
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weld-shrinkage techniques, intentional out-of-round machining prior to
1*:           welding,  and the feasibility of final machining after complete installation

of the liners. Develop methods for maintaining the concentricity of mating
parts during erection.

5. Perform preliminary design and proof-testing of methods
for providing field adjustment of critically aligned components. Investi-

gate methods that would allow adjustrnent after initial heatup of the reac-
tor and the potential hazards of the system, such as increased leakage
through the cover structure. Proof-test selected designs, including the
effects of any welding or large loadings that may occur after final adjust-
ment of the components. The methods should supplement the field ma-
chining to be developed under item  1 by providing closer .alignment of

components,  as well as permitting unanticipated adjustments  in the field.

The methods developed must be proof-tested.

6.  Determine the cooling requirements of the cover struc-

ture, and design and test a model of the gas coolant distribution system.

7. Select candidate insulating materials by conducting a lit-
erature survey, and test these materials for compatibility with the re-

quirements and environment established under item 1.

Technical Justification - More data are needed

to predict the structural behavior of the cover structure with its attendant

shielding, cooling, and insulation. Further development of the require-
ments of the cover structure components is needed to permit material
selections and configurations to be made.

Relationship to Current or Planned Programs -
The field-machining methods and equipment developed for this program
will be applicable to the reactor vessel and possibly to some of its inter-

nals.    In any case, the machining methods should prove useful in the field

fabrication of all large reactor vessels and cover structures and other

large field-fabricated equipment that requires machining.
The basic material properties, such as allow-

able stress, creep rates, fatigue life, etc., required for the completion
of this program will be supplied by the sodium technology and fuels and

materials programs. The safety-related functions of the cover structure
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will be specified by the safety program,  and the influences of fuel han-

r*            dling and plant operation will be covered in the plant design section.

Major Facilities Required - None.

Budget Estimate -

Manpower $ 750,000
Facilities                   - -
Equipment 300,000

Total $1,050,000

Table 3-9 is a summary of estimated costs and a schedule of the work

required on the reactor vessel and related components.

3.2.8.4. Reactor Vessel Internals

Objective - The overall objective of these ac-

tivities is to develop the reactor vessel internals to perform as a sys-
tem in the reference LMFBR plant. The program will include all of the

engineering design,and analytical work, all the basic R&D effort, and all
the model, prototype,  and life testing required to advance the conceptual

design to the state where fabrication, installation, and operation in the
reference plant can be accomplished sucessfully. These activities must

be performed on a schedule that is compatible with the overall LMFBR

Program and, more specifically, to the schedule of the demonstration

and predecessor plants as given in the schedule accompanying this R&D

report. To fulfill these objectives, the reactor vessel internals must
-      *«conform to the following conditions:                               - i

1.  An expected operating lifetime of not less
than 30 years is required.

2.  Internals must be compatible with the LMFBR
environment.

3.  The design bases of the internals must be con-
sistent withcode methods (i. e., ASME) for
determining allowable design stresses.

4.  The reactor vessel internals must be corn pat-
ible with all reactor systems and with the re-
fueling methods.

5.  Internals must be consistent with the econom-
ical power generation goals of the plant.
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The reactor vessel internals are a part of the

reactor vessel system, as described in detail in Volume 2, section 2 of

the 1000-MWe LMFBR Follow-On Study report,  BAW-1328.1   The ac-
tivities required for thorough development of the reactor vessel inter-

nals are discussed in the following paragraphs.  For this discussion,

the identical breakdown given in the description is used:

1. Internals support bridge.
2. Core vessel.
3.  Meltdown pan.
4. Grid plate.
5.  Shield tank.

In this report, the descriptive data for these

components will be limited to that necessary to clarify the R&D require-

ments. Reference should bemade to BAW-1328, Volumes 2 and 3, where

further description is required.

Sumrnary of Current Technology - The tech-

nology for fabrication, assembly, testing, and use of the reactor vessel

internals is essentially within the existing state of the art. The major

technology gap is the lack of analytical methods that predict the require-
ments that will be placed on the assembled units and allow accurate anal-

ysis of the structures.

The  de sign of the shield tank is outside existing

technology; this is because it is an assymmetric shell under creep con-

ditions, and existing technology provides no way to model creep defor-

mation accurately.

Scope  of Work - The scope  of work  for  the  re -

actor vessel internals includes formulating analysis methods to predict

the effects of creep and relaxation on deformation, creep buckling, and

thermal buckling. The effects of radiation and sodium on materials (see

section 7) must be assessed and factored into the design.

Analytical models for accurate analysis of the

reactor vessel internals  will be .established  thr ough literature surveys

wherever possible and through tests where necessary.

Model design and testing will be required to

confirm analytical calculations, to evaluate fabrication techniques,  to

simulate load distribution, and to establish flow patterns.
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The analysis and testing of the internal support

bridge and the core vessel will involve establishing analytical models for

accurate analysis and mockup to simulate mating and local conditions.

The effort to accurately define the shield tank

will include developing analytical methods and building and testing models

to determine load distributions and establish coolant flow paths.  The

modeling will include mockups of the IHX and upper neutron shields to

establish flow patterns into shield tank blisters and IHXs.

Suitable analytical models will be developed to

permit accurate analysis of the grid plate and core holddown assembly

structure and flow patterns. Analysis will establish orificing size and
flow characteristics through the structure and the flow and temperature

effects on the structure.

The particular technique will have to be tailored

to particular temperature conditions and the possibility of thermal buck-

ling must be investigated.  It is felt that a structural model of the struc-

ture would be justifiable. Although the grid plate structure is similar to

the core holddown assembly, the latter will require a more extensive

analysis, because it is in the temperature range where creep deforma-
tion may occur.  At this time there is no way to model creep deforma-

tion; therefore, creep analysis will have to be based strictly on analyti-

cal procedures and on supplementary experimental verification on sim -

pler models.

Technical Justification - To compensate for

deficiencies and uncertainties in the existing technology, adequate ana-

lytical methods, based on experimental testing,  will have to be developed

to support the design and to predict the performance and the reliability

of the reactor vessel internals.

Relationship to Current or Planned Prograrris -

The range of member sizes, materials, material thicknesses, configu-
rations, and operating conditions  of the reactor vessel internals generates
the need to review practically all R&D programs associated with sodium
reactors. Theoretical methods for predicting the dynamic behavior of

structures developed during other programs may cover the effects of live

loads caused by fluid velocity, pressure surges,  and the  like,  and by
seisrnic disturbances or induced-vibrations.
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Some of the models developed to carry out the
flow tests given in the reactor vessel program can be used during this

program.

Major Facilities Required - None.

Budget Estimate -

Manpower $420,000
Fac ilitie s                         - -
Equipment 50,000

Total $470,000

Table  3- 9 is a summary of e stimated costs  and a schedule  of the  work

required on the reactor vessel and associated components.

3.2.9. Component Surveillance

3.2.9.1.   Objective

The overall objective of this task is to deter-

mine the surveillance requirements for component systems of the LMFBR

plant. Particular attention is given to components that are to be designed
for the expected 30-year plant life. The specific components considered

are those of the B&W 1000-MWe reference plant, although the results of

the proposed program will be of overall benefit to all LMFBR designers.
The specific objectives of the program are as follows:

1.  To determine the surveillance requirements
for the major components of the primary and
secondary sodium systems.

2.  To establish the criteria for accomplishing
the surveillance; that is, to determine what
information is desired, what portion of the
component rmust be examined, and the fre-
quency of the examination.

3.    To develop the necessary instrumentation  and /
or procedures to accomplish the required sur-
veillance.

3.2.9.2.  Summary of Current Technology

There are almost no specific requirements for

the  surveillance of LMFBR components,  nor are there programs specif-
ically designed to determine these requirements. The primary reason
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for this deficiency is the fact that the National Program objectives have
been concerned mainly with obtaining basic physics, safety, sodium tech-

nology, and breeding data. The LMFBR Follow-On Studies will do much
to clarify surveillance requirements, but existing and near-term fast re-
actor designs will still be aimed primarily at the objectives above, in
addition to gaining valuable fast reactor operating experience.

To date, the following fast reactor design ap-

proach has been generally used:

1.  To design sodium-cooled and fast reactors to obtain phys-
ics, safety, sodium technology, and operating data.

2.  To consider plant availability for the production of elec-
tric power and plant economics only as secondary objectives, and

therefore, to use conserviative and even ultra-conservative component

systems, if necessary, to minimize the requirements for inspection or
surveillance.

3.  To consider the lives of the plant and components also as

secondary goals, as opposed to the possible economic requirement for a

30-year life for the LMFBR.

4. Where inspection of components was deemed necessary,
it was usually considered more expedient to plan for reactor shutdown

to permit such inspection. Generally, state-of-the-art equipment and
instrumentation have been used, even if periodic replacement was con-
sidered necessary, rather than waiting for the design and development
of long-lived items. Using similar reasoning, it has also been consid-

ered better to plan shutdowns for extracting components for inspection,

or even draining  of the sodium, to allow the  use of inspection technique s

that are more nearly routine.

This design approach is not debated-in fact,
it has permitted and will continue to permit the collection of valuable

experience and data. Sodium technology and radiation effects will be

especially important.  Good or bad, these results will permit LMFBR

component designers to approach their task with a higher confidence
level. Inspection or periodic surveillance procedures  can be planned,

if required, and the component design will consider factors that will
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permit these procedures with a degree of safety and reliability not now

possible.  It will also be possible to determine the effects on plant eco-
nomics.

The Program Plan discusses the technology

developed at the SRE,· Hallam, EBR-II, Fermi, and Dounreay reactors. 28

These reactors have now compiled many hours of operation and have ex-

perienced relatively little trouble with components that are subjected to

the sodium environment. The problems that have been encounte red ap-

parently have been due to faulty fabrication, such as the pipe weld in

Dounreay. The Program Plan points out that extrapolation of this tech-

nology to the sizes required for the commercial plant- 1000 MWe and

larger, a 1200 F sodium temperature, and a 30-year life-is not pru-

dent.  The B&W reference 1000-MWe design is, however, quite similar

in some aspects to the fast reactors that have been built. The operating

conditions  of the reference reactor vessel, primary pumps,   and  IHX s

may be especially important. Consideration of the larger sizes is a

problem,   but the operating conditions of temperature and neutron  flu -

ence are quite similar in many cases to those of the EBR-II, Fermi,

and Dounreay reactors, and experience with these reactors will do much

to help determine the surveillance requirements of the B&W design.
Considerable work is also being accomplished

in the light-water reactor programs to develop surveillance and inspec-

tion techniques and equipment. Although much of this effort seems to

be priority at the time, indications are that emphasis is on the use  of

ultrasonics techniques to inspect such items as vessels, piping, and
nozzle s. The information developed will prove valuable  to the LMFBR

program as its requirements are established. Among programs for

which information has been published, the under- sodium ultrasonic

scanner system may prove especially applicable. 35   If this program is
completed successfully,  some of the surveillance problems of the LMFBR

may be alleviated.

3.2.9.3.  Scope of Work

The component design used in existing and near-

term fast reactors was called conservative or even ultra-conservative.

The effort described in this task will define the programs that are needed
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to support the continued use of such conservatism, or, alternately, to

specify the equipment and techniques required for inspection.  The var-
ious means of ensuring component reliability must be compared to deter-
mine which method is the most desirable in each situation. That is,  re -
mote surveillance, periodic inspection, provisions for adequate safety
(such as double containment),  or a combination of these  are all available
to the system designer. The relative merits of each scheme must be
evaluated for each area in question.   Part of the purpose of this program

is to provide the information necessary to make such an evaluation.  The

specifics of the program are as follows:

1.  Review the following components to determine surveil-

lance requirements:
a. Reactor vessel and internals (excluding

core).

b. Reactor cover structure.

c.  Stearn generator and reheater.

d.  IHX and NaK-to-air heat exchanger.

e.      Pump s.

Analyze and evaluate design data to determine the critical areas re-

quiring surveillance or monitoring. Perform a failure-mode analysis
of the components, assessing the potential causes of failure, critical

areas of plant performance and safety, and the potential for detecting
failures or impending failures. Items such as cracking, stress corro-

sion deterioration of the mechanical and chemical properties of mate-
rials due to environment, thermal expansion, flow size propagation,

changes in stress patterns,. etc.,  will be considered  in the evaluation

of surveillance requirements.

2.  Utilizing the foregoing analyses and evaluations, deter-

mine the criteria for accomplishing the required surveillance.  If more
than one indication of incipient failure could occur in a given location,
determine which are the most easily detected, and whether these alone

are sufficient for surveillance. Identify the specific areas of concern,
the  information that could be gathered  from  the se areas to indicate  in-

cipient failure,  and the frequency at which information should be gathered
to eniure detection before failure.
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3. Evaluate existing inspection and instrumentation methods,

including such environmental considerations as materials compatability,
temperature limitation, corrosion/erosion effects, and the like.  Per-
form experimental and screening tests to determine the suitability of
candidate instrumentation.

4.  Based on the results of other tasks in this project, deter-

mine the requirements for developing the new equipment, instrumenta-

tion, and techniques necessary to fulfill the surveillance requirements.

This task will include the design and engineering efforts required, along
with the fabrication and testing of model or prototype equipment.   Of
major irriportance to this program will be the progress attained in the

"Viewing Through Sodium" project proposed in section 4.2.2.9 of this

report (Instrumentation and Controls). In conjunction with the develop-
ment of postulated surveillance equipment requirements, only a moder-

ate adaptation of the viewing apparatus has been estimated.

3.2.9.4. Technical Justification

The need for component surveillance stems

from the lack ef data pn the long-term environmental effects of sodium

and radiation on material properties. The designer cannot be sure that

his design is truly conservative without the basic material data, and
therefore, until these data become available, component surveillance
will be necessary. Secondary justification stems from the lack of com-

plete cdnfidence in fabrication technology. Problem s with existing  fast
reactors-and for that matter, with thermal reactors-have usually been
caused by faulty fabrication and equally faulty quality assurance tech-

niques. This situation may be corrected, but component surveillance

may be mandatory even after the confidence level in these techniques is

extrennely high.

3.2.9.5.  Relationship to Current or Planned
Program

At this time, no existing program is apparently

underway that will accomplish the prescribed objectives. The Program

Plan (Task 3-9) has outlined the problems of the reactor vessel and has

discussed a program to solve these problems. 28  To our knowledge, this
work has not been started. Two programs have already been mentioned
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that have a direct relationship to the program outlined; the first is the

APDA project, and the second is the proposed project from section35

4.2.2.9. The efforts being performed for surveillance of PWR com-

ponents and the programs which will undoubtably be funded to determine

FFTF vessel surveillance requirements are also of potential importance

to this work.

3.2.9.6. Major Facilities and/or Equipment
Required

No major facility is required for development

of equipment to perform nondestructive testing of the reactor vessel

(pot).  It is anticipated that a facility like the Alliance Research Center

or the Nuclear Development Center will serve this purpose. The develop-
ment of equipment to inspect the cover structure can also be accomplished
at  such a facility. For equipment required to function within the sodium,

however, a facility such as those available at LMEC will be required.

Preliminary work is planned at ARC  or NDC, but final development and
calibration will be done in a sodium loop system where reactor conditions

can be simulated.

3.2.9.7. Budget Estimate

Manpower $ 875,000
Facilities 200,000
Equipment 225,000

Total $1,300,000

Table 3- 10 is a summary of estimated costs and a schedule of the work

required for the component.surveillance program.

Table 3- 10. Summary of Schedule and Estimated Costs
for R& D Work on Component Surveillance

Estimated cost, $ x 103
FY 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977

Task CY 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 Total

Component Surveillance

Task I 50 50 75    50   --    --    -- -- --     225

Task II                     --    --    --     50    --    --    --    --    --      50
Task III .-    --    75'   100   --    -- -- --    --     175

Task IV --    --    -- 100 200 200 200 150 850

Total 50    50 150 300 200 200 200 150 -- 1300
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3. 3. Cost Benefit Studies

3.3. 1. Steam Generators and Reheaters

The present reference design is characterized by three

steam generators and three sodium reheaters which generate steam at

2400 pounds and 950 F and also reheats it to 950 F. Assurning that the
steam temperatures and flows are attainable,  but that the intermediate

sodium temperature (1000 F) cannot be reached, economic penalties re-
sult. The economic repercussions are explained in the following para-

graphs.

Experience in analyzing the "fixed charges" portion of
the total power generation costs for a reheat cycle has shown that, with-
in a limited range of steam generator hot end temperature differences,
the capital cost remains relatively constant. Calculations also show

that  for  the se conditions, the optimum sodium temperature leaving  the
steam generator remains fairly constant.

The temperature of the sodium entering the steam gen-

erator and reheater is 1000 F.  If it is assumed that only 975 F is at-
tainable while maintaining the reactor bulk outlet temperature at 1100

F, then the hot end temperature difference for the IHX will rise from

100 F to 125 F.

Optimization studies have shown that the temperature of
the sodium leaving the reheater for minimum power generation cost is
related to the intermediate sodium temperature difference by the equa-
tion LJT =AT - 125.  Using this relationship, it can be seen thatRH IHX
the optimum sodium temperature leaving the reheater will remain at

825 F if the inlet temperature to the reheater is decreased from 1000 to

975 F.  Thus, for a given thermal duty, decreasing the.inlet sodium
temperature to the steam-raising equipment leaves the cold end tem-

peratures of the intermediate loop relatively constant, increases the

hot end AT for the IHX, allows the cost of the steam generator to re-
main relatively constant, and increases the total intermediate flow.

The major economic effect takes place in the reheater,
where the LMTD decreases from 113 to 88 F, while the IHX LMTD is

increased from 100 to 108 F. Since cost trends for the reheater were

based on a constant overall heat transfer coefficient and a constant cost
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per square foot of heat transfer area, the total capital cost can be ex-

pressed by the following equation:

Q
C     = HTA $k/ftz   =  u         a

RH
RH RH $k / ft2

RH MRH

This equation can be reduced to

aT
C     = HTA MRH
RH RH AT

MRH2

where
C        new capital cost of the RHRH2
C reference plant cost of the RH ($7.1 X 106)

RH1
AT reference plant LMTD (113 F)MRH1
AT new LMTD (88 F)MRH2

Other effects that tend to change the fixed charges portion of the plant
are minor and interdependent and thus generally tend to cancel each

other out. For example, the increased LMTD of the IHX tends to de-

crease the capital cost of the IHX.  But the increased flow of the inter-

mediate system (due to the decreased IHX temperature difference) in-
creases the pumping power and, hence, the capitalcost of the inter-

mediate pumps, increases the cost of the piping (because of the in-
creased diameter), and increases the cost of valves (because of in-
creased piping sizes).

The cost of the reheaters inthe reference plant is $7.1 X
106.  The cost of a reheater with a 975 F sodium inlet temperature would
be

113C     = $7.1 X 106 - = $9.1 X 106RHZ 88

The increased cost in fixed charges amounts to approximately 0.03 mill/
kWh  for a decrease  of  25  F  in  the inte rmediate sodium system.
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3.3.2.      Intermediate Heat Exchanger  (IHX)

The reference plant arrangement includes six gravity-
flow IHXs within a reactor vessel. The level differences between the

hot and cold leg provide the driving force for the reactor coolant.

The geometric configuration was determined by consider-

ing the  duty,  the heat transfer,  and the hydraulic characteristics  of the
unit in conjunction with tdmperatures and the effect of the heat exchanger
cost on total power generaticn. Other vital relationships, on which no

quantitative values were available,  were also considered; these factors

were resolved qualitatively. For example,  it was known that,  as the

diameter of the heat exchanger was allowed to increase, the vessel in-

creased in diameter, the cover structure increased in diameter, the

sodium inventory increased, and the reactor building diameter increased.

On the other hand, if the heat exchanger diameter were allowed to de-

crease, then the reactor vessel increased in height, the reactor building
increased in height, and the reactor coolant pump shafts increased in

length.

Two points are noteworthy in these considerations. First,
there is an economic trade-off, and second, there is an increase or de-
crease in the probability of success in component development.

The design study has revealed that it is not so much a

question of the credibility of developing a heat exchanger, but whether

or not the heat exchanger's prerequisites change the configuration of its

surroundings. For example, should itbediscovered inthe course of the

R&D that the reactor coolant stagnates as it proceeds through the shell

side  of the IHX, any proposed solution that either adds pressure  drop to
the system or changes the diameter of the heat exchanger will, in turn,

change the configuration of the reactor vessel and some of its interfaces.

The considerations that affect the development of an eco-
nomical and reliable IHX, as related to cost benefits, fall into three

broad categories:

1.  The development of the heat exchanger itself,
i. e., the solution to fabrication, structural,
performance, and maintenance problems.

2.  The effects of partial attainment of item 1 on
the rest of the system in terms of economics

.:.M
.i.
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and the probability of successful development
of components so affected.

3.  The effect of partial attainment of the analyt-
ical relationships that will ensure the pre-
dicted performance, economics, and reli-
ability of large units.

The following is an assessment of these three categories:

3.3.2.1. Heat Exchanger Development

1. Item: Tube-to-Tube-Sheet Attachments

Partial Attainment - This will affect reli-

ability and, hence, downtime in the neighborhood of $15,000 to $50,000

per day. In addition, it could mean the production of contaminated cool-

ant from the nonradioactive intermediate sodium. Further, it presents
the possibility of contaminating the intermediate system.  Lack of reli-

ability will force the investment of expensive spare parts.

2. Item: Maintenance

Partial Attainment - The reference design

heat exchanger must incorporate the means necessary for its installation

and removal in a reasonable amount of time, giving due consideration to

the problems associated with a radioactive sodium system. Should this

prove to be impractical (due to the cost of downtime), a change in main-
tenance philosophy may be required, such as repair in place by remote

means.  This, of course, would mean a new design concept accompanied

by a probable increased plant capital cost and an increased R&D cost.

3. Item: Reactor Coolant Shutoff Device

Partial Attainment - This would downgrade

plant efficiency in the event that the plant would require operation with

less than the full complement of heat exchangers because of excessive

leakage due to closing problems.
Non-Attainment - Would prevent the plant

from operating with less than six IHXs.

4. Item: Vibration Effects

Partial Attainment - This could require
the plant to operate at partial loads to prevent excessive damage.
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5. Item: Maldistribution

Partial Attainment - Maldistribution will

cause a reduction in plant operating capacity by affecting performance.

6.  Item: Heat Transfer Coefficients

Partial Attainment - Within certain limits,
the overall heat transfer coefficient can be increased by increasing the
tube- side  flow.    This will increase the pressure  drop and pumping power
on the intermediate side, resulting in increased capital cost for the pumps
and  a somewhat downgraded plant efficiency. The shell- side coefficient
can be increased by increasing the cross flow or reducing the ligament.
The former causes an increased pressure drop, which will change the

height of the vessel; the latter could cause either a change in the re-
quired pressure drop or a change in vessel diameter.

7. Item: LMTD

Partial Attainment - The reference design
hot and cold end temperature differences were established at 100 F, re-

sulting in an LMTD of 100 F. The results of an analysis of a higher and
lower LMTD are shown below.

F       LM TD wt     lb Cost/IHX Fixed charges, Total,
Case TRI, F TRV' IHX HTA. ft2 IHX'                     $ mills/kWh mills/kWh

1 800 1150 125 8,385 131,100 598,000 2.205 3.432

2 800 1100 100 10,388 146,900 670,000 2.199 3.438

(Design
point)

3 800 1050 50 21,844 209,100 953,000 2.224 3.479

The tabulation above indicates that, for the six heat exchangers, the
total capital costs for Case 3 is $1,700,000 higher than for Case 2.  The
increased total power generation cost for this comparison is +0.041 mill/
kWh. The power generation cost for Case 3 is greater than that for Case
2 because of the higher cost of the heat exchangers and the greater capi-
tal cost associated with the increased core flow. Because of the complex

changes that must occur when the LMTD is changed, there is no cost in-

centive for going to a higher LMTD (125 F), as demonstrated in Case 1.
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8. Item: Prototype Test Instrumentation

Partial Attainment - The conclusive veri-

fication of all performance and structural integrity lies in the success-

ful operation of the prototype. Partial attainment of the test instrumen-

tation requirements for the prototype would result in uncertainties in the

performance and structural integrity of the full-sized unit. Overdesign
(conservatism) to offset these uncertainties would entail additional capi-
tal cost.

3.3.2. 2.  Effect of IHX Performance on the Plant

How the rest of the plant is affected by partial
attainment in the development of the heat exchangers has been discussed.
However, further discussion of nonattainment of the required IHX per-
formance is· required.

If it is assumed that the performance require-
ments can be met by an increased pressure drop through the shell side,

then the difference in height between the hot and cold leg would increase.
Since the reactor coolant pumps are located in the cold leg, this situation

would lead to an increased pump shaft length and diameter and the atten-

dant difficulties in seal development. The major difficulties can be char-

acterized as those which relate to thermal expansion and to both radial

and thrust bearings.
The need for a greatly increased pressure drop

to meet performance may dictate the requirement for a head on the reac-
tor with piping to channel the flow to the heat exchangers.    This, of course,
would mean a different kind of fuel handling system.

If it is assumed that required performance can
be attained by employing an increased LMTD, holding a reactor 6utlet

temperature of 1100 F, then the intermediate coolant temperature,  and
hence the throttle steam temperature, would have  to be reduced,  with a
probable decrease in steam pressure. This would undoubtedly mean a
decrease in net efficiency of at least a percentage point. Further, it
would mean an increased capital cost for the turbine island and an in-

creased fuel cost.
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3.3.2.3. Analytical Methods Development

The development of analytical methods for pre-

dicting performance and structural integrity mainly influences the di-
rection and cost  of the R& D required to develop large units from  data

on smaller units. Here again, the confidence in design information de-
veloped from empirical relationships decreases, resulting in increased
capital costs due to overconservatism.

3,.  3.3.        Piping

The piping in the intermediate system is Croloy 2- 1/4;
its size is based on a sodium velocity equal to 25 fps. The reference

design employs expansion loops to account for thermal growth.  This
combination of material and velocity provides a piping design that has
reasonable moment and thrust values.

Among the many parameters that require investigation
to establish design information, erosion is one of the most important.
It  is a function of velocity,   and  as  such,   sets the diameter  of the  pipe.
Partial attainment of the 25- fps velbcity for the design flow rate will

require (1) large pipe diameters and increased support problems, (2)

longer expansion loops,  (3) more insulation and more heating lines,

(4) a larger sodium inventory, (5) a more complex, double containment

within the reactor building, (6) aless compact plant (i. e., alarger

building), and (7) larger valves and the like. The increase in diameter

caused by partial attainment of the velocity may dictate the use of more

than three intermediate loops. The anticipated R& D will provide  an in-
sight to these uncertainties.

The reference design requires the outlet sodium streams

from both the steam generator and the reheater to join and give a uni-

form-temperature sodium stream to the pump suction.  The exit sodium

temperatures from these two components create a temperature difference

of 173 F at the junction.  The line leaving the reheater is 26 inches in

diameter, and that leaving the steam generator is 32 inches in diameter.

These lines join to form a 36-inch line for the intermediate pump suction.

Partial attainment of the R&D needed to achieve a 173 F

temperature difference at full load will require a decrease in the reheater

sodium outlet temperature and an increase in the sodium outlet temperature
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from the steam generator, producing a decrease in the difference be-

tweeri the outlet temperatures from the two units.

This situation will result in a decrease in the capital cost
of the steam generator and an increase in the capital cost of the reheat-

ers.  The net result will be a total increase of the fixed charges part of
the total steam generator cost. Figure 3-2 is a plot of the temperature
difference between the sodium streams entering the mixing' sections

CAT ) versus the change in power generation costs for off-design-MIX
point values. This curve includes only the effect of changing capital
costs of the steam generator and reheater.  It does not include any
changes thatmay occur inpiping size, pumping power, valve sizes,
and the like. These changes are considered to be minor.

Although Figure 3-2 shows that the reference design is
at the optimum,  the cost incentive to remain there should be re-eval-
uated in the light of actual R&D costs as well as a more detailed anal-

ysis of reheater costs.

Figure 3-2. Power Generation Costs Vs Reheater Sodium
Outlet Temperature
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3.3.4. Fuel Handling Procedures

This discussion is concerned primarily with the proce-
dure s of loading and unloading fuel assemblies  from the reactor storage
drums and shipping the spent fuel. The reference 1000-MWe LMFBR

design proposes the following method:

1.  Refuel one third of the core (fuel and blanket) each
year.

2.  Load new fuel assemblies into the storage drums

over a period of 30 days just prior to the scheduled refueling, with the
reactor either at full power or at some partial power level (off-peak
load),   but   with no penalty for reactor shutdown.

3.  Refuel the core (reactor off-line) by removing spent
assemblies and placing them in the storage drums and then taking new
assemblies from the drums and placing them in the core.

4. Retain spent fuel assemblies in the storage drums

(reactor on-line) for a minimum of 70 days' decay.

5. Remove spent assemblies  from the storage  drum s

and place them directly into sodium-filled shipping casks (one per cask)
and ship over a period of 80 days. Again the reactor is at full power or

partial load, as discussed in itern 2.

6.  Receive new assemblies (possibly four per container)
and store in the receiving area or (possibly) move them directly into the
reactor building and into the storage drums.

If the loading and unloading of the storage drums cannot be accomplished
with the reactor at power,  then full use  of the shutdown periods required
for other purposes should be programmed.   At this time,  such an alter-

nate does not appear to be completely feasible; therefore, we will con-
sider cases that require reactor shutdown to zero power specifically for
the loading and unloading operations. Within the limitations of the con-
tract budget, all cases cannot be considered nor can absolute numbers
be generated for each, but the trend and approximate cost benefits for,

the successful completion of the research and development will be given.
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The reference refueling scheme calls for the removal of

130 fuel and blanket assemblies on an approximately annual basis.  Addi-

tional ground rules and assumptions are as follows:

1. Time required to reach hot shutdown condition
and  return to full power, hours 36                               6

2. Time required to insert a fresh assembly or
remove a spent assembly from the pot storage
drum,  hours                                                                            1

3.  Nurnber of shipping casks and transport vehicles
available for use 24

The economic ground rules are those used in the fuel cost calculations. 37

Three alternatives to the reference refueling scheme are
considered. Inthe first case, the reactor is shut down asmany times

as required to remove the spent fuel assemblies from the storage drum;

in the second case, additional storage facilities are provided outside the

pot; and in the third case, enough extra shipping casks are purchased to

store all 130 assemblies so that all the spent fuel can be rernoved from
the pot during a single shutdown.

3.3.4.1.  Case 1

With the reactor in a hot shutdown condition,

all 130 fresh assemblies are placed in the storage drum; this takes place

just prior to scheduled refueling. The refueling procedures are used in

the exchange of fresh and spent assemblies between the core and the

storage drums. After the spent fuel decay period, the reactor is again

shut down and 24 assemblies are loaded into the available 24 casks.

Thus, six shutdowns would be required to load all the spent fuel assem-

blies. Although the se shutdowns would probably be scheduled  for week-

end lulls, in this analysis it is assumed that they occur when the casks

have all returned from the previous trip. Therefore, the shipping time

would be the same as for the reference case, which assumes the re-

moval of spent fuel with the reactor on-line.  The lost time can be tab-

ulated as shown below:
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Shutdown to load fresh fuel, hr                 6
New assembly loading time, hr 130
Shutdown to remove spent fuel  (X 6),  hr         36
Spent fuel removal time, hr 130

Total, hr 302

Days 12.6

With the additional downtime, the capacity factor becornes 0.836, and the
reference capacity factor37 is 0.86. The decreased capacity factor causes
the following cost penalties (in mills/kWh):

Fuel cost penalty 0.015
Fixed cost penalty 0.102

Total penalty 0.117

3.3.4.2.  Case 2

-                                       In this case we consider the addition of a sec-
ondary sodium-filled storage pool outside the reactor building but ac-
cessible directly through the spent fuel transfer tube. Again,   new  fue 1
loading of the storage drums is assumed to be as described in Case 1.

Spent fuel unloading is to be accomplished in one reactor shutdown, but
the spent fuel will be transferred to the secondary sodium pool, and the
24 casks are again assumed to accomplish shipping in the 80-day ship-
ping period.

1.  Estimated time for shutdown, startup, and new
fuel loading, hr 136

2.  Estimated time for shutdown, startup, and spent
fuel unloading, hr 136

3. Total penalty for shutdown, days 11.33
mill/kWh 0.106

4. Estimated capital cost of secondary Na storage
pool and equipment ($1,267,000, based on esti-
mate in reference 2, Table C-4, item F),
m ill /kWh 0.028

Total penalty for Case 2, mill/kWh 0.134

It should be noted that since the capital cost estimate in item 4 is not
based on detailed safety or operational analyses,  it may not be realistic.
A case using a water-filled secondary storage pool has not been considered
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here; this is justified in the Shipping Cask Trade-Off Study, 29 where a
large additional penalty was estimated because of the much longer decay
storage period required.

3.3.4.3.  Case 3

This case would involve the purchase of an ad-
ditional 106 shipping casks to provide space for all 130 assemblies,
which could then be removed from the pot storage drum during one shut-
down.  Using the value of $62,500 per cask (from reference 29), the ad-
ditional capital cost would be $6.625 million-a figure considerably higher
than the cost estimated for the secondary sodium-filled storage pool in
Case 2.

3.3.4.4.   Summary

If it cannot be demonstrated, with the reactor

at power, that (1) fresh fuel can be inserted in the storage drums and
(2) spent fuel can be removed, then the power cost for the reference
LMFBR will be increased significantly. This increase would occur re-

gardless of the refueling method selected-reference, Case 1, Case 2,
or Case 3.

On the basis of this study, the more straight-
forward.approach of shutting down the reactor to remove fuel as the

shipping casks become available (Case 1) is the preferred alternate.

The penalty is estimated to be 0.117 mill/kWh or $890,000 per year for
a single 1000-MWe plant. The assumed 6-hour shutdown time for this
case seems reasonable, since no major physics tests would be necessary
for simply inserting or removing fuel from the storage drums. However,
if the shutdown time had to be increased, the advantage of Case 1 dis-
appears; i. e., at 15 hours per shutdown, the costs of Cases 1 and 2 are
equal.  On the other hand, if we have underestimated the cost of the sec-
ondary storage facility in Case 2, then the cost differential between the
cases give'n in the estimates would be greater, and Case 1 would still be
the preferred alternate even if the shutdown time were increased.
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4.  INSTRUMENTATION AND CONTROL

4.1.    Introduction

4.1.1.       Gene ral

The objectives of the Instrumentation and Control R&D
plan are to develop sources of supply for reliable hardware that will
meet the instrumentation, control, and protection requirements of the

B&W predecessor and reference LMFBR designs; and to develop the
analytical techniques necessary to predict the performance of these
plants and to design protection and control systems for them.  In meet-

ing both of these objectives it is necessary, as part of the development
effort, to show by test and analysis that the hardware and methods are

satisfactory.
LMFBRs present many environmental and performance

differences from the well-developed water reactor technology that affect

instrumentation and control. Radiation detectors and their cables are
exposed to temperatures and in-core radiation levels (particularly fast
neutrons) well above proven capabilities. Neutron detectors  must also

accurately measure fluxes of neutrons over a very broad energy range,
whereas water reactors entail only the limited and simpler measure-

ment of thermal neutrons. Sodium instrumentation is  in need of some

temperature up-grading, and major improvements are needed in its

capability for reliable on-line performance. New types of instrumenta-

tion must be developed for some measurement functions, such as water/
sodium and sodium/gas leaks.  In fact, there are virtually no measure-

ment functions associated with the primary and intermediate sodium in

the B&W reference design that can be performed reliably and satisfac-

torily with existing instrumentation.

Because the LMFBR core must remain submerged in

optically opaque sodium, operators cannot visually observe such opera-
tions as fuel handling, nor can they inspect the core or its supporting
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Table 4- 1. Cross References of Task Numbers in B&W's
R& D  Plan and AEC's Program Plans

Closest AEC Program
B&W Plan Task

Task Task August 1968 January 1967

Neutron detector - in-core ion 4.2.1.2 4-7.1          1
chambers

Neutron detector - in-core 4.2.1.3 4-7.1 1, 3
advanced methods

Neutron detector - out-of-core 4.2.1.4 4-7.2          2

Fission product rneasurement 4.2.1.5 4-3.3           16

Circuitry 4.2.1.6 4-2.1                   4

Temperature measurement 4.2.2.2 4-7.3 5,6

Flow measurement 4.2.2.3 4-7.5, 9, 10
4-7.6

Pressure and a pressure 4.2.2.4 4-7.8          13
measurement

Level measurement 4.2.2.5 4-7.10         15

Purity measurement, on-line 4.2.2.6 4-3.2          18

Sodium-water reaction 4.2.2.7 4-3.6 20
detection

Sodium-to-gas leak detection 4.2.2.8 4-3.7 21

Viewing through sodium 4.2.2.9 4-3.5 30

Electrical connector, gas 4.2.3.2 4-5.4 25

Electrical cable 4.2.3.3 4-5.3                      26

Metals - cladding for detectors 4.2.3.4 4-6.1                      27

and cables

Electrical insulation 4.2.3.5 4-6.2          28

Sensing and control devices 4.2.4.2 4-3.8          29
for actuators

On-line computer 4.2.5.2 4-4.2 35

Simulation and analysis 4.2.5.3 4-4.1          37
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structure. The development of "viewing" devices to offset this disad-

vantage must begin almost from scratch.

The complexity of a large LMFBR plant having multiple
series and parallel heat transfer paths, a large vessel of primary so-
dium, variable flow rates and transport delays, high temperatures and
large temperature differentials, and fast core response presents an

analytical problem that can only be approached with existing techniques
and equipment. A transition from almost purely analog analysis to new

hybrid and digital techniques is required; these new techniques are gen-

erally not available and must be developed. Similar problems arise

with respect to control and protection, where major advances are need-
ed in the application of digital computers.

Although the R&I) plan described herein is specifically
related to the B&W predecessor and reference plants, its scope is suf-

ficiently general that it applies to the overall LMFBR Program Plan.
The converse, however, is not true: several tasks in Program Plan 4

are omitted, and a number of others are reduced in scope.  The omit-
ted Plan 4 tasks are not required in the B&W reference design, although
in some cases minor design improvements could be made if the effort
were successfully completed. The omitted Plan 4 tasks also include

those which are applicable only to special test instruments.    The  area

of pipe and vessel surveillance is excluded from this plan but is in-
cluded in the components R&D plan. Scope reductions usually consist

of narrowing a broad effort or eliminating backups and are described

in detail under the heading "Relation to Program Plan" in the individual

task descriptions following. Although these task descriptions had al-

ready been written before the August 1968 issue of Program Plan 4 was
received, all references herein apply to that issue. For convenience

in reviewing, Table 4-1 provides a cross reference for the B&W R&D

plan and both issues of the ANL Program Plan 4.
Two other aspects of the R&D may differ from the needs

of other LMFBR plants: First, in the B&W reference design, consider-

able care is taken to facilitate detector maintenance and replacement by
isolating them from sodium using wells and thimbles; other designers
may take other approaches which may require longer-lived detectors
with correspondingly higher R&I) costs. Second,  the B&W refe rence
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Table 4-2. Instrumentation and Control R&D Cost and
Schedule Summary (Thousands of Dollars)

Calendar year
Task Total 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977

Instrumentation and control (overall) 12,800 2350 2645 2280 2150 1325 900 650 400 100

Radiation measurement 2,200 600 595 505 400 100   --

Neutron detector - in-core ion chamber 700 200 200 150 150    --     -
Neutron detector - in-core advanced methods 800 200 200 150 150 100
Neutron detector - out-of-core 250 50. 75 75 50    --     --     --     --     --
Fission product measurement 350 100 100 100 50    --     --     --     --     --
Circuitry 100 50 20 30   --     --     --     --     --     --

Sodium instrumentation 4,950 1025 1200 950 900 450 300 150    --     --

Temperature measurement 550 100 200 150    100    --     --     --     --     --
Flow measurement 1,150 400 350 200 200    --
Pressure and a pressure measurement 200 100     25     25     25     25    --     --     --     --
Level measurement 200 50 50 50 50   --     --     --     --     --
Purity measurement, on-line 700 -- 200 200 200 100    --     --     ..     -.
Sodium-water reaction detection 450 100 100     50    50    50 50 50    --     --
Sodium-to-gas leak detection 100     25     25     25     25    --     --     --     --     --
Viewing through sodium 1,600 250 250 250 250 250 250 100    --

Parts and materials 1,050 250 275 175 175 175   --   --   --   --
Electrical connector, gas 27 5 50 75     50 50 50    --     --     --     --
Electrical cable 250     50     50 50 50 50   --     --     --     --
Metals - cladding for detectors and cables 175 50 50     25     25     25    --     --     --     --
Electrical insulation 350 100 100 50    50    50   --     --     --     --

Actuator instrumentation and control 200 25     25     50 75 25    --     --     --     --

Sensing and control devices 200     25     25     50 75 25    --     --     --     --

Computer technology 4,100 450 550 600 600 600 500 400 300 100

Computer, on-line 2.800 250 350 400 400 400 400 300 200 100
Simulation and analysis 1,300 200 200 200 200 200 100 100 100    --

General upgrading, FFTF feedback 300   --     -- -- --     -- 100 100 100    --
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design places more emphasis on digital computers for reactor protec-

tion than may be the case with other designs; in this event, it is likely
that the R&I) cost herein may be relatively high.

The Instrumentation and Control R&D plan is divided into

five areas, each containing from one to eight individual tasks. Radia-

tion Measurement (4.2.1  ) has five tasks covering in-core and out-of-

core nuclear instrumentation as well as failed fuel detection. Sodium

Instrumentation (4.2.2) includes eight tasks devoted to individual sodium-

associated measurements and observations (including viewing under so-

dium).   Parts and Materials (4.2.3) comprises four tasks broadly appli-
cable to most LMFBR instruments: electrical connectors and cables,
and cladding and insulation materials. Actuator Instrumentation and

Controls (4.2.4) consists of a single small task providing devices for
control rod, pump, and valve instrumentation. Computer Technology

(4.2.5) contains two large tasks: The on-line computer system used for

protection, control, and data logging; and the off-line computer capabili-
ties for plant simulation and analysis.

4.1.2. Summary Budget and Schedule

Table 4-2 summarizes by task the overall budget and

schedule. The estimated total cost reflects the plan that no major facil-

ities will be constructed nor complete computer systems purchased;
allowance is made for preparing test locations in existing facilities and

for computer rentals.  It is also assumed that existing facilities can pro-

vide all of the testing space required; no effort was made ·to compare the

total demand on test facilities with the available space.

The schedule is accelerated to the maximum extent be-

lieved practical in order to provide as much capability as possible for

the FFTF, which is now scheduled to begin operation in 1974.  It is

noted that this acceleration maximizes the accumulation of operating

experience on final design units in the FFTF, which is expected to be

highly beneficial to subsequent reactors.  For most tasks, the most im-

portant milestone is the completion of final hardware designs by early
1972, and proof testing is generally planned for completion by the end

of 1972. Departures from these two dates, and other significant mile -

stones, are discussed in the following paragraphs.
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Advanced types of in-core neutron detectors (section
4.2.1.3): Final design late 1972, completion of proof testing late 1973.
This effort supplements section 4.2.1.2, and those portions needed for

"'

the FFTF can be counted on (except for final proof testing) by mid-1972.
On-line purity measurement (4.2.2.6), sodium-water re-

action detection (4.2.2.7), and sodium-to-gas leak detection (4.2.2.8):
Proof testing of basic devices (plugging meter, gas chromatograph,
flame photometer) will be completed in 1972. Proof testing of more
sophisticated devices will be completed by the end of 1973, except that
improvements in the monitoring of sodium-water reactions will continue

through 1975.  All of these areas should be completed in time for the
first demonstration plant to begin operation in 1976.

Viewing through sodium (4.2.2.9): A device should be
available for experimental use in the FFTF by 1974, and improved
equipment may be available for the first demonstrator plant; however,
these predictions are speculative, and it is doubtful that the desired ob-
jectives will ever be completely reached.

All of the Parts and Materials (4.2.3) and Actuator In-
strumentation and Controls (4.2.4) work will continue one year beyond
the 1972 target dates indicated above. However, the additional effort
will be devoted primarily to detailed evaluation of the test results and
to devices not needed for the FFTF. These tasks will provide satisfac-

tory output for the FFTF by 1972.
In both computer technology tasks (4.2.5.2 and 4.2.5.3),

it will be necessary to extract information for the FFTF and the first
demonstrator before  the task completion date.    The  FFTF has already
performed considerable work in these areas, and extensive digital pro-
tection system equipment apparently is not planned for the  FFTF;  thus,
it is merely expected that these tasks will supplement an existing project
effort. Both efforts will complete initial go-rounds by 1974, in time for
use in the first demonstrator (although less than optimum).  By the time
the construction of the B&W predecessor plant begins in 1976, both tasks
will be complete except for liaison with projects.

The last entry in Table 4-2, "General upgrading, FFTF
feedback, " provides for correcting equipment defects discovered during
the first few years of FFTF operation. No attempt is made at this time
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to allocate this effort among the various tasks, and the estimated cost
is pure guesswork, but the need for the effort should be recognized.
4.2.  Overall R&D Requirements

4.2.1. Radiation Measurement

4.2.1.1.     Gene ral

The radiation measurement R&D effort supple-
ments current technology to provide the instrument systems necessary
for all required radiation measurements in an LMFBR plant. Included
in this effort is R&I) for all nuclear instrumentation and failed- fuel moni-
toring detectors and circuitry.

The B&W reference design includes three types
of radiation measurements that require development efforts: (1) In-core
nuclear instrumentation is used for power and flux shape information
and  control.     Exis ting detector types (ion chambers)  must be substanti-
ally improved, particularly with respect to temperature, to withstand
the LMFBR environment. Recently developed circuitry (MSV) must be
optimized to the improved detectors and upgraded from experimental to
on-line grade. New types of detectors should be developed to facilitate
installation design and to permit measurements not possible with con-
ventional thermal neutron detectors. (2) Out-of-core nuclear instrumen-
tation is used for basic protection and control of the reactor. Existing
detector types (fission chambers) must be upgraded in temperature, and
must be matched to cables and circuitry (particularly MSV and pulse)
developed for use with the improved detectors. (3) Failed-fuel detec-
tion warns of excessive fuel element defects. Again, temperature up-
grading is the major improvement needed; the detector and pulse cir-
cuitry from the out-of-core nuclear instrumentation can be adapted for
use here. Additional basic information is also needed for a better under-
standing of the use of failed-fuel monitors.

This  effort is divided into five individual tasks.
The largest tasks cover in-core ion chambers and advanced methods of
in-core neutron detection, since it is in these areas that the LMFBR
represents the largest extrapolation from present technology. The small-
er efforts cover out-of-core neutron detectors, circuitry, and failed-fuel
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monitoring, all of which represent relatively straightforward extensions

of current technology.

4.2.1.2. Neutron Detector, In-Core Ion Chamber

Objective - Detectors must be developed for

measuring neutron flux at local points within the reactor core. These

measurements are used for power flattening, for information, and for

planning. The reference design requires ion channbers with a diarneter

of 3/16 inch or less and the ability to operate ina dry in-core thimble

at 1400 F for several years with MSV (see 4.2.1.6) circuitry.   The

major improvements needed over existing detectors are ( 1) temperature

upgrading from a present limit of about 600 F, (2) possible improvement

in resistance to fast neutron radiation damage, and (3) selection of an

optimum neutron-sensitive material and improvement of the signal-to-

noise ratio.

Summary of Current Technology - In-core ion

chambers are being applied extensively to pressurized water power re-

actors for measuring thermal neutron flux at temperatures of approxi-
mately 500 to 600 F, and they have been tested to about 1000 F. These

detectors usually contain enriched uranium-235 (or for short-lived ap-

plications, boron- 10) as a neutron-sensitive material. Fairly rapid

sensitivity reduction (some 5 to 15% per year), caused by 235U depletion,

led to the development of regenerative fission chambers. 1 In these de-

tectors, various combinations of fissile and fertile materials were used.

Most manufacturers coat the neutron-sensitive material on the detector

electrode(s) by electroplating  or some other means,   and one manufac -

turer usually alloys uranium with the structural metal. Various struc-

tural metals and ceramic insulation materials are available.
In-core ion chambers are operated almost ex-

clusively in the d-c mode, while the reference design requires MSV op-

eration (see section 4.2.1.6 regarding MSV circuits).
Some information on design optimization tech-

niques for MSV operation is available, 2 and it is believed that additional

proprietary information may exist. MSV operation requires low-imped-

ance cable (the standard metal-sheathed, ceramic-insulated cable appears
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to be less than optimum); again, reference 2 reports development effort
on the cable and its attachment to the detector.

Scope of Work - The scope is divided into five
pha s e s, a s follows :

1. Establish detailed specifications for environ-
ment and performance.

2. Perform preliminary design, including some
parts testing.

3.    Fabricate and test preliminary units.
4. Perform final design, factoring in (a) the re-

sults of preliminary tests (b) improvements
from cable, insulation, and body material
tasks,  and (c) updating of specifications.

5.    Fabricate and test final units.

In the first phase, the environmental and per-
formance requirements on the detector will be formulated with as much
detail and accuracy as possible at the time. This phase will establish
quantitative goals for the remainder of the task. For example, speci-
fication of the neutron energy spectrum, gamma level, temperature,

range of acceptable signal level, size, minimum signal-to-noise ratio,
and other factors are necessary for selection of the type and quantity of
neutron-sensitive material, electrode spacings, and many other design
parameters. This first phase necessarily will be performed by a cen-
tral agency.

The second phase consists of preliminary de-
sign work by one or more vendors working independently but subject to
the supervision and coordination of the central agency. The design ef-
fort will be based on the first phase specifications and the vendor's ex-

perience  as a starting point. Wherever process development or funda -
mental testing is required, central facilities may be employed.

For the third phase, each vendor will fabricate
a few preliminary design units. These units  will be commonly subjected
to temperature tests and combined temperature and radiation tests by
the central agency, which Will furnish detailed test data to the vendors.
The  vendors  will be permitted to participate freely in the tests.    When
these tests are completed (after perhaps six months), the preliminary
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units will be examined as necessary to identify improvements needed in

the final design phase.
The fourth phase consists of establishing the

final design, based on (a) the preliminary unit tests; (b) improvements
that become available from the cable, insulation, and body material

tasks;  and (c) updated specifications.
In the fifth phase, units representing the final

designs will be fabricated and subjected to common testing. Since the

reference design permits replacement at power, only 12 to 18 months

of in-reactor testing is necessary; information on lifetime can then be

obtained from operating experience.

Relation to Program Plan - This task is sim-
ilar to Task 4-7.1 of Program Plan 4, with the following major differ-

ences:

1.  The Program Plan scope includes consid-

erably more effort on basic R &D applied to "parts, " such as the neutron-

sensitive rnaterial.

2.  The Program Plan places a larger part of

the task with the central agency and less with manufacturers.

3.  The Program Plan calls for 1200 F sodium-

immersed detectors up to 1/4 inch in diameter, rather than 1400 F dry

units of 3/ 16 inch maximum diameter and calls for slower development

of the  1200 F units.

4.  The Program Plan task includes develop-
ment of counters and related detectors, such as an array of energy-band
ion chambers. Insofar as such devices are needed for the B&W design,
they are included in the next task (section 4.2.1.2).

Major Facilities Required - A 1400 F, dry, in-
core test location in a fast reactor (EBR-II or Fermi) is required. Other

testing can be performed in available conventional facilities.

Cost and Schedule - It is estimated that this

effort will require. four years at a cost of $700; 000, leading to comple-

tion of one year of proof testing late in 1972.
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Calendar Year Cost, $

1969 200,000
1970 200,000
1971 150,000
1972 150,000

Total 700,000

4.2.1.3. Neutron Detector, In-Core Advanced Methods

Objective - This task supplements Task 4.2.1.2
in two ways. First, the installation of detectors in the reference core
design would be improved by the development of prompt-response, self-

powered fast neutron detectors  with a diameter of approximately  1/ 16
inch.  Second, the predecessor plant, and possibly the reference plant,
may require energy-selective detectors to supplement the basic broad-
response detectors in order to improve the measurement of core per-
formance. Development of suitable self-powered detectors requires a
broad R&D effort, and feasibility is not assured. The development of

energy-selective detectors comprises a relatively small extension of the
in-core ion chamber and self-powered detector efforts, together with a
high-risk exploration of other methods.

Summary of Current Technology - Self-power-
ed in-core neutron detectors have been widely used in thermal reactor

designs in recent years and will continue to be used because of their low

cost, small size, and other advantages over in-core ion chambers.
These devices are usually used in quantities of a few hundred per reactor,
so operating experience accumulates rapidly. References 3 and 4

indicate the general suitability of delayed-response units for this appli-
cation, apart from the questions of radiation damage caused by high fast
neutron fluxes, signal level, and signal-to-noise ratio. However, efforts
to develop a prompt-response self-powered detector have been unsuccess-

ful, 5 and no known effort has been applied to selecting an emitter material

optimized for an LMFBR core neutron energy spectrum.
Ion-chamber energy response has occasionally

been modified by using natural or depleted uranium instead of enriched
235„u, thus obtaining a threshold detector. Omission of the neutron-sen-

sitive coating results in a gamma chamber.  In both of these cases, the
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"new" detector is identical to its parent except for sensitivity. Chang-
ing ion-chamber energy response by substituting a new sensitive mater-
ial is not common. There are no known instances of self-powered de-
tector spectral response being changed significantly. Other approaches
to the problem of spectrum measurement have generally employed radio-
activants (such as foils), which must be removed from the reactor for
reading. Although this approach  can be modified to include  core  thim -
bles, radioactivants, and counting equipment in a semiautomatic on-line
flux wire system, the delay in obtaining a reading is still many minutes.
Bennett6 has obtained excellent spectral measurements in critical assem-
blies with a proton recoil counter, but his detector is far from the size
and temperature requirements of an LMFBR core. Although some suc-
cess has been obtained with other methods, such as circulating gas and
microwave techniques, these methods generally are unattractive.

Scope of Work - The scope of work for this
task is intended to be compatible with, and an extension of, the scope of
section 4.2.1.2.   The same five phases are required, and insofar as
possible, the tests will be performed together.

In the first phase, the specifications of section
4.2.1.2 will apply.     In o rder to bring the two schedules together, it is
also necessary during this time to initiate the neutron-sensitive material
selection effort, particularly for the self-powered detectors.  The back-

ground current problem with self-powered detectors will also be inves-

tigated, and consideration of other methods will begin.
In the second phase, the prelirninary design

work will be completed. Ion chambers will be based on the designs de-
veloped in the second phase of section 4.2.1.2.

The third phase will involve fabricating pre-
liminary design units which will be tested with the preliminary reference

ion chambers. A current assessment of spectral measurement needs
will be factored into the selection of the units to be tested. After the
tests are completed, the needed improvements will be identified by ex-
amining  the   te s t units.

In the fourth phase, final designs will be es-
tablished on the basis of available information, including current speci-
fications.
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Final design units will be fabricated and tested
in the fifth phase.  By this time, the task is expected to lag the 4.2.1.2
task by  6 to 12 months.

Relation to Program Plan - This task includes
a portion of the spectrum measurement effort in Task 4-7.1 of Program
Plan 4, and includes the self-powered detector effort in Task 4-7.1.

Less effort is intended to be devoted to techniques other than ion cham-

bers and self-powered detectors, and perhaps more effort to self-pow-
ered detectors, compared with Program Plan 4.

Major Facilities Required - As for section

4.2.1.2, the major requirement is for a 1400 F dry in-core test  loca-

tion in a fast reactor (EBR-II or Fermi). This location should include

provision for extensive dosimetry, and either a means of changing the
radiation environment or the availability of additional test locations is

desirable for calibration testing. Other required test facilities .are con-

ventional, although they should include beam sources of controlled-en-

ergy neutrons.

Cost and Schedule - This effort is expected to

require five years at a cost of $800,000, with final design of self-power-
ed detectors completed late in 1972 and proof testing completed late in
1973. Ion-chamber design will be completed in mid- 1972, and proof

te s ting   in  mid - 1 9 7 3.

Calendar Year Cost, $

1969 200,000
1970 200,000
1971 150,000
1972 150,000
1973 100,000

Total 800,000

4.2.1.4. Neutron Detector, Out-of-Core

Objective - The B&W reference design requires
out-of-core neutron detectors for basic protection and control of the re-

actor. The detectors must cover a neutron flux range of approximately
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12 decades. Although the design provides alternate detector locations
at approximately 200 and 800 F, the detectors must operate at 900 F
and must briefly withstand 1300 F in order to monitor a design basis ac-
cident.  This task includes three improvements over the present proven
technology:   ( 1) upgrading the temperature rating from a present value
of about 500 F, (2) incorporating advanced cable from section 4.2.3.3
in a form integral with the detector; and (3) proving the use of a single
detector for the entire operating range (or, short of this, ensuring that
two or three designs, capable of covering the entire range, are devel-
oped as needed).

Summary of Current Technology - Current
technology has all but proven the suitability of a single fission counter,
with a variety of circuits connected to it, to monitor 12 or more decades
for reactor protection and control. The fission counter developed in the
Naval Reactors Program7 has been used extensively in both counting and
d-c channels. Although this detector is rated at only 180 F because of
polystyrene insulation, ratings of 600 F or more are claimed for its
ceramic-insulated descendants and counterparts. References  2 and 8
show, on a laboratory basis, that MSV operation of such detectors
bridges the gap between the counting and d-c modes with some overlap.
Thus, current technology suggests that tempe rature upgrading  and  suit-
able cabling are the only detector improvements needed for a 900 F

single-detector out-of-core systenn.

Scope of Work - The scope of work will con-
sist principally of evaluating the detectors commercially designed and
fabricated for the application. Some information from section 4.2.1.2
will be available for design guidance, particularly in the areas of tem-
perature upgrading and MSV operation optimization. Afte r preliminary
tests of early designs, some redesign will probably be necessary, in-
cluding making advanced cable from section 4.2.3.3 integral with the
detector. Final design units will then be fabricated and tested.

Relation to Program Plan - This task is sim-
ilar  to  Task 4-7.2 of Program  Plan 4, except  that only  one  type of multi -
range detector is expected to be included.
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Major Facilities Required - Since a relatively
low thermal neutron flux (about 1010 neut/cmz-sec) is satisfactory, a

suitable 900 F test location could be readily prepared in almost any

swimming pool test reactor, for example. Thus, there are no major
test facilities required that are not quite readily available.

Cost and Schedule - This effort is estimated to

require four years at a cost of $250,000, with proof testing completed
in 1972.

Calendar Year Cost, $

1969 50,000
1970 75,000
1971 75,000
1972 50,000

Total 250,000

4.2.1.5. Fission Product Measurement

Objective - A system is needed to continuously
monitor for the existence of failed fuel in the LMFBR. The reference

design method is the delayed neutron monitor, which is generally satis-

factory in any power reactor and is particularly good with vented fuel.

This task will undertake a search for a better method and will then up-

grade the selected method to the status.of an on-line system.

Summary of Current Technology - EBR-II has

been evaluating both delayed neutron and cover gas monitoring systems
for detecting failed fuel, 9 and some other reactors have experimented

with these and other types. No system suitable  for an LMFBR has  been

fully proven by operating experience. The extension of the system to
include locating the failed fuel has been attempted in a few instances,
but the direct location of failed fuel by an on-line instrument appears to

be possible only with extremely complex piping systems connected to the

core flow channels. The effort devoted to detection (and location) of
failed fuel so far is smaller than that given to other areas of reactor in-

strumentation.
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Scope of Work - The delayed neutron monitor
and other possible methods will be carefully evaluated in terms of ex-

pected plant parameters (including sodium background gamma activity).
Considerable input will be received from the Sodium Technology and
Fuels and Materials Programs.   In the  case  of the delayed neutron mon-

itor, the successful development, in other tasks, of a 900 F fission
counter (suitable for multiple-detector parallel operation) and the neces -

sary cable and circuitry will be assumed for this evaluation.  Upon se-
lection of the reference method, a final design will be made for EBR-II

or Fermi (or both). A system (or two systems) will then be constructed

and installed, in addition to the system(s) already in the plant(s).  Oper-
ating experience  will  then be accumulated· for normal plant operation

and (hopefully) with some deliberately defected fuel. Any differences

from the reference plant environment will be considered carefully while

evaluating performance.
This task will also take the lead in studying

on-line and off-line techniques for locating failed fuel and in implement-

ing any method found desirable. However, this effort is not expected
to lead to the development of an on-line failed-fuel location technique

with good precision.

Relation to Program Plan - This task is sim-
ilar to Task 4-3.3 of Program Plan 4 with regard to the delayed neutron

monitor effort. The cover gas monitor covered in Task 4-3.3 is omit-

ted here because it would be redundant; however, gross monitoring of
cover gas activity as an indication of failed fuel will be explored (but
will not require equipment R&D in the I&C  area).

Major Facilities Required - Based on testing
in EBR-II and/or Fermi, no major test facility is required, but provis-
ions for a strong supplementary gamma source at the detector location

are desirable to simulate the higher sodium activity in a 1000-MWe

plant.

Cost and Schedule - It is estimated that this

effort will require four years at a cost of $350,000. Testing will begin
with an available neutron detector, and the 900 F detector developed in
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4.2.1.4 will be substituted in 1971. Proof testing will blend into project
takeover and operation in 1972.

Calendar Year Cost, $

1969 100,000
1970 100,000
1971 100,000
1972 50,000

Total 350,000

4.2.1.6.   Circuitry for Radiation Measurement

Objective - This task must provide the elec-
tronic circuitry required by the detectors that were developed (in the
other tasks of section 4.2.1) for radiation measurement. No fundamen-
tally new circuit types are contemplated. The required development ef-
fort consists primarily of upgrading MSV circuitry to reactor protection
grade, optimizing the operation of the MSV circuits with the detectors

and cables, and, possibly, a small effort to increase the environmental
resistance and reliability of preamplifiers.

Summary of Current Technology - Counting and               i
d-c channels are well proven and fully satisfy the requirements of B&W's
reference design,  with the possible exception of counting circuit preamps.
The latter will be located in moderately inaccessible regions subject to
fairly low radiation levels, and some upgrading along the lines reported
in reference 10 may be necessary.

Mean square voltage (MSV) or Campbell cir-
cuitry has been laboratory-tested as reported in references 2 and 8, and
some information is available through these references on designing de-
tectors for MSV operation. MSV circuits have not been proven for re-
actor protection application, and some design effort is presumably neces-

sary for their use with LMFBR detectors and cables (both in- and out-of-
core types).  The MSV preamp may also require some upgrading in re-
liability and environmental resistance.

Scope of Work - Initially,  this  task will es -
tablish circuit design requirements for use with the detectors and cables
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(to be developed in other tasks) for MSV operation. Subsequently, MSV
circuits will be procur.ed for use in detector testing under other tasks,

and they may be subjected to some modification as the testing progres-

ses. In parallel,  the need for preamplifier upgrading will be identified

and, if necessary, satisfied.

Relation to Program Plan - This task is sim-
ilar to Task 4-2.1 of Program Plan 4, except that its scope is limited

to relativ.ely minor improvements of MSV circuitry and counting pre-

amps; a major effort involving packaging standardization and digital
readout is not considered necessary.

Major Facilities Required - No major facilities

are required.

Cost and Schedule - It is estimated that this

effort will require three years at a cost of $100,000. Final design, con-
struction, and limited testing will be completed in 1971; the circuits will

then be operated under the detector development test efforts.

Calendar Year Cost, $

1969 50,000
1970 20,000
1971 30,000

Total 100,000

4.2.2. Sodium Instrumentation

4.2.2.1.   General

The Sodium Instrumentation R&D effort supple -

ments current technology to provide the instrument systems necessary

for all sodium-associated measurements and observations in an LMFBR

plant. Such parameters as temperature, pressure, flow rate, and sod-

ium level are used for protection, control, and performance monitoring.

In these areas the required development effort centers on improving en-

vironmental resistance and/or on-line reliability of existing instrument

types, which are generally only of laboratory grade. Sodium purity in-

strumentation is needed to ensure that impurities remain below acceptable
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concentrations; present technology does not provide sufficient basis for
establishing instrument requirements, and existing instruments  are

primarily experimental in nature. The hazards associated with sodium

leakage require detection of water-to-sodium and sodium-to-gas leaks;
the mechanisms of sodium leakage reactions are not fully understood,
and better instrumentation must be identified and developed.    The pos -
sibilities that components may shift during an accident or that an object

may be dropped within the pot require a means of "viewing" through

optically opaque sodium; present technology provides little more than

ideas for partially fulfilling this requirement.
This effort includes eight tasks. Separate tasks

are devoted to these relatively straightforward sodium parameter mea-
surements: temperature, flow, pressure and differential pressure,

level, and purity. Less straightforward tasks cover the following im-

portant areas of leakage: sodium-water reaction detection and sodium-

to-gas leak detection. Finally, the novel problem of viewing through
sodium is treated in a task with a high probability of less than complete
success. The Sodium Instrumentation effort is diversified and extensive;

it accounts for approximately 40% of the total Instrumentation and Con-

trol R&D budget.

4.2.2.2. Temperature Measurement

Objective- Detectors must be developed for
sodium temperature measurements throughout the LMFBR plant (except
inside the core itself). These measurements are used for protection,
control, and plant monitoring (including heat balances). The refe rence

design requires enclosed-sheath, ungrounded-junction,  1/16 inch chro-
mel-alumel thermocouples housed in dry wells for most applications

and platinum resistance thermometers in wells for some out-of-core

locations where temperatures are limited to 1000 F. In general, the
thermocouples must operate continuously up to  1100  F,  but core outlet
sensors must withstand and operate during transients approaching 1600
F, and the neutron shield monitors may be exposed to 1500 F.  The re-

sponse time requirement of 10 seconds for thermocouples is quite rea-
sonable. The major improvement needed over current technology is
increased on-line reliability, with emphasis on seating the thermocouple
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in its well and on minimizing errors caused by high temperature and
radiation levels.

Summary of Current Technology - Numerous
articles discuss the performance of chromel-alumel the rmocouples  in
water reactors from Shippingport on. Reported performance has11

ranged from excellent to unsatisfactory and is clearly a strong function
of installation and handling conditions. The ability of chromel-alumel

12to withstand temperatures up to 2000 F or more is known, and trans-

mutation effects are small. EBR-II is accumulating operating exper-
13

ience in a fast flux environment. Radiation damage by large integrated
fast neutron fluxes has not been established.

The behavior of well-type platinum resistance
thermometers in temperatures up to 1000 F is well established, and no
R&[) is needed for the B&W application.

Scope of Work - An early effort is needed to

specify the mechanical aspects of the thermocouple installation design:
permissible bending and cold-working, details of seating the tip in the
well, and the like. In parallel with this effort, a materials and proces-
ses selection effort will prepare detailed procurement specifications for
test units; the selection will consider the  type of insulation and sheath,

inerting or evacuating, cold-end seal, and similar factors, and will re-
flect improvements that become available from the cable, insulation,
and body material tasks.  A few carefully controlled designs will be
subjected to extensive laboratory and oven tests including a mockup of
typical in-reactor temperature profiles.    They will then be reactor-test-

ed along with the final design in-core ion chambers of section 4.2.1.2.
Careful attention must be given to gamma-heating effects during the re-
actor testing.  As for the ion chambers, very long-term irradiation test-

ing  is not necessary, because  the the rmocouples  will be replaceable.     A
major  goal of the testing is to determine sensitivity changes,  so that
corrections  can be applied to in-service  data.

Relation to Program Plan - This effort is very
similar to Task 4-7.3 of Program Plan 4. It includes additional effort
on determining mechanical handling effects,  but it excludes detector

types other than thermocouples and considers only a dry detector
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environment. Additional scope reduction results from the exclusion of
thermocouples intended for the measurement of fuel and cladding tem-
peratures.

Major Facilities Required - The major facility
required is a fast reactor in-core test position, which can be the same
as the one used in section 4.2.1.2. A secondary facility is needed to
simulate installation geometry and temperature profile; this setup could
be made quite readily in a large laboratory, assembly a rea, or shop.

Cost and Schedule - This effort is expected to

require four years at a cost of $550,000, with proof testing to be com-

pleted late in 1972.

Calendar Year Cost, $

1969 100,000
1970 200,000
1971 150,000
1972 100,000

Total 550,000

4.2.2.3. Flow Measurement

Objective - Permanent magnet flow meters

must be developed to measure sodium flow rates in the intermediate

system and in selected fuel assembly inlets (primary flow is measured

by pump calibration and differential pressure measurements in the B&W

reference design). The intermediate flow measurements are used for

information purposes, including heat balance; the fuel assembly mea-
surements are for information only.  The flow meters may be exposed
to sodium temperatures of up to 1100 F (at the IHX outlets under acci-
dent conditions) and to core-level radiation (at the fuel assembly inlets);
monitored pipe diameters range up to 32 inches at the steam generator
outlets. The principal R&D efforts required are  (1) the development of
a permanent magnet material that will withstand the peak temperature

and radiation levels, and (2) the extension of size up to 32 inches.
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Summary of Current Technology - References

14,  15, and 16 agree that permanent magnet flow meters are the most

promising type for LMFBR use. Their major advantages are the lack
of moving parts, safe failure in the sense that meter failure does not

cause flow blockage, and the absence of large alternating currents which

could interfere with other instruments. Since it is very probable that

satisfactory permanent magnet flow meters can be developed, no back-

up effort in the form of developing other types appears to be necessary.

As reported in reference 16, Alnico V magnetic
alloy has shown negligible change after 1000 hours at 1000 F, and pre-
liminary ANL results indicate its stability up to at least 1200 F. Alnico
V has shown negligible change after 5Xlowneut/crnz exposure. These
results approach the highest temperature and radiation levels in the
B&W reference design.

Although permanent magnet flow meters up to
32 inches in diameter are not available now, there appears to be no
fundamental limitation in reaching this size. Non-linearities, however,

will increase. 17

Good operating experience has been reported
in the Fermi reactor, although non-linearities in meters as small as

17,18six-inch diameter were observed.

Scope of Work - The first phase of work will
include two parallel efforts. Magnet materials, with emphasis  on Al-

nico V and promising lesser-known alloys, will be tested for tempera-

ture and radiation stability. The factors that influence linearity and

accuracy in large-diameter flow meters (up to 32 inches) will also be

studied.

In the second phase, meters representing the

required range of sizes will be designed and constructed. The designs
will incorporate the improved cable from Task 4.2.3.3. The meters

will then be tested under both prolonged and cycled temperature condi-
tions in sodium, and the fuel assembly meters will also be subjected to
combined temperature and .radiation testing in a reactor. Since this is

a relatively low-risk effort, it is expected that failures can be identi-

fied and corrected without the need for a second round of flow meter

testing.  It will be important to measure the calibration changes that
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occur during testing, so that corrections can be applied to in-service
data.

Relation to Program Plab - This effort is
similar to Tasks 4-7.5 and 4-7.6 of Program Plan 4. The major dif-
ference is that this effort concentrates on permanent magnet flow met-
ers, with no attempt to develop alternate or backup types as in the pro-
gram plan.  The test facility covered in Task 34 of Program Plan 4 is

omitted, as discussed in the next paragraph.

Major Facilities Required - A dry, 900 F, in-
core facility is desirable but not necessary for preliminary testing of

magnet mate rials  for fuel assembly flow meters; EBR-II or Fermi would
be suitable. Later, a sodium-wetted location in EBR-II or Fermi will

be necessary for testing these meters. Most out-of-reactor flow meter

testing can be performed in the Sodium Components Test Installation at

LMEC, with the large sizes to be tested in the Sodium Pump Test Facil-

ity, also at LMEC: Conventional laboratory facilities will be suitable
for the out-of-core preliminary magnet tests.

Cost and Schedule - It is estimated that this

effort will require four years at a cost of $1,150,000, with proof testing
completed in 1972. The accumulation of test loop operating experience
at the LMEC will begin then.

Calendar Year Cost, $

1969 400,000
1970 350,000
1971 200,000
1972 200,000

Total 1,150,000

4.2.2.4.  Pressure and Differential Pressure
Measurernent                                              &

Objective - Reliable pressure and differential
pressure (AP) detectors are required for several measurements in the
LMFBR plant. Primary sodium flow measurements in the B&W refer-

ence design are performed entirely by AP detectors across inherent
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system pressure differentials; these detectors are calibrated in place
against known pump characteristics. The pressure and AP measure-
ments are used for protection (power-to-flow scram) and for informa-
tion purposes, including heat balances. The required ranges  vary from
a few to 150 psi, and sodium temperatures to 1200 F. The design per-
mits all transducers to be located in accessible, low-radiation environ-
ments below 200 F.  The core plenum AP response time must be about

0.2 second, and primary sodium-filled heated pipes are run to these
transducers. Longer permissible response time allows the use of filled
capillary systems for the other measurements. Little R&D effort, other
than testing, is needed to provide the necessary instruments.

Summary of Current Technology - Reference
19 comprehensively documents the status of current sodium pressure
and AP measurement technology.  The art is well developed, and con-
siderable experience is available from several rhanufacturers.   In some
cases the experience is somewhat spotty, particularly with units using
bellows, but the conclusion is undeniable that current designs are very
nearly satisfactory "as is. "

Scope of Work - On the basis of a review of

existing experience (documented in reference 19 presumably through
late 1967) and discussions with manufacturers, several commercial
units will be selected for testing. The testing can be performed in ex-

isting facilities, such as the Sodium Components Test Installation at

LMEC, and should concentrate on obtaining additional operational  data.
Careful attention should be given to determining criteria for heating
sodium-filled pipes and NaK-filled capillaries.

Relation to Program Plan - This effort is

nearly identical with Task 4-7.8 of Program Plan 4. Slight additional
effort is provided to allow for the piped-sodium detector testing.  Task
4-7.. 8 apparently covers a much longer and broader effort than we have
allowed for here.

Major Facilities Required - SCTI or the equiv-
alent is the only major facility required.

Cost and Schedule - This effort is expected to
require approximately 4.5 years at a cost of $200,000, with proof testing
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blending into accumulation of operating experience at LMEC in the first
half  o f   197 3.

Calendar Year Cost, $

1969 100,000
1970 25,000
1971 25,000
1972 25,000
1973 25,000

Total 200,000

4.2.2.5. Level Measurement

Objective - Level measurements are required
for primary and intermediate sodium and for the NaK decay heat removal
system at various places.  The NaK measurements are used for protec-
tive emergency cooling, and all level measurements are used for infor-
mation, alarm, and verification. Measuring ranges vary from 3 to 30
feet, at temperatures up to 1200 F; the core vessel level monitor sees
moderate radiation levels. For simplicity and replaceability, the refer-
ence design specifies inductance detectors in dry wells for all level mea-
surements. The required development effort consists primarily of tem-
perature upgrading.

Summary of Current Technology - Reference
20 describes several existing and planned applications of a number of
different inductance level detectors. Although substantial temperature
effects exist, they can be compensated. Operation above 800 F is evi-
dently not clearly proven, although the capability for operation at tem-
peratures approaching  2000  F is expected with suitable materials choices.

Differential pressure measurement as a back-
up detection method will be provided by section 4.2.2.4, using remote
transducers.

Scope of Work - A review of existing experi-
ence, consideration of material temperature and radiation resistance,
and discussions with manufacturers will result in identification of units
that are available commercially for testing.  It is expected that at least
two or three different kinds of inductance probes will be included in the
test samples. Testing can be performed in any facility that is capable
of handling 1200 F sodium.
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Relation to Program Plan - This effort is sim-
ilar to Task 4-7.10 of Program Plan 4. It differs mainly in that only
inductance probes are considered, since differential pressure measure-
ment is available from section 4.2.2.4 as a backup method.

Major Facilities Required - No major facilities
are required.

Cost and Schedule - It is estimated that this
effort will require four years at a cost of $200,000. Proof testing should

be  completed by mid- 1972.

Calendar Year Cost, $

1969 50,000
1970 50,000
1971 50,000
1972 50,000

Total 200,000

4.2.2.6. Purity Measurement, On-Line

Objective - Reliable on-line instrumentation
must be developed to measure the purity of sodium and NaK. Impurities
in the coolants are carried throughout the heat transfer systems and can

greatly affect corrosion rates and other conditions.    The B&W reference

design requires plugging meters for primary and intermediate sodium
and for NaK. Since the plugging meter determines the temperature at
which solid impurities precipitate, it is an effective operating instru-
ment but gives only a crude upper limit of actual impurity content.  For
this reason, the reference design also calls for on-line carbon, hydrogen,
and oxygen meters, in addition to including sampling provisions  for  off-
line analysis.    The need for these meters is somewhat questionable,  and
further work in the Sodium Technology Program may show that they are
not necessary.

The major required R&D efforts are to upgrade
the plugging meter to a continuous on-line instrument, and to follow the
completion of existing developments of specific impurity meters in the
Sodium Technology Program and possibly upgrade  them to on-line status.
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Summary of Current Technology - References
21 and 22 are surveys of the current status of on-line sodium purity in-
strumentation. Although plugging meters have not developed as instru-
ments supplied by instrument vendors, a number of units  have  been
built and operated satisfactorily as manually or semi-automatically con-
trolled devices; extension of these efforts to provide a continuous on-line
instrument is considered straightforward. A British experimental de-
sign for such a device is described in reference 23. A sensitivity of 10
ppm is acceptable and is regarded as routinely obtainable. A second
type of gross purity device, the electrochemical cell or "rhometer, "
also exists, but the need for this instrument is doubtful; it does not pro-
vide the precipitation temperature as does the plugging meter, and it
does not measure specific impurity contents  as do other methods.

Single-vendor developments of an on-line elec-
trochemical oxygen meter and carbon and hydrogen diffusion meters are

in progress. The performance objectives of these efforts .appear to be
satisfactory.

Scope of Work - Commencement of this effort
will be delayed until the on-line continuous plugging meter is further

developed in the Sodium Technology Program. The possible need for
other on-line purity instruments will also be determined in that pro-
gram, which will develop prototype instruments as required.  I&C will
then develop commercial sources of supply for reliable on-line instru-
ments and perform proof testing.

Relation to Program Plan - This effort is sim-
ilar to Task 4-3.3 of Program Plan 4.

Major Facilities Required - SCTI or its equiv-
alent is the only major facility required.

Cost and Schedule - This effort will probably
include only upgrading of the plugging meter to commercially available
on-line status. However,  in view of the possibility that it may become
necessary to upgrade perhaps two specific impurity meters, the total
effort is estimated at four years, beginning in 1970, at a cost of $700,000.
Proof testing of the plugging meter will be completed in 1972, and that
of other possible types will be finished in 1973.
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Calendar Year Cost, $

1970 200,000
1971 200,000
1972 200,000
1973 100,000

Total 700,000

4.2.2.7. Sodium-Water Reaction Detection

Objective - Sodium-water leak detectors must

be developed to provide positive detection of this violent chemical re-

action, which can occur in a faulty steam generator or reheater and
which requires a reactor scram.  The B&W reference design calls for
pressure switches to monitor this reaction, with the provision that a
better method will be used if one is developed; backup is provided in the

design by gas chromatographs, which are not considered suitable for

protection system use. A major objection to the pressure switch for

this  application is  that it is suitable  only for large leaks.    The  R&D ef-
fort in this area depends on obtaining better fundamental knowledge of
the sodium-water reaction; it then consists of identifying and developing
suitable on-line detectors. Close interfaces exist with the Sodium Tech-

nology and Safety progranns.

Summary of Current Technology - APDA is

conducting an investigation of leak detection methods as part of their

Sodium-Water Reactions Program. Although the Fermi reactor detects24

a sodium water-reaction by monitoring for hydrogen in the cover gas,
the APDA studies show that as much as 99% of the reaction product hy-

drogen may remain in the sodium. Additional basic investigation of the
sodium-water reaction on various scales and under various conditions
is needed before good reaction detection criteria can be formulated.  In
particular, the prompt detection of small water leaks into the very large
mass of sodium  in a steam generator or reheater needs additional funda -
mental effort.

APDA has experimented with both hydrogen (in
cover gas) thermal conductivity meters and acoustic detection of the
sodium-water reaction. These techniques, in addition to the in-sodium
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hydrogen diffusion meter covered in the Sodium Technology Program
and some other types, provide a nucleus of detection methods.

Scope of Work - This effort will continue the
APDA effort and will complement the Sodium Technology and Safety Pro-
grams as necessary to provide a firm basis for detection criteria.  In
parallel, leak detection methods will be studied and promising detectors
will be included in tests conducted in the Sodium Technology and Safety
Programs insofar as possible. After the criteria are established, one
or more detection methods will be selected for upgrading to an on-line
protection instrument. Testing must consider such factors as response
time as a function of leak rate and leak detector geometry.

Relation to Program Plan - This effort is sim-
ilar to Task 4-3.6 of Program Plan 4.

....

Major Facilities Required - This effort will
borrow major facilities  in the Components, Sodium Technology,  and
Safety Programs.

Cost and Schedule - It is estimated that this
effort will require seven years at a cost of $450,000. Proof testing of
the most advanced instruments may not be completed until 1975, but it
could be completed as early as 1972 for devices available now, such as
the gas chromatograph.

Calendar Year Cost, $

1969 100,000
1970 100,000
1971 50,000
1972 50,000
1973 50,000
1974 50,000
1975 50,000

Total 450,000

4.2.2.8. Leak Detection, Sodium-to-Gas

Objective - Detectors must be developed to
warn of primary  and inte rmediate sodium leakage to argon  and  air  in  a
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variety of geometries. The presence of sodium in unwanted areas,  the
reduction of the quantity of sodium in heat transfer paths, and the me-
chanical defects symptomized by the leakage can all have serious con-

sequences.  The B&W reference design requires sodium detection in the
reactor vessel annulus (an automatic shutdown function), in the shrouds
surrounding the intermediate pipes inside the containment, and in the
containment atmosphere. Additional detailed design effort would  prob-
ably lead to additional requirements for the detection of sodium vapor
in the steam generator room, in conjunction with the operation of the

refueling machine, and possibly in other applications. The required
R&D effort mainly comprises upgrading the flame photometer to an on-
line general atmospheric monitor and to develop techniques for local

leak detection,  such as leakage from pipes.

Summary of Current Technology - The refer-
ence design calls for a smoke detector as a containment atmosphere
monitor; however, unpublished tests  at ANL and a NaK leakage, incident
at the British Dounreay Fast Reactor25 show that the sensitivity of this
method is poor, and only quite large fires can be detected. Smoke de-
tection would, of course, be generally useless in an argon atmosphere
(such as the refueling machine) because it responds only to combustion.
Reference 25 indicates that a flame photometer is considerably more
sensitive; it provides an additional advantage in that it is capable of
monitoring for sodium vapor in argon (the argon sample must be mixed              i
with air before it can be ignited in the detector). The flame photometer
is now available only as a laboratory-grade instrument. The refe rence

also suggests the use of a direct light absorbing detector; however, this
approach appears to be sensitive only in a somewhat darkened room of

favorable geometry.
The alte rnative to detecting sodium vapor  in

the atmosphere is to detect liquid sodium at or near the leak location.
"Spark plug"-type detectors  are used at DFR25 and Fermi26 for  this  pur-
pose.  There is no question that such detectors will work if wetted by

sodium, but leaking sodium may be trapped in (or react with) thermal

insulation, or it may solidify on a cool surface after leaking and never

reach the detector.  This is no small problem in a 1000-MWe LMFBR
with its vast surface area for potential sodium leakage. Reference 26
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suggests wrapping two-conductor electrical tape around pipes, so that

leaking sodium will immediately cause a low-resistance signal. Refer-
ence 25 suggests a two-dimensional grid extension of this approach.
The pipe- or vessel-wrapping approach may encounter problems with
the electrical heaters used for cold startup and during long shutdowns.
Other approaches may be possible.

Scope of Work - The flame photometer will be
tested to upgrade it to on-line status, and its use for the remote moni-
toring of argon interstices, such as the reactor vessel annulus, will be
studied. The electrical wire tape and grid methods will also be evalu-

ated, and other local-to-the-leak detection methods will be investigated.

Relation to Program Plan - This effort is the
same as Task 4-3.7 of Program Plan 4 with regard to the flame photo-
meter; however, concentration on the .wire tape and grid methods of

local detection is substituted for Task 4-3.7's emphasis on the study of
sodium's chemical reaction with insulation. The overall level of effort
is slightly greater than for Task 4-3.7.

Major Facilities Required - All necessary

testing can be performed in existing facilities, such as those at the

LMEC.

Cost and Schedule - This effort is expected to
require four years at a cost of $100,000, with proof testing to be com-

pleted in 1972.

Calendar Year Cost, $

1969 25,000
1970 25,000
1971 25,000
1972 25,000

Total '100,000

4.2.2.9. Viewing Through Sodiurn

A method of under-sodium surveillance is

needed. At present there is no means for locating or identifying objects
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or for surveying such operations as fuel transfer. A development pro-
gram is in progress, but there is little chance of developing a complete-
ly successful viewer.

Summary of Current Technology - APDA began
a development program by surveying the feasibility of sonic and ultra-
sonic scanning systenns, since this approach appears to offer the most

27

promise. This study led to the development of a system, targeted for
600 F operation, which combines in a single unit an ultrasonic transmit-
ter and an acoustic image converter which electrically forms a "picture"
of the target. Reference 28 is a recent report on the progress of this
effort, which remains in the feasibility study stage. Only small areas
can be scanned; to search an entire reactor vessel for a dropped object,
for example, would require considerable  time. No known technique  ap-
pears likely to be superior, although an intensive effort might lead to
the applicability of laser holography.

Scope of Work - The scope here consists of
continuing and broadening the present effort. Quantitative performance
measurements will be evaluated as they become available, and other ap-
proaches will continue to be studied. Information is required on the ef-
fects of sodium density and temperature variations, sodium turbulence,
radiation effects, and extension to 900 F operation  ( 1200 F would be  a
little more useful, but 900 F now appears to be sufficient).  The work
is directed toward the construction of a practical viewer and the identi-
fication of application designs for it. The program should be subject to
periodic overall assessment; the cost and schedule summary below is
to be regarded as strictly a preliminary estimate.

Relation to Program Plan - This effort is
nearly identical to Task 4-3.5 of Program Plan 4.

Major Facilities Required - No special facil-
ities are expected to be needed.

Cost and Schedule - This effort is arbitrarily
scheduled for seven years ' work at a cost of $1,600,000, leading to the
development of a device with limited usefulness in 1973 and a more
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useful device by 1975. Periodic evaluation of the effort should result
in year-to-year changes in both schedule and cost.

Calendar Year Cost, $

1969 250,000
1970 250,000
1971 250,000
1972 250,000
1973 250,000
1974 250,000
1975 100,000

Total 1,600,000

4.2.3.   Parts and Materials

4.2.3.1.  General

The Parts and Materials R&D effort supplements
current technology to provide the temperature- and radiation-resistant

"bits  and pieces " common to most of the LMFBR instruments.    The high
temperatures, in-core radiation levels, corrosive sodium liquid and
vapor environment, and the need for low-leakage containment penetra-

tions place a burden on cables and connectors (as components) and on
sheath metals and electrical insulation (as materials) for in-contain-

ment instruments  of all types. Although suitable materials are gener-
ally available, test data and design theory are lacking and must be de-
veloped.

This  effort has four tasks. The first task cov-

ers the development of the electrical connectors necessary to bring de-
tector signals through the containment. The second task provides the
cables necessary to conduct a variety of detector signals through the

plant.  The last two tasks approach two broad material areas differently.
The metals task provides coordination within this program and liaison

with other programs to ensure the proper choice of detector and cable

metals,  with very little testing included in the task. In contrast,  the
electrical insulation task includes both literature searching and testing

to catalog the fundamental behavior of insulation in areas of high tem-

perature and radiation levels.
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All four tasks in this effort provide service

functions to other efforts. The success of these tasks will be measured
by the performance of detectors developed in other efforts (primarily
4.2.1   and  4.2.2).

4.2.3.2. Electrical Connector,  Gas

Objective - Electrical connectors are needed

to join electrical leads in the cover gas and to facilitate lead penetra-
tions through the containment barrier. Literally hundreds of detector

leads penetrate the containment, and in most cases a connector will be

required at that joint. In addition, connectors will often be required to

join leads to detectors. Although the B&W reference design avoids

placing connectors in sodium, many are exposed to the cover gas and
the sodium vapor it contains.    The R&D effort consists mainly of select-

ing suitable connector types  from the many varieties now available.

Summary of Current Technology - Connectors

are supplied by more vendors, and in a wider selection of types, than

perhaps any other electrical component.     More  than one existing  type,

with minor modifications at most, is probably satisfactory for the
LMFBR application. Several manufacturers claim temperature ratings
of 500 F or more, adequate radiation resistance, high reliability, and
the like. Little clear information exists, however, on the effects of

sodium vapor.  ANL has been evaluating one type of connector;29 although

this connector is expensive, the results are encouraging.
The ANL evaluation effort is believed to be

limited to multiple-contact connectors for single-conductor leads.   It is

also necessary to identify coaxial and possibly triaxial connectors for

nuclear instrument use, subject to the alternative of using special shield-

ed junction boxes. There is no known effort in this area at present.

Scope of Work - The required effort will iden-

tify requirements, survey available connectors, and test the most prom-

ising ones. Faults exposed during testing will be corrected by redesign,
and the improved units will be tested again. Testing must evaluate both

in-line (completely in gas) and feed-through (bulkhead containment) ap-
plications. The connectors  that are found to be satis factory will receive
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considerable additional testing by using them in the detector develop-
ment tests of sections 4.2.1 and 4.2.2. Mechanical and electrical com-

patibility with cables will be considered.

Relation to Program Plan - This effort is sim-
ilar to Task 4-5.4 of Program Plan 4.  Much less effort is devoted to

connector design initially, and more attention is paid to coaxial and tri-

axial connectors.

Major Facilities Required - No special major
facilities are required, although a sealed box containing argon loaded

with sodium vapor is needed. Facilities otherwise available under the

LMFBR program should be adequate.

Cost and Schedule - It is estimated that this

effort will require five years at a cost of $275,000. Near-final designs
should be available early in 1971 for use in detector tests, but proof

testing of final designs and final evaluation are not expected to be com-

pleted until the middle of 1973.

Calendar Year Cost, $

1969 50,000
1970 75,000
1971 50,000
1972 50,000
1973 50,000

Total 275,000

4.2.3.3. Electrical Cable

Objective - Electrical cables must be developed

to satisfy the needs of the LMFBR plant. These needs include high-tem-

perature, radiation-resistant coaxial or triaxial cable for in-core and

out-of-core neutron detectors and single and multi-conductor cables for

thermocouples and other primary plant detectors.  This R&D effort con-

sists mainly of evaluating existing cables and introducing some improve-
ment.
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Summary of Current Technology - Interest in
this effort centers primarily on the class of cables known as "MI ' 1

(mineral-insulated). These cables, which are available from several

manufacturers, generally consist of one or more conducting wires sur-
rounded by one or more coaxial metal tubular sheaths with the inter-
stice(s) filled with ceramic electrical insulation in the form of a densely
compacted powder. Reference 2, however, indicates that neutron de-

tectors may not be able to use this type of cable because of its high im-
pedence and low rf shielding capability; they may instead require quartz-
insulated cable wrapped with multiple layers of metal braid.  The prob-
lems associated with MI cable apply also to the alternative for nuclear
instrument use:  a lack of proven performance in the temperature (up to
1400 F for in-core neutron detectors), radiation (up to 1016neut/ crnz-sec),
and in some cases sodium-exposed, conditions of the LMFBR plant.
Radiation-produced signals in in-core cables have long been a matter
of concern, although reference 30 may provide the theory needed f6r

quantitative understanding of this effect. Temperature effects are also
understood incompletely.

Scope of Work - To a large extent, the devel-
opment of suitable electrical cables requires two things: first, selection
of materials that will withstand the environment; and second, arrange-
ment of these materials into a design that will satisfy the electrical per-
formance requirements  of the various instruments.    As a result,  the

scope of work for this effort consists largely of coordinating the Fuels
and Materials Program Plan and the materials efforts of sections
4.2.3.3 and 4.2.4.4 with the instrument development efforts of sections
4.2.1  and  4.2.2.

Cable requirements will first be identified,
primarily on the basis of output from sections 4.2.1 and 4.2.2.  Some
early fundamental studies will also be performed to determine the ef-

fects of processing, impurity content, and similar variables. Cables
that appear to satisfy the various requirements will then be procured

from several manufacturers and will be subjected to limited testing in-
and out-of-core.  At this stage, considerable attention will also be de-
voted to connecting the cables to the connector. The majority of the

testing required will be accomplished by using these cables for detector
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tests in sections 4.2.1 and 4.2.2. Test results will be evaluated and
improvements  will be initiated as necessary throughout the tests.

Relation to Program Plan - This effort is sim-
ilar to Task 4-5.3 of Program Plan 4. Although a greater variety of
cable types is covered here than in Task 4-5.3, more of the effort is
covered in other tasks, and the cost is considerably less.

Major Facilities Required - A 1400 F, dry,
in-core test location in a fast reactor (EBR-II or Fermi) is the major
facility required.

Cost and Schedule - This effort is expected to
require five years' work at a cost of $250,000. As cables are required
in the detector tasks for testing, the types believed best at that time
will be used. Proof testing of final design units and final evaluation will

be connpleted in 1973.

Calendar Year Cost, $

1969 50,000
1970 50,000
1971 50,000
1972 50,000
1973 50,000

Total 250,000

4.2.3.4. Metals- Cladding for Detectors and Cables

Objective - Metals are needed for detector and
cable construction, both dry and exposed to sodium and cover gas, in
and out of the core.  In most cases, materials that were developed and
proved for other portions of the plant can be used, but they must be se-
lected carefully.   In some cases,  such as bellows and diaphragms for
pressure transducers, instrumentation presents special requirements
that will not be basically satisfied in other portions of the LMFBR pro-
gram.  Thus, the objectives of this effort are to ensure that suitable
metals are available and to provide selection guidelines for detector and
cable development.
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Summary of Current Technology - Reports of
experience from EBR-I, EBR-II, Fermi, the LMEC, and many other
sources provide considerable information on the behavior of detect6r
and cable material exposed to sodium at temperatures well below 1200
F. Considerable uncertainty exists with respect to what happens at
1200 F; significant efforts to resolve the uncertainty are already under-
way and will be continued in other portions of the LMFBR program.

Scope of Work - In general, fundamental ma-
terials R&D is not considered part of the Instrumentation and Control

Program.  For most metals needed for detector and cable construction,
suitable R&D will be performed in other program plans, such as Fuels
and Materials, Sodium Technology, and Components.   It is further noted
that this metals effort within the I&C program does not serve an end in
itself; the results must be reflected in other efforts, such as individual
detector developments. For these reasons, this effort is deliberately
limited to provide mainly metals information liaison between the various
efforts in the I&C program and the other materials-oriented programs.

The first phase will be an overall survey of
metals selections in the detector and cable efforts and comparison with
the info rmation and plans of other programs. The objectives  of  this

phase are overall coordination and guidance of metals choices in the in-
dividual efforts and identification of any basic materials R&D require-
ments that are unique to the I&C program.  A few efforts are expected
to be identified, such as the selection of optimum transducer bellows
materials (since bellows requirements are much different for use in
instruments than for use in seals).

In the second phase, the limited R&D efforts
will be pursued to the point where they can be taken over by individual
detector efforts. For example, after a few promising bellows candidate
metals are identified through literature search and testing, the pressure
detector effort will take over.

Finally, this effort will maintain continuing
surveillance over metals performance in the detector and cable efforts
and over progress in other programs. As problems arise in the I&C ef-

forts, assistance will be furnished.
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Relation to Program Plan - This effort is sim-
ilar in subject matter to Task 4-6.1 of Program Plan 4, but it differs in

approach. Whereas Task 4-6.1 includes large efforts devoted to mater-

ials testing and handbook compilation, this effort concentrates on limited

coordination and liaison. The overall effort is much less extensive than

Task 4-6.1.

Major Facilities Required - No major special
facilities are believed to be required.

Cost and Schedule - This effort is expected to

require five years at a cost of $175,000. Information will be made avail-

able  to  the  othe r tasks continually during  that  time.

Calendar Year Cost, $

1969 50,000
1970 50,000
1971 25,000
1972 25,000
1973 25,000

Total 175,000

4.2.3.5. Electrical Insulation

Objective - Electrical insulators used in de-

tectors and cables are subjected to high temperature and radiation levels

in LMFBR plants. Current knowledge  of the behavior of insulation unde r

these conditions fails to provide a basis for optimum selection of insula-
tor materials. In contrast to most efforts  in this program, this effort

is devoted to measuring and cataloging more than to improving; however,
in so doing, needed improvements in the application of insulation are ex-

pected to result.

Summary of Current Technology - As noted in

section 4.2.3.3, the electrical behavior of electrical insulation exposed
to high temperature and radiation levels is not well understood.  Most

available data were obtained with assembled devices, such as cables and

insulators, where performance is clouded by geometry and by the pres-
ence of other materials. Although the mechanisms of temperature and
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radiation effects are known, the application of theory to practical cases

is generally not possible. A particular difficulty exists because there
are many variations of a few standard materials (such as magnesium
oxides of various purity levels and with various impurities or additives)
with vastly different behaviors. Finally, there is no comprehensive
compilation of existing data.  It is believed that a collection of data cov-

ering commercially available insulation materials would benefit the de-
tector and cable R&D efforts significantly.

Scope of Work - The electrical behavior of
electrical insulation is the largest area of the Instrumentation and Con-
trol program in which basic materials information is not expected to be

supplied by other programs. Although insulators  will be tested in all
of the device-oriented efforts of this program, it is desirable to isolate
insulation as the subject of a single effort concentrating on fundamental
behavior. This effort will comprise  two main endeavors: first, catalog-
ing of available data on temperature and radiation effects on commer-

cially available insulators of interest; and second, a test program in-
tended to fill the gaps in this catalog. The specification and standardi-
zation of insulating materials for LMFBR instrumentation are the goals
of this effort.

Relation to Program Plan - This effort is sim-
ilar in subject matter to Task 4-6.2 of Program Plan 4. However,  Task
4-6.2 includes considerable advancement in basic insulation technology,
such as the development of techniques for growing large crystals and
advancement of theory, which are replaced herein by a basically empir-
ical approach at much less cost.

Major Facilities Required - Small in- and out-
of-core high-temperature (up to 1600 F) test locations are required.

Cost and Schedule - It is estimated that this

effort will require five years' work at a cost of $350,000. The major
output will be completed in mid- 1971, and subsequent efforts  will be
devoted primarily to evaluating detector and cable test results.
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Calendar Year Cost, $

1969 100,000
1970 100,000
1971 50,000
1972 50,000
1973 50,000

Total 350,000

4.2.4. Actuator Instrumentation and Controls

4.2.4.1. General

The actuator instrumentation and controls ef-

fort includes only a single task, which supplements current technology
to provide sensing and control devices for such plant actuator compo-
nents as control rod drives, pumps, and valves. Although current tech-

nology is generally well developed in this area, the operation of electro-

mechanical devices in argon (possibly containing sodium vapor) is not
fully understood, and environmental temperatures will be somewhat

higher in the LMFBR. than in most present applications.    This  task also
provides for the possibility that the development of new devices may be-
come necessary as the actuating component development effort progres -
ses.

4.2.4.2.  Sensing and Control Devices for Actuators

Objective - Conventional sensing and control

devices must be upgraded to operate in the argon and sodium vapor en-
vironment of the LMFBR plant. A major application is the reactivity
control system, which requires position indicators, limit switches, and
other electrical components which must operate very reliably in the con-
trol rod drive housings. General applicability extends to other compo-
nents,  such as valve position detectors. This effort is not so much de-

vice-oriented as it is directed toward identifying the problems and their

solutions for using the electrical devices in the LMFBR environment.

Summary of Current Technology - In general,

satisfactory devices are available for an air environment. Industrial

competence has not been extended to the problems of argon (with poorer
cooling and electrical insulating capabilities than air) and of sodium
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vapor. The LMFBR environmental temperatures are also somewhat

higher than the usual application.

Scope of Work - This effort is closely related
to the Components Program. Most input requirements will be received
from that program, and much of the output can be utilized in it.

The effort will study electrical contact and en-
closure problems  of the argon and sodium vapor environment at tempe ra-
ture, primarily by testing available devices that are expected to be sat-

isfactory and will produce guidelines for their selection and use.  Spe-
cific devices will be investigated as much as necessary to complete the
guidelines.

Relation to Program Plan - This effort is not

provided for in Program Plan 4. Presumably, it can be incorporated
in Task 4-3.8 as a subtask.

Major Facilities Required - No special facil-
ities are necessary beyond those available in the Components Program.

Cost and Schedule - This effort is expected to
require five years' work at a cost of $200,000. Guidelines will be pre-
pared by late 1971, and the development of specific devices should be

completed by the end of 1973.

Calendar Year Cost, $

1969 25,000
1970 25,000
1971 50,000
1972 75,000
1973 25,000

Total 200,000

4.2.5. Computer Technology

4.2.5.1. General

The Computer Technology R&D effort supple -
ments current technology to provide the necessary on-line and off-line
computer capabilities for LMFBR analysis, control, and protection.
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Suitable techniques are well proven for small pressurized water reactor

plants, usually based on, at most, a one-dimensional core representa-
tion; primarily analog equipment, supplemented by a few digital analysis
codes and a relay-logic protection system, has proved satisfactory.

The recent advent of very large pressurized
water reactors has strained the capabilities of this traditional approach.
The necessity for multi-loop operation, the greater importance of xenon

oscillations, the economics-dictated needs for reduced overpower mar-

gin, and operation optimized for best fuel management and maximum

plant efficiency require better design and operational techniques.    Thus,
from the design and analysis aspect, current technology is writing spa-

tially dependent digital kinetics codes and improving simulation tech-

niques with better component models and multiplexed analog circuits.
From the operational aspect, the operators are being provided with many
control rods, which  they are to manipulate manually on the basis  of cal-

culations from an open-loop, on-line digital computer receiving inputs
from hundreds of in-core detectors; hundreds of other instruments

throughout the plant are monitored by a digital computer (again open-
loop) which provides periodic reports on the plant's condition.  In a few

cases outside the United States,  the loop between the digital computer
and the reactor plant has been closed. The water reactor trend is ap-

proaching the point of overtaxing the capabilities of both the analog sim-
ulation equipment and the operator.

Large LMFBR plants represent an even great-
er increase in complexity. Both components and plants are more com-

plicated and delicate. Accidents are more likely to occur and can be

more severe. Very large capital costs increase the importance of eco-

nomics, and great emphasis is placed on on-line reliability.    Thus,  it
becomes necessary to accelerate the present growth in PWR capabilities

and to develop capabilities  in the areas  that are unique to LMFBRs,  such
as the presence  of an inte rmediate heat transport system, different  core

kinetics,  and the need for hundred-channel protection functions.

Although  only two tasks are included  in  thi s

effort, both are major efforts of extreme importance to the LMFBR

program. The first task is to develop the capability for on-line com-

puter protection and control, with primary emphasis on the digital mode;
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hardware, software, and interface capabilities are all included.  The
second task is to provide the improved analytical tools necessary for
simulation and analysis of LMFBR plants, including both component
models and overall plant analysis techniques.

4.2.5.2. Computer, On-Line

Objective - Greatly improved on-line computer
capabilities are needed for LMFBR plants. All LMFBRs will require
increased capacity for plant control and data logging; the FFTF, and

possibly other early plants, will require additional scope for control of

expe riments;  and  the B&W reference plant requires a digital computer
for protection-a feature that is expected to appear in most other LMFBR
designs at least to some extent.  The role of on-line analog and hybrid
computers in LMFBR plants will be explored, but this effort is primar-

ily devoted to a broad upgrading of digital on-line capabilities, includ-

ing interfaces with the plant and the operator.

Summary of Current Technology - Digital com-
puters are employed routinely. with power reactors for on-site data ac-

quisition and performance calculations, such as rod height predictions
and fuel management calculations. (Although this application technically
should be classed as "off-line, " it is included with the discussion of the

on-line computer because it is intended that the latter will take over

this function. ) Digital computers perform this service very well; per-
haps the major improvement desired is in the area of selecting the best

way to extract and display meaningful information from the vast quanti-
ties of data that are handled.

Direct digital control of industrial processes
is a field of rapid growth in the 1960's. Most users are finding some
(or considerable) difficulty in starting and operating digitally-controlled
processes, but these problems have not stifled growth. Both computer
manufacturers and users are acquiring experience on the practical ad-

vantages and disadvantages of direct digital control. The following is
believed to be a fair assessment of the present situation:  In many cases

the control system can be made operational only with delays and cost
increases, and the final operational system falls short of the original
performance objectives; however, the finally achieved performance is
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impressive and generally superior to alternate methods. No fundamerit-
al problems requiring serious reassessment of the future role of direct
digital control are known. The Louisiana Power and Light Company's
"Little Gypsy" plant, S digitally-controlled steam-electric station, is a
major example supporting this assessment. 31

Direct digital control of nuclear reactors is in
its infancy, particularly in the United States. The French32 and the

33Canadians  are now controlling power reactors digitally (some protec-
tion functions  are also performed digitally)  with very good success; the
French even control reactor and turbine plant startup automatically.
One domestic manufacturer of boiling water power reactors has come
very close to digital control and partial digital protection and intends to
come even closer. A careful study led to the selection of digital con-

34

35trol for the FFTF. APDA, considering the Fermi fuel melting incident

in retrospect, has recommended the use of a digital computer for Fermi

core protection and has identified a substantial increase in protection
from its use. Thus, although there is a slowly growing trend to per-36

form reactor control and (partially) protection functions digitally, the
existing technology provides only a starting point for developing the capa-
bilities needed for LMFBR plants.

Analog control systems and analog/relay pro-
tection systems for reactors are quite well developed in the United States
and elsewhere. A large amount of accumulated experience facilitates
the design of systems that not only perform well, but (perhaps more im-
portantly) are accepted by users and regulatory agencies. The latter
claim certainly cannot be made for digital systems in this country.  How-
ever, for an LMFBR, the complexity of the control system and at least
some of the protective functions appears to be sufficient that digital
equipment becomes superior.  As an extreme example, fuel assembly
voiding in the B&W reference core is a 2-of-288 coincidence scram.
With conventional protection system techniques, where a simple 2-of-3
coincidence requires six relays per (redundant) scram breaker, the re-
quired number of relays would be fantastic; in contrast, this function
can be conveniently handled digitally.

Scope of Work - This is a broad effort com-
prising two nnajor areas: first, inlproving connputer software, interface
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equipment, and (to a limited extent) hardware; and second, improving
human abilities for efficient use and reasonable acceptance of on-line

digital computers. These two areas interact extensively, since prog-
ress in either must be accompanied by advances in the other; they can-
not be separated into separate tasks. Accordingly, the scope of work
must consider both areas in parallel.

The first phase will essentially scope the en-
tire effort.  It will consider the protection, control, and monitoring
needs of LMFBR plants based on the latest reference, predecessor, and
demonstrator plant designs, as well as the projected analog, hybrid, and

digital equipment capabilities for meeting these needs. Close coordina-

tion with the Plant Design Program will be maintained during this phase.

Preliminary consideration will be given to the work load division between

the computer and the operator. The remainder of this scope of work is
written on the assumption that all or nearly all of the functions will be

performed best digitally; if this assumption is incorrect, some revision

of the remainder of the scope will be necessary. Several parallel ef-
forts will follow the first phase, as described below.

One of the largest efforts will be devoted to

software, beginning with the selection of a compiler. In order to make

the results of this effort broadly applicable to a variety of reactors and

computers, machine language is undesirable, ·but it is not clear  that any

existing compiler language will be able to meet all requirements.
37Driver advocates the development of a new compiler language, an ad-

37mittedly expensive task. Wolfson suggests using linkage editor pro-
grams to form a "hybrid" compiler system frorn parts of existing lan-

guages.  This area will receive intensive study, with the desired ob-
jective of avoiding the )generation  of  a new compiler, since--at least  ini -

tially-its applicability would be limited to  very few machines:

The other important aspect of software is the

development of protection and control programs. This effort will be  co-

ordinated with section 4.2.5.3 to minimize the amount of work, but it

will entail considerable effort in writing protection and control programs.

Although much of this work will be closely reactor-oriented, the relative

newness of sampled data control systems may also cause some non-re-

actor problems.
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The hardware effort will be smaller than that
devoted to software work and will involve more selection than develop-
ment.    Computers  to be available  in the  next few years, including bbth
general- and special-purpose types, will be surveyed, and a few will be
selected as most suitable. Capability for multi-programmed operation
is essential. Other efforts will be built around the characteristics of
the selected nlachines.

Computer interfaces will be considered in two

stages: first, the exact point at which computer peripheral equipment
meets the various instruments and actuators will be optimized (e. g.,
where does the instrument circuitry stop and the computer start?); sec-
ond, hardware development will be undertaken as necessary to ensure

the availability of suitable peripheral equipment.

Operator input/output devices will be treated

in the same way as electrical interfaces, with the added provision that
considerable effort will be devoted to deciding what information should

be presented to the, operator. Rigid conclusions are not necessarily
expected in the latter area, but as a minimum, a set of guidelines and
practical limits should be established. The hardware development ef-
fort should be small.

The ability of the computer to test itself and
other equipment is extremely important. Self-testing is a potential

strong point of a digital protection system, but the matter has not been

attacked with the care and depth necessary for reactor protection.  This
effort must consider such aspects as the types of test signals, their

frequency, priority relations to other functions, and action to be taken

·   in  case of failure. Fault analyses must examine redundancy  and  inde -

pendence requirements.  This is a dual-natured effort intended, first,
to establish a number of design criteria and guidelines and, second, to
contribute to safety and reliability analyses.

The products of the various parallel efforts

described so far will be assembled into what could be desc,·ibed as a

"preliminary design. " This "design" will be complete enough that it can
be subjected to a round of revision and evaluation.

The overall demand on the computer and the

load split with the operator will be reviewed and again optimized to a
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range. The results of specific control system studies in the Plant De-

sign Program will be considered carefully.

The programs will be evaluated and improved

by constructing a control and protection system and testing with a plant
model. This effort will explore and compare various techniques,  but
it is not intended to produce final system designs for any specific plant;
that task will be performed in the Plant Design Program and under spe-
cific project design efforts.

Comprehensive safety and reliability analyses,
performed in conjunction with the Safety Program and supplemented by
testing as required, will determine the validity of the effort. These

analyses will be even more stringent than is customary for a particular

plant because of the differences in approach and application.

Finally, the entire effort will again be reviewed

and improved as indicated by the performance and safety analyses,  and
close coordination will be maintained with individual reactor projects to
assist with design problems.

Relation to Program Plan - This effort com-

pares closely in scope with Task 4-4.2 of Program Plan 4. However,
Task 4-4.2 still retains much·of the "Computer Control Center" advo-

cated by Driver, in that a considerable amount of plant-related work37

is to be performed by an organization responsible for supplying neither
computers nor reactors. Thus, although this effort includes the major
addition of developing digital protection system techniques, the esti-
mated cost is considerably less than that for Task 4-4.2.  Part of this
difference may also result from the apparent probability that Task 4-4.2
would develop a new compiler.

Major Facilities Required - The availability
of suitable computing facilities on a rental basis is assumed. No other              I
niajor facilities are required.

Cost and Schedule - This effort is expected to

require nine years' work at a cost of $2,800,000.
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Calendar Year Cost, $

1969 250,000
1970 350,000
1971 400,000
1972 400,000
1973 400,000
1974 400,000
1975 300,000
1976 200,000
1977 100,000

Total 2,800,000

4.2.5.3.   Simulation and Analysis

Objective - Better methods are needed for

analytically predicting the performance of the LMFBR and overall
plant. Although light water reactor plant analysis techniques are gen-
erally satisfactory, the additional physics and engineering complexities
of an LMFBR require a considerable advancement in technology.  This
effort will develop the improved capabilities necessary for simulation

and analysis of individual components (including the  core) and the  over-
all LMFBR plant. The effort covers general studies which can be ap-
plied to particular LMFBR designs but excludes work on those particu-

lar designs.

Summary of Current Technology - Perfor-
mance analysis studies of light water reactor plants are routinely per-
formed on analog computers, supplemented by a few digital codes such

as WIGLE, PARK, and CHIC-KIN. The simulation of an LMFBR plant
rapidly overflows the capacity of any practical analog facility.  Some of
the   reasons  for this difference  are   (1) the complex arrangement  of  mul -

tiple series and parallel heat transfer paths coupled in the B&W refer-

ence design with a pot; (2) variable flow in all heat transfer paths; and
(3) the greater accuracy needed because of the high system temperatures,
large temperature variation, and fast core response. Reference 38,
describing a model of a single heat transfer path for the FFTF (which
does not have a steam generator), illustrates the facility-crowding
problem.  In turn, the complexity of the LMFBR model increases the

difficulty of analyzing plant performance and designing control systems.
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Purely analog techniques are not sufficient for
LMFBR plants; hybrid and/or digital methods are required. Existing
digital methods are too limited in capacity and scope to satisfy the needs
of the LMFBR. Hybrid techniques are in their infancy, although some
work with direct applicability to LMFBR plants is being performed. 39

Hybrid machines on the market to date represent an uneven combination
of digital and analog virtues; better-optimized hybrid systems  will be-
come available soon.

Major improvements are also needed in the
simulation of components. Reference 40 is an example of recent work
in the digital simulation of a steam generator. Space-dependent kinetics
Inodels for core simulation are quite new and can be very complex;
hopefully, additional effort in this area will be fruitful.

A final problem in LMFBR analysis is the lack
of operating plants approximating the design of future LMFBRs and the
resultant inability to measure plant performance directly. The vital in-
terplay between theory and experiment is severely limited; hence, meth-
ods development is more difficult and more urgent.

Scope of Work - The scope of work broadly
consists  of ( 1) developing models for plant components including the
core (in conjunction with other programs); (2) developing overall plant
dynamics models, working with the Safety and Plant Design Programs;
(3) adapting these models to modern hybrid and digital equipment to de-
velop ushble codes; and (4) improving these codes based on maximum
interplay with experiments in other programs. Generally, better models
will be fitted to better equipment. This effort will interact with section
4.2.5.2 to some extent,  but the on-line and off-line applications are
sufficiently different th t the overlap of interest will be quite small.

The Components Program will develop good
analytical descriptions of the major plant components. This effort will
be responsible for turning these descriptions into practical models for
plant analysis, in cooperation with the Plant Design Program.  Heat
transfer simulation is of particular importance. This effort will also
work with the Physics Program to develop the necessary reactor kinet-
ics models. In these areas, multiple models must be developed to cover
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major variations from one plant to another and to permit the derivation
of analytical methods of varying depth and complexity.

With some interfacing with the Safety and Plant
Design Programs, overall plant dynamics models of varying complexity
will be developed. The component descriptions will be fitted into these
models, which  will be shaped for smooth application to modern hybrid
and digital equipment. The treatment of variable flows and time delays
will  be an important part of this phase. Again, a variety of models  will
be necessary to cover variations in plant designs.

Usable computer codes and techniques will be
prepared, based on the component and plant models. Maximum inter-
play  will be sought with· tests  and expe riments  in the Components,   Phy-
sics, and Safety Programs and with operation of EBR-II, Fermi, and

finally the  FFTF, to permit improving the techniques.   It is also essen-
tial to the success of individual plant control studies that the codes and
techniques be compatible with control system models based on the on-
line computer R&D in section 4.2.5.2 (evaluated in the Plant Design
Program).

Finally, the results of these efforts will be re-
viewed in terms of experience gained in specific plant designs in the
Plant Design Program and later with the FFTF. Some methods im-

provement will be performed on the basis of this experience.  It is ex-
pected that after several years the individual projects will be able to
assume the methods development.

Relation to Program Plan - This effort is very
similar to Task 4-4.1 of Program Plan 4. A final transition of work to

specific reactor projects is planned, perhaps sooner than in Task 4-4.1.

Major Facilities Required - It is assumed that
the hybrid and digital computers coming on the market in the next few
years will be available on a rental basis.    On the premise that pertinent
tests will be performed under other programs, no other major facilities

are required.

Cost and Schedule - This effort is expected to
require eight years' work at a total cost of $1,300,000.
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Calendar Year Cost, $

1969 200,000
1970 200,000
1971 200,000
1972 200,000
1973 200,000
1974 100,000
1975 100,000
1976 100,000

Total 1,300,000

4.3. Cost Benefit

Failure to meet the goals of the Instrumentation and Control R&D

plan can affect future LMFBR plants significantly.     The pe rmutations  of

many different R&D tasks, many possible shortcomings per task, and

many possible effects per shortcoming, are too numerous for analysis
here. However, these effects generally fall into the two main categor-
ies discussed below.

4.3.1. In-Service Failures

Random or end-of-life failure of instruments which other-

wise satisfactorily perform their intended functions may lead to plant
downtime for maintenance and repair. The associated fuel cost penalty,
based on a nominal plant capacity factor (PCF) of 0.861, is given by

&(cost) inmills/kWh = 2.97 - 3.45(PCF)'

(PC F)'  = 314 - days/yr down
365

In the range of one to ten days per year added downtime, the annual fuel

cost  penalty is 0.01  mill/kWh  per  day.
If the plant must be shut down to repair an instrument, or

if the instrument causes a false shutdown, the time required for subse-
quent plant startup must be added to the maintenance time, as must any

time required to prepare for unscheduled maintenance.  Thus, in many
cases the repair  of a failed instrument can cause  a  full  day of downtime.

It is further noted that simple translation of downtime to fuel cost penalty
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in this manner may underestimate the actual penalty to the utility oper-
ating the reactor, since unscheduled shutdowns may well occur at in-
convenient times.

Unsafe failure of protection instruments is a special case
of instrument failure. The possible consequences are so severe that an

operating license would not be granted to a plant whose protection  sys -
tem permits a significant possibility of undetected failures.   Much of
the R&D plan is directed toward the improved quality control and pre-
cise performance determination needed in this area.

Instrument failure  can also lead to another intangible dis -
advantage:  loss of operator confidence. Since no automatic protection
system will ever give complete protection against all possible damage
to plant equipment, the operator can prevent or limit incidents in many
cases. The Fermi fuel meltdown is just one of many instances where

operator action based on existing instruments could have forestalled
serious consequences, had those instruments been operable and had they

been relied upon by the operator.

4.3.2. Performance Deficiencies

This category relates to the effects of less than complete
success in meeting the basic instrument performance objectives in the
R&D program, without regard to random or end-of-life failures.   In
general, the R&D effort must identify these shortcomings, so that plant

designs can be changed accordingly.
Some detectors may suffer long-term damage from radi-

ation or corrosion. If these effects are quantitatively determined by
R&D, minor effects can be compensated for and major effects can be
avoided by substituting scheduled replacements for unscheduled shut-
downs.

The effects of temperature on detectors are important.

Simple errors cari be compensated for if they are known from the R&D

work. Gross inabilities to withstand environmental temperatures should

be corrected if possible, but they must be identified so that alternates,
such as forced cooling, can be designed into plants if necessary.  It may
even be necessary to substitute "second-choice" instruments in some

cases (e. g., thermocouples instead of resistance temperature detectors).
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Such alternates can be invoked at much less cost if they are identified
before plant construction begins.

The under-sodium viewer  is a special  case.    Cost bene -
fit must be measured primarily in terms of downtime required for un-
predictable circumstances. In extreme cases, a high-capability viewer
could conceivably save months of downtime.

Instrument errors directly affect plant economics, since

performance is ultimately determined by measurement. Errors in the
instruments that are used for power measurement and for the calcula-
tion of design overpower margin relate linearly to fuel cost. Errors in

protection instruments affect setpoints linearly; thus fuel cost is affect-

ed indirectly (if these errors are known; if unknown, they affect protec-
tion).

The computer technology R&D area has much the same
effect on economics as has instrument error, with the stipulations that
the protection system must meet minimum standards set by regulatory
agencies, and the control system reliability affects plant capacity factor

directly.  A lack of knowledge of plant performance and tontrollability

during the design stages requires greater design conservatism, and a

poorly performing control system yields poorer performance. Reduced

capital and maintenance costs are further expected with optimum digital
protection and control systems, which should also reduce downtime by
virtue of their better maintainability.

\
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5. SODIUM TECHNOLOGY

5.1. Introduction

5.1.1.          Ge ne ral

The sodiurri technology needs for the B&W reference de-

sign are predicated on the basis  of the following design parameters,

features, and assumptions.

1.  A maximum hot-spot sodium temperature of 1250 F in
the reactor core.

2.  An integral pot design for the primary system.
3.     The  use  of a low-alloy steel  in the inte rmediate sodium

system.
4.  A maximum intermediate sodium temperature of 1000 F.
5.  The assumption that sodium purity requirements would

not dictate the use of a gettering system.
6.  A vented fuel design.
7.    The  presence of carbon  in the rmal shield  cans.

8. Maximum sodium velocities of 25 fps in system pipe-
work.

9. Argon blanket gas throughout the plant.
10.  A minimum of hard facing materials on components in

the reactor vessel.

The effects of these items on the R&D required for sodium technology
will be apparent in the following discussion.

5.1.2. Summary Budget and Schedule

Table 5- 1 is a summary of the budget and schedule for

sodium technology research and development tasks.

5.2.   R&D Requirements

5.2.1. Mate rials Compatibility

5.2.1.1.  Objective

The potential materials compatibility problems
associated with the operation of the primary and intermediate sodium

systems on the B&W 1000-MWe LMFBR power plant will be investigated.
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Table  5- 1. Summary of Budget and Schedule  for
Sodium Technology

Cost, $ x 103
Calendar year

Task 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 Total

Materials Compatibility
Metallic mass transfer

1. Short-term effect on cladding --    --    --    -- 500 1500 1000 -- 3,000
2. Long-term effects on structural SS 500 500 500 500 1000 1000 1000 -- 5,000
3. Long-term effects on bimetallic

systems 500 500 500 500 1000 1000 1000 -- 5,000

Carbon transfer
1. Short-term effects at high carbon

contamination --    --    --    -- 1000 1000 1000 -- 3,000
2. Long-term effects on bimetallic

systems 500 500 500 500 1000 1000 1000 -- 5,000
3. Carbon transfer control --    --    --    --    --    --    --   1000   1,000

Surface cleaning methods --    -- 500 500 -- --     1,000

23,000Sodium Purification

1.  Review of design requirements 100    -- --    --    --    --    --    --      100

2.  Design survey --    100   --    --    --    --    -- -- 100
3.  Cold trap design --    --    500   --    --    --    -- -- 500
4. Model tests                                --     --     -                     --     --     --       100-    100   --
5. Supplemental development programs     --     --     --      100    --     --     -- -- 100
6.  Development of test facility require-
ments         -- -- -- 50 -- -- -- --  50

7.  Design of test facility adaptors --    --    --    100   --    --    -- -- 100
8. Test program development                 --      --      -                        --      --      --        200-    200
9.  Development of test data extrapola-

tion methods --    --    --    -- 200 300   -- -- 500
10. Data analysis --    --    --    --    --    --    300 -- 300

2,050Fission Products in Sodium

1. Fission product fate study --    --    --    -- 500 1000 1000 500 3,000
2. Transient behavior of short-lived

fission products --    --    --    -- 500 1000 1000 500 3,000
3. Fission product effects on mainte-

nance and decontarnination --    --    --    --    --    --    --    500     500
4.  Development of noble gas separa-

tion system 200 200 1000 600 -- --    --    --    2,000

8,500On-Line Monitoring Method

1. Plugging meter development --    --    --    -- 500 500 -- --     1,000
2. Na-H20 reaction detector develop-

ment --    --    -- 1000 1000 2000 500 500 5,000

6,000
Sampling and Analysis
1. State-of-the-art assessment for

O, C, H, N, Cr, Ni, Fe, Co 200    --    --    --    --    --    --    --      200
2.  Development of most promising

analytical methods 800 1000 1000 1000   -- -- --    --    3,800
3.  Development of sampling methods 200 ZOO 400 200   -- - --    --     1,000

5,000Fundamental Properties of System Na

1. Transport properties (O, C, N, H) --    --    -- 1000 1000 2000 500 500 5,000
2.  Kinetics of solution and deposition

of Fe, Ni, Co, and Cr --    --    -- 1000 1000 2000 500 500 5,000
3.  Kinetics of solution and deposition

of fission products --    --    -- 500 500 500 500 -- 2,000

12,000

Grand total 56,550
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5.2.1.2.   Summary of Current Technology

Metallic Mass Transfer - Metallic mass trans-
fer is a poorly understood phenomenon that is now receiving some atten-
tion in studies at General Electric and Atomics International. Their con-
tribution consists mainly of empirical equations relating the solution and
deposition rates of type 316 stainless steel. No adequate theoretical ex-
planations of the solution-deposition process have been advanced, and a
great deal of work is needed in this area to guide experimental programs
and to assist in data correlation.

Carbon Transfer - Characterizing the behavior
of carbon impurities in sodium is complicated by the fact that at least
five species can exist in a system, and activity cannot be correlated
with a total carbon content determined by sampling and analysis.   How-
ever, some qualitative conclusions have been drawn regarding the behav-
ior of carbon in sodium; some of them are listed below.

1. Carbon transport is limited by its diffusion rate in the
alloy.

- 2.  The transport potential is a function of the difference in
carbon activity rather than in concentration.

3.  Carbon is lost from such low-alloy ferritic steels as
Croloy 2- 1/4 and is gained by austenitic stainless steels
like type 304.

4.   Loss of carbon from Croloy 2- 1/4 tends to weaken the
nlaterial.

5. Carbon retention by type 304 stainless steel tends to
embrittle the material in a structural member.

6.  Carbon can be transferred from nonstabilized to sta-bilized types of stainless steel.
7. Carbon transfer is a more serious metallurgical prob-

lem than metallic mass transfer, because carbon dif-fusion rates are faster; this results in a greater pene-
tration of the structural member.

8. Carbon activity is significantly affected by other non-
metallic impurities; however, interaction mechanisms
are not understood.

9.  The solubility of elemental carbon in sodium is too
small to measure with available chemical or instru-
mental techniques. Quantitative  data on carbon trans -
fer are difficult to obtain and are unavailable at the
present time.
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Surface Cleaning Method - A number of meth-
ods have been used successfully to remove residual sodium from com-
ponents and fuel assemblies; however, deleterious surface reactions
have been noted in some cases. Section  17.9  of the Liquid Metals  Hand-
book gives a detailed discussion of the merits and demerits of the ac-
cepted techniques. It appears that most of the development work on

cleaning methods has been concentrated on achieving a sodium-free sur-
face by economical means and that relatively little attention has been
given to evaluating potential permanent damage to the surface being
cleaned.

5.2.1.3. Technical Justification

Metallic Mass Transfer - Current data indi-
cate that the solution attack on austenitic stainless steel by sodium is of
little concern at temperatures in the neighborhood of 1000 F.  The clad-
ding surface in the reactor coolant system is the only area of the B&W
design where short-term solution attacks might prove to be a serious
problem and should be thoroughly investigated. This conclusion is sup-
ported by the following considerations:

1.  Temperatures can reach a hot-spot maximum of 1250 F.

2.  Cladding is only 10 mils thick (1.5-mil corrosion allow-
ance).

3.  All structural members exposed to sodium above 1000 F
can have generous corrosion allowances without signifi-
cant economic penalty.  Only the upper part of the core
vessel and the IHX will operate in temperatures that ex-
ceed 1000 F (T = 1100 F).max

Long-term mass transfer must be investigated
for temperatures up to 1100 F for types 304 and 316 stainless steel to
obtain conclusive data to support reliability and safety claims for an ex-
pected plant life of 30 years. Similar data must be generated on Croloy
2-1/4, which finds use inthe intermediate system upto 1050 F.

Carbon Transfer - All components and struc-
tural members exposed to primary sodium will be stainless steel; hence,
carbon transfer in this system would not normally be a serious problem.
On the other hand, there is always the possibility that a thermal shield
can fail, resulting in a large source of carbon contamination, which
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would ultimately lead to gross surface carburization of the stainless
steel. Again, the area of greatest short-term concern is the thin,

highly stressed fuel cladding. The long-term effect of gross carburiza-
tion on the remainder of the primary system is also of great concern
from a reliability and safety standpoint.

Because the intermediate system is constructed

of dissimilar metals (type 304 stainless steel in the IHX, Croloy 2- 1/4
everywhere else), carbon transfer will be an everpresent problem.

A minimum requirement of the carbon transfer

R&D program will be to obtain accurate data on carbon transfer rates to

support the intermediate system design.  The most desirable result of

an R&D program would be a technique to inhibit carbon transfer.

Surface Cleaning Methods - The present re-

fueling procedure in the B&W reference design does not include a step
to remove the sodium from a subassembly prior to shipment off-site for

reprocessing.  If a fuel failure occurs, it is not likely that the exact sub-

assembly having the failed pins can be detected and removed from the

reactor without inspecting a number o,f adjacent subassemblies.    For

this reason, it is anticipated that a thorough cleaning process will be
needed to remove sodium from subassemblies so that the thin cladding
(10 mils),will not be attacked. Any deleterious alteration of the surface
of the fuel pins and/or subassembly can result in scrapping a good unit,
with a resulting cost penalty of up to $100,000.

5.2.1.4. Scope of Work

Metallic Mass Transfer - The investigation of
metallic mass transfer effects for the B&W reference plant is divided
into three tasks, as follows:

Task 1: The reference design fuel cycle calls

for a subassembly exposure of 1050 effective full power days in a total

residence time of 3.33 calendar years. To ascertain the net effect of

short-term metallic transfer on the cladding, a test will be run to simu-

late conditions in the fuel bundle for a period that exceeds the number

of full power days. Sodium purity will be provided by high-performance
cold traps (8 to 10 ppm), such as those found in the reference plant.

The results from this test will indicate either the validity of the present
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design assumptions or the need to investigate alternate claddings and/or
lower sodium purity limits.

Task 2: Long-term metallic mass transfer
tests on types 304 and 316 stainless steels in a sodium environment sim-
ulating the reactor coolant system will be conducted in this task.  The
maximum sodium temperatures will not exceed  1100 F,  and the minimum
will not be less than 800 F.   The test duration will be sufficient to pro-
vide data to support extrapolations to 30 years.

Task 3: Long-term metallic mass transfer
tests on a system simulating the LMFBR intermediate system, which
contains type 304 stainless steel (in the IHX) and Croloy 2- 1/4 will be
conducted. Temperatures in this system vary from 700 to 1050 F.
Again, the test duration will be dictated by extrapolation confidence.

Carbon Trans fer - The -important R&D tasks
related to carbon transfer are as follows:

Task 1: Short-term tests in grossly contami-
nated sodium will be run on type 304 stai,nless steel at temperatures
ranging from 800 to 1250 F to determine the extent of the deleterious

metallurgical changes after an acciden-tal release of large quantities of
carbon in the primary system. Similar tests will be run on type 316
stainless steel at temperatures up to 1100 F.

Task 2: Tests designed to obtain long-term
carbon transfer data for the bimetallic intermediate system will be pur-
sued in this task. Since there are no potential sources of gross carbon
contamination in the intermediate system, emphasis will be placed on
the accurate determination of the carbon transfer rates between type 304
stainless steel and Croloy 2- 1/4 over a temperature range of 700 to
1050 F.

Task 3: A means to control carbon transfer in
the intermediate system will be developed in this task. Inherent control
by the addition of stabilizing alloys to the structural materials will be

investigated. Alternate techniques, such as additives to the sodium cool-
ant, will also be investigated.
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Surface Cleaning Methods - The objective
here is to develop an economical surface-cleaning method for the B&W
reference design vented fuel subassemblies; a method that definitely
will not produce harmful metallurgical changes is needed. Ideally, the
solvents used will be compatible with the oxide fuels used in the B&W
core.

5.2.2. Sodium Purification

5.2.2.1.   Objective

The primary objective of this program is to
develop a cold trap for controlling the purity of the sodium coolant that

is compatible with a pot-type reactor design. The reference plant, as
it now exists, calls for two cold traps in the pot for purification of the
reactor sodium and a single cold trap for each loop for purification of
the steam generator sodium. After detailed consideration of the prob-
lems associated with fabrication, performance, maihtenance, and cost,
this program will·determine whether an in-pot or a separately shielded,
piped purification system should be developed for reactor sodium.  A
design representing the type of cold trap selected will then be developed.
The program will also determine the arrangement for the purification
cold trap for the intermediate system, based on performance, mainte-
nance, cost, and its interrelationship with the intermediate system.

5.2.2.2.   Summary of Current Technology

A number of reactor plants have operated with
piped cold trap systems; these include EBR-I and -II, HNPF, SRE, and
the Enrico Fermi plant.  In most large installations a bypass system is
used to contain the cold trap, plugging meter, or other oxide sensor;
flow   meter;   pump; and other associated devices. Generally,    the   maxi -
mum flow in the bypass system is rated at 1% of the full system flow.

The cold trap itself consists of an econorriizer
and a vessel packed with stainless steel mesh or other suitable material.
The coolant can be any fluid that is compatible with sodium, such as NaK.

The Fermi plant uses a 500-gallon-capacity
cold trap cooled with NaK. The sodium flow rate is 100 gpm, and the
primary system sodium inventory is 500,000 pounds.
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The cold trap in the HNPF is similar in design
to the Fermi cold trap and to the one used to remove fission products
from the SRE after the fuel damage occurred.

In general, primary system cold traps remove
oxygen (present in the initial charge), carbon, iron, silicon, manganese,
and chromium, as well as fission products such as 137Cs. These traps
have worked satisfactorily in the past, but they have not been used with
vented fuel elements.

Maintenance problems associated with the highly
radioactive contents of the trap, which have not been completely worked
out, will depend to a large extent on the effects of the radioactivity in
the cold trap. In general, cold trap designs for intermediate sodium
purification are quite similar to those used for reactor sodium cleanup.

5.2.2.3. Technical Justification

Past  experience has shown that removing oxide s
from sodium by precipitation is a feasible method that can be employed
to reduce oxide concentration to approximately 10 ppm. Precipitation
is also effective, to varying degrees, for removing other impurities as
well. However, sufficient knowledge of the basic mechanisms that will
provide the designer with quantitative information is still lacking.  This
fundamental R&D effort is described in the more basic programs covered
in section 5. The program described here addresses itself specifically
to the principles of design, fabrication, and maintenance of precipitation
purification systems for the reactor coolant as well as the intermediate
coolant. The in-pot purification system to be used for the reactor is
considerably more complex than that for the steam generator.  The com-
plexity of the reactor coolant purification system arises from the follow-
ing situations :

1.  The sodium to be purified is highly radioactive, since
it contains the long-lived fission products 24Na and 22Na.

2.  The pot configuration of the plant makes it very desir-
able to retain the sodium purification system in the re-
actor vessel without external processing.

Item 2 requires the cold trap to function in a high-temperature (about
800 F) sodium environment during operation. This program will evalu-
ate the desirability of such a location; if it is found attractive, we will
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the problems associated with the design, operation, and maintenance

of such a cold trap will be solved. In addition, the program will pro-
vide  design info rmation for piped. systems,  in both the reactor and inter-
mediate coolant systems, tailored to B &W' s 1000-MWe LMFBR refer-

ence design.

5.2.2.4. Scope of Work

Task 1: The design requirements already for-
mulated for the reactor and intermediate coolant systems must be re-
viewed and evaluated in light of the desired performance of the purifica-
tion systems. The requirements  must be compatible with what is  al-
ready known about the basic characteristics of precipitation traps,  re-

gardless of whether an in-pot or piped design is adopted. A thorough
understanding and justification of the basis for the requirements and a

realistic evaluation of the effects of only partial achievement are required.

Task 2: A literature survey should be made to
assimilate the more recent experience of others in the areas of design,
fabrication, maintenance, and operation of cold traps. Special attention
should be given to materials, cooling requirements, capacity, instrumen-

tation, maintenance, and design. The results from this survey, com-
bined with information developed in the basic program and the evaluation
of design requirements, will be used to develop modified design require-
ments.

Task 3: A detailed engineering study will de-
termine the optimum arrangement of cold traps for both the reactor and
intermediate coolant systems. Special attention will be given to the prob-
ability of solving the in-pot insulation, temperature, maintenance, and
instrumentation problems. A study will be conducted to determine the
size and number of in-pot cold traps required, based on methods of re-

moving fission products and oxide impurities. Studies will also be con-

ducted to determine other cold trap characteristics, such as the capacity
for removing oxygen and other impurities, compatibility with plant down-
time, reliability, equipment maintenance, the arrangement' s compati-

bility with other equipment, and the effect of seal leakage on the plant
waste gas disposal system. In addition, a piped cold trap purification
system for the reactor coolant will be investigated. The results of these
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studies will be evaluated to determine which approach to follow,  i. e.,
in-pot or piped cold traps. The intermediate coolant requirements will
also be studied to determine whether an integral design (as is now shown
for the reference plant) or a number of smaller cold traps best meet the
purification needs in light of task 2. After the work described above has
been completed and the technical approach has been chosen, a detailed

design, adequate for fabrication of the pertinent parts of the purification
system, will be made. The design work will form the basis for the hard-
ware portion of this program.

Task 4:  In all cases, a testing program will
either confirm assumptions or supply information required by the de-
signers. Wherever practical, the tests will utilize full-scale models or,
where not practical, models as near as necessary to full scale without
undue penalty on the test facility or the time requirement. The models
will provide representative information associated with temperatures,
thermal duties, sodium impurities, velocities, pressure drops, opera-
tional instrumentation, residence time, packing densities, purification

performance, and the like. The models will be so constructed that they
prove out fabrication techniques and environments where there is any
doubt about either. The models will also be capable of demonstrating
the method of removing the oxide-laden radioactive sodium before plac-
ing the cold trap back in service.

Task 5: Based on the detailed design accom-
plished under task 3, a separate program max be required to develop
special weld and mechanical joints. Also depending on the design, there
may be requirements for special remote handling tools and equipment.
Should it become necessary to provide this kind of information, a pro-
gram will be undertaken, using mockups wherever possible to prevent
delays in the main program. Problems of this nature will be identified

during the early design stages.

Task 6:  As a result of model testing, facility
requirements will be developed. Because of the relatively large models
that will be needed to verify and obtain design and performance informa-
tion,   the  use of National Program fac ilities  will be assumed.     The  4-

inch loop now under construction at ANL appears to be a satisfactory
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facility for this purpose. However, detailed scheduling of the many ac-
tivities may indicate that other approaches have to be considered.

Task 7: A design effort will be required to in-
tegrate the component models with ANL's 4-inch loop test facility.  Mod-
ifications  to the  loop and adaptations  to the scaled cold traps  will  bd  made.

Task 8: A complete testing program must be
written to cover the short- and long-term testing, the parameters to be
held constant during each run, and the variables to be investigated.  Pro-
visions should be made for non-destructive testing at various time inter-
vals, as well as chemical and metallurgical analysis-all as part of the
testing program.  The test program should be based on developing data
that will allow the designer to obtain the necessary information for the
configuration in question, and it should allow time for evaluating the rel-
ative importance of each variable. In addition to performance testing,
the program should include periodic maintenance, repair, and regenera-
tion of the cold trap under conditions identical to those found in an oper-
ating plant.

Task 9: Since the purpose of the entire pro-
gram is to provide design information, it will be necessary to take the
raw data and transform them into meaningful correlations. Therefore,
it will be necessary to develop analytical techniques that will utilize the
experimental data to predict performance as well as to direct modifica-
tion of the model and functional requirements. This effort should be
started as soon as the technical approach becomes clear.

Task 10:  At the completion of the program,
the results will be organized to establish, with a high degree of certainty,
those factors that are pertinent in the design of cold traps. The results
will include information that will be necessary to establish design stan-
dards relating to performance, lifetime, fabrication, materials, main-
tenance, instrumentation, and the requirements associated with the
trapped fission product.

5.2.3. Fission Products in Sodium

5.2.3.1.  Objectives

The objectives  of this program are as follows:
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1.  To determine the fate of fission products released in the
reactor coolant system of B&W's integral pot LMFBR
by cladding failures and by intentional fuel venting.

2.  To support the development of sensitive and accurate
instrumentation for detecting failed fuel and to develop
techniques for assessing the magnitude of the failure.

3.  To evaluate the effects of vented fuel and failed fuel on
equipment maintenance and decontamination problems.

4.  To develop an economical radioactive noble gas sepa-
ration system for the B&W reference design LMFBR.

5.2.3.2.   Summary of Current Technology

A great deal of information has been accumu-
lated on fission product release in water-cooled reactor systems mainly
in the process of satisfying safety requirements.    To a limited extent,
these data are applicable to sodium reactors. Atomics International is

conducting experimental and analytical studies to evaluate the release

and transport characteristics of fission products in molten sodium.  The

general objective of their work is to evaluate the ability of the sodium

coolant to retain the specific fission products that have been released to

the coolant stream. Their specific objectives have been (1) to deter-
mine the ability of s6dium to retain radioactive iodine as a function of
such parameters as sodium temperature, elapsed time, sodiuril-to-fuel
and sodium-to-gas volume ratios, geometric relationships, and condi-

tions of released iodine; and (2) to evaluate the ability of boiling sodium

and sodium in the vapor phase to retain fission products. These experi-
ments have demonstrated that sodium tends to retain fission products,
but extensive plating and deposition of fission products on various sur-
faces was observed throughout the experiments. An examination of con-

taminated reactor sodium piping indicated some correlation of fission
product activity with carbonaceous impurities in the system.

At the Aix conference, Saroul of CEA-Cadarache

presented the results obtained from experiments on the behavior of fis-

sion products in sodium and argon. 1 The results indicated that the only
fission product detected in the cover gas, other than the inert gasses,
was iodine- 131. The iodine was found in the vapor trap and in the asbes-

tos filter. No iodine was detected in the activated carbon filter; thus
Saroul was led to conclude that the iodine is present only as sodium io-
dide.
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Some insight into the problems associated with
fission product release in sodium systems has been gained in the operat-
ing experiences with sodium-cooled reactors in the U. S. and in other
countries. EBR-I, EBR-II, SRE, and Fermi have operated with sodium
or NaK as coolant, and they have experienced fuel meltdowns in which
fission products were released. Considerable information has been
gained by examining these incidents.

A number of technically *sound methods for sep-
arating the noble gasses are available today. Major candidates include
absorption, fractional distillation and condensation, liquid absorption,
thermal diffusion, and diffusion through selective membranes. Adapta-
bility and economics are the unknown areas that must be resolved before
an acceptable system can be formulated for the 1000-MWe LMFBR.

5.2.3.3. Technical Justification

Vented fuel gives a new dimension to the prob-
lems of safety and of handling radioactive materials at a power reactor
site. Many areas of concern that were previously the domain of the fuel
reprocessing plant have become priority problems for the LMFBR de-
signer. The disposal of radioactive waste gas is notable among these
inherited problems.

The production of radioactive noble gases is a
direct function of the thermal power output of a reactor core.  As the
installed capacity on a single site increases, the problems of disposing
of the gaseous radioactive wastes safely are increased. There is now a
practical activity release limit of approximately 5000 llc/sec for 85Kr in
a single area. Exact limits depend upon meteorological conditions and
the reactor location. Pollution control trends point toward even more
strict limitations than are now imposed.  By the time a 1000-MWe
LMFBR goes on line, the release of any radioactivity at all may be pro-
hibited.

Sodium-cooled breeder reactors tend to com-
pound the problems of waste disposal, especially gaseous waste, in
the s e  ways :

1. They require large-capacity plants in order to be eco-
nomically competitive with PWR systems.
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2.  The direct relationship of fuel cost to cladding thickness
(106 $/mil) is very sensitive; hence, a vented fuel de-
sign is favored.

3.     There are numerous uns olved seal problems  in the  re-
actor vessel cover structure and other critical areas.

4. They require large volumes of inert gas to blanket the
highly reactive sodium. Candidate blanket gasses are
either expensive, cause metallurgical problems, or
become activated.

5. Activated sodium vapor exists in the blanket gas atmo-
sphere.

The alternatives are quite clear for the B&W
reference design. If adequate seals (dynamic and static) can be devel-
oped to limit gas leakage into the reactor vessel to less than 0.1 scfm
and leakage  of the radioactive blanket gas  out of the vessel to 4.1  cc/
day, then a holdup-for-decay scheme will work satisfactorily (assum-
ing  a  release  rate  of 5000 Fc/sec  for  85Kr). Othe rwise, a continuous

purge of sufficient magnitude to preclude blanket gas leakage into the
reactor building, followed by a noble gas separation and storage  sys -
tem, will be required.  Most of the xenon and krypton will be sepa-
rated from argon and permanently stored. The remaining gas stream

could be recirculated, vented to the atmosphere, or both.  Most of
the radioactivity in the cover gas would then have been isolated.

Although the reference design 1000-MWe
LMFBR calls for a holdup-for-decay system, it is the opinion of the
B&W Systems Engineering staff that an economical separation and per-
manent storage system must be developed as a backup for use with
large sodium-cooled reactors.  -

The B&W reference design core comprises
95,328 vented fuel pins clad with 10 mils of stainless steel. Fuel swell-

ing from high burnup (up to 100,000 MWd/T) coupled with hot-spot tem-

peratures approaching 1250 F will no doubt result in some cladding fail-
ures. The addition of fission products to the reactor coolant via clad-
ding failure apparently will not jeopardize plant safety or cause in-
creased operational difficulties. However, reactor operation with de-
tected fuel failures will be limited if it cannot be positively guaranteed
that a failure will not propagate into an accident condition.
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Plans for the development of failed-fuel detec-
tors are found in section 4.2.1.5 of this report.   The most promising
technique is that of measuring the activity of short-lived neutron emit-
ters produced by fission. Detectors in the reference design plant are
located apart from the core, and quantitative estimates of the severity
6f a cladding failure will be meaningless without a knowledge of fission

product behavior in a pot-type system. Without a reliable means of cor-
relating the degree of cladding failure to the indicated fission product
activity, there will be no recourse to reactor shutdown for fuel inspec-
tion.

Although the reference plant has been designed

with cognizance of fission products in the reactor coolant and the argon

blanket gas, a great deal of work must be done to substantiate the as-
sumptions made. In particular, an accurate means for predicting the
fate of fission products must be developed before the final design of re-
actor components and systems is established.  As a minimum, techniques
must be developed'for predicting the character and quantity of radioac-
tive deposits on components that must be removed from the reactor for
nnaintenanc e.

5.2.3.4.   Scope of Work

The study of fission products in sodium will be
handled in four tasks:

Task 1:A comprehensive analytical program,
supported by experimental verification when necessary, will develop re-
liable techniques for predicting the fate of all fission products released
to the reactor coolant or blanket gas in a 1000-MWe integral pot reactor

design.

Task 2: The transient behavior of short-lived

fission products released to the reactor coolant will be investigated to
provide a basis for correlating the extent of fuel failures with detection
indications for a pot reactor concept.

Task 3: Following task 1, a study will be con-
ducted to ascertain the effects of fission products on component decon-
tamination and maintenance procedures. In addition, positive
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recommendations will be made for the design of handling equipment and
other facilities exposed to contaminated components.

Task 4: A noble gas separation system for the
B&W 1000-MWe LMFBR will be developed in this task. System size
will be a function of the inefficiency of the reactor vessel seals. Since
this is an unknown factor at this time, the R&D program will be based
on developing systems capable of handling a waste gas purge rate from
0.1 to 100 scfnn.

Candidate systems will include but not
be  limited to the following basic operating principles:

1. Cryogenic distillation.
2.  Absorption on activated charcoal.
3.   Solution in liquids.
4. Permaselective membrane separation.
5.  Absorption on silica gel.
6.  Trapping innlolecular sieves.
7.  Trapping as clathrates.
8. Thermal diffusion.

If, after a preliminary examination,
it is not clear which separation principle should be developed, alternate
designs will be studied in greater depth.

5.2.4.     On- Line Monitoring Methods

5.2.4. 1. Objectives

The objectives of this program are (1) to de-
velop an accurate and reliable plugging meter for the B&W reference
design LMFBR, and (2) to develop a quick-response instrumentation

system for detecting the small sodium-water reactions that are likely
to occur in the B&W helical-coil steam generator and reheater.

5.2.4.2.  Summary of Current Technology

References 2 and 3 survey the current status

of on-line sodium purity instrumentation. Although plugging meters

have not yet been developed as marketable instruments supplied by in-
strument vendors, a number of units have been built and operated satis-

factorily as manually or semi-automatically controlled devices; the ex-
tension of these efforts to provide a continuous on-line instrument is con-
sidered straightforward. Reference 4 describes a British experimental
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design for such a device. A sensitivity of 10 ppm is regarded as rou-
tinely obtainable. Greater sensitivity, reliability, and accuracy will
be the goals of R&D work on these instruments.

APDA is conducting an investigation of leak-
detection methods as part of their Sodium-Water Reactions Program.5
Although sodium-water reactions are detected in the Fermi reactor by
monitoring for hydrogen in the cover gas, the APDA studies show that
as much as 99% of the reaction-produced hydrogen may remain in the
sodium. Additional fundamental investigation of the sodium-water reac-
tion, at different leak rates and.under various conditions, is needed be-
fore good reaction detection criteria can be formulated. In particular,
the prompt detection of small water leaks into the very large mass of
sodium present in a steam generator or reheater requires additional
basic effort.

APDA has used both hydrogen (in cover gas)
thermal conductivity meters and acoustic detection for experiments on
the sodium-water,reaction. These techniques, in addition to the in-
sodium hydrogen diffusion meter and some other types, provide a nu-
cleus of detection methods.

5.2.4.3. Technical Justification

Objective 1 - One of the basic assumptions of
the B&W reference design is that, to prevent excessive corrosion, so-
dium impurity concentrations will not have to be lower than can be pro-
vided by high-performance cold traps. If corrosion studies substantiate
this assumption, then the only on-line instrument needed will be a plug-
ging meter that monitors gross changes in the concentration of impuri-
ties.  Since R&D to develop more sensitive instruments which are prac-
tical for on-line use will be very expensive, and since success before
the reference plant is scheduled for construction is unlikely, it seems
prudent to await conclusive metallurgical data before making firm rec-
ommendations in this area.

Objective 2-A possible sodium-water reac-
tion in the steam- raising equipment cannot be discounted for the  B&W
helical-coil design (a total of 3792 tube-to-tube sheet welds), regardless
of the manufacturing excellence and quality control used. Indeed, this
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statement applies to any candidate design now being proposed for LMFBR
service.

B&W's reference design calls for pressure
transducers to monitor the blanket gas pressure in the reheaters and
steam generators and to initiate emergency procedures when a predeter-
mined overpressure condition exists. Unfortunately, a sodium-water
reaction would be in an advanced stage before a significant rise in pres-
sure was noted. A hydrogen- sensitive gas chromatograph is also in-
cluded in the instrumentation as a backup to the pressure transducers.
A sodium-water reaction may or may not be in an advanced stage when
the chromatograph sounds the alarm. A chromatograph is sensitive, but
it cannot qualify as an early warning instrument because of the long lag
time between the start of a sodium-water reaction and the diffusion of
hydrogen into the blanket gas space.

Because a large-scale sodium-water reaction
could adversely affect plant safety and would have serious economic re-
percussions,  it is mandatory to develop a way to detect small leaks  in
time to take precautionary action.

5.2.4.4. Scope of Work

Efforts directed toward on-line monitoring meth-
ods will be pursued in two tasks-plugging meter development and small
sodium-water leak detection.

Task 1: Utilizing all previous experience with

such devices, an acceptable plugging meter will be developed for use in
the primary and intermediate coolant systems. When necessary, addi-
tional data on the precipitation properties of the elements and species of
concern will be made available through experimentation carried out un-
der 5.2.6, Fundamental Properties of System Sodium.

Task 2: A reliable, quick-response system
for detecting small sodium-water reactions in the B&W helical-coil

steam-raising equipment will be developed in this task. Since the char-

acteristics of sodium-water reactions of any size are now ill-defined, a

great deal of work on fundamentals is expected before a suitable system
can be designed.
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5.2.5.    Sampling and Analysis

5.2.5.1.   Objectives

The objectives of this program are as follows:

1.  To develop methods applicable to the B&W
reference design LMFBR for obtaining representative samples of radio-
active and non-radioactive sodium, and to formulate procedures for pre-
venting the contamination of these samples.

2.  To develop laboratory techniques for iden-
tifying and accurately measuring small concentrations of the deleterious
forms of various impurities, such as oxygen, carbon, hydrogen, and
nitrogen. In addition, equally precise techniques must be developed for
measuring the corrosion products containing chromium, nickel, iron,
and cobalt that are expected to be present in the sodium heat transport
systems of the LMFBR.

5.2.5.2.   Summary of Current Technology

The accuracy, precision, and speed of current

laboratory methods for sodium impurity analyses are not considered ac-

ceptable, despite extensive R&D work in this area over the past 20 years.
The results of the "round robin" analyses for oxygen and carbon that
have been conducted thus far point out the need for standardizing the ana-
lytical techniques. Another round robin exercise is now in progress; it
is aimed at achieving this objective for oxygen in sodium. The results
of this effort have not yet been reported.

Although refined procedures and techniques
have been developed for other impurities in sodium, none have been stan-
dardized or universally accepted. Round robin exercises are planned
for some of the critical species, and the results will be valuable in as-
sessing the actual current state of the art.

5.2.5.3. Technical Justification

The difficulties in the analysis of impurities in
sodium in the range of LMFBR interest (usually below 10 ppm) can be
attributed largely to the high chemical reactivity of the sodium.  Some
chemists express optimism that the accuracy of sodium impurity analysis
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can approach that now available with water; however, this statement is

always qualified by saying that R&D for comparable accuracy in sodium

will be much more expensive than that for water.  On the other hand,

comparable accuracy may not be a prerequisite to successful LMFBR

operation.

The philosophy of sodium impurity surveillance

for the B&W reference design is characterized by a minimum number of

on-line instruments. These devices will be augmented by laboratory

analyses accurate enough to discern any variations in impurity concen-

tration that could endanger plant safety or longevity. Impurities of cur-

rent interest are listed in objective 2. No doubt other elements or com-

pounds will be added to this list before the reference plant is constructed.

5.2.5.4. Scope of Work

The scope of work for this task encompasses

varying degrees of effort in the following areas:

Task 1: Recent literature will be reviewed to

assess the state of the art for methods of sampling, preserving, and

analyzing sodium containing less than 10 ppm of individual impurities

that are either known or expected to be important to the design and oper-

ation of the B&W reference design LMFBR.  At the present time, these

impurities include various compounds of oxygen, carbon, hydrogen, ni-

trogen, chromium, nickel, iron, and cobalt. Other compounds or ele-

ments will be added as the need develops before the reference plant is

constructed.

Task  2:    From the review  in task  1,  we will

select the methods and procedures that appear to be the most promising

for achieving the objectives of this task for further development to over-

come any deficiencies.

Task 3: Concurrent with task 2, efforts will

be made to develop new or advanced sampling and analytical methods

for both laboratory and plant operator applications.

5.2.6. Fundamental Properties of System Sodium

5.2.6.1.   Objectives

The objectives of this program are listed below.
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1.   To determine the reaction products, solubility, and dis-
tribution coefficients of the important impurities found in reactor and
intermediate sodium. Oxygen, hydrogen, carbon, nitrogen, and their

compounds have been identified as the important impurities that require
extensive study for the reference design LMFBR.

2.  To determine the solubility and the kinetics of the solu-

tion process for chromium, nickel, iron, and cobalt in sodium at terri-

peratures of 200 to 1250 F.

3.  To determine the solubility and the kinetics of solution

for fission products that enter the reactor coolant system sodium from

failed fuel or from the intentional venting of fission gasses to the sodium.

5.2.6.2.   Summary of Current Technology

The transport properties of impurities and cor-

rosion products in sodium are ill-defined in the area of interest to our

reference design LMFBR, largely because techniques for the identifica-

tion and measurement of the various species are relatively unrefined.
Some properties can be determined by adding known quantities of an im-

purity to ultrapure sodium (prepared by multiple distillation) and observ-

ing the mixture produced. For example, the solubility of some species
in sodium can be determined by the controlled addition of small quanti-
ties until saturation occurs. Since sodium is so chemically reactive,  a

portion of the impurity added may react and form other compounds,  thus

obscuring  the true solubility  of the impurity being investigated.      Thi s
tendency, however, may be partially overcome by analyzing the mixture

for other species or elements that might be liberated or formed in a re-

action between the original added impurity and the pure sodium.  Al-

though a great deal of useful data can be obtained by such indirect mea-

surements,  the more direct approach via accurate laboratory analysis
is preferred. As indicated in section 5.2.5, accurate methods for de-

termining most impurities in sodium in the area of interest (usually be-
low 10 ppm) are not available. A corollary to this fact would be that the

accuracy of transport properties parallels analytical accuracy.
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5.2.6.3. Technical Justification

An understanding of the chemical behavior and

transport properties of corrosion products, fission products, and other

impurities in sodium is essential to the success of the B&W 1000-MWe

LMFBR. There are a number of specific reasons for requiring this
knowledge:

1.  To permit an accurate correlation of the extent of fuel
failure and to assist in failure location. Without a knowledge of diffu-
sion coefficients and other transport properties, it would be difficult to
estimate the quantity of fission products released to the coolant on the
basis of the measured activity of short-lived radioisotopes.

2.   To support studies of the fate of fission products re-
leased to the reactor coolant system. Although the B&W LMFBR is de-

signed with full cognizance of fission products in the reactor coolant sys-
tem, sinks, sources, and transport phenomena must be known to ade-

quately estimate the consequences of a DBA.

3.  To permit accurate estimates of metal waste due to so-
lution attack in both primary and intermediate sodium systems.    The

degree of solution attack on a metal surface depends on the relative con-

centration of metallic impurities in the sodium.  If a system could be
permitted to reach static equilibrium, then metal waste by this mecha-
nism would be suppressed. However, cold traps will act as sinks for
dissolvad metallic impurities. Some degree of solution suppression may
be possible in a dynamic system if accurate transport properties are
known.

4.   To support experimental corrosion programs. Accurate

corrosion data are essential to the success of the LMFBR, mainly be-
cause of the cost penalties encountered in the degradation of breeding
ratio by increased cladding thickness in the core.

5.  To support the development of high-performance cold
traps. Current data indicate that oxide and other precipitable impuri-
ties must be kept in the low-ppm range (about 10 ppm). Cold traps are

capable of reducing many of the important impurities to this level, but

a better understanding of the basic mechanisms is required to prolong
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the useful life of a unit and to reduce its physical size. Although size
is not important in nonradioactive systems, it is very important in ra-
dioactive systems because of the handling and waste disposal problems.

5.2.6.4.   Scope of Work

Fundamental properties of system sodium will
be pursued in three major tasks.

Task 1: The transport properties of low con-
centrations (in sodium) of the important oxygen, hydrogen, carbon, and
nitrogen impurities will be determined. Two temperature ranges will
be emphasized: the high-temperature range will be concerned with prop-
erties from 700 to 1250 F, and the low-temperature investigation will
be concerned with properties from 208 to 300 F.

Task 2: The kinetics of solution and deposition
of chromium, iron, nickel, and cobalt will be investigated for the range
of temperatures indicated in task 1. Corrosion suppression methods
will also be investigated.

Task 3: The kinetics of solution and deposition
of fission products will be investigated for a pot configuration. Temper-
ature ranges will, of necessity, cover the entire range expected in the
reactor coolant system (200 to 1250 F,  i. e., cold-trap to core-hot-spot
temperature).
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6. CORE DESIGN

6.1.    Introduction and Summary

6.1.1.   General

The objectives of the core design R&D program are to
develop technology for prototype components for both predecessor and
reference cores, and to provide for the design and testing of those com-
ponents. The predecessor core will contain sealed fuel pins with solid
pellet, mixed-oxide fuel; the pin will be conservatively rated with re-
spect to linear power, inpile time, maximum cladding stress and sur-
face temperature.  It is anticipated that most of the research and devel-
opment required for designing the predecessor fuel pin will be supplied
by present and planned national programs. The predecessor plant will
be capable of operating with vented fuel so that the reference fuel pins
can be statistically tested for reliability. The reference fuel pin will
be  a  vented-to-coolant pin containing vibratory compacted mixed oxide.

The fuel assemblies, radial blanket assemblies, and con-
trol rods for the predecessor and the reference reactors will be similar
in concept; the only anticipated major differences are in the assemblies'
dimensions. However, it is possible that different types of fuel pin
spacers will be used in the predecessor and the reference fuel assem-
blies. This depends on whether the spacer selection program demon-
strates the acceptability of advanced spacer concepts before hardware
commitments are made for the predecessor.

The overall core configuration concept, which affects the
selection of assembly holddown and assembly can design, should not dif-

fer significantly for the predecessor and the reference cores.

The primary objective of the R&D program for the fuel
pin (section 6.2.1) is to provide guidance for the materials and inte-

grated pin tests to be conducted under the fuels and materials program.

Two  exceptions  to this objective  are  ( 1) investigation of the failure
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propagation phenomenon for sealed fuel pins, and (2) outpile thermal
shock tests of fuel pins, which will be conducted under the core design
program.  The fuel pin program is relatively independent of other core

design programs with regard to possible redirection of efforts.
The fuel assembly R&D program (section 6.2.2) is set

up to develop and test a prototype assembly before hardware commit-
ments are made for the predecessor plant. Work thereafter will con-
cern the upgrading of the prototype design for reference plant applica-
tion. Also, operation of the predecessor plant after 1980 will afford
an opportunity to conduct tests on the reliability of reference fuel pins
in a prototypic environment. The reference fuel assembly will be used
in these tests since it is realized that spacer and assembly designs have
a strong effect on pin reliability.  The fuel assembly spacer and wrap-
per can programs as presently planned are subject to change pending
the results of an investigation into the fixed can concept considered in
section 6.2.5.3. A fixed can core design (and possibly the perforated
wrapper can concept) would change some spacer and can requirements.

The Assembly Lower Fitting and Support Grid Junction Development,
part E of section 6.2.2.2, would be eliminated if a fixed can concept
were chosen.

Steady-State Thermal-Hydraulics, section 6.2.2.3, has
as its objective the methods development required to calculate assembly
fluid velocity and temperature distributions, cladding surface tempera-

ture distributions, and the development of orifices for core flow distri-

bution (the orifices required for the radial blanket assemblies are also

included here). Of course, the spacer type has some effect on fuel as-
sembly fluid temperature distributions by virtue of the effects on inter-
channel fluid mixing. Wherever these mixing effects strongly influence

spacer selection, tests for mixing coefficients will be conducted, as
will tests to improve data concerning spacer and pin bundle coolant pres-
sure drop. (Mixing coefficient tests are funded under section 6.2.2.2,
Fuel Pin Support System Selection. )

Preliminary data required for fuel assembly shaker tests

are for the sake of program continuity, included under the proof test
program  (part C, section 6.2.2.5, Assembly Mechanics and Shake r

Tests). These data will likely be obtained when the prototype spacer
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evaluations are made during the spacer selection program.  The fuel

assembly thermal bow facility is funded in section 6.2.2.5; however,

it is planned to use this facility to proof-test the control rod, control

rod guide tube, and radial blanket assembly. Although thermal bow of

an assembly has some bearing on the spacer design, it is anticipated
that this aspect of spacer selection will be investigated by analytical

means or by bench tests funded under the spacer selection program,

section 6.2.2.2. Negative results from proof tests should be reflected

in minor design modifications.

Development programs for the control rod and the radial

blanket assembly will draw heavily upon fuel assembly development ex-

perience. Analytical model development funded under section 6.2.2,
Fuel Assembly, should include applicability to large pin geometries if

possible . Separate methods development for control rods and radial

blanket geometries in the areas of flow-induced vibration, spacer pres-

sure loss, fluid mixing, and the like are not funded in section 6.2.3,

Control Rod, and s6ction 6.2.4, Radial Blanket Assembly Development.
A number of investigations are planned under  Core  Sys -

tem,  section 6.2.5, concerning factors that may effect changes in the

ove rall core configuration.   If the concepts  of a fixed can, perforated

can, or hydratilic holddown prove feasible and desirable from an operat-

ing or energy cost standpoint, then the fuel assembly and radial blanket

assembly R&D programs will be re-evaluated and possibly redirected

if the schedule allows.

6.1.2.    Budget and Schedule Summary

The investigation into propagation of fuel pin failure

(6.2.1.2) primarily concerns the predecessor plant design. These stud-

ies are expected to be completed by late 1973. The difficulties involved

in developing a reference fuel pin stem primarily from the vented con-

cept. A nonvented concept for the predecessor plant should be qualified

by late 1977. Funding for fuel data development (6.2.1.3) and cladding

development  (6.2.1.4) is not planned to extend beyond that date. Steady-

state and transient tests of fuel pins beyond late 1977 will primarily in-
volve the proofing of vented fuel pins.  The vent development program
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Table 6-1. Summary of Schedule and Budget for Core Design R&D

Budget, $ x 103

FY 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988
-------------------

Task CY 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 Total

-la- --- -Ild- ---A- --- --A-Milestones:

6.2.1. Fuel Pin

--      300Failure propagation                          60 105 45 45 45   --    --    --    --    --
Fuel data development 30    30    30    10    10   10    10    10    10 -- 150

Cladding development                    24    24    21    21     21    21     21     21     21    -     --     -      -      --                                               195
Irradiations of mixed-oxide fuel pins 100 100 100 100 100 80    60    60    60    60    60    60    60    60                                            1,060
Transient power tests 40    30    30    10    10   10    10    10    10    10    10    10   '10    10                                           210
Vent development 40    30    30    10    10   10    10    10    10    10    10    10    10 -- ZOO

--------------

Total 294 319 256 196 196 131 111 111 111    80 80 80 80 70 2,115

6.2.2. Fuel Assembly
Fuel pin support system 8 election 150 582 570   320   --    --    --    --    --    --    -- -- 1,622
Steady-state thermal/hydraulics 1300 1700 1700 600 540   15    15.   15    15    15    15    15                                                     5,945
Transient thermal/hydraulics              60     90     70     30     25    15     15     15     15     15     15     15                                                                     380
Fuel assembly prototype design and

proof tests --    -- 551 482 362  210    --    --    --    --    --    --    --    -- -- 1,605
Long-range upgrading --    --    --    --    --    -- 22 22    22    22    22    20    20    --    --                                     150
Pin reliability and assembly proof

tests in the predecessor                --     --     --     --     --     --     --     --     --     --     --      50     50     50     50                                              200
----- -- - - - - Il - - li -        I

A r, Total 1510 2372 2891 1432 927 240 52    52    52    52    52 100 70    50    50                                   9,902

6.2.3. Control Rod

Absorber pin 40 40 20   --    --    --                                                                                             100
Rod design data and criteria 80    70    40   --    --    --                                                                                             190
Analytical model development              60     80     40    --     --     --     --     --                                                                                                     180
Prototype design and testing --    -- 120 120 200 200 100    60                                                                                800

--------

Total 180 190 220 120 200 200 100    60                                                                                    1,270

6.2.4. Radial Blanket Assembly
Development
Radial blanket  pin                                                                                                         1 5             1 5          - -             - -                                                                                                                               1 5             1 5                                                                                                                                    60
Support system development 40    30    30 -- 100

Prototype assembly design and out-
pile proof tests -- 60 200 40 300

- - - -             - -              -

Total    --            55 105 230 40                                          15    15                                          460

6. Z. 5. Core System R&D
Hydraulic holddown                      50    50   --    --    --    --    --    --    --    --    --                                                                  100
Wrapper can concepts                       70     70     60    --     --     --     --     --     --     --     --                                                                             200
Hydraulically operated control rod 100 400 400   100   --    --    --    --    --    -- -- 1,000

Total 220 520 460   100   --    --    --    --    --    -- -- 1,000

Overall Total 2204 3401 3882 1953 1553 611 263 223 163 132 132 180 165 135    50                                     15,047

Milestones:   FFTF operation begins.   Reference plant construction begins.

  Predecessor construction begins.   Reference plant operation begins.

  Predecessor operation begins.



will continue to about the end of 1981, and funding after 1971 will hold
at a relatively low level (from a core design standpoint).

Selection of the fuel pin support system (6.2.2.2) should
be made by late 1972, and prototype fuel assembly proof tests (6.2.2. 5)
should end in 1974. The experimentation for steady-state and transient
flow and heat transfer methods verification (6.2.2.3 and 6.2.2.4) should
end by late 1973. Work extending beyond that date is planned for meth-
ods upgrading. The results of methods improvement will be utilized in
the reference fuel assembly upgrading (6.2.2.6), which is expected to
be carried out between 1974 and 1982.  Fuel pin reliability tests (6.2.2.7)
are funded from 1980 through 1983, but many uncertainties affect this
scheduling.  If by 1980 the fuel pin design has progressed satisfactorily
to the point where reliability tests can be initiated, reliability tests will
probably be carried on for eight years instead of four.

Development of the control rod and the radial blanket as-
sembly is not expected to extend beyond 1976. Funding beyond that date
is not provided since predecessor control rod and radial blanket tech-
nologies should be sufficient for the reference design effort.  The con-
trol rod absorber pin tests (6.2.3.2) are planned for 1969 through 1971
but could be delayed by three to four years. Control rod prototype de-
sign and testing (6.2.3.5) is scheduled through 1976, but control rod
life tests (3.2.7.3) should begin before then. Development of methods
for the control rod and the radial blanket assembly will draw heavily
upon those developed under the fuel pin support system program
(6.2.2.2).

Core system R&D (6.2.5) investigations should be com-
pleted very early in the overall program. Results of these programs
may affect the emphasis and direction of other programs. Programs
for hydraulic holddown (6.2.5.2) and the wrapper can concept (6.2.5.3)
will be completed by 1971 or sooner if possible.

Table 6-1 summarizes the core design budget and sched-
ule.
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6.2.   R&D Requirements

6.2.1.    Fuel Pin

6.2.1.1.   General

Objective - The goal of the fuel pin program
is to develop a concept that is technologically feasible for LMFBR opera-
tion in the  late  1980' s. An intermediate goal is the development of an
interim concept for use in a predecessor plant.  Fuel pin development
is primarily a cooperative effort between core design and fuels and ma-
terials programs; core design will supply the system engineering effort
which involves the following:

1.  Translate core performance and safety re-
quirements  into fuel pin requirements.

2.  Guide the selection of fuel pin concepts and
parameters with consideration of the effects
of pin performance on the core and the plant.

3. Develop technology concerning uncertainties
in areas where the fuel pin strongly affects
or limits core design (viz., effects of pres-
surized fuel pin failures).

4. Generate design information or oversee pro-
grams in other areas that generate informa-
tion required to specify the fuel pin configura-
tion resulting in minimum power generation
Cost.

5.  Set integral fuel pin testing environments and
objectives; this necessarily involves capabili-
ties for fulfilling objectives and providing
valid or usable information.

Summary of Current Technology -

1. Design Criteria: Theoretically, cladding
failure should be precluded for normal operation, normal transients,
and certain specified abnormal operating conditions for the average re-
moval burnup (in-core time). A cladding failure is defined as a cladding
breach, or 1% deformation (AD/D).

An in-reactor cladding failure should not

result in the failure of adjacent fuel pins. Propagation of a failure might
be caused by vapor blanketing, flow blockage, or molten fuel and clad-

ding contact.
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2.      De s ig n  Data:     No  data  a re available  f o r  the
probable types of in-reactor fuel pin failures (extent and location) and
the probability of failure propagation. Fuel property data for mixed
oxides are generally lacking. The designer is presently forced to use
data for U02 (obtained under thermal flux conditions) where the behavior
of mixed oxides is unknown.

Mechanical properties of unirradiated clad-

ding candidates are generally documented well enough for design pur-
poses up to and slighily beyond the normal operating temperatures ex-

pected in the LMFBR. However, short-term, high-temperature prop-
erties (required for safety analyses) are generally lacking, as are data
on the effects of high fluences.

Performance data for the low-burnup ex-

posure of mixed-oxide fuel pins are available, but uncertainties in the

data must be resolved.  Fuel pins containing mixed-oxide fuel have been

run up to 76,000 MWd/T burnup without cladding failure. Low-burnup,
fast-flux tests have been performed on pellet and powder fuels with peak
power ratings from 14.8 to 16.8 kW/ftz ;thermal flux tests have demon-
strated the capability of pellet fuels to operate at up to 23 kW/ftz, where-
as powder fuels of equal smeared density and weight percent plutonium
are expected to be capable of 90% of the pellet fuel rating.

Some information is available on the per-
formance of fuel pins subjected to power transients after steady-state

irradiations up to 70,000 MWd/T.  Data for fuel pins at higher steady-
state burnups are lacking.

Performance data for the diving-bell con-
cept for venting fission gasses to the coolant have been obtained from
in-reactor tests. No information, however, is available for inpile per-
formance of porous-plug vent devices.

3. Analytical Techniques:   The lack of analyti-
cal techniques for fuel pin failure propagation makes it impossible to

predict successfully the mechanics of fission gas and coolant interac-

tion at, and downstream from, the cladding rupture. Analytical tools
for the two-phase flow of liquid sodium are generally lacking. Since

the mechanics of cladding failure are probably not entirely amenable to
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analysis, the desired information concerning types and extents of clad-

ding failure must be provided in part by tests.

Analytical methods for predicting the steady-
state thermal performance of fuel pins are considered adequate; the ac-

curacy of design calculations is limited primarily by fuel property and

fuel-cladding gap heat transfer coefficient data. Methods for predicting
the mechanical interaction between fuel and cladding require some im-
provement. No models are available to predict the possibility of fuel
movement as a result of a sudden core shock or vibration.

The analytical models for the thermal and

mechanical performance of the fuel pin under transient conditions re-

quire further development.
No sophisticated models have been devel-

oped for predicting the performance of vent devices with regard to the
holdup time of fission gasses in a fuel pin.

Scope of Work - The fuel pin concepts will be
limited to a mixed-oxide, pellet, sealed-plenum configuration for the

predecessor plant, and to a mixed oxide, vibratory compacted, vented-

to-coolant type for the reference plant. Emphasis on the predecessor
fuel will be directed toward developing a configuration that just provides
initial competitive power generation costs. The predecessor will be de-
signed to accommodate the advanced reference fuel pin when it becomes
available. Existing and planned test programs should provide sufficient

information to permit the design of a conservative predecessor fuel pin
with little testing other than proof-testing. Since the number of fast
flux test facilities is limited, it should not be assumed that many fast
flux tests could be performed before the FFTF fuel development pro-

gram is completed.
Of primary importance in the reference fuel

pin program are the development of a vent device and the demonstration

of an average fuel burnup of 100,000 MWd/T. The reference design has.
included a porous plug as the venting device. This concept has an eco-
nomic advantage over the diving bell concept, but the latter will undergo
some examination and development since it is the logical backup to a

porous plug device. Demonstration of extremely high burnup capability
is the single most important economic factor for the reference fuel pin.
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Most of the developmental effort will be directed toward obtaining high

burnup capability while maintaining assurance of high reliability.
Neither the reference pin nor the predecessor

fuel pin is expected to have any fuel-cladding bond other than helium gas.
Fuel pin shelves.to limit fuel movement or to allow operation with mol-

ten fuel are not being considered. Since the core design responsibility

in the fuel area is primarily that of a systems engineering nature, no

experimental work will be performed except in areas dealing with fail-
ure propagation of pressurized fuel pins and fuel pin thermal-mechanics
performance; both of these problem areas will involve outpile tests

which are funded under core design.

6.2.1.2. Failure Propagation With Pressurized
Fuel Pins

Objective - Some effort must be directed

toward defining the relationship between the allowable fission gas vol-
ume, gas pressure, fuel pin failure types and locations, and fuel pin lat-

tice geometry to avoid possible failure propagation due to cladding fail-
ure with a pressurized fuel pin.  This is obviously a consideration for

the predecessor fuel pin, since it will be a sealed-plenum type.  Also,

consideration of this failure propagation mechanism may be applicable
to the vented-to-coolant concept since the pin pressure may be appreci-
able (see 6.2.1.7, Vent Development).

Emphasis will be directed toward developing
analytical methods to determine fuel pin design requirements in rela-

tion to stored fission gas pressure, volume, and the like based on the

fission gas choking effects on coolant flow. Outpile tests will be con-

ducted to support the analytical effort. Considerable effort will be de-

voted to design methods to circumvent the propagation problem (e.g.,
a gas throttling device, internal to the pin, between plenum and fuel or
axial blanket) instead of defining the exact phenomenological nature of

failure propagation due to fission gas release.
It should be noted that in a program of this na-

ture, very large expenditures of time and money are required to produce
results with a high level of confidence. A great deal of basic goundwork
must be laid in order to arrive at meaningful and truly representative

results. Very little is known of the probability of cladding failure as a
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function of axial pin position or in-core time.  Also, the types of failures
that fuel pins subjected to fast fluence may undergo are not documented
at present, and probably will not be in the near future. Hundreds of in-
pile failure tests would have to be conducted to demonstrate that failure
propagation  will not occur  in an operating reactor. A small numbe r

(such as from one to ten) inpile failure tests are likely to add very little
to the level of confidence of outpile test results.  Here, we are faced

with the fact that an extensive analytical effort backed by outpile tests

may provide results at a given confidence level, and that an extensive

inpile test program may increase the confidence level only marginally.
Consequently, at this time we do not feel that inpile failure propagation
tests are justified.

Summary of Current Technology - As far as
is known, no model exists that can predict coolant flow and heat trans-

fer under the transient condition of fission gas flowing in a coolant chan-
nel. Some experimental work on the hydrodynamics of two-phase
liquid-metal flows has been conducted,3 but it is difficult to measure

the void fraction. No acceptable flow correlation has been developed
for liquid metals, including sodium.

Flow  boiling (or nonboiling, two-phase  flow)
heat transfer data for liquid sodium (in bundle flow) is virtually non-
existent. Some experimental data are available for mercury, potas-
sium, rubidium, and some amalgams over scattered ranges of pres-
sures, velocities, qualities, and heat fluxes. Some empirical correla-

tions for boiling heat transfer coefficients have been obtained, but ap-

parently not for liquid sodium (for the flow regimes of interest).
Methods for calculating fission gas release

rates from a failed pin can be developed with existing theory. Analyti-
cal method accuracy would require experimental evaluation.  Very lit-
tle information on types of fuel pin failures is in evidence.

Scope of Work - This program will consist of

three major efforts:

1.  Development of the most sophisticated fuel
pin-coolant interaction model consistent with
present technology.
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2. Design efforts to circumvent situations lead-ing to possible failure propagation, as indi-
cated by the interaction model.

3. Outpile testing to substantiate the model or
fix empirical constants (to the extent possi-
ble) and evaluate problem solutions from
item  2.

Most of the analytical effort will be directed
toward developing a computer program to simulate the gas dynamics
(internal to the fuel pin) and the two-phase flow (fission gas and sodium
coolant) phenomena. The extent of coolant flow throttling and the extent
of downstream or adjacent pin gas blanketing will provide a basis for
evaluating the likelihood of added failures. The analytical results de-
sired include the pin area and/or coolant channels affected and the clad-
ding temperature-time envelope for a given set of stored gas volume,
stored gas pressure, cladding breach flow area, and breach location
conditions.

Proposed design solutions may be accounted
for in the failure simulation. Possible design solutions may include an
internal throttling orifice plate between the fuel chamber and the fission
gas plenum. The analytical results may indicate safety factors that
must be applied to the predecessor fuel element, such as added plenurn
volume, burnup limitations, or changes in fuel pin pitch-to-diameter
ratios.

Outpile tests should be conducted in low tem-
perature water (<250 F).  The test specimens will be mock fuel pins
whose diameter and pitch-to-diameter ratios closely approximate those
of a proposed predecessor configuration. The tests will utilize flow
visualization techniques to confirm predicted flow regimes (annular,
bubbly, etc. ) and the extent of adjacent pin gas blanketing opposite the
simulated fissure or hole. Gas escape rate measurements will be of
interest. Test variables will parallel those examined in the analysis
above.

Major Facilities and/or Equipment Required -
The test facility will be an existing conventional hydraulic flow loop with
modifications.
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Relationship to Current or Planned Programs -
The LMFBR Program Plan sets forth a program of this nature (LMFBR

Program Plan, Core Design subtask 6-2.2.3,  WASH- 1106).   The plan,
however, allows for the possibility of in-core failure propagation tests.

We have discounted the worth of such tests here.  Also, we have dis-
counted any near-term hopes of incorporating into the analytical work
any quantitative evaluation  of the probability of cladding failure  type,
location, or time (related to burnup).  We have approached the problem
mainly from the standpoint of evaluating the effects of design approaches
for circumvention.

Budget and Schedule - These tests and analyti-
cal results are required in order to design the predecessor fuel pin prop-

erly. As mentioned previously, some of the results may be applicable
' to the reference vented-to-coolant concept. Budgeting for manpower in-

cludes pre-test engineering and support engineering for tests.  The

costs in thousands of dollars are shown below.

Calendar year
1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 Total

Manpower 60 60 30 30 30 210
Fac ilities                - -                 30               15                15                15                   75
Equipment -- 15  -- -- 15

Total     60 105 45 45 45 300

6.2.1.3.   Fuel Data Development

Objective - The goal of this effort is to develop

pertinent fuel, fuel-sodium, and fuel-cladding data required for the con-
fident design of predecessor and reference core fuel pins.  We will em-

phasize obtaining data for vibro-pak fuel, helium bonded with a low in-

ternal pin hydrostatic pressure. Existing or planned programs will be
utilized for the design of the mixed-oxide, pellet, sealed fuel pin antici-

pated for use in the predecessor plant; data from these programs should

be generally applicable with little or no additional development.  The

predecessor fuel pin will be designed conservatively with respect to the

indicated allowable burnup, heat rating, and maximum cladding surface
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temperature. Afte r completing two or three predecessor fuel cycles
with pellet, sealed pins, we will use the advanced pin design (vibro-pak,
vented) in this plant.

This program will be a coordinated effort be-
tween the core design and the fuels and materials sections. The experi-
mental work is funded under the fuels and materials area. The core de-
sign responsibility includes:

1.  Delineation of the types of data required, the
test viriable ranges, and the desired accuracy
of results.

2.  Aid in planning experiments with regard to
test conditions and the type of facilities used.

3.  Evaluation of the usefulness and relevancy of
results.

4.  Re-evaluation of the feasibility of concepts
and firming-up of pin design criteria.

Sumrnary of Current Technology - Fuel data
state of the art is discussed in section 7.2.1.

Scope of Work The core design section will
set forth the fuel properties of interest for vibro-pac, mixed-oxide
fuel, as well as the range of variables affecting these properties.  Ten-
tative data requirements  are as follows:

1.    Effective fuel thermal conductivity  as  a  func -
tion of burnup, stoichiometry, fabrication
methods, and smeared fuel density.

2. Melting temperature as a function of burnup,
composition, stoichiometry, and fuel impuri-
ties.

3. Fuel specific heat.

4.  Coefficient of thermal expansion.
5. Volumetric expansion upon melting.
6.  Molten fuel viscosity.
7. Fuel modulus of compression and creep strain

rate as a function of temperature, applied
stress, and grain structure (as-fabricated or
restructured).
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8. Unconstrained swelling rate and fission gas
release as a function of temperature, fission
gas pressure, and fissioning rate.

9. Fuel-sodium compatibility as a function of
burnup and stoichionnetry.

10. Fuel-cladding compatibility.
11. Plutonium migration rate and extent.

Any data affected by internal pin pressure will have to be re-evaluated

as results from the vent device program are received. There is some

uncertainty concerning the pin pressures required to make the porous

plug device operable from the standpoint of fission gas holdup time.
Pin internal hydrostatic pressures can affect the effective fuel thermal

conductivity and fission gas release.

Major Facilities and/or Equipment Required -
The experimental work will be conducted under the fuels and materials

program. See section 7.2.1 for a discussion of test facilities.

Relationship to Current or Planned Programs -
The emphasis of the LMFBR Program Plan Task for fuel properties

(6-2.4) of mixed oxides is on the properties of sintered pellets under

conditions experienced in sealed pins. Very little of the effort is di-

rected toward investigation of vibro-pak fuel. Since some of the fuel

properties are expected to pertain to both pellet and vibro-pak, there
is some overlap. The extent of overlap is difficult to assess since the

difference in the amounts of fission gas retention may significantly af-
fect the melt temperature, volumetric expansion coefficient upon melt-

ing, fuel mechanical properties, and diffusion rates of plutonium.

Budget and Schedule - The manpower costs,

in thousands of dollars,  are as follows:

Calendar year

1969 1970 1971  1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 Total

Manpower 30 30 30 10 10 10 10 10 10 150
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6.2.1.4. Cladding Development

Objective - The core design area shares the
developmental responsibility for cladding with the fuels and materials
area. Core design is responsible for establishing design and test re-
quirements, screening cladding candidates for advanced tests (prelimi-
nary screening and pre-irradiation tests to be the sole responsibility
of fuels and materials), and evaluating test results for the selection of
prime candidates for prototype tests.  We will emphasize the develop-
ment  of a cladding consistent  with the requirements   of a vented  pin  uti -
lizing a vibro-pak, mixed-oxide fuel, although the predecessor plant
will initially use a sealed pin containing fuel pellets.  It is hoped that
the cladding for this pin will require little evaluation beyond present
and planned programs-the pins for the early loadings of the predeces-
sor will be conservatively designed.

One of the primary considerations in selecting
the cladding material is the cladding ductility degradation with fast flux
exposure.  Also, any serious cladding contenders must be thoroughly
tested to determine their ultimate strength, stress at 0.2% offset (or
modulus of elasticity), creep strength, and ductility in order to properly
evaluate the effect on fuel burnup, which is the main operating param-
eter through which cladding affe-cts plant economics. These data will
be used in a fuel-cladding interaction model to be developed by the fuels
and materials program.

Before inpile tests are conducted on a proto-
type pin (see section 6.2.1·. 5) employing a cladding candidate, outpile
thermal shock tests will be conducted. The cladding integrity must be
demonstrated under situations simulating sudden changes from normal
to low power-to-flow ratios.

Summary of Current Technology - The clad-
ding candidates for fast reactor service in the United States'i are pri-
marily 304 and 316 stainless steels, Hastelloy-X, Inconel-625, and vana-
dium alloys. The British are considering 316L stainless steel, FV548
(niobium-stabilized type  316),   20  Cr-25 Ni-Cb alloy, and Nirnonic  PE
16. Some minor considerations of 347 stainless steel, Incoloy-800,
19-9DL, and 20 Cr-25 Ni have been undertaken.
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No information is available concerning the
minimum cladding thickness that is practical from a production, han-
dling and fabrication standpoint. General Electric5 has produced Vipak

test specimens with cladding thicknesses of 0.015 inch for irradiations

in EBR-II. Westinghouse has produced claddings for pin irradiation

tests as low as 5 mils in thickness6.
Insufficient information is available to define

the allowable failure  rate for pin claddings.    And the definition of clad
failure other than rupture has not been set; some question exists as to

whe ther    1,    2,    or   3% clad creep deformation should be considered  as   a

design limit. The mechanical and chemical properties considered of

interest for cladding use with vibratory compacted  fuel are as follows:

1.      Duc tility.
2. Sodium compatibility.
3. Ultimate tensile strength.
4. Creep strain rate and creep

rupture strength.

5.  Properties for determing
thermal stress.

6. Fatigue properties.

Scope of Work - The core design responsibility
in the cladding material screening process involves the establishment of
material requirements. For cladding use in a vented, vibro-pak fuel
concept, the following minimum cladding requirements must be deter-

mined:

1.  Ductility.
2. Sodium corrosion rate.

3. Ultimate tensile strength.
4. Creep strain rate (a function of

strain and tennperature).

5.  Properties for determining
thermal stress.

The temperatures, fluence, sodium purity,  and the  like at which these

requirements are to be met must be supplied. Using these requirements,

fuels and materials personnel will perform preliminary screening, in-

cluding test evaluations.
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Prime cladding candidates selected in the fuels
and materials program will be evaluated to determine the effects of each
on core performance.  The most promising cladding materials will then
be subjected to combined fuel-cladding tests, both outpile and inpile.
This program assumes responsibility for outpile tests to demonstrate
(by simulation) the cladding ability to withstand the stresses induced by
cladding "shrinking" on the fuel as an operating reactor goes rapidly
from normal to low power-to-flow ratios. Again, the inpile test data
required, as well as the test parameters to be varied, will be specified
in the core design program. Inpile tests are funded under section 7.3.

Outpile tests for cladding integrity under con-
ditions of thermal shock (mentioned above) will be performed in a sodium
pot-type facility. Since the actual high fuel temperatures cannot be ob-
tained, we propose a test whereby a cladding specimen would be fitted
over a U02 sintered pellet, heated to an appropriate temperature in an
inert or nitrogen atmosphere, and then immersed in a sodium bath held
at a reduced temperature. The pellet and cladding dimensions will be
fixed so as to simulate as nearly as possible the incore fuel-cladding
mechanical interaction.

Major Facilities and/or Equipment Required -
Materials test facilities are discussed in section 7.3 (inpile and out-
pile). Cladding thermal shock tests will be conducted in a conventional
sodium pot-type facility.

Relationship to Current or Planned Programs -
The LMFBR Program Plan (subtask 6-2.4.2) deals with the core design
effort regarding cladding development.  We have emphasized claddings
consistent with the goal of developing a vibro-pak, vented fuel pin.  A
predecessor fuel pin cladding can be selected on the basis of present
knowledge of candidates.

Budget and Schedule - The costs in thousands
of dollars are shown below.
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Calendar year

1969 - 1978

Manpowe r 150

Facility            30
Equipment        15

Total 195

6.2.1.5.  Irradiation of Mixed-Oxide Fuel Pins

Objective - These steady-state tests will dem-
onstrate the feasibility of, provide design data for, and demonstrate the

operability of the fuel-cladding vent combination in a prototype stage of
development.  The fuel pin development is a combined core design and
fuels and materials effort. Core design responsibility is as follows:

1.  Statement of design data and performance
demonstration requirements.

2. Test goals, environment, and range of
test parameters delineation.

3.  Assist in evaluating the capabilities of
available test reactors, including thermal
reactors.

4.  Determine the extent of the applicability of
test data to the conditions expected in the
LMFBR.

5.  Evaluate test results (with respect to the
effects of variations in projected perfor-
mance) on core design and economics.

These irradiations will deal primarily with design data and performance
for vibro-pak fuel. The existing and planned programs for the pellet

fuel configuration in combination with sealed pins-the predecessor con-
cept-should be adequate for pin design with a minimum amount of ad-

ditional testing. . This philosophy results from the assumption that a
conservative pellet, sealed pin design will be competitive or nearly so

in 1981 (the year of proposed predecessor plant startup); the startup
date of the predecessor allows adequate time for testing in the FFTF if

required.

Summary of Current Technology - Required

design information that is obtainable from steady-state tests of fuel pins
is as follows:
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1.  The effects of fuel form-powder or pellet-and
smeared fuel density on the maximum linear
power rating with no fuel melting.

2.  The effects of in-core time and burnup on the
linear power rating.

3. Fuel temperatures at which the core can
operate without danger of fuel slumping due
to a sudden core mechanical shock or vibra-
tion.

4.  The fuel and cladding temperatures and the
fuel form effects on attainable burnup without
cladding rupture.

5.  The fuel and cladding effects on fission gas
holdup time.

6.  The vent device performance.

Some experimenters report that the maximum power rating of powder
fuels is approximately 10% less than that of a pellet fuel configuration
of the same smeared density. The performance of the two fuel forms
would reasonably be expected to be very close, since the powder fuel
sinters in the reactor, leaving only a small circumferential band of as-
fabricated fuel.

Use of the B&W fuel model code TAMPA indi-
cates that a decreasing smeared density for powder fuel may allow an
increased linear power rating.  The code has indicated an increase in
the linear power rating of from 17.0 to 18.7 kW/ft while reducing the
smeared density from 85 to 80%. This change in the maximum linear

power rating has not been confirmed experimentally.
The effect of burnup on the melting temperature

of mixed. oxides has not been adequately investigated.   The data obtained

for U02 by Christensen7 are considered the most accurate; the mixed-
oxide melting temperature is then obtained approximately by correcting
for Pu02 concentration.

The thermal conductivity of mixed-oxides is
known to change considerably with burnup.  It has been found that the

thermal conductivity of U02 decreases with irradiation for fuel tempera-

tures below 600 C; irradiation has an apparently small effect on the
thermal conductivity of fuel above this temperature. Changes  in  the  fuel
stoichiometry due to temperature gradients and irradiation have been
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postulated as the cause for the conductivity changes.8 No known pub-
lished data are available for the effects of burnup on the thermal con-

ductivity of mixed oxides.

Vipac fuel pins have been irradiated in the

Dounreay Fast Reactor. The United Kingdom reported that pin failures
occurred in the burnup range of from 61,000 to 76,000 MWd/T. Short-
term irradiations of pellet and powder fuel have been reported by General

Electric,9 irradiations in EBR-II were short term with a peak burnup of
1800 MWd/T. Results of burnup tests to 50,000 and 100,000 MWd/T,
again in EBR-II, have not been published. (The latest published results
are for burnups to 27,000 MWD/t.)

No information is available on the operating
fuel temperatures necessary to prevent fuel slumping during sudden core
mechanical shock or vibration.

Scope of Work - Early testing must be directed
toward obtaining necessary design data and demonstrating the feasibility
of the concept. Most information available on mixed-oxide, vibro-pak
fuels has been obtained in thermal fluxes. Fast flux irradiations are re-
quired to reduce the considerable uncertainties in present data; however,
because of the limited test space available, few fast flux tests can be
conducted until the FFTF fuels development program is concluded.

The prime feasibility questions affecting the
vented, vibro-pak concept are as follows:

1.    Does the unsintered, annular  ring of vibro -

pak fuel offer, in fact, a measurably more elastic structure at or near

140,000 MWd/T burnup than does a sintered pellet of originally identical
smeared density?

2. What effect does the thin reference fuel pin

cladding have on restraining the outward radial fuel growth by inducing
inwa rd radial and axial fuel creep?

3.  What are the effects of long-term sodium

logging of vibro-pak fuel, and are those effects-different in quality from
those on pellet fuel ?
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4.  What are the inherent fuel-cladding combi-
nation effects on fission gas holdup time, excluding the vent device?

Design data acquired in early testing will pro-
vide a basis for deterrnining design criteria, especially the effects
limiting the maximum fuel temperature criterion, that is, fuel slumping
due to a sudden core vibration or shock and fertile-fissile segregation
due to plutonium migration. The accuracy of thermal flux tests in sup-

plying information of the nature given above will be evaluated.  If the

accuracy is insufficient, then tests to supply this information cannot be
conducted until space is available in a fast flux test facility. The slump-
ing problem will be investigated to determine the effects 6f center void

size, and to explore the possibility of thermal ratcheting creating axial
gaps that afford the possibility of fuel movement during core vibration.

Other design data of interest include:

1.  The allowable linear power rating of mixed-oxide, vibro-
pak fuel as it is affected by as-fabricated smeared fuel density, incore
time, and burnup (of course, the allowable linear power rating as set
by the fuel temperature is determined by the power - time envelope that
the reactor is required to survive; see section 6.2.1.6, Transient Power
Tests of Mixed-Oxide Fuel Pins).

2. Irradiation-induced changes in fuel stoichiometry.

3. Irradiated cladding creep ductility and the allowable

burnup. Demonstration of allowable burnup requires in-reactor testing
to failure.  Fuel pins irradiated in transient power tests, without fail.-

ure, will be re-irradiated in steady-state tests to demonstrate the effects
of transient power-time envelope on long-term pin integrity. Reliability    -
tests are discussed in section 6.2.2.7.

Major Facilities and/or Equipment Required -
No difficulties are expected in obtaining thermal flux test space.  Pos-
sible facilities include the BWTR, MTR, ETR, CP-5, GETR, LTR,
NRX, and BR-2.  Fast flux tests which involve an appreciable probability
for pin failures will be conducted in the FFTF. Some testing will be per-
formed in EBR-II and Fermi, but the extent of testing will be limited to

sealed pins.
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Relationship to Current or Planned Programs -
Irradiations are being conducted in EBR-II, but data for pellet type fuels
are being emphasized. The EBR-II capability limits the tests to sealed

pins.

This program is similar to subtask 6-2.4.3 of
the LMFBR Program Plan, WASH-1106, except that it is considerably
reduced in scope; it covers almost entirely the irradiations of a mixed-
oxide, vibro-pak, vented-to-coolant concept. The predecessor plant
fuel design will draw from the present and planned programs and should

require minimum developmental testing.

Schedule and Budget - The experimental effort
is funded under Fuels and Materials, section 7.4.3. The budgeting
shown below includes pre- and post-test engineering. Costs in thousands
of dollars are as follows:

Calendar year

1969 1970 1971  1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981  1982 Total

Manpower 100 100 100 100 100 80   60   60   60   60   60    60   60    60   1060

6.2.1.6. Transient Power Tests of Mixed-Oxide
Fuel Pins

Objective - This program will establish design
criteria for the maximum allowable operating fuel temperature with re-
spect to the limit set by the power transients that the core should with-
stand without sustaining damage. Experimental  work to obtain  data  re -
quired to determine the credible power-time envelope will be carried
out in other programs; proof tests of prototype pins to demonstrate clad-

ding, fuel, and vent integrity under the power-time envelope will be the
responsibility of the fuels and materials program. Other objectives of
this program are as follows:

1. Determine design criteria regarding the transient
performance of the fuel pin.

2.  Cooperate in determining test facilities that will
adequately meet test goals.

3.  Set test environments and parameters to be
varied.
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4. Interpret design data and determine the effects
on core design and economics.

The transient power tests will primarily con-
cern the demonstration of the acceptability of a vibro-pak, vented pro-
totype design. A minimum amount of testing should be required to dem-
onstrate or proof-test a predecessor. fuel pin of conservative linear
power rating and burnup. (As mentioned previously, the predecessor
design will probably be a pellet type, sealed pin. )

Effects of transient power on the cladding
temperature-time envelope will be determined analytically and backed
by experiment. Core design personnel will develop analytical models
to predict fuel-side and coolant-side performance. The development of
transient heat transfer models is discussed in section 6.2.2.4.

Summary of Current Technology - Tests on
unirradiated and irradiated fuels (to 70,000 MWd/T) indicate that the                -
integrity of fuel pin cladding is not jeopardized by reactor transients in

10which no fuel melting occurs. In these tests, sample fuel pins have
survived 22% melting (% of volume) with no cladding deformation, and
the cladding deformation resulting from large amounts of fuel melting
is attributed to the increased pin pressure accompanying fission gas re-
lease occurring upon fuel melting.

No information on analytical models or test re-
sults is available for the slumping characteristics of high-temperature
fuels subjected to sudden mechanical shock or vibration. This problem
area has some bearing on the design overpower value since the prob-
ability of simultaneous reactor overpower and episodes of core vibra-
tion exists.

Data are not available on the results of fuel
pin thermal shock analyses or tests where the thermal shock is due to
a sudden coolant temperature reduction in the neighborhood of several
hundred degrees Fahrenheit.

Published data show that short-term effects of
sodium logging on fuel performance under severe transient overpower
conditions are not detrimental to fuel pin integrity. The tests referred
to were performed on non-vented pins.
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Scope of Work - A number of uncertainties
must be resolved to set the power-time envelope that the core should
survive.  The core design program will investigate this problem area,
determine a criterion, and delineate fuel pin tests to demonstrate fuel,
cladding, and vent integrity. The proof tests of prototype pins for tran-
sient tests will carry pin power to various levels-below, up to, and be-

yond melting. Post-test examinations will indicate any fuel slumping or

melting.
Tests carried beyond the fuel melting point

will demonstrate the ability of the cladding to survive the strains induced

by the fuel volume change upon melting. Some overpower tests will be
conducted to produce expected operating maximum hot pin temperatures

and a subsequent simulated scram to demonstrate the absence of shrink-
age slumping.

Criteria  must be  set  for the number  of  the rmal

cycles that the fuel pin must withstand. Tests will be conducted to dem-
onstrate the integrity of claddings subjected to stress cycles in appro-

priate excess of the established design requirement. These tests should

demonstrate the presence, if any, of fuel thermal'ratcheting problems.
Also, proof tests of cladding integrity under the stresses induced by
cladding "shrinkage " on the fuel during sudden drops in the core bulk
outlet temperature must be performed (these outpile tests are discussed

in section 6.2.1.4).
The acceptability of long-term sodium logging

in vibro-pak fuel pins must be determined; then, the porous plug candi-

dates must be shown to perform adequately.  It must be demonstrated

that plugging of the vent device, which would jeopardize the integrity of
the pin because of fission gas pressure buildup during overpower tran-

sients, is not possible.
Some pins surviving the transient power tests

must be re-irradiated (steady-state) to the maximum burnup to ascer-

tain the long-term effects of transient overpower, thermal cycling, and
the  like.

Major Facilities and/or Equipment Required -
The TREAT· facility might be used for transient testing,  but it would

probably limit investigation of the power-time envelopes of interest.
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If possible., thc· FFTF will be used for sustained overpowi: r tests in an

(.'f forl to compensate for the shortcomings of TREAT tests.

Relationship to Current or Planned Programs -
Subtask 6-2.4.4 of the LMFBR Program Plan concerns the design limit

and transient survival testing of fuel pins. This program is reduced in
scope somewhat from that of the program plan; tests will be conducted

primarily on vibro-pak, vented pins.

Schedule and Budget - Manpower costs,  in

thousands of dollars, are shown below.

Calendar year

1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975  1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 Total
-i-li - -*1--*I-

40 , 30 30   10   10   10   10   10   10   10   10   10   10   10   210

6.2.1.7. Vent Development

Objective - The fuels and mater.ials program
is responsible for the test portion of this program, both outpile and in-

pile.  The core design effort will be directed toward the following:

1.  Set forth the candidate vent concepts.
2.  Determine vent performance criteria.

3.  Assist in the material screening program
for the porous plug.

4.  Supply to the fuels and materials program
the test data required for design, including
setting outpile and inpile test requirements
concerning the specification of temperature,
fluence, and sodium impurity level variations.

5.  Select the vent device configuration to be em-
ployed in prototype fuel pin tests; once the vent
device is incorporated into a prototype pin, the
vent development considerations will be under-
taken in other portions of the fuel pin develop-
ment program (section 6.2.1.5).

The vent developmental effort will be concen-

trated on the porous plug device; the diving bell concept will be carried
along as a backup in the event that we fail to produce a successful plug
rnaterial.
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Summary of Current Technology - The only
significant amount of in-reactor vent device testing is reported in
GEAP-4770. A fuel pin employing a diving bell device for venting fis -12

sion gases directly to the coolant was tested. The results showed that
the fission gas holdup time was in the range of from 5 to 10 days and
that the only fission gas daughter present outside of the fuel pin in sig-
nificant quantities was 133Cs.   A very small amount of sodium backflow
into the fuel pin was apparently due to back diffusion of sodium vapor
and subsequent condensation in the pin.

No known results have been published for in-
reactor tests of porous plug venting devices. Some outpile tests  of por-
ous  plugs  have been reported by Smidt and Sommer 13, who tested porous

plugs made of Ni, Cr-Ni 18/8, Cr-Ni 18/10, and Fe with pore sizes be-
tween 1 and 5 microns. The pressure differential across the plugs at
which sodium leakage was detected was at approximately 1.5 atmospheres
for a sodium temperature of 500 C and 0.5 atmosphere at 600 C.

Vent device design criteria for the allowable

sodium ingress have not been determined. Tests on fuel pins defected
with sodium have shown that the presence of sodium poses no threat to

the pin integrity for severe overpower transients, at least for short-
term sodium logging.

14

Steady-state tests of defected (with sodium)

pins have shown that operation up to 47,500 MWd/T peak burnup is pos-
sible with no apparent fuel or cladcling damage.

15

Scope of Work - A :. tudy must be conducted to
determine the allowable cover gas activity and the cost penalties asso-
ciated with the system necessary to maintain a value of the activity equal
to  or  less  than the allowable value. This study,   to be conducted by plant

design, will set the minimum holdup time for fission gases in the pin and

provide an evaluation of cost incentives for maintaining the minimum

practicable holdup time.
A reasonable holdup time may not be attainable

with a porous plug without incurring appreciable internal pin hydrostatic
pressures. (Gas transit or holdup time is inversely proportional to gas
velocity, which in turn is inversely proportional to gas pressure, mak-
ing holdup time proportional to pin pressure; this is based on a simplified
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slug flow model. ) This raises the possibility of eliminating the main
safety advantage of vented fuel, namely, no danger of fuel pin failure
propagation due to a release of quantities of fission gases in the coolant
channels. If, indeed, the fuel pin hydrostatic pressure must be measur-
ably higher than that outside the pin, then the question of failure propa-
gation must be answered.  Thus, the investigation of failure propaga-
tion,  which is considered in section 6.2.1.2, must determine the   thresh-
old value of stored fission gas pressure or a combination of gas pres-
sure and volume which poses a threat of possible failure propagation.
This threshold value will represent one vent device design criterion.

The design criterion for the allowable sodium
ingress will be set by the information gained in section 6.2.1.5, Irradia-
tion of Mixed-Oxide Fuel Pins.

The mechanical design data of interest include
fabricability (machinability, weldability,  etc. ) and the coefficients  of
thermal expansion. Chemical compatibility with sodium, sodium cool-
ant impurities, cladding and fuel must be demonstrated at the high in-
core temperatures expected.  It must be shown that the effects of ir-
radiation do not result in compromising the integrity of the porous plug
by degrading its mechanical properties.

Bench tests of porous plugs will provide a
basis for material.screening and will provide design data for determin-
ing prototype plug characteristics, such as pore size, quantity, and
shape. These tests will evaluate the diffusion or flow rates of both sod-
ium and fission product gases through plugs of various materials and
pore sizes,  etc., at elevated temperatures.

Plugging tests of different types of vents will
be conducted before the prototype fuel pin is selected. The plugging
tests must be incore tests with the pin immersed in sodium.  The plug-
ging characteristics must be determined with respect to the formation
of sodium chemical reaction products on the sodium or the fuel side of
the plug; also, the effect of plugging due to solid and volatile fission
product accumulation must be determined.

Major Facilities and/or Equipment Required -
Outpile tests will require relatively conventional bench tests and
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materials test facilities. Inpile tests for vent plugging determination

will be carried out in either EBR-II or Fermi.

Relationship to Current or Planned Programs -

Subtask 6-2.4.4 of the LMFBR Program Plan, Wash-1106, concerns the

development of vented fuel elements. Whereas the program plan at this

stage is apparently concerned with the feasibility and performance bene-
fits of a vented concept, we here are concerned with feasibility, per-

formance benefits, development, and qualification for in-reactor use of

a vent device.

Budget and Schedule - Costs in thousands of

dollars are as follows:

Calendar year

1969  1970  1971  1972  1973  1974  1975  1976  1977  1978  1979  1980  1981 Total

Manpower 40 30 30 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 200

6.2.2. Fuel Assembly

6.2.2.1.  General

Objective - The objective of the research and

development program for the fuel assembly is to develop fuel assemblies

for a predecessor plant and the reference plant; the reference fuel as-

sembly is expected to be an upgraded or refined version of that for the

predecessor plant.  It is the goal of the developmental effort to produce

prototype assemblies that contribute to the safe, economical operation

of the LMFBR plant. The intermediate goals are as follows:

1.  Evaluate fuel pin spacer concepts and se-

lect a spacer type.

2.  Refine the analytical tools for determining

pseudo-steady-state thermal and hydraulic performance and conduct the

required testing.

3. Develop methods for calculating the tran-

sient thermal and hydraulic fuel assembly performance and conduct the

required testing.
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4. Perform proof tests on the prototype fuel
assernbly at the predecessor stage of development.

5.  Upgrade the fuel assembly during the time
between prototype qualification and reference qualification.

6. Perform reliability tests on a number of
complete fuel assemblies before reference plant startup; operation will
be performed in the proposed predecessor reactor.

Summary of Current Technology - The fuel pin
spacer types in use or planned for use in operating reactors or reactors
under construction include  the  grid  type,   wire  wrap, and spiral  fin.
Little is known about the spacer pitches required to guarantee accept-
able performance with respect to fuel pin vibration, fretting corrosion,
and autocatalytic bow.  Also, the effects of fuel assembly thermal bow
on spacer structural integrity, hot channel factors, and fretting corro-
sion of fuel pin cladding are not well known. Very little work has been
done in the area of spacer effects on the local flow maldistributions

causing "hot spots " in the cladding. Some published results pertain to
the effects of spacers on intra- and inter-channel fluid mixing, but the
data  are expe rimental measurements and difficult to apply to designs
except in a qualitative sense.

There are considerable uncertainties in the
empirical formulations available for the liquid sodium heat transfer

coefficient; the film temperature drops are small enough, however, to
make the large uncertainties in the heat transfer coefficient of little
concern except where the effects of the pitch-to-diameter ratios are
concerned. Pitch-to-diameter ratios of less than 1.1 can result in a
considerable reduction in the heat transfer coefficient. Analytical de-
termination of local coolant velocity and temperature profiles depend on
the setting of empirical constants with experimental measurements;
further experimental confirmation of analytical results is required for
these low pin pitch-to-diameter ratios.

Pressure drop correlations for fuel pin bundles
with and without spacers are not considered accurate enough, for design
purposes, to reduce "built-in" flow maldistribution to the desired low
level. Also, these pressure drop correlations are not applicable to
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very low flow rates, namely, those occurring in the natural convection

range.

The transient flow and heat transfer methods
are generally considered adequate for engineering purposes as long as
the reactor transients considered are moderate. Analyses for fast re-
actor transients require further development.

The methods and design data now used to pre-
dict the structural adequacy of a fuel assembly are not accurate enough
to allow elimination of mechanical and thermal-shock proof tests. Tests

must be conducted to certify the performance of the assembly in cases

involving fluid pressure forces, thermal shock, thermally induced as-

sembly stresses, and vibration of earthquake intensity.

Scope of Work - The fuel assembly configura-
tion of interest for the predecessor and reference plants is a design
that is similar to the present reference design with the possible excep-

tion of the spacer. A solid wrapper can is anticipated for both the pre-
decessor and the reference assembly. The direction of the research

and development program is subject to change, however, depending on
the outcome of furth'er studies (and consideration of design innovations),
which could demonstrate the feasibility of such concepts as hydraulic
holddown, perforated wrapper cans, or the fixed can (discussed in sec-

tion 6.2.5, Core System). The direction of the fuel assembly program
will be reassessed in the event that other practical configurations show

promise of reducing operating difficulties, energy costs,  and the  like.
The type of spacer employed in the LMFBR af-

fects core performance in many ways, so that its importance in con-

tributing to the overall plant success cannot be ignored. Even though
the reference design now uses the helical ribbon spacer, many questions

concerning its performance and feasibility still must be answered.

Therefore, the fuel assembly development program includes a provision

for evaluating a number of different types of spacers; this number should

be reduced to the most promising two or three when hardware commit-

ments are made for,the predecessor.
All the fuel assembly testing is funded under

this program. Ex-reactor prototype assembly tests will be conducted
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before the hardware commitment for the predecessor is made.  In-re-
actor tests of reference fuel assemblies will be conducted in the prede-
cessor.

6.2.2.2.  Fuel Pin Support System Selection

Objective - The objective of this program is
to evaluate, select, and qualify a fuel pin spacer that contributes to the

safe operation of the LMFBR yet allows the maintenance of a low power
generation cost. This objective also includes the development of a fuel
assembly wrapper can and end fitting geometry. The spacer selection
process involves the following:

1. Methods development and design data acquisition in the
areas of flow-induced vibrations, fuel pin bow (thermal and hydraulic
induced), spacer stress analysis, fretting phenomena, spacer pressure
drop, assembly bow induced loads on pin spacer and interchannel fluid

mixing.

2. Materials screening depending on the spacer operation
(such as compliant or non-compliant).

3. Determine design criteria for the allowable pin bow, vi-
bration amplitude (cladding  fati gue or fretting corrosion),    "hot  spot"
temperature increase or thermal gradient, and the required amount of
fractional pin diameter increase to be accommodated.

4.  Establish the feasibility of candidate spacer concepts
based on their satisfying the design criteria, their fabricability, and
their structural integrity over the fast fluence and temperature ranges
expected especially the compliant-type spacers).

5.  Design a prototype and an alternate or alternates.

6. Design outpile tests to measure the level of performance
of various types of spacers.

7.  Evaluate the significance of test results in predicting
inpile performance, and fix a design for the predecessor plant; recom-
mend a candidate or candidates for the reference core.

Difficulties are anticipated in developing analytical models of sufficient
accuracy, and in obtaining usable design data in view of the very complex
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phenomena of flow-induced vibration, pin bowing, and fretting corrosion,

among others. Problems of spacer evaluations in these performance
areas may have to be attacked by the trial-and-error developmental ap-

proach or circumvented by eliminating spacer concepts with extremely
dubious qualities in these areas.   Thus, we realize that qualitative

evaluations will play some part in selecting a spacer, at least in the

foreseeable future.

, The fuel can development will be a matter of

analytical model development, material selection, fabrication methods,

development prototype construction, and proof testing. Development of
the fuel assembly end fitting and grid support juncture will involve de-
termining a geometry that minimizes assembly bypass flow but allows

no opportunity for fluid cavitation and the consequent fitting and/or grid
rnaterial erosion.

Summary of Current Technology - The spacers
that are currently in use or planned for use in sodium-cooled fast re-

actors include the grid, wire-wound, and spiral-fin types. Reactors

using or planning to use the grid type are Fermi and PFR.  The wire-

wound spacer is used in EBR-II and has been planned for use in the

FFTF, although indications now point to a switch to the spring spacer.
The Rapsodie reactor in France employs a spiral-fin spacer.  The
geometries of spacers of the same type, may vary considerably; for
example, the helical pitch of the wire-wound spacer in the EBR-II is

6.0 inches and in the FFTF is 12.0 inches. This indicates that very
little is known about the relationships between spacer geometry  and  per-
formance.

Although the helical ribbon spacer (which is

the reference spacer concept) has not been employed in any operating

reactor, it has undergone extensive testing for possible use in boiling
water reactors.  Most of the published results describe the tests car-

ried out by the Atomic Division of SNECMA in France. Researchers in

Germany (Allgemeine Elektricitaets Gesellschaft; Frankfurt am Main,

West Germany) and Italy (Italian Atomic Research Center; Ispra, Italy)
have been testing this type of spacer.

The feasibility of employing grid-type spacers

is evidently not limited by the ability to fabricate grids of very low
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thickness, since grids have been satisfactorily produced with thicknes-
ses  of 7 mils. The wire-wound and spiral-fin concepts apparently pose

16

no fabricability problems. Helical ribbon spacers have been fabricated
for experimental pur >oses. Twist pitch-to-width ratios of 12.0 have
been reported17 for ribbons constructed from stainless steel and Zir-
caloy-2. Brass ribbons with pitch-to-width ratios of 3.62 have also been
made. Twisted tapes (ribbons) of Inconel have been made with pitch-to-
width ratios of 4.16, but in no case is information available on the di-
mensional variations (from the nominal) of the finished product.

The structural integrity of spacer candidates
is a very important consideration since the spacers will be subjected to
unprecedented temperatures and fluences. The wire-wound and spiral-
fin types are not expected to be limited by structural integrity consider-
ations.  The use of compliant spacers (grid and helical ribbon), how-
ever, may be limited because it is known the fast fluence severely em-
brittles the candidate materials. Very little work in this area of spacer
loadings and structural integrity has been done for LMFBR application.

Pressure-drop correlations are available for
the grid, wire-wound, spiral-fin and helicai-ribbon spacers.  de Stor-
deur 18 reports methods of calculating spacer pressure losses for both
the grid and wire-wound spacers. His correlation for the drag coef-
ficient for wire-wound spacers may suffer somewhat in accuracy, but
his correlation for grid spacers appears to be satisfactory.  The Frenchm

have reported a pressure-drop correlation for in-line fluid flow through
a tube bundle employing helical ribbon spacers. This correlation has a
rather limited range of spacer twist pitches for good pressure-drop ac-
curacy.

One consideration in selecting the spacer and
pitch (or distance between fuel pin support locations) is the minimiza-
tion of flow-induced pin vibration amplitudes. Although empirical  rela-
tionships for predicting vibration amplitudes of pins (or beams) for in-
line coolant flow have met with some success, these relatienships fall
far short of enabling the designer to determine acceptable support loca-
tions or intervals for fuel pins. Empirical formulations by Burgreen
and Paidoussis have been compared with experimental results for pins
supported atintervals byspacers. Burgreen's prediction of vibration

20
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amplitudes ranged up to approximately 15 times too high; Paidoussis 's
results indicated amplitudes of up to twice those observed experimen-
tally, depending on the fluid temperature. Based on an approach pro-
posed by E. P. Quinn,21 General Electric has presented the results of
an analysis to predict the required distance between fuel pin supports
for grid spacers and wire-wrap spacers.  It has been asserted that their
results need no experimental confirmation unless the value of a vibra-
tional stability factor falls below a certain fixed value.

The pin vibration aspect of spacer selection has
some effect on the cladding fretting corrosion problem.  In the interest
of minimizing fretting corrosion, the vibrations of the fuel pins must be
minimized or eliminated. The possibility of eliminating pin vibrations
entirely is remote. Other factors enter  into the fretting corrosion  phe -
nomenon, such as cladding and spacer contact loads and the spacer shape
at the contact point. Little or no data exists for predicting the corrosion
fretting performance of a spacer system. Each spacer type and fuel22

assembly design must be evaluated in flow-loop lifetime tests.
Another consideration in selecting a spacer

and pitch is the possibility of autocalatytic bow of fuel pins.   The buck-
ling-type of fuel pin instability has been shown to occur under certain
conditions for isothermal flows.23 The extent to which thermal bow in
fuel pins contributes to this phenomenon is not known, but it is felt that
the instability would occur at lower fluid velocities in the case of heat
generation in the pin as opposed to the isothermal case. A deflected or
buckled pin should produce a flow distribution which in turn produces a
peripheral clad temperature variation tending to deflect the pin further.

'   Some spacer types affect the liquid sodium heat
trans fer because of the effects on local velocity distributions. A spacer
characteristic that results in increased inter-channel mixing is very de-
sirable since it permits a reduction in the surface temperatures of the
hot channel cladding. The effects of a wire-wrap spacer on inter-chan-

24nel fluid rnixing have been measured. Appreciable fluid mixing occurs
with wire-wrap pitches of from 10 to 18 inches without excessive pres-
sure drop. Some types of spacers may distort the local velocity pro-
files  so as to decrease the amount of coolant "service " to the cladding
and thereby produce "hot spots ".   At this time, there is not enough
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.knowledge of the turbulent flow mechanisms to predict accurately the
effects of spacers on local flow distributions; the three-dimensional flow

patterns produced by some types of spacers result in added complexity
and increase the errors in applying approximate methods for the solu-

tion of flow distributions. The effects of the type of spacer on hot chan- 

nel factors (both hot spot formation and inter- and intra-channel fluid

mixing) will likely be adequately determined only by combined analysis
and experiment in the foreseeable future.

The effects of fuel assembly bow on spacer
selection must be considered. Present techniques are considered ade-

quate for determining the effects of fuel assembly bow on hot channel

factors for compliant spacers (assembly bow deflections will tend to de-
crease the flow area for some channels), and the added contact loadings
at spacer-cladding support points can be determined for non-compliant
spacers. What cannot be ascertained at this point, however, is the ef-
fect on cladding fretting corrosion due to the fuel assembly deflection-

induced cladding-spacer contact loads.

Scope of Work - The program for selecting
the fuel pin support system will emphasize developing an assembly with
a solid can (nonperforated); however, if the results of S study on the
fixed-can concept (section 6.2.5.4) or a similar concept demonstrate the

feasibility of an alternate assembly concept allowing safer operation and
lower power generation costs, then this program will be re-evaluated

and redirected if the schedule allows. The program is now directed
toward evaluating the most promising spacer concepts and narrowing
the field to as few as two by the time that hardware commitments are
made for the predecessor (one predecessor type and an alternate, prob-
ably an advanced concept for the reference plant).

Figure  6- 1 is a schematic diagram of the
spacer selection process; it is not intended to represent completely the
entire design process, but outlines  the main steps  to be taken in the
selection. The figure shows that methods development feeds into the

selection process at various steps or stages. Methods development,

both analytical and supporting experimental work, will be carried on
during the entire time allotted for spacer selection, as will the materials

evaluations. During the spacer development program, a spacer may be
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Figure 6-1. Spacer Selection Schematic Diagram
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at stage 1, 2, or 3 up to the time the predecessor design is fixed (stage
4); therefore, we must allow for incorporating promising design innova-
tions during the devel pmental program. Economic and schedule con-
siderations, however, will seriously limit the possibility of developing
any types not examined at the outset of the program. Some types may
not be considered because of shortcomings in analytical techniques,
test techniques, or design and fabrication data.

Some overlap exists between this program and
·sections 6.2.2.3 (Steady-State Thermal Hydraulics) and 6.2.2.5 (Fuel
Assembly Proof Tests). The spacer affects the flow distribution in the
pin bundle primarily through the effect of hydraulic resistance. Since
this has some bearing on spacer selection, in this program we will gen-
erate empirical formulations for spacer pressure loss and inter-channel

mixing and supply these to the Steady-State Thermal/Hydraulics pro-
gram.  Likewise, some information generated in that section will be
used in selecting a spacer; information such as the minimum fuel pin
pitch-to-diameter ratio as determined by thermal considerations will be

supplied to this section of the overall program.  The shaker proof tests
of section 6.2.2.5 will require some preliminary information concerning
the mass, natural frequency, stiffness, etc., fora prototype fuel as-

sembly. Although this information could conceivably be a responsibility
of the spacer selection program, for the sake of continuity it will be
generated under the shaker test program. The structural limitations of
fuel assembly interaction during earthquake-induced vibration will enter
into the spacer selection problem in a relatively minor way; it is felt
that the fuel assembly wrapper can must be designed for minimum defor-
mation under loads resulting from mechanical interaction of the assem-

bly during earthquake phenomena.
Considerable work is required in the area of

engineering methods development. The phenomenon of flow-induced vi-
bration must be investigated to obtain (1) a thorough understanding of
the mechanisms involved, and (2) an accurate and flexible calculational
method supported by experimental measurements. Experiments  con-
ducted in water will be sufficient to confirm any proposed theoretical

model. No liquid sodium tests are planned. Again, no tests in flowing
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sodium are proposed for a model to predict fuel pin autocatalytic bow;
we have taken this approach because:

1.  The transverse hydrodynamic for ces which occur with
flow-induced pin vibrations or pin buckling instability (zero-frequency
vibration) should be independent of the presence of a pin heat flux,
neglecting the fluid's physical properties variations with fluid tempera-
ture.

2.  A successful flow-ihduced vibration model should lend
itself to a determination of zero-frequency amplitudes.

3.  The calculation of zero-frequency amplitudes will then
allow superposition of calculated cladding temperatures and thermal-
induced bow deflections  on the isothermal case where velocity maldis -
tributions as a function of pin deflection can be determined experimen-
tally.

Item 1 above pertains to the case of a fuel pin
exactly centered in its coolant channel with no flow maldistribution for
the pin in its normal position. Of course, situations arise in a practical
case where transverge coolant thermal gradients exist as a result of

power gradients or differing flow areas on opposite sides of a pin; in
such cases, the autocatalytic bow phenomenon can be considered inde-

pendent of the pin-fluid interaction as far as the initiating mechanism is

concerned. Tests in sodium, however, should still'not be required with
the proper use of the results from experiments in water in combination
with analytical model calculations. Velocity profile measurements in
water can provide means for calculating fluid and cladding temperatures.
Tests in water can also provide transverse fluid forces on a fuel pin.

An analytical model to predict fretting corro-
sion rates is very desirable.   This is admittedly a very complex prob-
lem, which from present indications will probably not yield even to

empirical approaches in the near future. Therefore, the effects of fuel

pin and support contact geometries (very simple geometries only), con-
tact loads,  and pin vibration amplitudes should be determined by tests.

If an empirical correlation is not forthcoming, perhaps some qualitative

indications may result for methods of minimizing fretting corrosion.
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Tests will be conducted in water to determine
the pressure-drop characteristics of various spacers. Empirical cor-
relations will be developed to give the pressure drop of different spacer
types (the main candidates, primarily) and different configurations of
these types over a range of pin diameters and pitch-to-diameter ratios.
Information on flow distributions for eccentric and bowed fuel pins is
also required.

Models must be developed that can be used to
determine accurately the fuel assembly bow-induced pin- cladding con-
tact loads for compliant and non-compliant spacer types. This involves
the development of a spacer deflection-load model, which will be par-
ticularly difficult for the helical ribbon spacer.  From the results of
these methods developments we will gain information on the effects of
fuel assembly bow on flow maldistribution (due to channel area changes)
and the resultant hot channel cladding temperature addition.

It is felt that the effects of the type of spacer
on intra-channel fluid mixing and local hot spot formation are not amen-
able to analytical treatment without experimental data and will not be in
the foreseeable future. The performance of the various types of spacers
in these problem areas will be rated-qualitatively or tested in an experi-
mental mockup to ascertain their effects on cladding temperature (no
analytical'or empirical formulations will be sought).

Some tests may be conducted to formulate em-
pirical relationships to predict inter-channel mixing (due to transverse

quasi-steady velocity components) on spacers such as the wire-wound
type for which mixing is a decided advantage. Water tests would be suf-
ficient in this case.

Stress analysis methods must be developed to
calculate thermally and mechanically induced stresses in spacers.   Both
safety and energy cost considerations make methods improvement im-
perative.

The materials evaluations and screening for
spacer candidates is included in the spacer selection process and is il-
lustrated in Figure 6-1. Since the spacer is subjected to the same en-
vironment as the cladding, except for the absence of contact with the
fuel, and has similar performance requirements regarding ductility,
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creep strength, and the like, the spacer material problem area will

draw heavily on the core materials development programs (see sections

6.2.1.4 and 7.3). Fuels and materials personnel are responsible for
test evaluations of materials for spacers.

Stage 2 of the spacer selection process as il-
lustrated in Figure 6- 1 involves the delineation of spacer criteria.   The

calculational methods developed above will aid in setting the following
criteria:

1.     Fuel pin maximum bow deflection  as a function of fuel

pin diameter  and pin pitch-to-diameter ratio.

2. Vibration maximum amplitude (determined by cladding

fatigue or fretting corrosion).

3. Fractional cladding diameter increases (AD/D) to be
accommodated without spacer-induced cladding failure.

4.  Spacer-induced "hot spot" temperature increase and/or
thermal gradient in the pin cladding due to local flow maldistributions.

(There is a low probability that the designer could translate these cri-

teria into the allowable extent of flow maldistributions resulting from
various spacer geometries; however, approximate results from flow

visualization mockups may suffice for most spacer configurations. )

When methods or design data are lacking, it may not be possible to

judge whether some spacer configurations satisfy the design criteria.

Figure  6- 1  reflects this possibility and indicates the resulting options

under these circumstances. Further consideration of such a spacer

configuration may be delayed until methods or test data become avail-

able, or evaluation of the spacer may proceed until it is confirmed that

the design criteria are satisfied (step 5 of' Figure 6-1, performance
evaluation).

Satisfaction of the design criteria directly af-

fects the question of feasibility of spacer geometries. Satis faction of

the criteria may require impractical spacer, geometries from the stand-

point of energy cost. Other factors affecting feasibility are considered

in step 3 of Figure  6- 1  (steps  2 and 3 are arbitrarily sequenced to  some

extent, since feasibility factors other than the satisfaction of the design
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criteria may be investigated as the first step in considering a type of

spacer). These factors affecting feasibility are as follows:

1.  Can the spacer be fabricated at reasonable cost and does

it result in an acceptable dimensional tolerance buildup (as it affects hot
channel factors and pin loading uniformity)?

2.  Does the spacer configuration allow assembly fabrica-

tion techniques that do not jeopardize the cladding or support integrity?

3.  Will a compliant-type spacer perform properly over the

levels of irradiation exposure expected?

Steps 4 and 5 in the spacer selection process
involve the design of a predecessor and an alternate(s) spacer configura-
tion, the design of tests for performance evaluation, and the perfor-

mance measurement, both analytical and experimental. The selection

of predecessor and alternate concepts will be based on the following per-
formance considerations, assuming that the design criteria are met:

1. Dimensional tolerance buildup effects on hot channel

factors (or maximum cladding surface temperatures).

2. Fretting corrosion rates as they affect required cladding
thickness or maximum allowable pin inpile  time.

3. Spacer manufacturing costs as affected by fabrication

problems.

4. Spacer component of coolant pressure drop.

5. Spacer steel volume required for structural integrity
under forces induced by quasi-steady and dynamic fluid forces, thermal

gradients, fuel assembly bow, pin thermal bow, and pin growth (AD/D).

The mixing of coolant induced by a spacer configuration is not a main
consideration except where the spacer is known to appreciably affect

inter-channel mixing, as in the wire-wound case.

Major Facilities and/or Equipment Required -

Assuming that the development of methods is successful, only the cor-

rosion fretting tests will require a flowing sodium loop. Since experi-
mentation in water is much less involved and less expensive, we have
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elected to pursue this path. Admittedly, some degree of error will be
inherent in the results when the thermal aspects of a flow problem are
simulated in water.  If the errors appear to be appreciable, the ap-

proach will be re-evaluated and the course of investigation altered ac-

cordingly.

Existing hydraulic facilities are available for
water tests and would require only slight modifications. Sodium test

loops to measure the rate of fretting corrosion include facilities at

APDA and PNL.

Relationship to Current or Planned Programs -

This program for selecting a fuel pin support system is similar to that

of Task 6-2.3 of the LMFBR Program Plan, Wash-1106, with the ex-

ception of subtask 6-2.3.4 as described in the same document (subtask
6-2.3.4 concerns Thermal Gradient and Thermal-Transient Proof-Test-

ing of Fuel Assemblies). This program provides for the thermal grad-
ient and thermal shock tests mentioned in section 6.2.2.5. The costs in

thousands of dollars  are as follows:

Schedule and Budget -

Calendar year
1969 1970 1971 1972 Total

Manpowe r 150 266 320 166 902
Facilities 182 160 115 457
Equipment 134      90     39     263

Total 150 582 570 320 1622

Detailed Tests and Development Programs -
The following sections A through E are detailed test and development

program descriptions pertaining specifically to the helical ribbon spacer.
These descriptions delineate typical types of tests to be conducted and

the costs incurred in evaluating a single type of spacer, These costs

are not to be added to the budget figures quoted in the foregoing Schedule

and Budget subsection; the costs have already been included with an ap-

propriate multiplier to account for the additional similar investigations
of other spacer types that will be performed.
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A. Helical Ribbon Spacer and Apron Development
Information is desired on the fabrication methods required and on

projected fabrication costs to produce helical spiral-ribbon spacers and
aprons to appropriate tolerances. Several promising materials will be
evaluated for fabricability. Spacer and apron properties, such as crush
strengths and spring constants (or deflection versus load), will be de-
termined to provide feedback on the design analytical models. Effects
of temperature, irradiation, and corrosion on performance will not be
necessary since the information generated in the materials research
program is considered sufficient.

Prototype aprons and spacers that meet dimensional requirements
will be fabricated. The manufacturing processes will be documented
(forming methods, die dimensions, heat treatment, etc., where applic-
able) so that cost figures can be projected.

The spacer and apron performance test specimens will be unirradi-
ated. Several spacers and aprons of various cross-sectional dimen-
sions and pitches will be tested in air at room temperature.

The measurements desired include spring constants (or deflection
versus load) and crush strength (in a transverse direction).

The costs in thousands of dollars are as follows:

Calendar year
1

1969 - 1971

Manpower 110
Facilities                        20
Equipment 20

Total 150

B. Spacer, Apron, and Cladding Erosion, Fretting Corrosion and Wear
Economic studies have shown that the thickness of the fuel pin clad-

ding has a significant influence on reactor economics and should be min-
imized to improve nuclear performance. ·It should be remembered,
however, that the cladding performs a vital function in ensuring against
coolant-fuel interaction.  For this reason, the cladding thickness must
remain sufficiently thick throughout core lifetime to prevent failure.    A
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10-mil cladding thickness has been selected for the reference design.

This thickness will be continually reduced during lifetime by the effects

of corrosion, erosion, and fretting.  This test will (1) provide design

information on the individual problems of corrosion, erosion, and fret-

ting to allow a more exact design basis, and (2) determine means of re-

ducing material losses by corrosion, erosion, and fretting.

The tests will be designed to include the following:

1. Cladding erosion due to flow - Current data indicate that mate-

rials in a sodium environment will be subjected to increased corrosion

rates with increasing sodium velocities.

2.  Corrosion due to sodium impurities - Corrosion has been shown

to be increasingly significant with increasing sodium temperature or im-

purity level.25 Impurities in the sodium tend to react with the cladding

material, resulting in a loss of material and/or strength.  The cost and

engineering problems associated with a highly efficient cleanup system

make the effects of sodium impurities of particular interest since some

optimum cleanup capacity  may be found.

3.  Fretting - Fretting and vibration-induced wear between the clad,

twisted ribbon spacers, apron, and assembly can is a major area of un-

certainty because of the novel spacer design. Thermal cycling, bowing,

and coolant-induced vibration all tend to produce relative movement be-

tween components which results in material wear.

Tests for corrosion, erosion, and fretting should be performed in

sodium using a full-sized assembly or a rod cluster. The coolant veloc-

ity should be varied between 20 and 30 ft/sec at temperatures ranging

from 1200 to 1300 F. Impurity levels should be varied from 5 to 20 ppm

oxygen to cover the range of interest sufficiently.

The  costs in thousands of dollars  are as follows:

Calendar year

1970 - 1973

Manpower                   70
Facilities                    60
Equipment 30

Total 160
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C. Flow-Induced Vibration

The timely development of analytical methods to predict the vibra-
tions characteristics of a very complex geometry such as the helical
ribbon spacer and fuel pin combination cannot be presumed.    Thus,  the
assurance of acceptable fuel pin vibrations under reference core con-
ditions rests on a combined analytical and experimental development
program. An experimental approach, however, is not without difficul-
ties for two prime reasons: first, the vibration characteristics of the
elements (pins and spacdrs) are strongly temperature dependent since
the rigidities drop off sharply at the temperatures of interest; second,
no completely satisfactory methods of instrumentation for measuring
vibration amplitudes exist for use in the very tight LMFBR fuel pin lat-
tices.  Thus, a supposedly meaningful outpile experimental program set
forth at this time would be based on conjecture-further studies are re-

quired to delineate a test program other than an inpile assembly lifetime
test for proper pin characteristics, which is quite impractical.  A ten-
tative program must be put forth at this time, however, as an immediate

goal. This program will be predicated on two assumptions:   (1) that
dummy fuel pins and spacers at ambient or moderate temperatures can

be constructed to closely simulate the vibration characteristics of the

actual pins and spacers at operating temperatures; (2) that acceptable
instrumentation can be developed.

Vibration tests will be performed with a rod cluster in water. These
tests  will be directed toward measuring vibration amplitudes  as  a  func -
tion of spacer pitch, thickness, support grid, and entrance and exit noz-
zle geometry. Vibration amplitude readings will be taken for velocities

in the range of 15 to 30 ft/sec.
The anticipated costs in thousands of dollars  are as follows:

Calendar year
1970 - 1972

Manpower 214
Facilities 48

Equipment 48

Total 310
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D. Assembly Wrapper Can Development

An analytical model will be developed to provide information on

bending, burst strength, and flexure versus load. The integrity of the
can wall must be shown under the expected differential pressures,  mis -
alignment due to the differential thermal expansion of the upper and low-
er support grids, and flats deflection versus load, so that fuel pins are
properly constrained.

A bending analysis considering the wrapper can as a beam under

creep will be conducted.  The ends will be misaligned and a plot of de-
flection versus time will be developed. The pressure analyses will be
performed using finite element techniques.  This will show flat deflec-
tion versus pressure and also provide some estimate of burst strength.

Tests will provide information on bend proof testing, burst strength,
and flats deflection versus load. Proof tests demonstrating the integ-
rity of the wrapper can under loads induced by lateral misalignment of
the upper and lower end fittings must be conducted.

Bend tests will be conducted with the fuel assembly wrapper can
attached to simulated upper and lower end fittings. The thickness of the
wrapper can 'will be· reduced to the value expected at end-of-life condi-
tions (accounting for erosion and corrosion). The wrapper can will be
unpressurized, and the tests will be conducted at temperatures ranging
from 1100 to 1300 F in an inert gas environment.  The two end fittings
will be laterally displaced, and the required displacement sufficient to
cause rupture will be noted. Since the performance of the wrapper can
in the embrittled condition (due to fluence) is of prime interest, strain
measurements will be taken by which performance can be projected.
Tests will be conducted in which the direction of lateral displacement is
(1) parallel to a diagonal of the hexagonal cross section, (2) perpendicu-
lar to the wrapper can flats, and (3) at various intermediate directions.
The test data required include the amount and direction of the end fitting
misalignment required for failure, .the mode of failure, and full pre-
and post-test characterization.

The burst strength test will be conducted on a wrapper can of thick-
ness equal to nominal, less manufacturing tolerance and less allowance
for erosion and corrosion. The internal pressure will range from at-
mospheric to that at which failure occurs. The pressurizing fluid will
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A fuel assembly lower fitting and support grid mating geometry re-

be an inert gas or nitrogen, at temperatures ranging from 700 to 1300 F.
This test may conceivably be combined with the flats deflection versus
load test where the data of interest are flats displacement as a function
of internal fluid pressure (from which the load may be deduced).  Data
of interest include the internal pressure resulting in failure of the can

wrapper as a function of temperature.
The anticipated costs in thousands of dollars  are as follows:

Calendar year
1969 - 1970

Manpower              60
Facilities                      60
Equipment 40

Total 160

E. Assembly Lower Fitting and Support Grid Juncture Development

sulting in minimal leakage or bypass flow must be developed. A sealing
geometry or technique that results in relatively low leakage velocities
is also desired in order to minimize erosion of the lower grid support

  structure. The absence of flow cavitation in the leakage path must be
demonstrated.

Test specimens will be full-scale mockups of the actual assembly

configurations. Tests may be performed in water to determine the

pressure-flow characteristics of the leakage path geometry.  Also,
water may be used as the test fluid for determining the, required flows
and pressures resulting in cavitation.

The functional parameters to be tested include the pressure-flow
characteristics of the leakage path, including the effects of dimensional

variations in the mockup geometry (to account for effects of manufactur-

ing tolerances).  The flow and system pressure effects on fluid cavita-

tion inception should be investigated with leakage flows and pressure
drops ranging up to approximately 3000 lb/hr and 70 psig, respectively.

System pressures will range up to 130 psig.

Anticipated costs in thousands of dollars are as follows:
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Calendar year

1973

Manpower                 30
Facilities                     15
Equipment              15

Total                    60

6.2.2.3. Steady-State Thermal-Hydraulics

Objective - The steady-state thermal-hydrau-
lics program objectives are as follows:

1. Develop methods to calculate accurately the local coolant

velocity and temperature distributions to allow determination of periph-
eral cladding temperature variations for normally and eccentrically

placed fuel pins.

2.  Related to that in 1 above is the development of methods

to calculate the outlet coolant flow and enthalpy distribution taking into
account the inter-channel mixing under ideal conditions of no spacer
e ffe c t s.

3.  Investigate the effects of low pin pitch-to-diameter ratios

on the average heat transfer coefficient if the incentive is shown to re-

duce the P/D to less than 1.1 based on economic or safety (sodium void-

ing Ak) considerations.

4.     Investigate and determine the effects  of low Peclet  num -

bers and coolant impurities on the average heat transfer coefficient of

in-line-flow through rod bundles.

5.   'Develop the bundle orifices employed for core  flow dis -
tribution.

These objectives involve both methods develop-
ment and testing, which will be the responsibilities of this program.

Summary of Current Technology  - A numbe r

of investigators have presented empirical expressions for the heat trans-

fer coefficient for liquid sodium flowing on the inside of round tubes.
Considerable discrepancy results from using the various expressions

for  calculating the Nussult number  as a function  of the Peclet number.
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The disagreement in values of the Nussult number is large; e. g.,  dif-
ferences of up to 40%, depending on the value of the Peclet number, .
have been obtained. However, since the film temperature drops at the
heat fluxes of interest are small, a discrepancy of 40% in the Nussult
number or the heat transfer coefficient is of little significance for
LMFBR design purposes. Additional error can be introduced by apply-
ing results obtained for flow inside a tube to in-line flow through closely
packed pin bundles; this error also can be considered of little impor-
tance.

Dwyer26 has shown that the average heat trans-
fer coefficient is reduced for pitch-to-diameter (P/D) ratios below
about 1.3. Since the heat transfer coefficient might be reduced by as
much as an order of magnitude in reducing the pitch-to-diameter ratio
to 1.0, this effect deserves further investigation (low effective P/D's
may possibly arise as a result of pin bow or spacer fabrication toler-

ances). Pitch-to-diameter ratios of 1.0 result in very large peripheral
cladding temperat'ure variations, but these low P/D ratios may offer
some benefit with regard to the safety aspects of sodium void propaga-

26tion; according to Dwyer  , the Russians have shown some interest in
these low P/D ratios.

The determination of maximum cladding sur-
face temperatures for a fuel pin is dependent upon the calculation of
coolant velocity and temperature profiles. Velocity profiles  can be
calculated at a given axial location for fully developed flow (absence of
intermittent or radially non- symmetrical spacer effects) with probably
what is acceptable accuracy for engineering purposes at P/D ratios
greater than 1.3. Bender27 has calculated local velocity distributions
in pin bundles using a mixing length theory for calculating turbulent
momentum transport. The authors state that more detailed experi-
mental data are necessary to demonstrate the general validity of the
method.

Although results have been published for the
calculated velocity distribution in a single channel, as mentioned above,
no published results are available for the calculation of coolant velocity
and temperature profiles for a number of adjacent channels.   It is im-
portant for the LMFBR designer to be able to predict the effect of
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inter-channel turbulent mixing on the local coolant temperature pro-
files, since mixing is expected to have a measurable effect on hot chan-
nel maximum cladding surface temperatures. Experimental measure-
ments are available which provide mixing coefficients 28 for PWR appli-
cation, but these results, of course, cannot be applied to liquid metal
situations.

The fuel assembly flow distribution may have
a strong effect on the hot channel cladding surface temperature. Since
the type of fuel pin spacer affects the channel pressure drop and conse-
quently the flow distribution, there are means to calculate the flow dis -
tributions,  but the accuracies  are  such that the channel flows require
experimental confirmation. Experimental measurements for fuel as-
semblies employing water (at an appropriate temperature up to 250 F)
as the flow medium can provide sufficient accuracy for determining
sodium flow distributions. Accurate measurements of a fuel assembly's

29

coolant outlet temperature profiles can be obtained only by tests with

liquid sodium as the fluid because the heat transfer characteristics of
sodium are very different from those of conventional fluids like water.

The uncertainties involved in determining heat
transfer coefficients and flow distributions at very low flow rates (cor-

responding to those required for decay heat removal) will require addi-
tional experimental data. The accuracy of available spacer pressure-
drop correlations  does not allow their use at very low Reynolds numbers.

Scope of Work - A model must be developed to

predict accurately  the  the rmal performance  of the fuel assembly.    In
particular, this includes a complete temperature map of the coolant at
the axial location of the peak cladding surface temperature; inter-chan-

nel  mixing  and  fuel pin eccentricity,    off the normal channel  axis,   mus t
be accounted for.  For the foreseeable future, it is anticipated that
analytical methods to predict fluid velocity and temperature profiles
will be semi-empirical. Thus, experimentally determined constants
will be required. Experimental measurements of velocity and tempera-
ture profiles will be conducted in flowing sodium.

Should the incentives be demonstrated in energy

cost savings  and Ak voiding coefficients for operating at low P/D ratios,
then the effect on the average heat transfer coefficient will require
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investigation. Again, experimental apparatus employing flowing sodium
will be necessary.

The flow Peclet number and cladding surface

condition are known to influence the average heat transfer coefficient.
The average heat transfer coefficient at Peclet numbers corresponding
to free convection flow rates may be of interest if methods are devised
to remove the fuel decay heat by natural circulation. Of course, the
Peclet number, which is based on the Reynolds number, should not be
expected to correlate heat transfer measurements where the Grashof
number becomes the pertinent dimensionless variable. The effect of
coolant impurities on the average heat transfer coefficient is of little
concern in the LMFBR core except where it may aggravate peripheral
cladding temperature variations. An investigation should be entered
into to determine whether the effect of coolant impurities on cladding
"fouling " is dependent upon circumferential location around the pin, and
if so, to what degree.

Since corrections can be made for the fluid
property effects on the heat transfer coefficient, experimental measure-
ments to validate the methods or to obtain the empirical formulations
discussed above can be made in relatively low-temperature sodium.
This is important from an economic standpoint since the development of
high-powered rod heaters and high-temperature instrumentation is cost-

ly. "Fouling" effects, however, may be so dependent on the coolant
temperature that we must admit the possible necessity of operating tests
up to 1300 F. Measurements of interest in these heat transfer studies

generally include flow rates, pin local heat generation rates, coolant
temperatures, and cladding surface temperatures. Coolant impurity
levels should be held to a minimum in most studies except the case
where the specific effects of impurities are desired. Characterization
of the cladding surface condition and finish of the heater (simulated fuel
pin) is extremely important in these measurements. Since mean fluid
velocities, depending upon the test objectives, will range from less than
1 ft/sec to more than 30 ft/sec, multiple flow loops will be required for
accurate flow control. Experimental loop flow capacities have not been
set at this time, since the size requirements for test specimens have
not been set.
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Various sizes of orifices must be tested to de-
termine the pressure-flow and cavitation characteristics. These char-
acteristics are dependent upon upstream and downstream velocity pro-
files as well as the upstream level of turbulence and system pressure.
Therefore, accurate prediction of operating orifice characteristics
will be dependent upon experimental results obtained in a simulated
inlet plenum and fuel assembly mockup. Orifices for both the fuel
assemblies and the radial blanket assemblies will be tested. No tran-
sient flow measurements are anticipated; quasi-steady flow measure-
ments should suffice for projected fuel assembly transient performance
(with regard to orifice effects).

The test apparatus will consist of an inlet
plenum and fuel assembly mockup. Orifice plates, or some other throt-
tling device,  with a range of hole sizes will be tested. Water will· be
used as the flow medium.  The test data required are the pressure-flow
characteristics of the orifices and the flowrates resulting in cavitation

as a function of system pressure.

Major Facilities and/or Equipment Required -
A sodium test loop will be required for this program.  The same facility
is expected to be employed by other programs in the core design R&D
plan. The entire capital cost of the facility, however, is funded under
the Steady-State Thermal-Hydraulics program.

The exact capacity, instrumentation, temper-
ature limitations,  etc.,  of the facility have not been determined.    The

projected cost of $3,000,000 involves considerable uncertainty.

Relationship to Current or Planned Programs -
The LMFBR Program Plan, Wash-1106, states that there is little in-
centive for further investigation into values for the liquid sodium heat

transfer coefficient for rod bundle flow.  We have admitted the possible
necessity of investigating values of heat transfer coefficients for pin

pitch-to-diameter ratios of less than 1.10. The LMFBR Program Plan
describes a program for determining the inter-channel conduction and

turbulent heat transport.
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Schedule and. Budget - Budgeting beyond 1974
provides for possible additional methods development to maintain the
engineering tools for the reference fuel assembly design. The costs in
thousands of dollars are shown below.

Calendar year

1969 1970 1971  1972 1973 1974 1975  1976 1977 1978 1979  1980 Total

Manpower 100 330 655 430 390  15    15    15    15    15    15    15   2010
Sodium Loop 1200 1000 800 3000
Facilities (excluding

sodiurnloop) 150 135 100   85                                          470
Equipment 220 110   70   65                                          465

Total 1300 1700 1700 600 540  15    15    15    15    15    15    15   5945

6.2.2.4. Transient Thermal and Hydraulic Performance

Objectives - The following goals are part of
this prograrn:

1. Improve methods for calculating the effects of plant
transients on individual channel flow rates, fluid velocities, and tempera-
tures, and cladding temperatures for single-phase liquid flow.

2.  Determine the minimum P/D (pin pitch-to-diameter
ratio) acc'eptable from a transient flow standpoint in the event that energy
cost and safety (ak voiding) incentives demonstrate the desirability of a
P/D less than  1.1. This determination must be made in concert with a
heat transfer coefficient investigation at P/D <1.1 (section 6.2.2.3).

3.  Parallel the effort described in 6.2.1.2. in developing
methods to determine the effects of the small amounts of fission gas re-
lease expected upon failure of vented-type  fuel pins.

4. Develop methods to calculate the thermal transient feed-

back on core reactivity due to fuel assembly displacements (bowing and
support structure movements).

Fluid and cladding temperature predictions for
reactor transients are important, since boiling and sodium vapor forma-
tion must be avoided.  In this program techniques will be developed to

accurately predict conditions in which sodium boiling does not occur.
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The safety program will investigate the two-phase flow phenomena oc-
curring during sodium boiling.     We are, however, interested  in  the  two -

phase flow case with sodium as the liquid phase and fission gas as the

vapor phase. The effects of the presence of the small amounts of fission

gases expected to occur in the flow channel after a cladding failure of a
vented pin (in particular with a porous plug vent) are of interest.

Summary of Current Technology - Transient

heat transfer models presently available for single-phase flow of a
liquid are generally considered sufficient for moderate transients occur-

ring in the LMFBR. Accuracies may be improved by making fewer
simplifications in the governing differential equations for fluid flow.  No

known computer codes have been written which determine the local veloc-

ity profiles or temperature profiles resulting during flow or power

transients.

There  are no known published results  on  ana -

lytical methods or test results concerning the effects of fission gas and
coolant interaction occurring as a result of pin failures. Some quasi-

steady two-phase flow methods may be applied to the study of resulting

flow disruption and cladding temperature excursions,  but the accuracies
would not be sufficient for design purposes.

Scope of Work - Improved methods must be

developed for calculating the effects of plant transients on flow rates,
coolant velocity, and temperature profiles as well as cladding tempera-

tures. Reactor transients involving rapid power changes but moderate

flow transients should be handled adequately with one-dimensional flow
models.  Two- and three-dimensional models for predicting coolant

velocity and temperature profiles in tight lattice cores will be required
for high-rate flow transients.  It is anticipated that quasi-steady mea-

surements of the heat transfer coefficient should suffice for predicting

cladding temperatures under transient conditions. The importance of

accurately predicting coolant velocities and temperatures as well as
cladding temperatures will depend on the safety program investigation

of required superheat to initiate sodium boiling. The superheat is known
to vary with local fluid velocity as well as numerous other variables.
Experimental confirmation of the accuracy of methods will likely be
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limited because of instrumentation problems; however, confirmation of
velocity profiles and cladding temperature measurements is definitely
desirable.  It is hoped that the accuracy of methods can be checked at
rather low fluid bulk temperature levels with extrapolation to higher
temperatures in the range of 1600 F+.  It is not the purpose of this pro-
gram to demonstrate in a proof-type test, the flows, flow transient
rates, and power levels at which boiling is initiated. Predicted velocity
profiles can be confirmed in isothermal tests with water as the fluid.
Cladding temperature verification, however, will require electrical
heater pin simulation in flowing sodium. All variables of interest will
be measured in flowing sodium if practicable, accurate instrumentation
can be developed.

As mentioned previously, the lower P/D ratios
of interest depend on a demonstration of the desirability of P/D <1.1
based on energy cost and Ak voiding considerations. Transient flow ef-
fects will likely set a lower limit (design criterion) on the P/D and
should be investigated both analytically and experimentally.

Work is required in the area of two-phase flow
of sodium liquid and fission gas. Methods must be developed to calcu-
late the coolant velocity profiles, temperature profiles, and cladding
temperature excursions resulting from the release of fission gases from
failed cladding. Section 6.2.1.2 covers the effects of a release of rela-
tively large amounts of fission gases accompanying nonvented pin failure.
This program is an extension of the investigation into the effects of a
release of relatively small amounts of fission gases (expected to be re-
leased upon failure of porous plug-vented fuel pins). Tests in flowing
water may be sufficient for methods verification.  Data on fission gas
excape rates through cladding fissures will be forthcoming from the
above-mentioned study (section 6.2.1.2). Water tests will provide local
coolant maldistribution data (velocities and flow regimes), but measure-
ments to verify fluid temperatures and cladding temperatures will not be
made because they require sodium as the coolant for a heated pin bundle

(with simulated pins).
Design calculational tools must be developed to

determine the thermal transient feedback effects on core reactivity due
to changes in thermally induced assembly displacements. Scale-model
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mockups to verify the methods will probably not be required although
this is undetermined now.

Major Facilities and/or Equipment Required -
Conventional water flow loops are available. The sodium flow loop dis -
cussed in section 6.2.2.3 will be used for flow transient tests where
cladding tempe rature measurements  are of interest.

Relationship to Current or Planned Programs -
Subtask 6-2.2.1 of the LMFBR Program Plan, Wash-1106, involves

transient heat transfer investigations that are very similar to those dis-
cussed above for the two-phase flow considerations for sodium liquid

and fission gas. The effects of fuel pin failure in the LMFBR Program
Plan are considered under Subtask 6-2.5.1.

Schedule and Budget - Funds for research and

development beyond 1973 are specifically for methods upgrading after

initial experimental work. The costs in thousands of dollars are as

follows:

Calendar year

1969 1970 1971  1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977  1978 1979 1980 Total

Manpower 60 60 40 30    25    15    15    15    15    15    15 .15 320
Facilities
Equipment  30 30              60

------------

Total     60   90   70   30   25    15    15    15    15    15    15    15    380

6.2.2.5. Fuel Assembly Prototype Design and Proof
Tests

Objective - After a spacer concept is selected

for the predecessor fuel assembly, a prototype assembly must be de-

signed, constructed, and proof-tested. In proof-testing, we are pri-

marily concerned with demonstrating the structural integrity; design

methods  and data should be sufficient  to gua rantee acceptable fretting

corrosion and vibration behavior at this point in the developmental pro-

gram. See section 6.2.2  for R&D pertaining to fuel pin support selec-

tion.
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The objectives of this test program are as
follows:

1.  Design a prototype fuel assembly based on the methods
developed and the design data generated in programs 6.2.2.2, 6.2.2.3,
and 6.2.2.4.

2.  Conduct a proof test in an outpile isothermal sodium
flow loop to demonstrate the spacer integrity under the quasi-steady
hydraulic forces.

3. Conduct thermal shock and thermal bow tests on proto-
type fuel assemblies.

4. Conduct shaker and impact tests to simulate earthquake-
induced internal (inertial) and external loadings.

Tests for reference core fuel assemblies, which will likely be similar
to the predecessor type, are discussed under 6.2.2.7, Fuel Pin Reli-
ability and Assembly Proof Tests in the Predecessor Reactor.

Summary of Current Technology - The methods

and design data now used to predict the structural adequacy of a fuel as-
sembly are not accurate enough to allow elimination of mechanical and
thermal shock proof tests. Simplifications are made in analytical models
to reduce the mathematical complexities to a practical engineering level.
Design data such as those used in determining fluid pressure forces,
heat transfer coefficients, fuel/cladding friction forces and cladding/
spacer friction forces are not available, are unreliable or difficult to
obtain.  It must be shown that the uncertainties involved in the designer's
use of methods and data do not compromise the integrity of the fuel as-
sembly within the accuracy of "proof" tests that reasonably simulate
the operating environment.

Scope of Work - Sections A through D describe
the prototype proof tests.

A. Dynamic Proof Test and Pressure Drop Test

This test will attempt to "proof" the prototype fuel assembly to the
extent possible.   Such a proof test is beset by numerous problems:
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1.  Simulating the end-of-life materials properties at temperature.

2.  A complete "proofing" would require the simultaneous thermal

stresses, hydraulic loadings, and external loadings (simulated supports

and adjacent fuel assemblies).

3. At-temperature tests in sodium present numerous instrumenta-

tion problems.

A separate test for assembly thermal bow is discussed in section C; the
reason for separating these tests is that two different fluids will be used

for tests of the effects of hydraulically induced and thermal-gradient-
induced stresses.

There is a very low possibility of developing a material that can

duplicate the irradiated mechanical properties of the wrapper can and

spacers, and even less of a possibility that a structure could be fabri-

cated of such a brittle material for a reasonable cost. Consequently,
the best alternative is to instrument an assembly with strain measure-

ment gages, subject the assembly to the loadings expected, and infer

stresses from strain measurements. This approach should give accept-
able results if the material modulus of elasticity and Poisson's ratio

are not greatly affected by irradiation. If irradiation does induce ap-

preciable changes in the modulus of elasticity, perhaps the test tempera-

ture  or  the  type of material  can be adjusted to compensate. This method

of strain measurement to infer stresses is simplified by considering an
isothermal test so that temperature measurement at various locations

is not required. Strain measurements can also be used to indicate the

expected fatigue life of an assembly.
The identical problem of simulating a brittle structure pertains to

the case of investigating the effects of large thermal gradients in the

assembly. A proof test without structural failure proves little, since

plastic deformations can occur undetected. Therefore, an identical

approach of strain measurement to infer stresses is considered.  Two

separate tests can provide the total stress "map" if no part of an as-

sembly undergoes plastic strain (so that superposition of stress is pos-

sible). Stresses set up by thermal gradients in a constrained assembly
are considered in section C, Thermal Bow Tests.
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The test of spacer integrity under the quasi-steady hydraulic forces
will provide an opportunity to measure assembly flow distributions and
pressure drop. The flowing fluid will be sodium because the need for a
facility with sodium has been demonstrated (see 6.2.2.3 and 6.2.2.4).
Test temperatures will range up to 1300 F if instrumentation can be de-
veloped for these temperatures.  The test assembly will be identical
to a prototype assembly design except that dummy fuel pins will be used
and material thicknesses will not include allowances for corrosion and
erosion.  It is considered impractical to employ pre-irradiated assem-
blies, but the feasibility of doing so has not been closely examined.

Flows for this test should range above expected operating flow rates
by some appropriate margin. Typical external loads will be applied to
the assembly under test. Upper and lower support misalignment will be
applied, as well as the maximum loads expected to arise as a result of

assembly interactions due to bow induced by thermal gradients.

B. Thermal Shock Tests

After a reactor scram,  the core. may be subjected to rapid tempera-
ture change. Structures must be designed to withstand the thermal
shocks encountered without permanent damage or failure of individual
components.  This test is designed to evaluate the fuel assembly integ-
rity under such conditions.

The problem of thermal shock on the fuel assembly is too complex
to evaluate analytically. Consequently, it appears necessary to proof-
test individual designs. The problem is difficult in that it is not possible
to fully simulate core conditions. Temperature gradients  and  powe r
profiles cannot be accurately duplicated in such a test. Therefore, re-
sults obtained from this test, which simulates the worst case, must be
evaluated in the light of these conditions.

The use of an alternate coolant in the thermal shock tests has been
considered. However, the use of sodium coolant appears essential to
duplicate fully a severe transient condition because sodium, owing to its
heat transfer properties, would present a more severe shock than that
of either water or gas.

The test facility as presently conceived consists of an apparatus to
test a full-scale reference core bundle containing dummy fuel. Afte r
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placing the assembly in a test tank, the temperature of the assembly
and the surrounding sodium will be raised to 1200 F. A manual cycle
start will then dump the  1200 F sodium into  the  sump and dump tank,

and  800 F sodium  will be introduced  from  the  fill tank. The transient

time (defined as the time required to dump the 1200 F sodium and fill

with 800 F sodium) is 0.3 second.

A can failure will be detected remotely as the flow characteristics

of the sodium change from the test vessel to the dump tank.  The fuel

elements will be sealed with inert gas inside containing a known amount

of oxygen. Failure  in any element will be detected in the oxide indica -

ting and control system.  If a failure occurs in the can which does not

affect the sodium flow and an element failure that is outside the oxygen-

containing portion, then visual inspection will be required after a pre-

determined number of cycles.

Spacer performance under transient conditions will be of major im-

portance. Any loosening or tightening of the fuel assembly may prove

sufficient to destroy the integrity of the fuel assembly.

After the transient tests are completed, the assembly will be de-
structively tested to determine whether any permanent damage has oc-
curred to individual components. Specifically, tests must be made to

determine whether changes have occurred in the material ductility or
whether surface cracking has occurred indicating severe thermal stres-

ses.    Fuel pin integrity when subjected to thermal shock will be demon-

strated in the program discussed under section 6.2.1.4.

C. Fuel Assembly Thermal Bow

The LMFBR Program Plan, WASH-1106, considers the inpile or

outpile thermal gradient testing of a prototype fuel assembly to be a

necessity. The Program Plan, Subtask 6-2.3.4, Thermal Gradient and

Thermal-Transient Proof Testing of Fuel Assemblies, states the follow-

ing:

"This subtask will definitely require a new [sodium]* loop
facility.... There is agreement that it is desirable,
although opinions differ as to the practicality of the ex-
reactor simulation vs. an in-reactor test where proto-
typal thermal gradients are inherent.... Ex-reactor

*
Author's insertions in brackets.
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testing, however successful, will not be taken as a com-
plete substitute for in-reactor (FFTF) testing of assem-
blies or structurally representative portions of them....
[For feasibility] the facility must meet the following re-
quirennents:

(1) A test section large enough to receive a full-sized
fuel assembly (e.g. 217 fuel elements) or, failing that,a model of full assembly length and 1/6 the cross sec-
tion (i. e., a full-sized triangular module of a hexagonal
fuel assembly comprised of six such triangles).
(5) Power supply-electrically heated rods of 0.2 - 0.35
in. diam. simulate ·fuel 'elements. The elements must
produce a controllable power to a heat flux of at least
1 X 106 Btu/(hr) (sq. ft. ).
Assuming. . . [feasibility]..., the follow-on work would
proceed....
The purpose of the testing program (Phase 4) will be
demonstration of: long-term structural endurance; re-
sistance to fretting, galling, and seizing;...."

Our plan for testing the reference plant fuel assembly in the prede-
cessor reactor fortunately eliminates the necessity of our performing
the above-mentioned outpile simulation for the reference case (see sec-
tion 6.2.2.7, Fuel Pin Reliability and Assembly Proof Tests in the Pre-
decessor Reactor). The question of such a test is, of course, pertinent
to the case of the prototype assembly.  We feel that such a test in sodium
should not be considered for the following reasons:

1.  The inability to simulate fuel pin character will negate any sup-

posed benefits in indicating fretting corrosion behavior.
.

2.   The prime effect on structural performance is absent,  i. e.,
material property changes due to fast fluence (in particular, material

embrittlement).

3.  Such a test, regardless of the level of success (as quoted

above), is no substitute for in-reactor tests.

4.  In the light of 1, 2 and 3, above, the benefits would certainly

not justify the cost of the tests.

The predecessor plant will involve a conservative fuel pin and fuel as-

sembly design. Therefore, we have two alternatives regarding thermal

gradient tests of fuel assemblies:  (1) We can forego this type of test and
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design the assembly ultraconservatively, or (2) we can utilize an ex-
reactor thermal gradient test without sodium coolant.  We have elected
to pursue the second alternative since the test benefits should justify
the expenditure in this case.

A test facility is envisioned which will utilize:

1.  An entire bundle (up to 331 pins) of electrical
heaters operating at very low power.

2.  A very low flow rate of nitrogen or some inert
gas.

3.  Strain and local temperature instrumentation.

The low pin powers and low flow rates can combine to give representa-
tive axial and transverse thermal gradients. Stresses inferred from
strain measurements will circumvent the problem of simulating the
brittle characteristics of the actual irradiated assembly as long as no
plastic strains are incurred (discussed in section A, Dynamic Proof
Test and Pressure Drop).

The test specimens will be unirradiated prototype assemblies in-
strumented with strain gages and temperature sensors.   Pins will be

individually electrically heated to provide representative transverse

thermal gradients, while the power levels and fluid flow rate will con-
trol axial thermal gradients. Power levels to provide the required axial
temperature gradients have not yet been determined. Some provision
must be made for fluid temperature control external to the can wall.
External restraints simulating upper and lower supports and adjacent
fuel assemblies will be provided. Transverse thermal gradients of up
to 200 F will be imposed with axial gradients up to 400 F.

Information of interest includes strain and temperature measure-

ments in strategic locations (on the supports and the can wall in particu-

lar). Strain measurements will be used for determining the expected as-

sembly fatigue life. No transient tests are intended, nor are measure-

ments of corrosion fretting expected. Destructive tests will allow ex-

aminations for evidence of failure at points of stress concentration.

D. Assembly Mechanics and Shaker Tests

The integrity of the fuel assembly must be proof-tested under con-
ditions simulating earthquake-induced vibrations. Possible modes  of
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failure include internal inertial effects and loads induced by external
fuel assembly interactions. The types of information required before
simulated proof tests  can be conducted include:

1. Fuel assembly static and dynamic mechanics informa-
tion, such as transverse deflection versus load, assembly mass (actual
and virtual), natural frequency, and log decrement.

2.  From the data in 1 above, an analog simulation of the
dynamic behavior of a group of assemblies will be conducted from which
interaction loads and accelerations can be calculated for proof testing.
The method of analog simulation has yet to be developed.

The proof, test will be conducted by applying the accelerations,  as cal-
culated above, and the impact loads to a prototype assembly.

The foregoing information concerning data gathering and the proof
test itself has some bearing on spacer selection as discussed in section
6.2.2.2.  The data on static and dynamic properties of an assembly will,
for the sake of continuity, be a responsibility of this program (Assembly
Mechanics and Shaker Tests). Some iteration in assembly development
may result because of the relationships of this program with those of
Fuel Pin Support System Selection, since the support system design is
somewhat dependent ilpon the results of the analog study mentioned in
item 2 above.  The fuel pin spacers should not fail under the inertial
loads due to vibration and impact, and some design criteria pertaining to
dynamic loadings should be supplied to the spacer selection program.

Tests on the static and dynamic assembly behavior (step 1 above)
will be performed on full-sized assemblies containing dummy fuel (U02
only).  The test temperatures should range up to approximately 1050 F.
Effects of axial thermal gradients will be neglected for test purposes.
Static tests  can be conducted in nitrogen or some inert gas. Dynamic
tests should be conducted in a fluid (perhaps NaK) whose vapor pressure
and density approach that of sodium. Dynamic tests will not be conducted
with a flowing fluid; effects of axial fluid pressure gradients and fluid
Coriolis forces should be negligible.

Proof tests of assemblies have the same drawback as discussed in
sections A and C; that is, the problem of dissimilar material proper-
ties of unirradiated and irradiated assemblies. This problem may be
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circumvented by instrumenting assemblies for dynamic strain measure-

ment; however, high-temperature strain gages have yet to be developed.
Strains will be measured at strategic locations on spacers and on the
can wall. Stresses will be inferred from these measurements, and post
shaker test destructive examination will indicate possible failure in

areas of stress concentration. Dynamic proof tests at elevated temper-

atures will be conducted, perhaps with NaK as the fluid, to determine

the dynamic behavior of the assembly. The results of shock load tests

conducted on ductile material structures so as to infer acceptability of
a brittle structure are not valid if plastic deformations occur during

loading.

Major Facilities and/or Equipment Required -
The sodium flow loop described in section 6.2.2.3, Steady-State Thermal/

Hydraulics, will be utilized for the proof tests of spacer structural in-

tegrity described in section A, Dynamic Proof Test and Pressure Drop.
The thermal shock tests described in section

B will require the construction of a special facility, which has been dis-

cussed previously.

The test facility for thermal bow effects and

proofing is discussed in section C, Thermal Bow Tests. This facility
will not be a sodium facility for the reasons previously enumerated.

The mechanics and shaker tests are fairly
conventional as planned. Assembly immersion in sodium is not con-

sidered necessary.

Relationship to Current or Planned Programs -

A program to investigate the feasibility of utilizing an outpile test facility

combining flowing sodium, thermal gradient, and thermal transient  ef-

fects is considered in Subtask 6-2.3.4. of the LMFBR Program Plan,
WASH-1106. An operating facility of this type might provide results of

the type desired in sections A, B, and C as discussed above. No section

of the Program Plan covers earthquake-induced vibrations and loading
as discussed in Section D.

Schedule and Budget - The following budget

figures  are in thousands of dollars.
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Calendar year
1971 1972 1973 1974 Total

Manpowe r 282 350 227 129 988
Facilities 167   60   66   81   374
Equipment 102 72   69         243

Total 551 482 362 210 1605

6.2.2.6.   Reference Fuel Assembly Long-Range
Upgrading

Objective - The purpose of this program is the
long-range upgrading of the reference fuel assembly between the time
that commitments are made for predecessor hardware and reference
hardware. Thi s   involve s:

1. Methods upgrading.
2. Additional prototype design and proof testingif radical changes are instituted.

Major modifications are not anticipated at this stage of development,
but it is possible that desirable changes other than improved materials
or upgraded operating conditions may be made.

Summary of Current Technology - N.  A.

Scope of Work - We cannot expect completely
adequate methods development for the fuel assembly design by the date
that commitments for predecessor hardware are made.  This is espe-
cially true in the case of the pin bowing, pin vibration, and corrosion

fretting phenomena.  Also, some inroads may be forthcoming on methods
for calculating spacer effects on fluid mixing and  "hot spot" formations.
Methods irnprovements in each of these areas will allow performance
upgrading of fuel assemblies.

Utilization of improved materials for spacers
or  wrapper  cans may require additional proof testing, since  new mate -

rials may have different coefficients of thermal expansion, moduli of

elasticity, Poisson ratios, etc.

Major Facilities and/or Equipment Required -
Any required testing in this program should be performed in the facilities
described in preceding sections.
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Relationship to Current or Planned Programs -
N. A.

Schedule and Budget - The budget values are in
thousands of dollars.

Calendar year
1975 - 1981

Manpowe r 100
Facilities                   25
Equipment.              25

Total 150

6.2.2.7.   Reference Fuel Pin Reliability and
Assembly Proof Tests in the Pre-
decessor Reactor

Objective - The predecessor reactor will be

capable of operating with vented fuel although the initial fuel and several

succeeding fuel batches will not contain vented fuel. The plant capabil-

ity offers an excellent opportunity for reliability testing of vented refer-

ence fuel pins. Pin testing in regular fuel assemblies (intended for ap-
plication in the reference plant) will constitute an in-reactor proof of
structural integrity under simultaneous hydraulic-force- and thermal-

gradient-induced stresses..

Summary of Current Technology - The British

have conducted tests on more than 500 fuel pins using the Dounreay Fast
Reactor.  As of early 1967, there were no reported failures in the tests.

Burnups as high as 7% were achieved.  A U.S. program of fast flux

testing in EBR-II has been initiated. FFTF development plans call for
the testing of more  than 550 fuel pins.

Scope of Work - Approximately 2000 reference

fuel pins will be tested in the predecessor reactor to demonstrate pin

reliability. Since the reliability is strongly affected by spacer and wrap-

per can design, meaningful reliability data can be obtained only by fuel

pin and fuel assembly tests in concert.
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Major Facilities and/or Equipment Required -
Fuel pin reliability tests will be conducted in the predecessor reactor.

Relationship to Current or PlanAed Pro-
grams - N. A.

Schedule and Budget - Budget figures are in
thousands of dollars.

Calendar year
1980 - 1983

Manpowe r                                 5 0
Equipment 150

Total 200

6.2.3. Control Rod

6.2.3.1. General

Objective - The core design R&D program is
responsible for developing a control rod (less the drive) and guide tube
configuration that contributes to reliable reactivity control. The devel-

opment of a rod drive and lifetime tests  of the complete mechanical as -

sembly are discussed in section 3.2.7.3.

The work required in developing a control rod
involves some establishment of design criteria, the generation of design
data, and design and testing of prototype components. The design cri-
teria that are not settled at this time are as follows:

1.  Must the control rod structure be required to
survive, with no damage, one or more inci-
dences of scram snubber failure ?

2.  Are rollers or wear pads required between the
control rod sheath and the guide tube ?

The  design data of interest include:

1.  Behavior of tantalum and/or B4C under irradiation (swel-
ling, gas generation, heat generation rates).

2. Structural loadings due to scrams, core vibration (earth-
quake), thermal transients, and quasi-steady thermal stresses.
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3. Expected maximum fluence as a function of rod axial
location (for determining mechanical properties).

4. Mechanical properties at high fluence and high tempera-
tures for structural materials.

The prototype component tests will primarily be drop tests (simulated
scrams) and structural integrity tests. Considerations of control pin
vibration and fretting corrosion will be of concern only for the case of
84( used as the absorber material.

Summary of Current Technology- Candidate
absorber materials are B4C, tantalum, and hafnium. Considerable ex-

perience has been obtained in the use of boron carbide, but it has a high

gas generation rate and is not compatible with stainless steel at high tem-

peratures. Existing data indicate that tantalum· does not generate gases,
swell, or have an incompatibility problem with stainless steel or sodium.

For large cores, control assemblies usually are
spread over the entire core to avoid local reactivity anomalies.  Most
designs are intended for both regulating and shim control. The problem
of wear and galling of the guide tube and control rod sheath requires in-

vestigation. Types of bearing surfaces, wear pads, and the problems
incurred by loose fits require evaluation.

Present methods should be adequate for pre-

dicting guide tube deformation under thermal gradients and adjacent

fuel assembly bow. The effects of guide tube and sheath friction on

scram displacement versus time, however, are not amenable to analy-
tical treatment other than empirical. Structural loadings due to most
scram or core vibration situations can be determined adequately by

present methods.

The number of uncertainties involved in de-

veloping a new mechanical configuration of control rod for the LMFBR

environment makes imperative the exhaustive proof and lifetime testing
of a prototype assernbly before design acceptance.

Scope of Work - Two absorber materials,

tantalum and B4C, will be evaluated.  Most of the work on B4C will be to
confirm present data on gas generation rates.   All test data accumula-

tion will be the responsibility of the fuels and materials program.
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Information concerning the effects of temperature and fluence on the
candidate structural materials will also be furnished by fuels and mate-
rials personnel.

The design criteria concerning the necessity
of a control rod to withstand one or more incidences of snubber failure
will be forthcoming from investigations of the possibility of detecting
imminent snubber failure (as determined in the drive assembly develop-
ment program). The criteria for the need for control rod sheath bear
pads or bearings will res,ult from analytical investigations of guide tube
and sheath deformations due to thermal gradients and interactions

(static and dynamic) with adjacent fuel assemblies.
Hardware development is likely to be an itera-

tive process if the structural requirements to guarantee rod integrity
sacrifice scram performance (due to excess fluid drag caused by support
or spacer components). Model development for scram simulation is

anticipated, but model accuracies will suffer where guide tube and sheath
interference produces significant friction. Thus, scram tests on a full-
scale model must be performed. After suitable guide. tube and control
rod hardware is developed, the combined control rod and drive assembly
lifetime tests will be conducted under the components program (section
3.2.7.3).

Some uncertainties pertain to the use of grid
spacers for the absorber pins. Other spacer concepts will be considered
for use in the control rod. Types to be considered depend on whether
tantalum or boron carbide is selected as the absorber material. The

overriding spacer consideration for tantalum pins is the structural in-

tegrity of the spacers themselves; as to B.IC, the effects of the type of
spacer on pin vibration and fretting corrosion must be considered.  Pih
vibration may cause cladding failure for cladding subjected to a large
static stress,  as  is  the case with B4C sealed pins.

6.2.3.2.  Absorber Pin

Objective - The two prime candidates for ab-
sorber material in the control rod are boron carbide and tantalum.
Studies must be conducted to furnish design data on which a material
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selection can be made. After material selection, prototype absorber

pins will be irradiated to determine the adequacy of the design.

Summary of Current Technology - The prob-
lems  involved in the design of absorber pins where the absorber mate -

rial generates gases and is subject to irradiation damage are very
similar to those of nonvented fuel pins.   With a knowledge of gas genera-
tion rates, swelling rates, heat generation rates, and compatibility of
absorber materials with cladding and sodium, pins can be designed and
qualified for reactor use with little developmental effort.

Scope of Work - The fuels and materials pro-

gram will obtain the pertinent design information for boron carbide and

tantalum. General information desired includes:

1. Cladding compatibility.
2. Sodium Compatibility.
3.  Amount of gas release (B4C only).
4.  Extent of irradiation damage (B4C only).
5. Heat generation rates.

Prototype absorber pins will be designed, built, and proof-tested in
pile.   If the B4C material candidate is included in the pin tests, the tests

will be conducted in sodium at temperatures slightly in excess of 1300 F.

Inpile times will be sufficient to demonstrate proof of the design.  Out-

pile tests will be conducted to demonstrate the cladding integrity with

pins subjected to thermal shock.

Major Facilities and/or Equipment Required -

Irradiations may be conducted in EBR-II, Fermi, or FFTF. Since the

absorber material affects the choice of absorber pin spacer selection,

early irradiations in EBR-II or Fermi will probably be required.

Relationship to Current or Planned Programs -
Task 6-3.2 of the LMFBR Program Plan deals with the evaluation and

selection of absorber materials for LMFBR application.

Schedule and Budget - The following figures
are in thousands of dollars.

1.3
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Calendar year
1969 1970 1971 Total

Manpower 30 30 10 70
Facilities                         10        10          20
Equipment        10                           10

-ill -Ii.- Il--I -

Total 40 40 20 100

6.2.3.3.   Control Rod Design Data and Criteria

Objective - Certain design data are required
for an efficient control rod design and development process.  Some of
the data may be obtained by analysis requiring analytical model develop-
ment; this is the situation anticipated for load determination and guide
tube and control rod deformation due to thermal gradients. Tests will
furnish design data on fluid drag coefficients, material mechanical

properties  and the like. Information concerning guide  tube and shroud
frictional forces and wear are of interest, but meaningful data of this
type are very difficult to obtain; the design effort will be aimed at cir-
cumventing or alleviating the effects of friction and wear.

Design data for maximum snubber accelera-
tions and the number of load cycles likely to be applied by the control

  rod drive will be forthcoming from sections 3.2.7 and 2.2.3. The fuels
and materials program will supply design data on irradiated and non-
irradiated mechanical properties of structural materials.

Summary of Current Technology - Analytical
methods for determining control rod loadings are adequate except for
flow and coulomb friction forces occurring during scrams. Fluid  fric -
tion drag coefficients can be determined empirically, but difficulties
arise in attacking the problem of coulomb friction since all pertinent
variables are not always known or measurable.

Methods for determining guide tube and control
rod deformation (bow) due to thermal gradients are sufficient for engi-
neering purposes. Inte ractions of numerous fuel assemblies and control
rod guide tubes are possible to predict but comprise a very complex
numerical analysis problem.
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Little is known of the phenomenon of crud

buildup in cold zones of the core (such as the inlet) and consequent ef-

fects on control rod operation.

Scope of Work - An analytical model will be

used to determine guide tube deformation (short-term and creep)  unde r

the influence of thermal gradients and the actions of adjacent assemblies.
Calculated control rod bow due to thermal gradients will then enable a

basis for determining the guide tube and sheath gap or the requirement

for bearing surfaces or devices. Analytical model developments for the

fuel assembly wrapper can and the complete fuel assembly should be ap-

plicable to the deformations of interest here.

Full-scale tests on control rod components

will be made in flowing water to determine drag coefficients. Nonsup-

port-type grids, upper fittings,  and pin partial bundles  will be immersed

in flowing water and tested under quasi-steady conditions. Pin partial

bundles will be tested in flow channels with walls simulating (geometric-

ally) the missing, next peripheral row of pins. Inaccuracies arise in
attempting to obtain the sodium drag coefficients in water tests because

dynamic similitude c'annot be maintained in turbulent (pin channel) and

laminar (boundary layer and wake) regions simultaneously.  The inac-

curacies, however, will be overshadowed by inaccuracies in a transient

flow model for predicting control rod scram displacement versus  time.

Prototype design scram tests in sodium will be conducted in the final

development stages (see section 3.2.7.3).

Dynamic loadings, such as those experienced

under earthquake conditions,  will be obtained through an analog  simu-

lation of fuel assemblies and guide tubes. Loadings can be transformed

into  guide tube deflections, which may have some bearing on the mini-

rnurn guide tube and sheath clearances.

Major Facilities and/or Equipment Required -

The water loop tests for experimental drag coefficients.will be conducted

in a  conventional test facility,  many of which are available.

Relationship to Current or Planned Programs -

Task 6-3.2, Control and Safety Assembly Design Technology, of the
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LMFBR Program Plan, WASH-1106, deals with design criteria and de-

sign data (in particular, Subtask 6-3.2.1).

Schedule and Budget - The following figures
are in thousands of dollars.

Calendar year

1969 1970 1971 Total

Manpower 60 60 30 150
Facilities             10         10         10           30
Equipment 10   10

Total 80   70 40 190

6.2.3.4.   Control Rod Analytical Model Development

Objective - The control rod and fuel assembly
have similar requirements for model development. The models devel-

oped for fuel pin vibration, assembly bow, thermal stresses, and the

like should apply to the contr61 rod design with little modification.  An

effort will be made to ensure that models developed for the fuel assembly
will be applicable to the control rod if practical.

Models to predict control rod local stress·es

under the transverse and longitudinal accelerations likely to occur as a

result of scrams must be developed. A model to predict scram displace-
ment versus time is desirable.

Surninary of Current Technology - The present
technology for pin vibrations induced by in-line fluid flow, fretting cor-

rosion, and other spacer-associated phenomena is discussed in section

6.2.2.2, Fuel Pin Support System Selection.

Technology is available for determining guide
tube and control rod deformations under the action of thermal gradients
and external loads except where friction forces are involved. Models

for determining stresses and deformations of complex (such as hexa-
gonal) geometries usually require the development of separate models
because of complexities in providing model versatility.
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Scope of Work - Analytical models must be

developed for determining:

1.     Guide tube deformation (short-term and creep)  unde r
the action of thermal gradients and transverse loadings (due to inter-

actions with adjacent fuel assemblies).

2.  Control rod deformations due to thermal gradients
(short-term and creep).

3.    Control  rod and guide tube dynamic loadings during
scrams or earthquake-induced core vibration.

4.    Control rod scram displacement versus  time.

The methods and models developed for the fuel assembly will be utilized

for control rod application where practical. The different absorber pin
requirements concerning the method of support, however, will very
likely severely limit application of the fuel assembly model to control

rod problems. Experimental verification of models to predict control

rod bow under the driving forces due to thermal gradients may be re-

quired if frictional forces internal to the sheath play a significant part

in determining rod stiffness (static). Full-sized mockups will be re-
quired in these tests. Of course, the need for such tests cannot be de-

termined at this time; further studies and evaluations of model results,
taking a conservative approach to handling frictional uncertainties,  will
determine the need for tests.

Analytical model development for scram  dis -

placement versus time should require no additional testing other than

the drag coefficient measurements discussed in section 6.2.3.3.

Major Facilities and/or Equipment Required -

Expe rimental verification of model predictions for guide  tube  and  con-
trol rod deformation due to thermal gradients will require use of the

facility described in section 6.2.2.5, Fuel Assembly Prototype Design
and Proof Tests, part C. Capital costs for the construction of that

facility are not covered in this section.

Schedule and Budget - Facility and equipment

costs are contingent upon needs as outlined below. Costs are in thou-

sands of dollars.
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Calendar year
1969 1970 1971 Total

Manpower 60 60 30 150
Facilities  10 10 20
Equipment                  10                   10

Total 60 80 40 180

6.2.3.5. Prototype Control Rod Design and Testing

Objective - This program is concerned with
the design of control rod components and the assembly for construction
and test evaluations. Tests will be conducted to determine:

1. Structural integrity of individual components.

2. Structural integrity of assembled control rod and guide
tube under static and dynamic loadings.

3.  Ambunt of guide tube and control rod deformation under

action of thermal gradients and simulated adjacent fuel assembly loads.

4. Displacement versus time measurements in water for
simulated scrams.

Qualification of components and the assembled control rod prototype
will be completed before combined control rod and drive tests are car-
ried out in the components program (see section 3.2.7.3).  The type and
extent of testing will vary somewhat depending on the selection of an ab-
sorber material; the tests described herein are for tantalum absorber

material. Consequently, considerations of pin vibration and cladding

fretting corrosion are minor.

Summary of Current Technology - The methods
and the design data now used to predict the structural adequacy of a fuel

assembly are not accurate enough to allow elimination of mechanical and

thermal shock proof tests. Simplifications  are made in analytical models
to reduce the mathematical complexities to a practical engineering level,
thereby introducing a measure of inaccuracy. Design data for accelera-
tions and frictional forces are not available, are unreliable or difficult

to obtain.  It must be shown that uncertainties involved in the designer's
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use of methods  and data do not compromise the integrity of the  fuel as -

sembly within the accuracy of "proof" tests that reasonably simulate

the operating environment.

Scope of Work - The guide tube, sheath,

spacers and fittings will be constructed and tested separately for struc-

tural integrity. Long-term creep tests are not anticipated. Thermal

shock tests for components will be conducted in a sodium facility.  The

possibility of obtaining meaningful results from thermal shock tests on

a representative short length of a control rod will be evaluated.  If such

a test is not acceptable, then thermal shock testing of a complete as-

sembly will be considered. Control rod improvements will be tested

for rigidity and load carrying capacity for comparison with calculated

values.  Here we are confronted with the same problem as discussed

in the section on fuel assembly prototype proof tests, namely,  how do
we account for irradiated structural material properties in tests on

unirradiated specimens. The logical answer is to equip test specimens

with strain measurement instrumentation and infer stress levels from

the values of strain. Areas of stress concentration can be examined
after tests for evidence of failure. This approach may require develop-
ment of special, high-temperature strain instrumentation. Specimens

in component and assembled control rod tests for structural integrity

will be manufactured to nominal dimensions less corrosion and erosion
tolerances where applicable.

As mentioned in section 6.2.2.5, part A, it is

considered impractical to test pre-irradiated structures as large as a

fuel  assembly or control rod, although this approach might merit furthe r

consideration. The method that we have proposed for structural tests

is not without serious drawbacks, however. Plastic strains occurring

under static or dynamic loadings  in any part of an unirradiated test as -

sembly will introduce errors in predicting the performance of embrit-

tled assemblies by strain measurement. This problem may be partially

alleviated by applying reduced loads,  but this introduces further uncer-

tainties  in the validity of the "proof " tests.

Assembled control rods will be subjected to

simulated scram loads. This loading may include that occurring  unde r

snubber failure if the rod must be designed to withstand an incidence
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of snubber failure (this design criterion will require investigation as
mentioned previously in section 6.3.2.1). Other dynamic loadings of in-
terest include:

1. Cyclic loads imposed by drive motor positioning,
and the number of cycles likely to induce fatigue
failure.

2.  Accelerations and external loads simulating
earthquake incidences.

An assembled control rod will be tested in an
outpile  the rmal gradient facility as described in section  6.2.2.5,   Fuel
Assembly Prototype Design and Proof Tests, part C. Likewise, the
guide tube should be tested for deformation under simulated thermal

gradients. Guide tube tests could be conducted in a separate bench test

facility where loads simulating the action of adjacent assemblies can be

imposed. Information of interest includes local strains and total defor-
mations to indicate possible control rod and guide tube interference.

Dynamic load tests of a guide tube should be
conducted to indicate its performance while subjected to fuel assembly
impact loads caused by earthquake incidence. The primary information
of interest is the resulting local strains sufficient to indicate failure of
a brittle material. Transverse displacement (bow) measurements are
also of interest.

Drop tests of an entire control rod in water
will be performed. The measurement of interest is the rod displace-
ment versus time. Exact simulation of sodium effects are not possible.
Water tests, however, should provide adequate information.

Major Facilities and/or Equipment Required -
Static loading of control rod structures will require conventional testing
facilities, of which there are many. Thermal gradient test facilities,
thermal shock facilities, and assembly shaker facilities are described
in the fuel assembly R&D program; these facilities should be capable of
accommodating control  rod or guide tube prototypes. The facility for
drop tests of a control rod in water should require a conventional water

flow loop with minor modifications.

Relationship to Current or Planned Programs -
Task 6-3.2 of the LMFBR Program Plan, WASH-1106, is concerned with
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the development of control rod concepts for LMFBR application.  This

program primarily concerns the development of the reference design;

major changes in the concept are not anticipated.

Schedule and Budget - The costs in thousands

of dollars are as follows:

Calendar year

1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 Total

Manpower  90 60 120 120   60   30   480
Facilities   30 80 80 40 30 260

Equipment 30 30                           60
  il-- -Ill -i-i-

Total 120 120 200 200 100   60   800

6.2.4. Radial Blanket Assembly Development

6.2.4.1.  General

Objective - The objective of this program is

to develop a radial blanket pin and assembly for use in both the prede-
cessor and the reference reactor. The predecessor blanket pin will be

nonvented and, as such, will merely require an extension of thermal

reactor fuel pin technology to account for differences in environment.

The vented radial blanket pin design for the reference plant use will draw

heavily on the vented fuel pin development program for design data and

methods.    This  is  also the  case  for the blanket assemblies, although the

pins and assemblies face worse thermal gradient conditions than do the

fuel pins and fuel assemblies. This program will (1) set blanket pin and

assembly design criteria, (2) guide the fuels and materials program in

materials evaluations and inpile pin tests, and (3) set the prototype as-

sembly design and "proof"  test the design  to the extent possible.     Afte r

operation of the predecessor plant is begun, reference radial blanket as-

sembly inpile tests will be conducted.
Two special problems requiring attention in the

blanket pin and assembly program are  ( 1)  pin bow resulting  from  the

very steep thermal gradient experienced by the pin in closest proximity

to the core, and (2) assembly bow induced by the very large thermal
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gradients experienced by some assemblies ( spacer or pin damage would
be of prime concern here rather than reactivity insertion due to assem-
bly bow).

Summary of Current Technology - Many of the
radial blanket pins will contain appreciable plutonium at some time near
the end of the assembly's service lifetime. In effect, then, some pins
become low power fuel pins and must be considered as such.  The de-
sign criteria concerning fuel pin failure and failure effects on sodium
voiding propagation apply to some extent to the blanket pin design (see
section 6.2.1.1.). Fuel properties of U02 can be successfully applied to
the design of blanket pins, which can be designed and operated conserva-
tively with little economic penalty.

No inforrnation is available for inpile tests of
porous plug vent devices. Performance data for the diving bell concept,
however, have been obtained from in-reactor tests. Effects of long-
term sodium logging in U02 have not been determined.

Analytical techniques for predicting steady
state thermal performance of blanket pins are considered sufficient.
Design data, however, are lacking in some areas. Models for deter-
mining the behavior of blanket pins subjected to thermal transients re-
quire development.

The fuel assembly state-of-the-art discussed
in section 6.2.2.1. applies to the blanket assemblies as well.

Scope of Work - Radial blanket pin configura-
tions of interest include nonvented, solid-pellet U02 for the predecessor
plant, and vented, vibratory compacted U02 for the reference plant.

A blanket assembly employing a solid wrapper
can is of interest for both the predecessor and the reference design.
The type of spacer for the blanket pin is open.

The orifice development program under section
6.2.2.2 includes the investigations required to produce an acceptable
blanket throttling device.

No radial blanket material or pin experimental
work is funded under this program except for the outpile tests of pin
thermal shock. This program is responsible for, and provides funds
for all required blanket assembly tests.
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No inpile tests of the reference radial blanket

assembly in the predecessor reactor are anticipated. The structural

and operating condition differences between the predecessor and refer-

ence assemblies should not be significant. Predecessor blanket assem-

bly operation should provide any information desired concerning the

structural integrity of the assembly.

6.2.4.2. Radial Blanket Pin

Objective - The development program for the

radial blanket pin has as its objective the design and qualification of

prototype predecessor and reference blanket pins. Blanket pins, in

which an appreciable amount of plutonium is built up and a correspond-

ing amount of power is generated during core operation, involve a

slightly different problem. The melting temperature of a mixed oxide

decreases with plutonium concentration (for the concentrations of inter-

est) and therefore sets a limit on the power rating of the pin. Existing

data on the melting point are believed to be accurate enough for design

purposes. Information on the fast flux swelling rates of blanket mater-

ial is of interest, but again, existing data should suffice for design

purposes.

Analytical models have been developed for pre-

dicting the bow of U02 pins in pellet fuel form.

Scope of Work - Inpile tests of prototype blanket

pins rnzist be designed by the core design and fuels and materials pro-

grams. Environment and exposure times will be designated. Informa-

tion of interest includes:

1. Cladding deformations due to swelling.

2.  Evidence of fuel melting or slumping.

3.  Evidence of sodium ingress and its conse-

quences (for vented pins only).

Tests will be conducted in a fast flux environment. Steady-state power

tests are of interest, and the need for transient tests will be determined

later. Short-term tests may be performed with initial concentrations of

plutonium set at predetermined values.

Outpile tests will be conducted to verify blanket  

pin bow values predicted by analysis or to set empirical constants.
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Methods to produce the cladding temperature gradients of interest have
not been determined.  It may be possible to use a regular blanket pin
with a portion of fertile material removed so that an eccentrically posi-
tioned electrical heater may be inserted. Measurements of interest
include the transverse pin displacement (or bow) as a function of trans-
verse thermal gradient.

An outpile test to "proof It the cladding material
under conditions of rapid changes in coolant temperature is anticipated.
Specimens will be alternately subjected to liquid sodium at temperatures
as high as 1400 F and as low as 700 F (approximately).

Major Facilities and/or Equipment Required -
Inpile pin tests will be conducted in EBR-II.

Blanket pin bow tests could be conducted in a
bench test facility. A facility for thermal shock tests is described in
section 6.2.2.5).

Relationship to Current or Planned Programs -
Task 6-3.1 of the LMFBR Program Plan, WASH-1106, deals with the
development of blanket pins and assemblies.  The pin design being ,con-
sidered in that task, however, is a sealed pin concept.

Schedule and Budget - The costs in thousands
of dollars are given below.

Calendar year
1971-1972 1981-1982 Total

Manpower 30 30       60
Facilities                 5                     5             10
Equipment               5                     5             10

Total 40 40       80

6.2.4.3.  Blanket Pin Support System Development

Objective - This program is responsible for
evaluating the types and geometries of spacers and selecting a type for
application to the blanket assembly. Design data generated in the pro-
gram set up to evaluate types of fuel assembly spacers will be utilized
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to the fullest extent, as will the methods developed in that program.

This program will follow the same plan as outlined in the section 6.2.2.2,
Fuel Pin Support System Selection; rather than to repeat the objectives

here, we will point out the major differences expected in this program.

The major problem areas in selecting a blanket spacer are as follows:

1.  The structural integrity of the spacer under the com-

bined action of thermal stresses, pin bow, and assembly bow (bow due
to thermal gradients).

2. Fabrication tolerances due to the very tight pin lattice

desired.

3. Fretting corrosion of the pins subjected to the largest

thermal gradients.

The overriding problem in developing the wrap-

per can is expected to be the thermal stresses set up by combined ex-
ternal constraints and thermal gradients.

Summary of Current Technology - Section

6.2.2.2, Fuel Pin Support System Selection, gives the state-of-the-art

for criteria, design data, and methods pertaining to the design of the

rod bundle assembly.

Scope of Work - Figure 6-1 indicates steps in

the spacer selection process. As mentioned previously in section 6.2.2.2,
it is not intended to represent the design process in its entirety, nor is

it intended to be interpreted in a strict chronological sense. Of course,
the step 4 is not applicable here, since one type of spacer is expected

to be sufficient for both the predecessor and the reference assembly.
Step 2 in Figure  6- 1 has  to do with establish-

ment of assembly design criteria. The criteria for the blanket assembly

are slightly different from those of the fuel assembly. In particular,

the blanket assembly will have different criteria regarding:

1.  Cladding "hot spot" formation.
2.  Minimum pin pitch-to-diameter ratio.
3.  Pin vibration.
4.  Pin bow.
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The very small blanket pin ligaments (pin pitch less the pin diameter)
will accentuate the difficulties involved in guaranteeing proper individual
fuel pin constraint due to tolerance buildup in the assembly. Evaluation
of the spacer in this problem area will be accomplished by model fabri-
cation and development (step 3).

Structural requirements (load capacity) of the
blanket assembly will likely be greater than those of the fuel assembly
since the thermal gradients are larger in the blanket. Pin sizes and
pin bow may combine to produce large forces on parts of a spacer struc-
ture or large forces between pins where pins and spacers are combined
(wire wound and helical fin). Large loads between pins or between pins
and spacers, especially in the case of non-compliant spacers, can re-
sult in serious fretting corrosion problems.

The types of spacers will be evaluated when
possible from the analyses provided by methods development; this in-
cludes satisfaction of the criteria, as well as the performance level.
Fabrication charac'teristics will be evaluated by engineering judgement,
model construction, and fabrication methods development.  The test ef-
fort will be primarily directed toward analytical methods verification,
if possible. Some "brute force" cut and try approaches are required
where phenomena do not lend themselves (with present technology) to
empirical or analytical approaches,   such  as the corrosion fretting  phe -
nomenon.

Major Facilities and/or Equipment Required -
Test facilities required for this program are identical to those discussed
under section 6.2.2.2, Fuel Pin Support System Selection.

Relationship to Current or Planned Programs -
Task 6-3.1 of the LMFBR Program Plan, WASH-1106, pertains to the
technology development and design of blanket assemblies.

Schedule and Budget - The costs in thousands
of dollars  are as follows:
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Calendar year
1971  1972 1973 Total

Manpower       20     20     20      60
Facilities                         10        10         20
Equipment        20                           20

Total 40   30   30   100

6.2.4.4. Radial Blanket Assembly Prototype Design
and Outpile Proof Tests

Objective - The objective of this program is
to design, construct, and "proof" test prototype blanket assemblies to

the extent possible. These tests will follow closely those planned for
the prototype fuel assembly; see section 6.2.2.5, Fuel Assembly Proto-

type Design and Proof Test. However, for the blanket assembly, the

emphasis will differ slightly. For example, in a dynamic proof test and
pressure drop test, less concern is placed on structural integrity under
the influence of quasi-steady hydraulic forces than on pressure drop and
assembly flow distribution.  Also, the shaker tests for blanket assem-

blies will not be as detailed as those for the fuel assembly. Thermal

shock and thermal bow tests will closely parallel those tests for the fuel

assernbly.

Summary of Current Technology - The methods

and design data used now and anticipated for the near future in predicting
the structural adequacy of a complex structure such as the radial blanket

assembly are not accurate enough to allow elimination of thermal shock

and mechanical proof tests. Simplifications are made in the analytical

models to reduce the mathematical complexities to a practical engineer-
ing level. Also, design data of interest in many cases are not available,

are not accurate or are difficult to obtain. The uncertainties involved,

then, in the designer's use of methods and design data must be shown to

give results that do not result in compromising the fuel assembly's in-
tegrity within the accuracy of "proof" tests that reasonably simulate the

operating environment.

Scope of Work - Proof tests will be conducted

as  follows:
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1. Flow tests for assembly flow distribution
and pressure drop.

2. Thermal shock tests.
3.  Thermal bow tests.
4. Assembly mechanics and shaker tests

These tests are similar to the "proof" tests planned for the fuel assem-
bly.  Therefore, we shall point out here any major changes in test ob-
jectives rather than repeat those discussed in section 6.2.2.5 with the
changes made for blanket assembly tests.

A dynamic proof test is planned for the fuel
assembly and is discussed in part A, section 6.2.2.5. There is little
concern over the structural integrity of the radial blanket spacer under
the action of quasi-steady hydraulic forces. Rather, this test affords
an opportunity to measure flow distributions and coolant temperature
distributions at an assembly outlet. Electrical heaters will be used to
simulate peripheral assembly pins, and peripheral channel flows and
temperatures will be measured. These measurements are important
because they set test conditions for thermal bow measurements of the
assembly.  It is anticipated that a spacer will be selected with primary
emphasis on interchannel fluid mixing effects to alleviate pin bow and
assembly bow due to thermal gradients.  This test will measure spacer
performance in this area. Tests will be conducted in a sodium loop
which is described in section 6.2.2.3, Steady-State Thermal/Hydraulics.

Thermal shock tests and thermal bow tests
will be very similar to those described for the fuel assembly, parts B
and C of section 6.2.2.5. The large transverse thermal gradients ex-
perienced in a blanket assembly may be difficult to duplicate in a simu-
lated test. The addition of devices in the assembly may have to be con-
sidered to limit transverse heat and fluid flow for simulation purposes.
These devices must not appreciably affect the assembly's mechanical
characteristics, such as rigidity, internal friction, and the like.

The mechanics and the shaker tests of the
blanket assembly may be considerably reduced in scope from those of
the corresponding test for the fuel assembly (part D, section 6.2.2.5).
With identical wrapper can designs, it may be possible to eliminate
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these tests entirely and to infer performance of the blanket assembly
from tests of fuel assemblies.

Major Facilities and/or Equipment Required -

Test facilities for these tests are discussed in section 6.2.2.5.

Relationship to Current or Planned Programs -

Task 6-3.1 of the LMFBR Program Plan, WASH-1106, pertains to the

technology development and design of blanket assemblies. No specific
proof tests are described, however.

Schedule and Budget - Costs in thousands of

dollars are given below.

Calendar year
1972 1973 1974 Total

Manpowe r 30   60    10    100
Facilities 80   30   110
Equipment 30   60          90

Total 60 200 40 300

6.2.5. Core System R&D

6.2.5.1.   General

Objective - The objective of this program is

to conduct investigations into alternate core and core component con-

figurations not presently considered or allowed for in the programs set

up in sections 6.2.1 through 6.2.4.

Summary of Current Technology - Present

design practices in providing fuel assembly holddown include mechanical

connections on the lower fitting and utilization of a holddown structure

at the upper fitting. Hydraulic holddown has been considered in some

designs, along with an additional positive mechanical restraint.

Fuel assembly and support displacements due

to thermal expansion must be provided for without producing an increase
in core reactivity with temperature. The Fermi design utilizes spacer

pads between assemblies which are placed so that an increase in reactor
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temperature produces a net outward fuel movement that contributes to
a negative reactivity temperature coefficient.

The fuel assemblies have wrapper cans which
limit the extent or the rate of sodium void propagation in the asse'mbly.
Informatipn is not now available from which to determine the entire set
of wrapper can criteria, including the required pressure it must with-
stand and the extent to which it may be perforated (to reduce wrapper
can loadings during normal operation).

The primary control rod assembly arrangement
presently used in reactor design involves hanging the assembly from
the drive unit at the top of the reactor vesdel. Misalignment of the core
with the drive locations might result in binding a control rod. Develop-
ment of a safety rod not requiring a core-to-reactor vessel mechanical
connection would alleviate this problem.

Scope of Work - Evaluations will be conducted
to determine the feasibility and the performance improvements of alter-
nate core support, holddown, and assembly designs. Promising design
innovations will be examined and steps will be taken to redirect indi-
vidual programs accordingly, depending on schedule and budget consid-
erations. The designs or concepts now planned for further study include
hydraulic holddown, the fixed can concept, the perforated fuel assembly
wrapper ca&, and the independent hydraulically operated safety control
rod.

6.2.5.2. Hydraulic Holddown

Objective - The feasibility of using a hydraulic
holddown technique in the fuel assembly will be investigated to deter-
mine primarily the following:

1. What possible situations arise during normal or abnormal
plant operation that could result in a direction reversal of the fluid forces
on an assembly?

2.  Evaluate the feasibility with regard to the safety consid-
eration in 1 above.

3. Once feasibility is shown based on safety considerations,
evaluate the results in terms of reactor design, operation, and energy
cost by employing hydraulic holddown.
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In the hydraulic holddown technique referred to here, the fuel assembly
lower fitting is extended through the high-pressure inlet plenum to a
plenum of low fluid pressure. The geometry of the inlet nozzle then,

may be arranged so that the net hydraulic force on the assembly is down-
ward. The change in direction of the fluid through the fuel assembly
can produce a downward fluid impulse on the assembly.

Summary of Current Technology - The hy-
draulic holddown technique described above can result in a net downward
fluid force on an assembly during steady-state operation. All types of
normal and abnormal reactor operation incidences tending to compro-
mise the holddown have apparently not been well defined. The prime
advantage of the hydraulic holddown is the elimination of the upper hold-
down structure and its associated positioning mechanism with some at-
tendant reduction in the diameter of the core vessel.

Scope of Work - Application of the hydraulic
holddown concept to the LMFBR requires an investigation of several
problem areas, including safety considerations where a holddown mal-

function may occur. The holddown technique may be compromised un-
der conditions where:

1.  A sudden high-pressure pulse occurs in the low-pressure

plenum.

2. Core vibrations of earthquake intensity lift an assembly
and cause removal of the lower fitting from the low-pressure plenum.

3. Fuel assembly interaction causes enough ratcheting of
an entire assembly to remove the lower fitting from the low-pressure
plenum after a number of reactor power cycles.

4. Improper positioning of a fuel assembly occurs.

The foregoing situations and others not now apparent will be examined
to determine the probability of occurrence; methods to minimize the op-

portunity for compromise of the holddown will be examined.

Other areas requiring investigation include:

1. Possible improvement of the problem of reactivity inser-

tion accompanying thermal bow of fuel assemblies, since the upper hold-
down will be eliminated.
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2.  Provision for fuel meltdown in an assembly without
jeopardizing any part of adjacent assembly fittings.

3. Inlet plenum flow distribution.

4.    Effects  of seal failure.

Regular operating condition requirements,  as  well as abndrmal and

safety considerations, demand investigation to establish design criteria.
The ability to meet these criteria will determine the feasibility of hy-
draulic holddown. Accompanying the feasibility investigation should be
a thorough examination of the operating and economic incentives and
penalties.  It is not anticipated that any hardware development and test-
ing will be required in evaluating this concept.

Major Facilities and/or Equipment Required -
None.

Relationship to Current or Planned Programs -
No other known evaluations of hydraulic holddown are planned for LMFBR
application.

Schedule and Budget - Costs in thousands of
dollars are given below.

Calendar year
1969 1970 Total

Manpower 50 50 100

6.2.5.3. Alternative Fuel Assembly Wrapper
Can Concepts

Objective - Alternative fuel assembly wrapper
can concepts should be evaluated for reference LMFBR application.
The concept of a perforated wrapper can should be further investigated
as should the fixed can concept. Successful application of either con-
cept will result in a reduction of core steel volume fraction since thin-
ner cans may result. A perforated can allows increased fuel assembly
bypass flow thereby reducing the pressure differential across the can
wall (this reduces the can wall stresses neglecting effects of thermal
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stresses). A fixed can concept involves a fixed honeycomb structure

into which the canless fuel assemblies are placed (one assembly per

honeycomb cell). This eliminates the fluid pressure differential across

the can wall for all practical purposes, thereby possibly allowing the

use of a very thin can wall.

The objective of this study is to evaluate these

design alternatives. Evaluations of the fixed can concept will require:

1. Analytical model development to determine  the  the rmal

stresses in the honeycomb structure.

2.  Establishment of design criteria concerning sodium void

formation (pressures) and propagation.

3.  Proof of the concept's practicality by fabricating and

testing hardware.

Evaluation of a perforated can concept will involve similar requirements,
but methods to alleviate the severe thermal gradients across the can

wall are needed. Analytical methods should be adequate for design pur-
poses in this case except for determining fuel assembly bypass flow
areas  and flow distributions.

Summary of Current Technology - As is the

case with the reference fuel assembly's solid wrapper can, the criteria

involving sodium void propagation must be determined for the fixed can

and the perforated can. Questions must be answered concerning internal

transient can pressure requirements, extent or types of allowable can

failure with the presence of sodiurri vapor in an assembly, allowable

rates of sodium void propagation, and other matters.

Analytical models for complex structures such

as the honeycomb-type fixed  can  must be individually developed.     Ana -

lytical methods for thermoelastic stress analysis are sufficient.

Scope of Work - Much of the effort for deter-

mining wrapper can criteria regarding void propagation will be per-

formed under the safety program. These criteria are important for

wrapper can design whether or not the present fuel assembly's solid

can wall is used in the reference plant.
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A model will be developed for determining
thermal stresses in a honeycomb structure subjected to transverse and
longitudinal thermal gradients. This model will then be used to design
a fixed can arrangement. This concept will be evaluated in the light of
the design criteria, operating considerations (especially fuel handling),
and the effects on plant economics. Some hardware development and
testing will be required if the concept progresses beyond the feasibility
investigation stage. Testing may be conducted on full- or partial-scale
mockups. Complete test program details  are not set at this  time.

The feasibility of using a perforated wrapper
can for the reference assembly depends on wrapper-can requirements
concerning the rate of sodium void propagation in the assembly and the
development of mechanical methods to reduce thermal stresses in the
can wall due to bypass flow. Considerable effort must be expended also
in determining bypass flow areas, which are likely to vary greatly owing
to thermal gradient-induced bow of assemblies.

Major Facilities and/or Equipment Required -
At this time, test facility requirements are open, but it is anticipated
that conventional bench test apparatus should be sufficient.

Relationship to Current or Planned Programs -
No known development efforts are in progress or planned for the fixed
core concept.  Task 6-2.7 of the LMFBR Program Plan, WASH-1106,
apparently plans for evaluations of perforated wrapper cans.

Schedule and Budget - The costs in thousands
of dollars are as follows:

Calendar year
1969 - 1971 Total

Manpower, Facilities, 200 200
and Equipment

6.2.5.4. Hydraulically Operated Control Rod

Objective - The large sodium-cooled fast
breeder reactor (LMFBR) presents new safety shutdown problems to the
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reactor designer. The safety system may be limited in its effect by the
rapidity of nuclear events or by minor incidents within the core im-

mobilizing some or all of the rods in the conventional safety system.  A
shutdown system that has no operating connection to the top reactor
closure plug might offer some safety improvements over the conventional

concept.

A study showing the need for such an indepen-
dent backup safety system has been performed, and the independent
safety rod concept is offered as a possible solution. This system is

hydraulically (sodium) operated and is integral with the fuel element

assernbly.

As a first step in a systematic program, the
shutdown problem must be thoroughly investigated. The prime objective
will be to establish the operating criteria and the functional requirements
for the shutdown system.

The next step in the program is the conceptual

study and design phase in which a system description is prepared, along
with an analysis, to develop the functional adequacy and performance
characteristics. The detailed design of new components will follow,  and
a development and testing program will be formulated. Preliminary
component and prototype testing will be performed in a water environ-
ment, followed by full assembly testing in hot sodium.

Testing requirements will be established, and
the necessary facilities for testing will be selected. Fabrication and

performance specifications and standards will follow successful develop-
ment, along with the general criteria necessary to incorporate the in-
tegral safety rod system into the LMFBR design.

Summary of Current Technology - Hydraulic -

ally operated control rods have not been utilized previosuly in fast re-
actor designs.  All fast reactor systems, including FARET, EBR-I and

II, and Enrico Fermi, use conventional control rod systems with indi-
vidual drives mounted on the top structure.  Some of the small test re-
actors, including SEFOR, LAMPRE-I, and the zero-power reactors,
lise various means of moving the reflector, but none uses an integral

hydraulic system.
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Scope of Work - A four-step program is pro-
posed to develop an integral safety rod system for a reliable auxiliary
shutdown system for use in sodium-cooled fast breeder reactors:

1. Criteria Investigation:  This step will begin with a thor-
ough investigation of the shutdown problem. The prime objective will
be to establish the operating criteria for the auxiliary safety shutdown
system and its functional requirements.

2.  Study and Design:  This step will begin with a thorough
study of a preliminary design. The study will size the valves and ori-
fices and establish flow rates. The sodium pump will be rated, along
with the actuating air cylinders and solenoid valves. The snubber sys
tems will be studied thoroughly in combination with the latch design anc
its operation. The problems of sodium chemistry, flow corrosion, and
plugging will be studied.  This step will produce complete layout draw-
ings of the entire system and detailed drawings of all the components
that require development and testing in the second step of the program.
In  addition'to the analytical effort to support this design,   step  1  will  es -
tablish materials and designate the most probable components for pur-
chase. A planned procedure for step 2 will result, as will estimates
for component fabrication costs and fabrication lead times. Preliminary
component testing schedules and costs will also be given.

3.    Fabrication and Testing of Components:   This  step will
begin with the fabrication of full-sized test components. Concurrently,
existing test facilities will be studied thoroughly, and a complete devel-
opment program will be established. Specific tests will be planned and
scheduled. Scheduling of the design and fabrication of testing equipment
will be started.  As now foreseen, the development procedure will first
require testing in water to develop corrections to clearances, orifices,
flow rates, or other details. This will be followed by testing in sodium
facilities that duplicate reactor conditions as nearly as possible.  Long-
term lifetime, wear, or compatibility tests will be planned and started.
This step will be completed with preliminary planning, cost, and schedule
estimates for full system testing in the next step. Drawings will be re-
vised and updated concurrently with the development program.
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4.  Fabrication and Testing of System: The first effort in

this step is completion of the scheduling and estimating begun in phase

3.  Facilities to accomplish the.testing will be designed, built, or

scheduled as required. The fabrication of a complete system is part of

this step; it will be a full-sized system consisting of the actuating sod-

ium  pump, the valve and actuating mechanism, the command  line,   a
simulated absorber column mounted in an actual guide tube and complete

with the latches and snubbers developed in the previous steps.   This

complete system will be mounted in a facility having sodium environ-

ment that simulates the reactor conditions as nearly as possible.
In addition to this complete system testing, a

displacement check is planned for after completion of all the system

tests. The dummy fuel element will be displaced mechanically to simu-

late minor core rearrangement and thus establish the degree of im-

mobilization of the integral safety rod system.
Fabrication and performance specifications and

standards will be started during the later stages of full-sized system

testing. Successful completion of the tests and specification documents

will establish the criteria necessary to incorporate the integral safety

rod system into the large sodium-cooled fast reactor system.

Major Facilities and/or Equipment Required -

Testing in a water environment will require a conventional bench test

setup. Although sodium test facilities for control  rods are available,

the construction of a separate facility should be considered for these

tests. A decision to use existing facilities  will  rest on an examination

of the required modifications to accommodate the sodium pump and hy-
draulic lines necessary for the tests.

Relationship to Current or Planned Programs -

Development  of the integral safety rod system would result  in no dupli -

cation of effort with current or past fast reactor programs.

Schedule and Budget - The costs in thousands

of dollars are given below.
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Calendar year

1969 1970 1971 1972 Total
Manpower 100 200 200   50  550
Facilities 100 150   50  300
Equipment 100   50        150

Total 100 400 400 100 1000

6.3. Cost Benefit Studies

The following sections define the penalties for nonattainment and/
or cost benefits for. performing the research and development described
in the preceding sections. Quantitative evaluations of penalties for non-
attainment draw heavily  from the results  of the 1000-MWe LMFBR  Fol -
low-On Study, Parametric Studies. Power generation costs are conse-

30

quently quoted for the reference design; these values are low, since the
parametric studies were initiated before the estimate of plant capital
costs was completed. Evaluations of the penalties (cost differences) of
nonattainment are not affected by the absolute accuracies of the power
generation cost, but only by the relative accuracies. Of course, the
percentage of change due to nonattainment is not valid and consequently
is not quoted.

6.3.1.   Fuel Pin

The fuel pin for the reference design incorporates a
mixed-oxide, vibratory compacted fuel with fission gas venting-to-cool-
ant through a porous plug vent. The vibratory compacted fuel is ex-
pected to offer two advantages over pellet fuels:  (1) the fabrication costs
should be lower by an estimated 10%,  and (2) higher burnups should be
attainable. In addition, the attainable burnup is expected to increase
because of the presence of a low-density, unsintered annular ring of fuel
adjacent to the cladding; a peliet having the same initial smeared density
as a powder fuel configuration will contact the cladding with a less elastic
mass. Vibratory compacted fuel should distribute the cladding loads
more uniformly. Two problems arise from the use of powdered fuel:
1. Some upper limit on the practically attainable smeared density may
limit the density to less than the design goal; 2. Powdered fuels are
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apparently limited to approximately 90% of the pellet fuel's linear power

rating to produce fuel melting.
Other advantages of the vented fuel pin are that claddings

of low thickness can be used and the pin length required for the fission
gas plenum can be eliminated and thus improve the core breeding per-
formance and the fuel's specific power rating. The porous plug is an
ideal vent because it allows the use of shorter pins than the diving bell
and check valve schemes  do,  and it employs no moving parts.    The pos -
sible problem areas include  ( 1) fuel burnup (incore time) limitations  due

to long-term sodium logging, and (2) attainment of an allowable fission
gas product buildup time as  set by the activity level 6f the cover gas.

6.3.1.1.     Fuel Pin Fabrication

Fabrication difficulties could prevent attain-

ment of the reference fuel pin configuration. The possible shortcomings
and their consequences are as follows:

1.  Nonattainment of 85% smeared density resulting pri-

marily in a reduction of core breeding performance. Lower densities

involve an incr'ease in enrichment (fertile loading decreases more rapid-
ly than the fissile loading with decreasing smeared fuel density).

At the reference core's linear power rating of 17 kW/ft,
a reduction in smeared fuel density of from 85 to 80% results in a fuel

30cost increase of 0.045 mill/kWh.

The effects of lowered smeared fuel density on the re-
structured fuel geometry would indicate that a linear heat rate increase

to 18.7 kW/ft is possible. A reduction, then, of 85 to 80% density ac-

companied by a linear power rating change from 17.0 to 18.7 would re-
31sult in a net fuel cost increase of 0.005 mill/kWh.

An alternative in the design that would circumvent the

density problem is the use of pellet fuel, but, some increase in fabrica-

tion cost is expected to accompany this design choice.  The unit fabrica-

tion cost of the vipac fuel is estimated to be 10% less than for pellet

fuel. The resulting power generation cost penalty for employing pellet

fuels at reference conditions is 3.349 - 3.315 = 0.034 mill/kWh as ob-

tained from BAW- 132832 (accounting for differences in fabrication costs

only).
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2.  Nonattainment of the 10-mil cladding thickness is con-
ceivable because of fabrication and handling limitations. Fifteen-mil

cladding thicknesses have been demohstrated on a laboratory scale.
Using this figure as a minimum limit for a production pin, the penalty
for nonattainment of the reference design thickness becomes 3.385 -
3.314 = 0.071 mill/kWh.33 Reference 33 accounts for a reoptimization
of the cladding' s inside and outside diameters  as well as  fuel pin pitch.
The relationship between power generation cost and cladding thickness
over the thickness range from 10 to 20 mils is very nearly linear.

3. Problems arising from the fabrication of a vent device
are discussed in the section below. Fuel density and enrichment varia-
tions (tolerances) are covered in section 7.6.

6.3.1.2. Vent Concept

Nonattainment of the vented fuel pin concept
for the reference design may arise from difficulties in several areas.
These problem areas, the consequences and/or alternatives are as fol-
lows:

1.  Difficulties in fabricating the porous plug may preclude
its use. Substitution of a diving bell, requiring considerable research
and development in itself, would result in a penalty of 3.465 - 3.432 =
0.033 mill/kWh. Reference 34 does not include reoptimization oi pin

34

pitch and diameter, which would accompany the added fuel pin length
required for the diving bell.

2.  The combined effects of the porous plug, fuel, and clad-
ding on the fission gas holdup time may not meet that time required
without maintenance of an appreciable internal gas pressure. Assuming
slug flow of fission gases within the pin (no mixing and no concentration

gradients in the direction of flow), the holdup time of a particle is pro-
portional to the distance traveled and inversely proportional to the

velocity of the particle.  At a given mass flow rate of fission gases, the
local gas velocity decreases with increasing fission gas density accom-
panying an increase  in pin pressure; this increases the holdup time.
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An approximate holdup time has been calculated for the
reference fuel pin using the following assumptions:

1.  The effect on the holdup time of gas passing
through the sintered portion of fuel was neglected.

2.  A fission gas release rate per pin of 10.8
X 10-9 ft3/min.

3.  A flow area over the active fuel length equal
to the as -fabricated fuel annular  ring area multiplied by the quantity  1.0
minus the fraction of theoretical density.

4.  A flow area over the axial blanket length of
the cladding's inside cross-sectional area multiplied by the quantity 1.0
minus the fraction of theoretical density.

5.  Internal gas pressure of 20 psia.

The result is an.average holdup time of 6.4 days over the active fuel
length and a holdup time of 4.7 days over the blanket length, making a
total  of 9.3  days*.    If the  inte rnal gas pressure were raised  to  200  psia,
the holdup time could conceivably approach 93 days (for full power steady
state operation).  This fuel pin internal pressure increase, per se,
would not limit the useful life of fuel pin cladding for the reference
thickness  of  10 mils.

3.  It is conceivable that a porous plug guaranteeing exclusion
of sodium from the interior of the pin cannot be developed.  The long-
term effect of sodium logging has not been adequately determined; it is
possible that some sodium ingress might be acceptable if the in-core
fuel pin time is not severely limited due to fuel swelling induced by
sodium logging.   Even with the successful testing of G. E., it should be
assumed at this point that any sodium ingress is unacceptable and that
failure to develop a successful porous plug would lead to the diving bell

-----

*
This is probably  a high estimate; a calculation  for a combination  of

pellet fuel with a diving bell vent similar to that reported in GEAP-4770
gives a holdup time of approximately  6.2 days, whereas the experimental
measurement indicated a holdup time of 5 days.
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concept or to sealed fuel pins. Penalties associated with the diving bell
concept are discussed in 1 above. Penalties in power generation cost
associated with sealed fuel pins, vibratory compacted fuel, 15-mil clad-
ding, and 90% fission gas release amount to 3.577 - 3.432 = 0.145 mill/
kVVh. Again, no account is taken of any reoptimization of fuel pin di-

34

ameter or pitch. Penalties in power generation cost associated with
sealed fuel pins, pellet fuel, 15-mil cladding, and 50% fission gas re-
lease would be approximately 3.536 - 3.432 = 0.045 mill/kWh, neglecting
the difference in fabrication cost between pellet and powdered fuels.
Considerable research and developrnent would be required to permit the
use of pellet fuels (sealed) with a 10-mil cladding (the corresponding
penalty would reduce to 3.477 - 3.432 = 0.045 mill/kWh, neglecting any
burnup limitations). The foregoing penalties for resorting to sealed
fuel pins do not include any savings for the resulting relaxation of re-
quirements for the reactor seals. Other factors in comparing sealed
and vented concepts have been ignored in the discussion above, since
they cannot be qualititatively supported at this time. They should be ac-
counted for, however. First, it is felt that internally pressurized fuel
pins may present a serious safety problem since cladding failure and
subsequent fission gas release at high rates may promote further pin
failures.  Thus, a sealed concept may require a sizable reduction in
design burnup to minimize the probability of failure and the ensuing
failure propagation. Another approach might be to increase the cladding
thickness; however, both methods of minimizing the probability of fail-
ure will considerably increase the power generation cost.  Also, the
sealed-pin, solid-pellet concept may involve an added penalty other than
that discussed above, since the lower fission gas release rate promotes
increased fuel swelling, thereby possibly limiting the fuel burnup.

6.3.1.3.      Fuel   Bu rnup

Penalties for nonachievement of the 100,000
MWd/ T burnup  goal may- be assessed from BAW-1328. Burnup, as re-

35

ferred to here, may alternatively be termed inpile time. The predom-
inant limitation on inpile time is a cladding failure due to fuel swelling;
other considerations are fertile-fissile segregation due to plutonium
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migration and fuel or cladding failure due to the effects of sodium in-

gress through cladding or weld defects. Other problem areas such as

the fuel melting temperature and fuel-cladding chemistry problems are
more properly classified as linear power rating, coolant temperature,

cladding thickness, or material considerations.

Cladding failure due to fuel swelling is ex-
pected to be the prime limitation on inpile time. The effects of fuel

swelling due to long-term sodium logging cannot be quantitatively as -
sessed at this time. Sodium ingress through the vent device may be
eliminated by selecting a sealed pin design; the economic penalties for

this alternative are discussed under the heading Sealed Versus Vented

Fuel Pin. Sodium ingress through cladding or weld defects may be
minimized by improved production methods which involve increased

fabrication costs; some trade-off between fabrication costs and burnup

would result.  In this case we do not have enough data on which to base

a prediction of the cost penalty.

It is anticipated that irradiation-induced fuel

swelling should not limit the average fuel burnup to less than 50,000
MWd/T. The penalty for nonattainment, then, would be 1.296-0.816=

0.480 mill/kWh in fuel cost. The figure in reference 35 is based on35

the assumption that absolutely no outward radial swelling will be toler-

ated by the cladding; the penalty would be lessened somewhat by increas -

ing the smeared fuel density to 95% while maintaining 50,000 mWd/t.
The smeared density of the reference fuel was set at 85% to provide
void volume in which swelling might be accommodated up to approxi-

mately 80,000 MWd/t (based on 0.7% Av/v/1020 fissions).
6.3.1.4. Linear Power Rating

The present design philosophy for establishing

a maximum allowable linear power rating is  this: The hottest pin in the

core must operate with its central fuel temperature at or slightly below
the melting point  with the reactor operating  at 111% power.      The  powe r

rating  is a strong function  of the fuel's effective thermal conductivity,

the fuel's melt temperature,  and the fuel temperature  at the cladding-
fuel  interface. The uncertainties in determining the fuel's effective

thermal conductivity are considerable at this time; also, some questions
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arise as to the allowable maximum fuel temperature at which it is safe
to operate. Other considerations of lesser importance are the factors
affecting outside fuel temperatures. These are of less importance since
it is felt that more confidence can be placed on the presently available
data and/or analytical techniques concerning these. The following two
paragraphs discuss possible limitations on the maximum allowable
linear power rating.

The  effective  the rmal conductivity is dependent
upon the restructured fuel geometry, the distribution of the restructured

fuel density, and the distribution of the temperature. These, in turn,

are dependent upon the fuel-cladding gap's unit surface thermal conduc-

tance, equiaxed and columnar grain densities,  and the as -fabricated fuel
density. A consideration of the effects of uncertainties in the effective
fuel thermal conductivity would indicate that a confident design limit for
the linear power rating is 14 kW/ft. From BAW-132836 we obtain a pow-
er generation cost penalty of 3.370 - 3.310 = 0.060 mills/kWh, where
the penalty is incurred by adding fuel pins to the reference core.  A cost
penalty of 3.350 - 3.310 = 0.040 mill/kWh results if the active fuel height
of the core is increased.

A decrease in the maximum linear heat rate
may be required because of uncertainties in the fuel melt temperature;

also, the'extent of long- or short-term fuel slumping may require a re-
duction in the operating fuel temperatures. By short-term slumping,
we mean slumping fuel movements due to fuel pin or core vibration and
shock. Report BAW-132837 shows that the maximum linear heat rate
must be decreased by 0.5 kW/ft per 100 F reduction in the maximum
operating temperature. This report36 also shows that the power gener-
ation cost increase is approximately 0.007 mill/kWh for a 0.5 kW/ft de-
crease in the maximum allowable heat rating.

The total length of active fuel in the core is

set by the thermal power requirements of the core and the average lin-
ear heat rating of the pins. The average heat rating of the fuel pins is
the maximum allowable linear heat rating (discussed above) with cor-
rections for power profiles, core overpower, and uncertainties.   Some
of the uncertainties are related to the fuel pin; the power profile and
core overpower considerations are discussed in section 6.3.5., Core

System. The effect of an increase in uncertainties can be evaluated
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from reference 36; an increase of 10% in the uncertainties would have

the same effect on the total length of fuel as would a decrease of 10% in
the maximum allowable linear heat rating. A decrease from 17.0 to

15.3 kW/ft (equivalent to a 10% increase in the aforementioned uncer-

tainties) increases the power generation cost by approximately 3.334 -

3.310 = 0.024 mill/kWh.  For this change in heat rating, no appreciable

difference is evidenced by increasing either the number of fuel pins or

the height of the core.

6.3.1.5.  Fuel Pin Cladding

The cladding thickness and the type of cladding

material used for the pin affect the fuel burnup, the core breeding ratio,

and the reactor mixed mean outlet temperature. The reference design

goal of obtaining an average fuel burnup of 100,000 MWd/T is predicated

on the assumption that the cladding will limit the rate of outward radial

fuel swelling.  Thus, the cladding thickness and the mechanical proper-

ties become extremely important. The mechanical properties of the

cladding may be degraded by the cladding temperature (effects on allow-
able stress, creep strength,  etc. ), fluence, fuel-cladding chemical

incompatibility, and sodium-cladding incompatibility. Any addition to

the cladding thickness to counteract the deleterious effects of tempera-

ture, fluence, and the like on the mechanical properties has an adverse

effect on the breeding performance. From reference 33 the power gen-

eration, cost penalty per mil of cladding thickness is (3.385 - 3.315)/

(15.0-10.0) = 0.014 mill/kWh, which is primarily the result of a decrease

in breeding performance and the plutonium credit component of fuel cost;

this figure is quoted, of course, for constant burnup. No fuel-cladding

model is available for a realistic evaluation of the burnup equivalent of

1 mil of cladding. The deleterious effects of fluence, mass transfer,

and the  like  on the cladding's mechanical properties  can be countered

by lowering the cladding temperatures. As mentioned in the section on

fuel burnup, the cost penalty associated with a reduction of coolant tem-

perature is 0.04 mill/kWh per 50 F.

If, as proposed, the cladding can exert enough

force on the fuel to retard outward radial growth of the fuel, then the

cladding temperature will significantly influence the allowable inpile
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time (the cladding creep strength and the modulus of elasticity vary in-
versely with temperature). No analytical model is available to relate
the clad temperature to the allowable burnup.  If a 50 F reduction in the
core outlet temperature is required, however, to maintain the goal of
100,000 MWd/T burnup, then the penalty in power generation cost would
amount to 3.360 - 3.320 = 0.04 mill/kWh. This figure reflects the ef-
fects of maintaining the 300 degree coolant temperature r.ise for the ref-
erence core (and the reference steam cycle) in order to maintain the
breeding performance. The.cost penalty arises from the increased size
of the heat transport system equipment.38 One mil of cladding thickness
added to the reference design results in a penalty of (3.385 - 3.315)
mills/kWh/(15.0 - 10.0) mils = 0.014 mill/kWh per mil in power gener-
ation cost. Therefore, the addition of 0.040/0.014 = 2.85 mils of clad-
ding that would result in the same penalty as would a reduction of 50 F
in the mixed mean core outlet temperature.  This in no way implies,
however, that 2.85 mils of cladding, and a 50 F temperature change
have an equivalent effect on the allowable burnup. (For cladding thick-
ness effects on power generation cost, see reference 33. )

The primary problem anticipated in the area
of cladding limitations on the allowable burnup is the reduction of duc-
tility occurring at high values of fast fluence. All stainless steel can-
didate materials are expected to become severely embrittled under the
anticipated irradiation exposures. Consequently,  we will have to take
advantage of the high strengths of candidate materials to limit the ten-
dency of the fuel to swell in an outward radial direction; high-strength
claddings may supply sufficient restraining force to force the plastic
deformation of the fuel into the center void and in the axial direction
without appreciable cladding deformations.    With the absence of an ac-

ceptable plastic fuel model, it is not possible to accurately predict the
penalties associated with the loss of cladding ductility as it affects the
allowable burnup or as it affects the required cladding thickness to
maintain the reference burnup of 100,000 MWd/T.

6.3.1.6. Plutonium Migration

The possibility of plutonium migration in mixed-
oxide fuels  may  pose a safety problem (a reduction  of the Dopple r
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coefficient) at a given time during the incore lifetime of the fuel and
thus limit the inpile time. Little is known of the mechanism for, or
the extent of, the migration and consequent fissile-fertile segregation.
As a result, no quantitative measurements of possible burnup curtail-
ment are available. Two design alternatives would be to reduce  the

central fuel temperatures by (1) reducing the linear power rating of the

fuel pin, or (2) maintaining the linear power rating but employing a fuel-

cladding sodium bond. These approaches may prove feasible i£ the mi-

gration phenomenon is primarily temperature dependent.  If the phenom-
enon is strongly the rmal-gradient induced, then other methods  must be
found to alleviate the difficulty (if it materializes).

6.3.1.7.   Thermal-Mechanics

A potential problem regarding cladding integ-

rity lies in the possibility of failure due to sudden changes in the power-
to-flow ratio; these changes may occur as a result of scrams from op-
erating power levels. The cladding may "shrink" on the fuel and fail

because of the stresses induced by the differences in fuel and cladding

temperatures and cgefficients of thermal expansion.  It is felt that this

problem is minimized by the use of vipac fuel since the fuel next to the

cladding is not a hard, sintered mass as is the case with pellet fuel.
Two possibilities exist for alleviating the problem should it arise.

First, the cladding thickness could be increased to reduce the cladding
stresa. As discussed previously, an increase in cladding thickness of

1 mil will increase power generation costs by 0.014 mill/kWh (at con-
stant burnup). An alternative would be to reduce the coolant tempera-
ture rise through the  core by increasing the coolant flow rate. Main-

taining the reference core mixed mean outlet temperature  at  1100  F and
increasing the inlet temperature to 900 F results in a power generation

cost penalty of 3.395 - 3.320 = 0.075 mill/kWh.  This 100 F increase in

inlet temperature lowers the hot channel (at 103%) temperature rise

from 1210 - 800 = 410 F to 1176-900  =  276 F, sothat the cost penalty

is 0.075/ 134 = 0.00056 mill/kWh per degree Fahrenheit (hot channel).38
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6.3.2. Fuel Assembly

6.3.2.1. Spacer Selection

The LMFBR designer is faced with a multitude
of problems concerning the selection of a fuel pin spacer. The problem
areas are discussed in detail in section 6.2.2.2, Fuel Pin Support Sys-
tenn Selection, but we shall repeat them here for convenience:

1.  Fuel pin vibration.

2.  Fuel pin cladding and spacer fretting corrosion.

3.    Fuel pin bow.
4.  Assembly bow.
5.  Intra- and inter-channel coolant mixing.
6. Fabricability (spacer and fuel assembly).
7.  Effects of spacer geometry and material on

plant economics and fuel conservation.
8. Structural integrity when subjected to high

temperature, high fluence, vibration, and
hydraulic forces.

Owing to the state of technology for spacer
selection, the absence of analytical methods and general knowledge
(e. g.,  in fabricability) precludes quantitative spacer connparisons of
the required accuracy.  We can, however, obtain some qualitative re-
sults by examining the effects of using different types of spacers in the
reference core which are now in use or planned for use in other sodium-
cooled fast reactors. The types of spacers and their geometries are as
follows:

Spacer Spacer Fuel pin
Reactor Existing Planned type pitch, m. lattice

EBR-II         x Wire- 6.00 Hex.
wound

FFTF                               x Wire- 12.00 Hex.
wound

Fermi            x Grid 3.75 Square
PFR                                 x Grid 4.00 Hex.
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Figure 6-2. Effect of Various Spacer Designs on Power
Generation Cost
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Figure 6-3. Effect of Fuel Pin Pitch and Type of
Spacer on Fuel Cost
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Figure 6-4. Effect of Various Spacer Designs on
Doubling Time
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Figure 6-5. Effect of Various Spacer Designs on Pin
Bundle Pressure Drop
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Figure 6-6. Effect of Various Spacer Designs on Core
Steel Volume Fraction
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Figure 6-7. Effect of Spac,er Types and Pitches on
Power Generation Cost for Reference
Pin Pitch and Diameter
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Figure 6-8. Effect of Spacer Types and Pitches
on Doubling Time
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Figure.:629. Effect of Spacer Types and Pitches on
Bundle Pressure Drop for Reference
Pin Pitch and Diametera*
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Figure 6-10. Effect of Spacer Types and Pitches on Can
Thickness and Core Steel Volume for
Reference Pin Pitch and Diameter
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For this study, we shall quote numerical differences in power genera-
tion cost arising from the use of the helical ribbon in place of the grid
and wire-wrapped types used or planned for use in other reactors.  The
numerical differences should be considered as qualitative only, since
the analytical tools are absent for determining adequate spacer geomet-
ries (from a performance standpoint) for any type of spacer.

For types of spacers that perform equally well
with respect to the aforementioned problem, areas, the differences aris-
ing in power generation cost and doubling time result from each type's
peculiar characteristics in adding to the core's steel volume and coolant
pressure drop (in comparison to no spacer at all). Any spacer adds to
the core's steel volume; the spacer's steel volume and the added can
thickness (due to the increased coolant pressure drop) increase the
core's steel volume.  Also, the spacer's pressure drop component of
the total pressure drop through the core increases the primary system's
pumping  powe r. The spacer's steel volume and component of coolant
pressure drop vary with spacer thickness (cross-sectional), axial pitch
(axial distance between leading edges for the grid type), and spacer
height (applies only to the grid type). Before examining the effects of
particular types and geometries on the power generation cost and the
doubling time for the reference fuel pin's diameter and pitch-(0.280 and
0.337 inch, respectively), we will consider the effects of spacer types
on the optimum fuel pin pitch.

Figure 6-2 illustrates the effects of spacer
types and geometries on the optimum pin pitch for minimum power gen-
eration cost at a constant pin diameter of 0.280 inch. An important
limitation of Figure 6-2, as well as Figures 6-3 through 6-10, is that
the performance of certain or all geometries shown may not be accept-
able. The discontinuity occurring in the curves between pin pitches of
0.340 and 0.350 inch is a result of a step change in the radial blanket
pin size, the number of pins, and consequently the fabrication compo-
nent of fuel cost.  It can be seen from Figure 6-2 that the helical ribbon
of 2-inch pitch and 20-mil thickness  and the  grid of 11.4-inch pitch and·
15-mil thickness result in minimum power generation costs occurring
very close to the reference pitch of 0.337 inch. The wire-wound case
and the grid cases shown for a 3.8-inch pitch all result in a minimum
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occurring at pitches somewhat more removed from the reference pin
pitch value.  Note that in Figure 6-2 the power generation cost (PGC)
for the wire-wound spacer at a pin pitch of 0.337 inch is slightly higher
than  the PGC  for  the same spacer at this spacer's optimum pin pitch

(approximately 0.327 inch); therefore, little inaccuracy will be incurred

by neglecting this difference in PGC for the figures to follow (6-7 and

6-8).  We will, however, incur a somewhat greater inaccuracy if we
consider the 0.337 inch pitch instead of the optimum pitch for some grid

geometries. We shall neglect this inaccuracy in Figures 6-7 through
6- 10,   since the inaccuracy is not sufficient to invalidate the trends  in-

tended to be shown. Figure 6-3 shows the effects of spacer types and
geometries on the optimum pin pitch for minimum fuel cost.  Note that
the minimum fuel cost for the wire-wound spacer occurs at a lower pin
pitch  than  does the minimum  PGC: the reverse  is  true  for  the  grid  type,

i. e.,  the fuel cost minimum occurs at a larger pin pitch than does the

PGC minimum.  This is because the high pumping power required in
the wire-wound case overrides the usual effects of the reactor vessel
capital costs which tend to lower the optimum pin pitch. The differences
in total core pressure drop for the two cases can be seen in Figure 6-5.

The arguments presented above for the justifi-

cation of examining the effects of spacer types and geometries on PGC
while maintaining constant fuel pin diameter and pitch (0.280 and 0.337

inch respectively) do not pertain to determining the effects of spacer

types and geometries on doubling time. From Figure 6-4, it is seen
that large differences can occur between the doubling time at a pin pitch

of 0.337 inch and the actual minimum doubling time for some types of

spacers. Consequently, Figure 6-8 shows the effect of spacer  type s

on doubling time for pin pitches of both 0.337 inch and the optimum pin
pitch for minimum PGC (the optimum pitch depends on the type and

geometry as shown in Figure 6-2).
An explanation for the relatively small pin

pitches for minimum PGC and doubling time for the wire-wound type
and the relatively large pitches for the grid type is found in Figures 6-2

and  6-6.      With the absence  of any spacer, the optimum pitch  for  mini -

mum PGC is approximately 0 .342 inch for a pin diameter of 0.280 inch,

giving, in this case, an optimum ligament of 0.062. The addition of a
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grid-type spacer changes the slope of the core's steel volume fraction
curve as shown in Figure 6-6, thereby driving the optimum ligament
upward. The addition of a wire-wound spacer reverses the slope of the
core's steel volume fraction curve, thereby driving the optimum liga-
ment downward. The opposite slope for the wire-wound case is primar-
ily a result of the unique dependence of the spacer's cross-sectional
area on the fuel pin pitch.

Figure 6-7 illustrates the effect of spacer types

and geometries on the power generation cost. The spacer pitch for the
helical ribbon is the axial distance required to make one complete 360
degree twist.  In the wire-wound spacer, the pitch is the axial distance
for one complete traverse around the pin's periphery. The pitch of the

grid spacer is the axial distance between leading edges of adjacent spac-
ers. The thickness of the helical ribbon is the small cross-sectional

dimension, whereas the thickness of the grid is the web thickne'ss mea-
sured along a line connecting fuel pin centers. Of course, the diameter
of the wire in the wire-wound spacer is equal to the pin ligament (pin

pitch less the pin diameter). The height of the grid is 1.0 inch in Fig-
ures 6-7 through 6-10. The spacer types and pitches used in the EBR-II·

and planned for use in the PFR and FFTF reactors are marked with the

symbol 0, as is the reference type and pitch. There is little difference
between the PFR and the Fermi grid pitches as indicated in the fore-
going tabulation, so that we have chosen to show only the PFR grid
pitch; also, the Fermi pin pitch is square, which would add additional.
uncertainties to the validity of comparisons of spacer geometries.

It may be seen from Figure 6-7 that at con-
stant inpile time the power generation cost is· relatively insensitive to

changes in the helical ribbon thickness; appreciable effects, however,
can result from decreasing the pitch from 2.0 inches (the reference

value) to 1.0 inch or less. Design changes in the helical ribbon's thick-
ness or pitch may result from future disclosures of problems with fuel
pin vibration, bowing, fretting corrosion, and the like with the present
spacer geometry.  If the spacer requirements dictate a change in the

type of spacer for the reference design, the cost penalty (based on the

designated spacer types and geometries) will range.from 0.03 to 0.196
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mill/kWh depending on the spacer alternative employed. Cost penalties.

may be evaluated using the left-most ordinate.

Figure 6-8 shows the effects of spacer types,

geometries and pitches on the doubling time for a fuel pin diameter of

0.280 inch. The solid lines are for a pitch of 0.337 inch and the dashed

iines are for the optimum pitch for minimum doubling time depending

on the type of spacer.  For a helical ribbon pitch of from 2.0 to 6.0 in-

ches, the doubling  time is relatively insensitive  to the geometry; how-

ever,. the doubling time becomes quite sensitive to pitch at pitch values

less  than 2.0 inches.   If the spacer requirements dictate a change in the

type of spacer, the doubling time penalties might range up to 5.0 years.

The left-most ordinate may be used to evaluate the doubling time penal-

ties or doubling time reductions.

Figures 6-9 and 6-10 illustrate the causes for
the very high doubling times for the wire-wound types. In Figure 6-9,

which is a plot of the total bundle pressure drop as a function of spacer

pitch, the wire-wound spacer results in a pressure drop comparable to

that obtained with the 15-mil-thick grid. Figure 6-10 shows that the

resulting fuel assembly can thicknesses for the wire-wound type and

15-mil-thick grid are comparable; a result of nearly identical coolant

pressure drops. Figure  6- 10 also shows the relationships between the

core's steel volume fraction and the spacer pitch for various spacers

and spacer geometries. The wire-wound spacer results in a high core

steel volume fraction over the entire range of wire pitches examined;

in fact, the core's steel volume for the wire-wound case exceeds that

for any other type of spacer considered.  This very high steel volume

fraction is a direct result of the very high steel volume of the wire

spacers themselves, which results  in  the  ve.ry high doubling times shown.

The doubling time increases with the core steel volume fraction because

the increasing steel results   in both higher fissile loadings  and  lowe r

breeding ratios (because of higher enrichments and greater neutron par-

asitic absorption by the steel).
Table 6-2 lists the advantages, disadvantages,

and performance uncertainties of various types of spacers. The integral-

fin spacer is included here even though no power generation costs or

doubling times are presented for it in Figures 6-2, 6-4, 6-7, and 6-8.
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Table 6-2. Performance Characteristics and Uncertainties
for Various Types of Spacers

Possible spacer
geometry or reactor Cost penalties
changes to meet per- incurred bySpacer type Comments formance requirements geometry changes

1. Helical A. Advantages
Ribbon

Low spacer steel

Enhances inter- and intra-
channel fluid mixing

Minimizes "Hot Spot"
formation at spacer and
cladding contact points

Spacer compliance accom-
modates fuel pin swelling

B. Disadvantages
Difficult assembly fabrica-                                                                                                            1tion

C. Performance Uncertainties                                                                                       1
Fuel pin Vibration Decrease pitch 0.024 mill/kWh per inch

Increase spring con- 0.0002 mill/kWh per mil
stint (by increasing
thickness)

Fretting corrosion Decrease pitch (de- 0.024 mill/kWh per inch
crease load per con-
tact)

Increasethickness 0.0002 mill/kWh per mil
Spring constant variation Change spacer con-with temperature and nvt cept
Tolerance buildup effect Changespacer con-
on hot channel factors (re- ceptduction of channel flow
area)

Decrease average 0.0008 mill/kWh per F
i coolant temperature
 

Fuel pin autocatalytic bow Increase spring con- 0.0002 mill/kWh per mil'
stant (by increasing
thickness)

Structural integrity Increasethickness 0.0002 mill/kWh per mil
Spacer pressure drop Change fuel can thick-

 

Approximately 0.0028
component ness and pumping mill/kWh per psi

power

Assembly thermal bow Decrease average 0.0008 mill/kWh per Feffect on hot channel coolant temperaturefactors (reduction of chan-
nel flow area)

Increase spring con- 0.0002 mill/kWh per mil
stant (by increasing
thickness )

2. Grid A. Advantages
Spacer compliance accom-
modates fuel pin swelling

B. Disadvantages
High drag coefficient

Spring design and develop-
ment problems incurred
for small ligaments
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Table 6-2. (Cont'd)

Possible spacer
geometry or reactor Cost penalties
changes to meet per- incurred by

Spacer type Comments forrnance requirements geornetry changes

C. Performance Uncertainties

Fuel pin vibration

Fretting corrosion

Spring constant variation
with temperature and nvt

Tolerance buildup effect on
hot channel factors

Fuel pin autocatalytic bow
Structural integrity

3. Wire-Wound' A. Advantages

High spacer structural
integrity

Noncompliance eliminates
concern over fuel assembly
bow effects on hot channel
factors

Enhances interchannel fluid
mixing

B. Disadvantages
No inherent provision for
accommodation of fuel pin
swelling

Noncompliance can increase
corrosion fretting due to high
contact load per unit area

High spacer steel volume at
the pin pitches of interest
(in the particular case of the
reference core)

C. Performance Uncertainties

Fuel pin vibration

Fretting corrosion

Tolerance buildup effect on
·hot channel factors

Fuel pin autocatalytic bow
Fuel pin contact loads                                                                 ·-

4.  Integral fin A. Advantages
(helical, with No cladding fretting corrosionfin-to-fin con-
tact) High structural integrity

Noncompliance eliminates con-
cern ovbr fuel assembly bow
effects on hot channel factors

B.  Disadvantages

No inherent provision for ac-
commodation of fuel pin
swelling

C. Performance Uncertainties

Tolerance buildup effoct on
hot channel factors

Fuel pin contact loads
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In the integral-fin concept considered here, fin-to-fin contact between
adjacent fuel pins is obtained. The table lists the spacer geometries or
reactor changes that may be required in case the helical ribbon spacer
falls short of performance goals or criteria in the problem areas listed.
Also, cost penalties are associated with each possible change, although
it is conceivable that some changes may be made in a direction that
lowers power generation costs.

6.3.2.2. Steady-State Thermal-Hydraulics

A number of uncertainties exist in the pro-
jected thermal-hydraulics performance of the reference fuel assembly.
Most of these uncertainties affect the maximum cladding surface tem-
perature in the hot channel, but all of them affect, to some degree, the
allowable linear power rating (due to the cladding temperature at the
core midplane being in excess of those calculated for the hot channel).
The  uncertainties  are as follows:

1. Factors affecting the maximum cladding surface temper-
ature include uncertainties in the hot channel bulk temperature (channel
heat rate, flow rate, and extent of interchannel mixing), the local veloc-
ity and tempe rature profiles,   and  the heat trans fer· coefficient.     The
present B&W hot channel factor on the coolant bulk temperature (enthalpy
rise) includes physics calculational uncertainties, fuel loading, pin di-
mension and reactor power level uncertainties plus factors to account
for coolant maldistribution (inlet plenum effects) and coolant mixing.
We wish to consider here only the effects of uncertainties in the hy-
draulics. Coolant maldistributions within an assembly that are caused
by fuel pin bow, transient flow phenomena, or pressure drop calcula-
tional uncertainties may increase the uncertainty for the coolant enthalpy
rise from the present 1.132 to 1.19, for an additional maldistribution
factor of 1.05. In order to maintain the reference design's maximum
cladding surface temperature of 1209 F in this event, the bulk outlet
temperature would have to be reduced to 1086 F; this would result in an
increase of approximately 0.010 mill/kWh at constant inlet tempera-
tures. 38

2.  A factor of 0.95 has been used to take advantage of in-
terchannel coolant mixing  and has been applied to the bulk coolant       L
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temperature rise.  In the unlikely event that mixing does not appreci-

ably affect interchannel thermal energy transport, the effect on the bulk

outlet temperature would be the same as that quoted above; that is, a
reduction of 14 F resulting in a penalty of 0.010 mill/kWh.

3.  The local coolant velocity and temperature profiles may
result in appreciable variations in the peripheral cladding temperature.
The temperature variations cannot be predicted without a three-dimen-

sional flow model.

4.  The adverse effects of non-wetting, gas entrainment

and/or corrosion films on the heat-transfer coefficient might conceiv-

ably increase the coolant film temperature drops by as much as a factor

of two (an upper limit). Some small reduction in the mixed mean outlet

temperature may have to be made as a result of unexpectedly low heat
transfer coefficients. The maximum cladding surface temperature is a
rather weak function of the heat transfer coefficient, since the heat flux

is relatively low at the upper end of the active fuel length and the film

temperature  drop is calculated  to  be  less. than  5 F based on present data.
An increase of 5 F in the maximum cladding surface temperature would

require a decrease of approximately 3.5 F in the mixed mean outlet

temperature. This appears  to be a relatively insignificant effect,  but

no judgment can be passed on its importance until the fuel burnup equiv-
alent of 1.0 F in cladding temperature is determined. The cladding
creep rate increases with temperature and thus results in cladding stress

relaxation and less restraint on fuel. outward radial growth (postulated).

All the foregoing factors affect the cladding
surface temperatures at the axial location where the peak fuel tempera-

tures are experienced (near the core midplane). Consequently, these

factors will affect the maximum linear power rating, but not significant-
ly since a 100 F rise in temperature would decrease the maximum al-
lowable linear power rating by approximately 3% (0.51 kW/ft), which

results in a power generation cost penalty of 0.007 mill/kWh.
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